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ABSTRACT

The canad.ian Radio-televisíon and Telecommunications
commission is the administrative tribunal responsible for
regulating broadcasting and telecommunications in canada'
The comurission has endured a 10t of criticism for its
regulation of private television, pay-television and cable
opãrators. Howeverr not much has been written about the
CRTC's reì-atively =ú"".=sfu1 radio policy. Therefore, this
stud.y undertakes a description, analysis and comparison of
two important components ãf the Commission's radio policy,
canadian content regul-ations for AM radio and foreground
programming requirements for FM'

Research for this study was conducted. in Toronto,
ottawa and winnipeg. In-person and telephone interviews
were cond.ucted., ä ã.r"'tt.y involving twenty-two AM and FM

broadcasters was undertaken, correspondence with relevant
actors was established. and primary research material
including government documents, special reports, journals,
me"Éa.zineã ãnd newspaper articles were consulted for this
stuay. The use of- secondary material in this study was

negligible.

The study revealed. that both AM canadian content and
foreEiround have been relatively successful in achieving
their stated. objectives, although it will also be noted that
the Commission iras experienced difficulties with both
policies, particularly foreground' For a variety of
reasons, the impact "i foreground has been Iess noticeable
than the inpact of AM Canadian content. Despite this fact'
it is the conclusion of this study that both AM canadian
content and foreground are worthwhile policies that have
mad.e important cãntributions to the Canadian broadcastinÉ
system.
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TNTRODUCTORY CHAPTER

TheCanadíanRadio-televisionandTelecommunications

commission (CRTC) was created in 1968 and since that time' it

has enacted. many regulations ' It has also received rnuch

criticism for its regulation of private television and pay-

television operators. rn addition, some critics argue that the

CRTC is ,,captive" of the broadcasting industry that they are

supposed to regulate '

This study, which focuses in on Canadian content

regulations for APl rad.io and fore$round programming regulations

for FM radio refutes some of these criticisms as both of these

particular policies have proven to be relatively successful and

suggests that in t,his field at least, the CRTC is not captive of

the ind.ustry that it regulates' Howeverr &nY examination of AM

canadian content and foreground. would not be complete without

first examining the Commission itself'

Therefore, Chapter one of this study is devoted to an

examination of the CRTC itself, how it functions as a regulatory

agency, and the environment in which it operates' It will be

determined that although the cRTc is theoreticatly subiect to a

wide variety of influences, the commission is responsive to the

Broadcasting Act of 1968 which among other things, calls for the
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Canadian broadcasting system to be "varied and comprehensive"

and to uti Lize "predominantly canadian resources o " I Thus t

it can be argued that the CRTC has enacted regulations like AM

Canadian content and foreground in order to uphold the

principles of the Act and to serve the public interest'

chapter two of this study traces the historical development

of both AM canadian content and foreground regulations. rt will

be determined that although AM Canadian content regulations did

not directly evolve from regulations that T.¡ere previously ín

place, foreground regulations were preceded by the Board of

Broad.cast Governor t s Arts, Letters and science requirements '

which it witl be argued. I^¡ere in effect the "spiritual

pred.ecessors" of foreground regulations'

Following this evaluation of the historical development of

AM Canadian content and foreground regulations, Chapter three

proceed.s to evaluate the purpose and impact of the CRTC's 30 per

cent canadian content regulations for AM radio. The analysis

will d.eal primarily with private English-Ianguage broadcasters

and. will not examine the impact of the regulations on French

language broadcasters and the canadian Broadcasting corporation

(cBC). This limitation can be justified' on the grounds that the

AM Canadian content regulations were aimed mainly at private

English language broadcasters '
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!{ith respect to French-lenguaEle broadcasters, it should be

noted that prior to the initiation of AM Canadian content

regulations, they r+ere already airing 30 per cent Canadian

content and the initiation of AM canadian content regulations

therefore had. Iimited impact on thern. Thís can be largely

attributed to Quebec's cultural insu]-ation which besides

minimi zinÊ the effects of canadian content regulations for

radio, has also minimized the effects of canadian content

regulations for television on the Quebec broadcasting industry

(although ad.mittedly in rad.io, there is a growing problen of the

use of sonEls with English language lyrics by Quebec radio

broadcasters which has created. problems for the Quebec music

industry).

Another limit to the scope of this study is the exclusion

of the canadian Broadcasting corporation (cBC) the public

broadcasting organization. There are two reasons for this '

First of all, the cBC's programming schedule, unl-ike the

programming schedule of many of the private broadcasters is not

primarily nade up of music, but rather of infornation

programming and. the CRTC's AM Canadian content regufations

pertainspecificallytomusicandmusicalcompositions.

Second.ly,forthepurposeofthisstudy,itwiltbeassumed

that the 30 per cent canadian content requirement is redundant
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to an agency whose primary mandate is the promotion of canadian

tal-ent. e so these 8;re the reasons for excludind the cBc and

French language broad.casters from the section of thís study that

deals with AM Canadian content regulationa '

This study concludes that AM Canadian content regulations

have benefitted the canad.ian music ind.ustry immensely, that the

airing of 30 per cent canadian content has been the catalyst

which has all-owed. the canadian music industry to progress to the

point where it is tod'ay, producing artists that compete

internationally, artists who are accepted at home and abroad.

TheregulationshavealsohelpedtocreateaCanadianmusic

ind.ustry which is relatively healthy and vibrant ' Despite such

achievements, it will also be noted that there are many problems

pertaining to canadian content regulations and the industry that

theywereintendedtosupport.Somestepshavealreadybeen

taken to address these Problems '

Chapter four of this study focuses on the foreground

regulations for FM radio, although once again, the CBC will be

excluded fro¡n the analysis. The justification for excluding the

cBC can be found in the cRTCts najor policy statement entitled

ComprehensiveRad.ioService.Inthisdocument(whichintroduced

foreground) the Commission notes that:
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WhiIe the regulations now proposed by the
commission ( including foreground) together
withthenewFMapplicationform'willapply
to the CBC, most of the objectives and
requirements of this document are applicable
to FM radio in the private sector ' ' ' r¡

so, foreground. regulations (and. the GRTC's entire FM pol-icy)

weredirectedatprivatebroadcastersandnotthecBc.The

reasorrs for this are simPle'

prior to the initiation of foreground, the CBC was alreadv

producing a substantial amount of programming in the foreground

format and therefore requiring the cBC to produce foreground

would have been redund'anta (in the same manner that

requiring the cBc to schedule 30 per cent AM Canadian content

wouldhavebeenred'und.ant).soforthisreason,foreground

regulations have had minimal inpact on the CBC itself (although

some CBC-FM affiliates have sometimes encountered difficulties

securing foreground programming) and. this factor coupled with

thefocusoftheregulationsisamplejustificationfor

analyzingtheimpactofforeground.onprivateFMbroadcasters

only.

The conclusion of the study of foreground determines that

therearemanyproblemswiththeregulation8'especial-Iy

complianceproblems.FMbroadcastershavelegitimatecomplaints

regard.ing the complexity and inflexibitity of the regulations '

andtheyalsocornplainoftheprohibitivecostofproducinÉ
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fore$roundprogrammínÉl.TheendresultisthatmanyFM

broad.casters either sinply cannot meet the foreground

programming Ievels required of them, repeat programs or recycle

scripts and prod.uce fore$round programming which neets the

"letter of the lal'r, " but not the "spirit of it' "

Despite these and other problems (which for the most partt

the CRTC has acknowledged. and has acted accordingly) tt wiII be

deternined that foreground regulations have proved beneficial to

Canadian radio listeners by helping to spur the developnent of

high quality programming, which, in turn' has helped to

differentiate the AM and. the FM bands and has contributed to the

diversity of the canadian radio broadcasting system' This is

especially true when one compares canadian radio with American

radio and more specificaì-Iy, FM radio in the u.s. and FM radio

in Canada.

In order to illustrate the diversity of canadian radio' a

comparison with Anerican radio is presented in chapter Four'

NotonlyisCanadianradioshowntobemorediverseand

informative, partly because of FM regulations Iike foreground,

canadian AM radio, unlike AM radio in the united stateso is

still a financially viable entity'

Intheconcludingchapter,åcomparisonoftheÀMCanadian
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content regulations and foreground FM regulations íe presented'

The AM Canad.ian content regulations have achieved more tangible

or visible results than foreground reÉulations and would

therefore appear to be the more successful of the two policies '

But, it wiII also be noted that it is infinitely nore difficult

to prove the effects of foreground than it is to prove the

effects of canadian content regulations. Nonetheless' it will

be conclud.ed that the evidence available suggests that

foreÉlround regulations have achieved their obiectives and hence

in combination with the ind.isputably successful AM canadian

content regulations, are two significant cRTc policies (unlike

some of the CRTCts other policies) which have achieved their

objectives and which &re in addition, two important components

of a rad,io broadcasting system which some feel is one of the

f inest in the r^¡orld.
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Chapter One

The Canadian Radio-television

The canadian Radio-televisíon and Telecommunications

commission (ORTC) was created by the Broadcasting Act of 1968 to

replace the Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) the regulatory

agency that preceded it ( in 19?6, the CRTC became the Canadian

Radio-television and Teleconmunications commission) ' The cRTc

is responsible for implementing section 3 of the Broadcasting

Act and therefore is charged with supervising the "single system

of broadcasting conprising pubtic and private elements so that

the system wilI enrich and strengthen the cultural and econonic

fabric of canada. " 1 The programming of the system is to be

varied, conprehensive, of high standard' using predominantly

canad.i-an creative and other resources. Besides describing the

mandate of the CRTC, the Broadcasting Act of 1968 also describes

the structure of the CRTC '

The Broadcasting Act, aS amend'ed' by the CRTC Act of 1975'

provides for the appointment by the Governor in Council

(Cabinet)ofninefull-ti¡nemembersofthecRTc,whoare

referred to in the act as the Executive committee, and ten part-

timemembers.Thefull_tirnemembersmaybeappointedforterms

notexceedingsevenyearsandholdofficeduringgood

behaviour. The Executive committee, with two minor exceptions
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has a nearly exclusive decision-making

exclusive powers in telecommunications

power in broadcasting and

matters. 2

Thepart-timernembersareappointed.fortermsofuptofive

years and. also hol-d office during good behaviour ' They are

appointedonf-regionalbasísandforsomedecisions'suchas

the naking or arnending of regulations I or the revoking of

Iicences, consultation with part-time nembers may be required'

part-time members have the riÉht to vote in matters dealing with

therrakingofregulationsand.Lherevocationsofbroadcasting

Iicences,buttheirro]eisstrict]-ya.d.viSoryinmatterssuchas

the issuing' renewal and' amendment of a Iicence' And' in

add-ition, part-time members may participate in broadcasting

matters on1Y.3

Assisting the Commissioners are 425 employees ' These

employeesworkinoneofthefollowingbranches:a(1)Finance

andManaE!ementServicesBranch;(2)InformationServicesBranch;

(3) Personnel Branch; (4) Lega1 Branch; (5) Technical Branch;

(6)LicensingPolicyand.AdministrationBranch;(7)P]-anningand

Development Branch; (8) Research Branch; (9) Broadcast Programs

Branch.ThepowersthattheComnissionanditsstaffwieldare

exLensive.

In fact, the CRTC has the power to establish rules of
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procedure, make regulations, prescribe classes of licences'

issue, attach conditions to, amend.r renew, suspend and revoke

Iicences, exempt from Iicences, carry out or support research

and'requirethebroadcastofprogramsofurgentimportanceto

Canad'iansEienerallyortoresidentsof?.specificarea.5

The commission has the power to make regulations:

( I ) Respecting Standards of programs and the
allocation of broadcasting time for the
purpose of giving effect to (d) of Section 2;

( II ) Respecting the character of advertising and
the arnount of time that may be devoted to
advertising;

(III)Respectingtheproportionoftinrethatmaybe
d.evoted to the broadcasting of programs t

advertisements or announcements of a partisan
political character and the assignment of
such time on an equitable basis to political
parties and candidates;

(IV) Respecting the use of dramatization in
programs, advertisements or announcements of
a Partisan PoIitical characteri

(V ) Respecting the broadcasting tirnes to be
reserved for network programs by any
broad.casting station operated as part of a

network;

(VI ) PrescribinÉ the conditions for the operation
of broadcasting stations as part of a network
and the conditions for the broadcasting of
network Programs;

(VII) With the approval of the Treasury Board'
fixing the ãchedule of fees to be paid bv
Iicences and providing for the payment
thereof;

(VIII ) Requiring I j-cences to subrnit to the
Commissiãn such information regarding their
programs and financial affairs or otherwise
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relating to the conduct and management of
their affairs as the regulations may
specifY; and

(IX) Respecting such other matters as it deems
necessary for the furtherance of íts
objectives. 6

The CRTC has availed itself of these extensive powers to enact

among other things, z AM Canadian content regulations and

foreÉround programming regulations for FM radio (which are to be

the focus of chapters three and four of this study).

Besides its extensive regulatory powers, the CRTC (since

1976 ) has also exercised. authority over the federall-y-regulated

telecommunications carriers (and. hence the addition of the word

telecommunications to the CRTC's official title).

Any proposed, ORTC regulation in either broadcasting or

telecommunications must appear in documents called Regulatory

Agendas. which are published. through the Treasury Board

Secretariat. The CRTC must also publish notice of hearings in

Canadian nel^rspapers as well as publishing any proposed

regulation or amendment to a regulation in the Canada Gazette '

And finally, the CRTC must publish an annual report which is

tabled in Parliament and referred autornatically to the House of

common t s stand.ing committee for communications and culture '

The CRTC regularly conducts pubJ-ic hearings on ficence
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applications, on proposed regulations and on matters of general

policy and these hearings provid.e a forum for the continuing

discussion of broadcasting in canada.s In fact, section 19

of the Broadcasting Act of 1968 states that:

19(1) A public hearing shalt be held bv t'he
Commission:

(a) In connection with the issue of a
broadcasting licence; other than a
licence to carry on temporary network
operation.
(ir) Where the Conmission or the
Executive Committee has under
consid,eration the revocation or
suspension of a broadcasting Iicence '

(2) A public hearing shall be held by the
Comniss-ion, if the Executive Committee is
satisfied that it would be in the public
interest to hold such a hearing in
connection with;

(a) The amendment of a broadcasting
licence
(b) The issue of a licence to carry on a
temporarY network oPeration or
(c) A complaint by a person with respect
to any matter within the powers of the
commission.

(3) A pubtic hearing shall be held bv the
comrniss-ion in connection with the renewal 0f
abroadcastinglieenceunlesstheConmission
is satisfied. that such a hearing is not
required., and- notwithstanding subsection (21

a public hearing maY be held bY the
Cornmission in connection with any other
matter in respect of which the Commission
deems such a hearing to be desirable '
( ? ) The Commission has in respect of any
public hearing under this sectionr âs
iegards the attendance, swearing and
exãmination of witnesses thereof, the
production and inspection of documents, the
ãnforcement of its orders, the entry and
inspection of property and other matters
necessary or proper in relation to such a
hearing. AII such powers, rights and
privileges are vested in the CRTC as a Court
of record. e
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As one can gather from t,he above, public hearings are integral

to the functioning of the CRTC'

In fact, orre of the most striking features of the CRTC has

been and. remains its emphasis on the public hearing process to

enable the canad.ian people to make known their opinions and

preferences on particular licence applications and more general

broad.casting policy questions. The colnmission has tried to hold

hearings across the country each year and has made efforts to

hear applicants in their own area. Members of the public are

invited to submit written comments to the CRTCr0 and they

can also attend the hearing in their own area and speak directly

to the commission. Advertisements are placed in the appropriate

newspapers to inform local- resid.ents of applications being made,

the date and place of the hearing, and eventually the decision

mad.e. As much as possible, the CRTC makes public íts policy

statements as well as its d.ecisions on its licences; this is al1

done in an effort to keep the public informed and to allow

people to be part of the decision making process in broadcasting

regulation. I I

In practice, public participation is lirrited because

hearings are held. during the day when most people work and the

hearings take place only in major cities. CRTC notices in

ner^¡spapers are familiar to those who know where to look and what

to look for, but most readers probably never notice them or know
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what they mean. The nature of the hearing procedures also

lirnits public involvement because while the commj-ssion has

allowed. applicants to speak directly to the cornmission, there is

no provision for cross-examination by intervenors of one

another. only the cRTc members ask questions and these may not

cover all of the concerns of those in attendance. The CRTC's

rationale for such actions is that it has attempted to avoid the

legal- formalities typical of courtroom hearings which are often

believed. to encourage confrontation. Because the courtroom is

so alien to the uninitiated, the CRTC has abandoned any rules

that resemble court proceedings ' r 2

In justifying the greater infornality aL commission

hearings than exists in a court of law, Commission counsel has

noted the following points. First, Lhe public hearing process

is d.esigned to aid the courmission in carrying out "an

essentially ad.ministrative function" which is the Iicensing and

supervision of broadcasting undertakings. I{hile regulatory

tribunals such as the ORTC are generally viewed as carrying out

ad.ministrative,policy_makingandadjudicativefunctions

choicebetweencompetingapplicantsormakingreguÌations

pertaining to broadcasti-ng are essentially judiciaJ- functions

the CRTC believes itself to be more of an administrative than a

judicial- body. " r a It considers that it shoul-d have the

major role in fact find.ing ( in which intervenors play a maior

part) and. directing the behaviour of l-icences through promises
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of performance and otherwise' ra In light of thís

ad.ninistrative perception of its role, it has been reluctant to

"judicialize" the regulatory process by permitting cross

exanination, financial- disclosurê, 1 s compeLitive

IicensinÉ16 and- fuII reporbing of reasons for

decisions. 1 ? Besides performing administrative and judicial

functions, the CRTC is also responsible for monitorinÉ and

regulabing Canada's public broadcaster' the Canadian

Broadcasting CorPoration'

But, although the ORTC does regulate both private and

public broadcasting in canada, it has never been definitely

deternined to what extent the ORTC can actually exercise its

powersovertheCBC,sinceboththeORTCandthecBCoperate

withsimilarparliamentarymandates'botharefundedby

Parliament and the management of each institubion is appointed

bythegovernment.This,ineffect'meansthatboththeCRTC

and. the cBC are ultimately responsible to Parliament and the

government. r I

so, even thouÉh the CRTC possesses some reguJ-atory control

over the cBC, the labter has a recourse from ORTC decisions

whichisnotopentotheprivatesector.TheCBCmustCome

before the commission as an applicant but in recognition of the

special status of the CBC as a crown corporation funded

primarily by Parliament and responsibl-e for providing a national



broadcasting service I The Broadcasting Act sets out special

procedures respecting conditions which the CRTC proposes to

att.ach to CBC licences ' The corporation may request a

consultation with the Executive Committee of the CRTC and, if

notwithstandingtheconsultation,theCommissionattachesany

condition to which the cBc objects, it mây refer the natter to

theMinisterofCommunicaLionswhocansettletheissuewith&

written direction to the Executive conmittee of the CRTC which

must then be published forthwith in the canadian Gazette and be

tabled in Parliament. rs And in add.ition, when any conflict

arises between the objectives of the cBC and the private

broad.casters, the CRTC must give preference to the CBC '

Thus,theextenttowhichthecRTccanactuallyexercise

its re$ulatory authority over the affairs of the CBC is

circumscribed..TheCRTCiscertainlynotthefinaloreventhe

primaryauthoritywithrespectLotheCBcandbesidesthis

timitation on the çRTC's powers, the cRTc is subject to other

restraints upon its autonomy as well '

For example, Parliament has always played a rofe (al-beit in

mostcasesÍ-second.aryrole)inthedevelopmentofbroadcasting

policy as evidenced by the many reports produced from time to

timebyParliamenLarycommitteesassigned.thetaskofstudying

theproblemsofbroadcasting.Inlg6s,Parliamentpassedthe

broad'castinglegislationineffecttod.ay(andiscurrentlyin
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the process of reviewing the 1968 Act with the intent of

revising it). The CRTC is also indirectly funded by Parli-ament

in that it is empowered to ì-evy a tax on broadcasters " This

subjects it to Parl-iamentary scrutiny. In fact, the commission

is accountable to the Standing Comrnittee on Communications and

Culture (the Parliamentary committee responsible for matters

pertaining to the CRTC as weII as broadcasting matters in

general_ ) for both its spending and its mandate 2 0. The

committee regularly calls CRTC officials (and witnesses from

other major public bodies subiect to the Broadcasting Act) to

appear before it. In addition to Parliament, the government in

power can atternpt to influence CRTC decision and policy naking

through its appointment and directive polvers and through its

ability to "refer back" or "rescind" a decision of the CRTC'

CRTC commissioners are appointed by the Governor in Council

on the advice of the Prime Minister, Such an appointment power

is theoreticall-y non-partisan but can be used to indirectly or

informally influence the CRTC. rr

Furthermore, at presentr2e the Governor in council

(Cabinet) has the pol^¡er to issue directives to the CRTC in

regards to the following matters: 2 3 the maximum number of

channels or frequencies for the use of which broadcasting

licences may be issued within any geographical area; the
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reservation of channels or frequencies for use by the CBC;

classes of applicants to whom broadcasting licences rnay be

issued; Canad.ian ownership of broadcasting undertakings; the

reservation of cable channels for educational broadcasting by

Provincial authorities; and the extent to which Provincial

governments may be involved in broadcasting. 2 4

Cabinet can also "set aside" or "refer back" a decision of

the CRTC. In doing this, it must be specified what was material-

and what was either not considered or inadequatel-y considered.

After a second hearing, the Governor in Council may rescind the

decision in question. 2 5

Any d.ecision or ord.er of the commission can be appealed to

the Fed.eral court of Appeal upon a question of law or a question

of jurisdiction.e6 Applications to set aside such orders

rnay be mad.e only by the Attorney General of Canada or by a party

d.irectly affected by the decision or order. Parties directlv

affected. by decisions or orders have been defined by the courts

as parties with propriety or other leÉal rights.zz But, in

realiLy, CRTC decisions are rarely appealed to the courts and

thus, the effect of the courts on CRTC policy is mininal' There

are severaÌ reasons why bhis is so.

First, section 1 of The canadj-an charter of Human Rights

and Freedoms ( of 1982 ) provides thab its guarantees ( like the
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guarentee of freed.om of speech) nay be subject to "reasonable

limits" prescribed by law as can be "demonstrably just'ified in a

free and democratic society. " Therefore, while the Federal

court has the power to review decisions of federal

administrative tribunals tike the CRTC, it is reluctant to

overturn decisions except where it is clear that excesses of

jurisdiction or procedural flaws are involved, for example' if

the CRTC should overstep its statutory powers ' a I

second.ly, influence by the courts on CRTC policy is mininal

because the commission's decisions are rarely appealed to the

courts. Instead, aggrieved parties more frequently take

advantage of the option of appealing a CRTC decision to Cabinet

which has the power to "rescind" or "refer back" a decision of

the CRTC and this, combined with the constitutional constrainte

already mentioned, effectively lirnits the court's ability to

influence or affect cRTc policy (although, in reality, a small

percentage of CRTC d.ecisions are appealed in this fashion) ' But

if the courts have n<¡t had a signifieant effect on CRTC policy,

they have helped to clarify whose jurisdiction broadcasting

falls under and the relationship of broadcasting and Federal-ism.

The Canadian constitution clearly gives the Federal

government and not Provincial governmente, iurisdlction over

broadcasting and consequentlyr Canad.ian court's have upheld

Fed.eral aupremacy in this area.te Although Provincial
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control over broadcasting is mininal ( in recent yeara, the

governments of Ontario, Alberta, Quebec and now Manitoba have

become extensively involved in educational broadcasting which is

not subject to CRTC regulation), the issue of cable television

has rekindled Federal-state rivalries. Some provinces clain

that cable-tv takes place entirely within provincial territory

and should be under their control. Other provinces ( like

Quebec ) have laid clain to all aspects of broadcastlng because

of its importance to their cultural life. a o

Canadian federalism also affects the CRTC's regulation of

telecommunications because as previously rnentioned' the CRTC

only has the power to regul-ate Federally licensed

telecommunications carriers ( like Bel-l Canada or CNCP) and does

not have the power to regulate Provincial telecommunícatíons

carriers3t (tike the Manitoba Tel-ephone System for exanple,

which is regulated by the Provincial Public Utilities Board).

This, in effect, means that the CRTC only regulates 70 per eent

of the telecommunications carriers in Canada. (It is

interestingi to note that The Federal Court ruled in 1986 that

Al-berta Government Telephones, despite being a Provincial crown

corporation, is subject to CRTC regulations for the

interprovincial aspects of its operations. )

fn regards to broadcasting matters though, Provincial

governments can only try to influence CRTC policy by intervening
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at public hearings conducted by the CRTC, where they are treated

no differently than other intervenors. In fact, they are one of

a host of actors who try to infl-uence CRTC policy making through

the public hearing Process.

These various groups or actors include both private and

public interest groups like the canadian Association of

Broadcasters (cAB) a private interest group which represent.s the

views of broad.casters and public interest groups like the

Consumerrs Association of Canada (CAC)' the Insti.tute for Aduft

Education and the Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC). AII

of the above groups try in some manner to influence CRTC policy

and. decision making. sz In addition to these diverse Élroups'

the CRTC is also subject to influence from its own staff'

In fact, Pierre Nadeau, senior Executive Vice-President of

the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (radio division), notes

that the biggest problem that the CAB has encountered in its

d.ealings with the cRTc (in this particular instance, regarding

the CRTC's FM poJ-icy) "Is the fact that the staff was running

the show and the commissioners did not know what the FM poliey

was all about."e3 And Louis Jaffe, Iike Nadeau also

believes that regulatory agencies tike the cRTc are in effect

captive of their own bureaucracies. To this end he notes that:

..The ageàcies are not so much industry oriented
or consumer oriented as they are regulation
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oriented. They are in the regufatory business
and regulate they wi11, with or without
rationale. If the agencies have been captured
by anybody it is probably by their ol^¡n staff who
have mastered the arcane details of rate setting
the Iicence granting. ¡ a

Given the compJ-exity and volume of decisions that agencies Iike

the CRTC must make and given the expertise and knowledge of the

staff of the ÇRTC, it is theoretically possible for them to

exert undue influence over the relatively few CRTC commissioners

(there are 19 CRTC commissioners, nine of whom comprise the

executive of the commission, while in the ORTCts broadcasting

directorate, there are over 155 enployees)'

Despite this possibility, according to Real Therrien'

Vice-chairman of the commission, it is the commissioners and not

the staff ¡^rho are ultimately responsible for CRTC decisions on

broadcasting and telecommunications matters. Therrien also

notes that cRTc commissioners do not interact only with cRTc

staff, that throuÉh the consultative and public hearing process'

they come in contact with communications consultants, industry

officials and experts on broadcasting matters which helps to

mitigate the influence of CRTC staff members and allows them to

formulate their own views and opinions on inportant issues '

Therrien further explains that there is "complete interaction"

between CRTC staff members and the commissioners and that all

relevant issues are thoroughty discussed and debated' 35 In

summary, while it i-s theoretically possible for CRTC staff
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members to exert disproportionate influence over ORTC

commissioners, it is also theoreticalty possible for individual-

CRTC commissioners, specifically the chairman, to exert

substantial control of the Conmission.

For example, it can be said that the reglulatory zeaL of the

commission in the early days of its existence can be partially

attributed to its first two Chairmen, Pierre Juneau and John

Meisel. And, by the same token, it can be said that the cRTC's

current revision and reform of many of its regulations is in

part a reflection of the d.isdain current Chairman Andre Bureau

has for regulations and red tape (as one shall see in greater

d.etail in chapter four of this study). so therefore, the

relative influence of individual CRTC Chairmen must be taken

into consideration in any discussion of the CÊTC'

In the final analysis, the CRTC is subject to a variety of

internal and external influences, and it is also subject to a

variety of controls both, direct and indirect'

officially the CRTC sees itself as an independent

regulatory agency whose primary concern is the public interest.

CRTC spokesperson Real Therrien described the CRTC's role as an

independent reÉlulatory agency as follows:

We (the CRTC) are in fact a quasi-judicial
tribunal- independent from government ' We

operate under the mandate of The Broadcasting
Act which was voted in by Parliament in 1967 '
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So what do we do? We are a quasi-administrative
tribunal and we administer The Broadcasting
Act. And even if someone appears in front of
us r whether they be provincial premiers or a

=i"gf" individual- or a group, the Commission
l-isiens to all comments and renders a decision
of its own.36

Denis Menard, Director General of Radio Policy, expÌains the

und.erlying rationale for all CRTC decisions and policies:

..TheCommissionwi]-Ihavetoweighandrender
its d.ecision accordingly and see how the new
poticy will benefit the Canadian community'
ih"t'= what we're going to be tooking for - How

are Canadians going to benefit from this?
What's going t; be the public benefit? That's
the concern of the Commission' 3?

Indeed., one can arÊiue that such is the basis for regulations

tike Canadian content for AM radio (which are to be examined in

this stud.y) or foreground programming

FM radio (which are to be examined in Chapter

the investigation of these questions will take us

Chapter three of

requirements for

four of this study) the regulations which are to be the primary

focus of this studY.

fn fact, this study is interested in the CRTC's Policies

respecting both sets of regulations but while the interest is

primarilY in the rationale for and the impact of such polices t

into the area

of CRTC decision-making processes ' It is not Possible on the

basisoftheresearchcond'ucted'forthisstudytoprovideal

d.etailed assessment of the relative influence of various actors

and institutions although Lhey witl be examined briefly

Keeping this in mind' one will now proceed to an examination of
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of the CRTC's

regulations.

circumstances which led

AM Canadian content and

18.
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foreground Programming
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There are those who contend that the cRTc is "captive" or
overly responsive to its clientele, the broadcastinÉ
industry but such claims are not entirely iustifiabl-e or
verifiable for a variety of reasons '

First of all, an examination of the CRTC's policies
provid.es eviáence it is not captive of the industry that it
regulateSastheComnissionhasenactedmanyregulations
that run contrary to the interests of private broadcasters
(regulations like canadian content, foreEiround and the
CRTC's entire FM PolicY).

secondly, the majority of ORTC commissioners are recruited
from the civil service and NoT from the broadcasting
industry(whichisa.te]]-talesymptomofcaptivity).4
glance aL the 1984-85 CRTC Annual Rqpo-rt reveals that of
,rirr" fulI time commissioners, six of those commissioners
were in fact recruited from the civil service. In
add.ition, the majority of CRTC Chairmen (three of five)
have been recruiied. from the civil service or the academic
world (the first chairman of the CRTC, Pierre Juneau' was

at one time chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors,
the second. CRTC Chairman, Harry Boyle was a one time
programsupervisorattheCBCwhileJohnMeise]-wasan
ãca¿emic from eueen's University. The other two chairmen
were recruited. from the broadcasting industry; Pierre camu

was a one time chairman of the canadian Association of
Broadcasters while prior to his appointment to the CRTC'

present d.ay Chaitt"t, Andre Bureau was President of
Canad.ian Satellite Communications ) '

the CRTC is not necessarily "captive" of
it regulates, it is sometimes swayed by

For example, the reasons that the cRTc is rel-uctant to make

licensing or cable d.ecisions that would adversel-y af fect
the profits of private broadcasters is that the CRTC

naiväIy believeå that such profits are necessary to provide
f"i.ratå broadcasters with the means to produce quality
Canadian programmingi .

Another example of the naive faith that the ORTC has in
f"irr"t" broaãcasters is illustrated by the CRTCts decision
*tri"tr saw the commission Iicence six pay-television
stations, instead of one national service as both the
provincial and. federal Eiovernments suggested'

But, even though
the industrY that
it.
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subsequently, the majority of these pay-tv operators went
bankrupt, but the ÇRTC's rationale in licensing several
pay-teievision stations is best summed up by then CRTC

ðfr"irman John Meisel, who at the time stated that; "pay-tv
is our last chance to get Canadian content right.l' Mehr'
Op. Cit. ' p. 7, And therefore, the CRTC was swayed by
päy-televiãion operators (who saw pay-television as Iicence
lo print money) into allowing several pay-tv operators, but
not because they were overly concerned about the profits
which pay-teì-evision operators might realize but because
they sãw in pay-televiãion the opportunity to increase the
production of Canadian content programming '

Add.itional evid.ence that suggests that perhaps the CRTC is
,'swayed" by the industry that it regulates includes the

"ãr*i-="ionts 
refusal- to award broadcasting licences to

publicly or community owned stations. The Commission gives
private- broad,casters the right to take on a venture that
rigtt ultirnately fail, but in many instances, the
commission wiII not give public or community oriented
stations that same right.

But, in the final analysis, in the eyes of this author, the
evid.ence cited above is not proof of the CRTC's captivity,
it is merely proof that the CRTC is "swayed" by the
ind.ustry that it regulates although the degree of the
sensitivity of the CRTC to the concerns of broadcasters
also depends to a certain extent upon the individual
chairmen of the CRTC.

For example, current CRTC chairman, Andre Bureau, a former
presid.ent of Canadian Satell-ite Communications' appears to
be more sympathetic to the concerns of broadcasters than
most or aII of his predecessors. Bureau has consistently
spoken about the need for the CRTC to act as a
;"r-rp""r.isory" agency as opposed to a "repiulatory agency"
and has d.emonstrated this commitment to supervision in his
attempts to streamline CRTC regulations. In addition, he

has in the same breath, criticized the national
broadcasters, the cBC (for using the Parliamentary channel
to broadcast the National and the Journal- during Stanley
cup playoffs) while at the same time, praising cabl-e-tv
opã""to"s (although Bureau was al-so responsible for helping
t; introduce a regulation which required Windsor area radio
broad.casters to broadcast newscasts that contained 45 per
cent canad.ian content). For a profile of Andre Bureau see
"The Man who calls TVts Tune," winnipeg Free Press, 6

December 1986, p. 29 OR "CRTC's chairman a Real Bear for
Work," Winnipeg Free Press, 2 April 1985' p' 22'

pierre Nad.eau, senior Executive vice-President, canadian
Association of Broadcasters (radio division) interview byJJ.
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author,
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tape record.ing, 18 ApriI 1986, Ottawa, Ontario'

Brayer, Adrninistrative Law and ReguIa!9ry Policy
: Little Brown and Companv, 1979) p' I32'

Real Therrien, vice President, canadian Radio-television
and. Tel-ecommunications Commission, interview by author,
tape recording, 21 April 1986, Ottawa, Ontario'

ÇRTC, Toronto Public Hearings, vol. 4, 29 March 1985' PP.
9L2, 913.

Denis Menard, Director General, Radio PoIicy, Maritime
Division, canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission, interview by author, tape recording, 2L April
1986, Ottawa, Ontario.

34.
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Chapter Two

Introduction

In the pioneering days of radio in Canada, there were

mininal regulations, but in the late 1920's it was recognized

that Canadian broadcasting should be free from political

considerations and that a Canadian broadcasting system should be

more than just a mere appendage of the American broadcasting

system. This led to the establishment of the first of nany

royal commissions on broadcasting, the Àird Commission, whose

reconmendations Ied to the eventual creation of Canadats firet

public broadcaster, the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Conmission

(CRBC) which preceded Canada's current public broadcaster the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CeC¡. From 1932 to 1936 the

CRBC acted as both broadcaster and regulator' a role then

assumed by the CBC. Acting in its regulatory capacity, it was

the CBC which first proposed Canadian content regulations for

radio, but for a variety of reasons, these proposed regulations

were never enacted.

The CBC acted as both broadcaster and regulator until the

establishment of the Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) in 1958,

an independent regulatory agency that preceded the CRTC.

The BBG introduced the first Canadian eontent regulations

(for tel-evision) and it r^ras afso responsible for enacting Arts,
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Letters and science Requirements. The latter regulations I'rere

in effect the spiritual predecessors of the foreground

regulations in FM rad.io which came later. However, before one

c'an trace the historical development of Canadian content

regulations and FM foreground regulations, one must first

briefly examine the historícal evolution of broadcast regulation

in Canada.

xx8EX88EXX88*8XX
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Rad.io broad.casting was introduced to Canada in 1920 by the

canadian Marconi company of canada Ltd. The earliest

regulations concerning radio broadcasting were nade by the

Department of Marines and Fisheries, which was responsible for

administering the Rad.iotelegraph Act. For the most part, these

regulations were minirnal and once having obtained a Iicence 
'

private broadcasters were generally free of government

regulation although it must be noted that a three page document

entitled "Rules to be Observed in the Operation of Private

Commercial Broadcasting Stations" (which was issued by the

Department of Marines and Fisheries in 1928-29) did stipulate

among its 15 rules the following non-technical rules and

regulations:

7a Stations are to file with the Department
particulars of the nature of the programminÉ
io be broadcast showing the exact hours to be
occupied each day: all periods selected for
broaãcasting are subject to the approval of
the Department.
9. Mechanical-ly operated musical instruments
may not be used for broadcast hours between
the hours of 7:30 p.trì. and Midnight (local
time ) , except with the approval of the
department. Broadcasting by means of
meóhanicatly operated instruments during any
of the periods reserved for the station shall
be clearly announced as such.
10 (a) Direct advertising is not allowed
except with the permission of the Department
in writing; such permission of the Department
wi1I only be granted in special cases'
(b) Indirect advertising is pernitted during
any of the periods in which the station is
licensed to oPerate.
72 A process Verbal of all programmes or
tests transmitted giving date, time and
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general nature of such programmes shall be

kePt bY the station'
13 AII operators engaged on t!" station shalI
file with'the Department such documents or
other papers as are necessary to the
Departme,,t'= satisfaction that they are
gritish subjects'"I

These minimar regulations and canada's close proxirnity to the

U.S.borderhelpstoexplainwhySotittleCanadianprogramming

was offered on Canadian private radio stations prior to

LgZg.2 Private stations concentrated on recorded music and

popular American pro$rammin$ and many were affiliated with

American networks' 3 T'J' Allard explains why this was so:

The vastly superior economic power of the
U.S. enabled its stations and networks to
.*pfoy--,,ot only the existing famous names in
entertainment iritherto seen and heard by a

privif.ág"a rninority' but to employ battalions
of new "î""t""t 

and' performers ' It is not
surprising that many Canadians reached
hungrif v i"t thi-s giittering arrav of
talent. ¿

And, according to Frank Peers:

It was not that the Private station
owners were unpatriotic or uninterested in

;;;il" affairs' Thev were personallI.?=
likely to be interested in Canadian life and

d.evelopment as the next man and generally

=p"Àxi"e, they were aware- of their public
service t"=por,=ibilities but' the economic
factsÍ^¡ereagainstprogrammingonSerlous
subjects ""d ;;;a:'cürtrIv against productions
of Canad.ian o.igitt' The public service
;;=;;;=ibilitieã of the station tended to be

translated more often than not into support
for the local community endeavour' such as the
p"ã"i=i"" of spot announcements or the
donation of p'fricity to Iocal organizations

5
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Nonetheless ' the Predoninance

with the Problem of Political

to the establishment of the f

Aird Commission.

of American Programming combined

interference in broadcasting led

irst Royal Commission in 1929 - the

Prior to the establishment of the Aird commission, radio

stations in Canada sprang into existence as the result of

private enterprise. ReÉulations by and large took the form of

responses to entrepeneurial initiatives ' Under these

circumstances,Politicsquitenaturallyplayedanimportantrole

inthegrantingoflicencesandtheregulationoflicensees

activities. An increasingly chaotic situation prevailed

throughout the 1g20s as frequencies were largely unsupervised.

Tn an add.ress to the House of commons in 1928, the Minister of

Marine, Mr. Cardin stated that:

We have made up our minds that a change must
be mad.e in the bioadcasting situation in
Canada. We have reached a point where it is
impossible for a member of the government
itåe1f to exercise the discretionary por^rer

which is given by law" for the reason that
the rnorneni the Minister in charge exercises
his d.iscretion, the matter becomes a political
football and- a political issue al-l over
Canada. We snoütd' change the situation and
take radio broad'casting away from the
influences of aII sorbs which are brought to
bear by alI shad'es of potitical parties ' s

Toal]-eviatethisproblemandthepredominanceofAmerican

programming on the Canadian airwaves ' the Aird Comnission

recommended. the establishment of a publicly-owned broadcasting

entitywhichbecamearealityonMay26,Igs?whentheCanadian
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Rad.io Broad.casting Act became law. It established the canadian

Radio Broadcasting Commission (CRBC) '

Before Lggz, when the CRBC put an end to the affiliation of

canad-ían stations with American networks; five of the major

canadian stations (Iocated. in windsor, Toronto and Montreal) had

such an affiliation.? Canadian listeners aS a whole,

d.epended. on American programming for entertainment, either by

1ístening to Canadian affiliates or the American networks or by

listening to American stations' 8

The ad.vent of a public broadcasting network did not mean

thab Canadians could no longer listen to American programming;

this would have been neither realistic, nor desirable, as T'J'

AIIard. correctly points out i "The official view has always been

that Canadians want more Canadian broadcasting but letts so

organize our affairs that we don't deprive thern of American

prog;rams . " e

so, the commissi-on paid 12 privately-owned stati-ons f or

carrying CRBC programs fed. to them on lines leased by the

latter. Another 20 stations carried the program service at

discretionwithoutpayment.roTheCRBChadthepowerto

compel private stations to carry CRBC programming as a means of

ensuring that canadian programmin$ would be heard on the

airwaves but whil-e many of the smaff stations wel'e more than
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willing to be provid,ed with programminÉi to filt out their often

meaEire schedules, the most powerful and prosperous stations

noLably CFRB Toronto and CKAC llontreal - could well afford to

turn down the cornmissíon and. that is exactly what they did'

arguing that the commission's proposed rate was far below their

commercial minimum. The refusal by canada's two largest

stations to cooperate in the distribution of a national service

left the comurission with a serious gap in its coverage. Its

response was to acquire limited station facilities of its own in

Toronto and Montreal-, & move which brought the total- of publicly

owned stations across the country to six' 11

The commission could have used its statutory authority to

requisition time on private stations for íts sustaining serv|ce'

or it could have expropriated the stations outright and added

them to its physical facilities. r z By choosing not to do

so. .,, The commissioners revealed something not only of their

own tirnidity as steward.s of bhe broadcasting system but also of

the governmentts rel-uctance to see the provisions of its own

Iegislation carried out. " l 3

Although

the statutorY

for radio ( at

to illustrate

utilized such

neither the CRBC or its successor, the CBC, had

authority to enact canadian content regulations

least not until 1952) as the above example helps

, neither agency in aII likelihood would have

a power anyway primarily because of political
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consid.erationsandalsobecausebothagenciesweresensitive

abouttheirrolesasbothbroadcasterandregulator(andin

fact,inIgS2,theCBCr¡asempowered.toenactCanadiancontent

regulations but never did so' as one shall see)'

DespitethefactthatneitherthecRBcorthecBCenacted

canadian content regulations for radio, the cRBc did enact a'

requirement(whichwasapparentlylateradoptedbytheCBCas

well)whichrequiredthatnomorethan40percentofthedaily

scheduleofALL(includingbothpublicandprivatestations

canadian radio stations) courd be comprised of "imported

programs."14

To ill-ustrate the manner in which this regulation was

implemented, it can be noted that in 1938' of the 98 hours

broadcastontheCBCnetworkSTand.onehalfhourswereCanadian

programs free from advertisj-ng ' three and one-quarter hours were

commercial programs originating in Canada' seventeen and

one-halfhoursweredevotedtoAmericanpro$rammingfreefrom

advertising,twelvehoursofprogrammingl,lerefromtheBritish

Isles, three and three quarters were advertising programs

originatingintheUnited.statesand.theremainderwerefrom

other countries. 1 5 Despite the fact that both the CRBC and

cBC ensured that the majority of programs broadcast on the

network were of canadian origin, according to Frank Peers

. .,,both agencies gave undue prominence to American originated
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programming material. " I 6 During the late 1930's ' cBC prime

Iistening hours were filted Iargely with American

programming. l? Canadian content in 1939' for example

consisted. Iargel-y of school broad"casts, forums, f arm reports and

public affairs programmes as well as some dramatic and variety

programming. r e

while the cBC had, specific powers to make regulations

governing programs, 1e prior to Lg52 it lacked the authority

to compel private stations to promote the greater use of

canad.ian talent. The cBc d.id have the power to require private

stations to carry cBC network programs but instead of availing

itself of this poe¡er, it tried. to encourage private stations to

produce ,,local Iive" programming (which would obviously be

Canadian in nature). AIso, by making Canadian programs

available through its network service to its affiliates and

serving to some extent as an example, the CBC may have

contributed ind.irectly to the presence of canadian programs on

private radio.

Inlgsl,theMasseyRoyalCommissioncriticizedthe

programming offered by many of the private stations, describing

the programming on independent stations as "regrettable",

especially their "Iocal Iive" prograinming. Therefore, the

Massey Commission recommended that the CBc "investigate ways of

ensuring that private rad.io broadcasters employ more canadian
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talent. " 2 o

In response to this recommendation, the Liberal Governnent

of Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent amended Section 21 of The

Broadcasting Act to Eiive the CBC greater regulatory power over

the private stations. Section 2L of the Broadcasting Act was

anended in 1952 to read as follows:

The Corporation may make regulations;
b) To prescribe the períods to be reserved
periodically by any private stations for the
broadcastinÉ of programs of the corporation.
c ) To control the character of any and al-I
programs broadcast by the Corporation or
private stations.
f) To promote the greater use of Canadian
talent by the Corporation and private
stations. I r

In response to the Massey co¡nmission's call .for tou6her

regul-ations, the CBC in 1955 proposed Canadian content

regul-ations that would have seen both public and private radio

stations devote 30-48 per cent?8 of their schedule to the

playinc of canadian prograrns. e3 However, these proposals

r.rere quickly abandoned by the CBC in the face of sharp criticism

by private broadcasters 2 4 and even by the government of the

day.as According to Roger Rickwood; .. "The cBC might have

won had it stuck to its guns but its officials seemed insecure

about wanting to regulate the private broadcasters. They seemed

more interested in maintaining and expanding their agency's

operating structure than in resisting the private broadcaster's

demands. " 2 6
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The d.ual role of the CBC as both broadcaster and regulator

hatl been the source of complaints over the years from Lhe

private sector. Broadcasters complained that the corporation

coul-d engage in unfair competition with them for advertising

clollars artrl. i¡ ad.d.ition described the corporation as being at

one antl the same time, competitor, reglulator, prosecutor, iury

and jud.ge. Seltiom were such complaints supported by tangible

eviclence that the CBC used its regiulato-ry powers unfairly to

give itself an advantaÊle. If anything, the CBC night be more

fairly accused- of being too }ax in its regulatory app¡oach to

prival-e operators. In 1957, the Royal Commission utì

Broad.casting (The Fowle¡ Courmission) arÉued. that irr many

irrsta¡ces, i¡ attenpting to avoid controversy with the private

b¡oaclcaster's, the CBC was often times seell to be "bending over

backwards to give them the benefit of the doubt'"2?

Accorcling to Frank Peers, A.D. Dunton, then Chairman of the CBC

apparentJ-y believed "That there would be less criticism in

parliament ar¡,1 in the press, if the cBC l"rere not perceived as

wieldirrg a big sLick vis-a-vis the private statiorls who Lrad nrarry

supporters in ParliamenL, the busitress community and amo¡g

listeners who depended oll l-ocal selvices.''28

In atì irrterview Professor Frank Peers werrt on Lo explaitr

why the CBC ¡ever pr.ontulgated speuif ic Ca.nadiatt ct-r¡rl-etrt

regulati ons ;

I shOuJ_d say Lhat the n'rost itttportatrt reasorr
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for this lack was that under the system then
current, the CBC was regarded ae the chief
bulwark in assuring that Canadians were
provid.ed with domestically produced programa '
TheCBCwasafterallrthedoninantpartnerin
the nixed system. After 1936' it was the only
national network. stations FTere divided into
three categories: basic affiliates,
supplementary affiliates and independents; but
there r\iere only a few in the latter category
and even then they erere al-lowed to carry CBC

programs of national importance ' . After the
*"" (indeed from January 1944 on) there h¡ere
two networks organized by the CBC, the
Trans-Canada and the Dominion (the latter
operating chiefly in the evening ) so that ag
the number of radio stations increased, most
of then could still be accommodated on one
network or the other.

The private stations when licensed were
questióned about their intentions regarding a
local service, and the CBC had them file a
promise of performance" which they were
ãxpected to observe. Licences were renewed

"'oêry three years and sometimes the owners had
to justify themsel-ves before the Board of
Governors and perhaps promise to do so '

The CBC's Chairman I think believed;
(1) That the CBC's network services were the
best Eiuarantee of a national service meeting
Canadian objectives;
(2) that the licensing procedures could be
used. to ensure adequate loca1 services;
( 3 ) that the cooperative arranglements
between the CBC and its affiliates would be
most productive if relations were relative
harmonious ..2e

There were a variety of reasons why canadian content

regulations were not initiated by either the CRBC or the CBC'

The most notable of these reasons l^ias that neither the CRBC nor

theCBC(until1952)had.thestatutoryauthoritytoenact

Canadian content regulations. The reason or rationale for this

Fras simpler &s prior to the expansion of private radio
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broadcasting in the 1950's, the CRBC and the CBC respectively,

F¡ere the dominant forces in Canadian brosdcasting and therefore

it was taken for granted that the naiority of programs supplied

by these agencies would be of Canadian origin.

with the expansion of private broadcasting in the 1950's,

this was no longer a certaintY¡ as private radio stations were

not terribly concerned with promoting Canadian talent and hence

the revision of the Broadcasting Act in 1952 to allow for

regulations that would specifically promote Canadian

talent. 3 0 Even after L952 when the cBC had the pohrer to

enact Canadian content regulations, it refused to do so because

of its acute awareness of its role as both broadcaster and

regulator. The dilemma caused by this situation set the stage

for the Progressive Conservative government of then Prime

Minister John Diefenbaker, to rewrite the Broadcasting Act in

1958, which provided for the creation of an independent

regulatory agency, the Board of Broadcast Governors (the BBG).

Relieving the CBC of its alleged conflict of interest &s both

broadcaster and regulator was sonething that Diefenbaker had

much earlier promised private broadcasters. However, Iike the

CBC before it, the new BBG refused to initiate Canadian content

regulations for radio.

The BBG did initiate Canadian content regulations for

television beginning in 1961. While it considered a minimum
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programming quota of 55 per cent Canadian content for its 1961

radío regulations, the idea was dropped as adninistratively

unworkab.Ie after discussions between the BBG and the CAB.31

Instead, the BBG simply required that every radio station

provide an annual statement showing how the station promoted the

greater use of canadian talent. g2 The BBG's record on

requiring Canadian content was thus conparable to that of the

CBC Board of Governors. In contrast to the CBC Board however,

the BBG gave up the idea without a figh¿.re while the BBG

did. not promulgate Canadian content regulations for AM radio, it

was responsible for initiating another set of regulations ' the

Arts, Letters and. Science requirements which can be considered

to be the spiritual predecessors of present day foreground

programming regulations .

fn fact, in enacting the Arts, Letters and Science

Requirements on October 1, 1964, the BBG was also responsible

for initiating the first regulations for FM broadcasting in

Canada. The intent was to create a kind. of broadcasting which

was d.ifferent from AM broadcasting. The BBG wanted to have

greater excellence in music, Iess commercials and more enriched

rnateriaÌ than had previously been the case.34 The Board's

regulation required each station to devote 20 per cent of its

time to programs in four categories of Arts, Letters and

Science. 3 5
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The BBG expected general proÉrams of reco€inized classics of

early generations as wel-1 as contemporary programs of high

quality that came within the following categories:

10- Music and dance programs including classical, symphony'

opera, choral recital and balIet programs and interpretive dance

music, experimental iazz and nusic hal1 except programs of

popular music intended primarily for background and Iight

entertainment.

11- Drama, poem and story programs of exceptional distinction

including masterpieces from various cultures and selected

contemporary productions .

72- Critical evaluation in Arts, Literature and PubIic Affairs.

13- Scíence including programs ained at clessification of

scientific principles or interpretation of scientific

exploration and discovery.36 (For a more explicit

explanation of the programs that the BBG deened appropriate for

the Arts, Letters and Science Requirements See Appendix I ) .

The opening of the FM spectrum was widely seen as the

ad.vent of a new and unique opportunity to provide the Canadian

public with a higher quality radio service. When the Board of

Broadcast Governors decided to require that 20 per cent of

programming fall under the Arts, Letters and Science category,

it was done in recognition of the different manner in which FM

stations were performing in comparison to their AM counterparts.

There was a general_ understanding that FÈl was an alternative
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radio service catering to audience needs not being met by the AFI

gervice. 3 ? In fact, in initiating its Arts, Letters and

Science Requirements, the BBG stressed the need for diversity in

the form of varied and comprehensive programming.

In a 1961 Circular, the BBG stated that "At this stage,

FM broadcasting should be seen as one of the means of offering

the audience a greater choice of program service. " â I The

circular went on:

The Board wilI seek from epplicants
commitnents with respect to progranming which
wilI establish a balance of program content
significantly different from the normal
balance of AM programming and thus ensure that
FM broadcasting r 8s it develops continues to
offer a real alternative to AM broadcasting.
However, the pattern of programming on FM must
itself contribute to the objects of The
Broadcasting Act. The Board will not
recommend favourable on any separate FM
application to provide a "juke box" operation
regardless of the type of music to be offered.
The varied service will be expected to include
programs other than recorded music¡ e,É. news
conmentaries, public affairs and other "live
ProElrams ' 

rr3 e

As John Beke correctly points out, the BBG's Arts, Letters and

Science Requirements represented "A completely new approach

to the regulation of non-commercial program content. Neither

the CBC Board of Governors nor the BBG had previously attempted

to regulate the balance or quality of the program content other

than through the Iicensing process."40
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The BBG's Arts, Letters and. science requirements were also

noteworthy because they represented. the Board's preference for a'

return to the pre-television type of radio programming as prior

to the ad.vent of television, the spoken word was one of the most

prominent features of radio progranming. Entire fanilies would

settle in for an evening of comedyr suspense and adventure

programs which easily out-distanced the offerings of straight

musical progirams. 41

In fact, the "Golden Àge of Radio" (as it was commonly

known) the rad.io era before the advent of television, featured

such non-musical programming as: Edgar Bergen and charlie

McÇarthy, Fiber Magee and Molly, Lux Radio Theatre, Bing crosby'

Jack Benny, Bob Hope, ozzie and Harriet, our Miss Brookst Radio

HaII of Fame, Ma Perkins, Life Can Be Beautiful, Aunt Lucy'

Curtain Time and manY more. 4 2

with the exception of the big bands and concert hall

broadcasts (Iike Kraft Music HaII with A1 Jolson) music was a

secondary element to the great comics and actors of the erat

filling in the gaps between skits, plays or acts. However, with

the ascend-ancy of television, radio was no longer serving the

fulI spectrum of entertainment for the fanily group. This fact

and the d.iffering nature of the two mediums was noted by the

members of the 1957 Royaì- Commissi on Broadcasting; + s

enjoyed fullY

on

be. Television in order to
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must be watched as well as listened to ' It
requires the concentrated attention of the
aud.ience to a much greater extent than does
radio. The Housewife can bake her cakes or
washherd.isheswhilelisteningtothelatest
adventures of Sally Jones on the radio ' But 

'
there would be a great many unbaked cakes and
unwashed.dishesinthecountryiftoomany
housewivessuccumbed.toofrequent}ytothe
lure of the same adventures on television
during the daytime hours ' Then there are the
taxi-cab drivers and shopkeepers and others
who can and do listen to the radio during
their working day but who could hardly go

abouttheirchoreswatchingtelevision.a4

Because of the ascend.ancy of television, radio could no longer

afford to be a foreground. medium, as it could no longer meet the

budget requirements necessary to prod.uce PIaYs, varietY shows

and other verbal program formats. Gone were the many individual

halfhourand.quarterhourprogramsthatflourishedduringthe

golden age of radio. In its place, rad'io networks began to rely

entirely on pre-recorded. music and by the mid-1950's (which it

must afso be noted saw the birth of Rock N'RolI which hastened

or helped to accelerate the shift towards music) private radio

and Canad.a was characterized by a continuous stream

music interspersed with musical commercial spots'

The most spoken word to be heard on commercial radio was to be

foundonnewsreportswhichinmostcaseswererewritten

newspaper coPY. 4 5

in the U.S.

of recorded

This is not the case, however 
'

broadcaster, the CBC' DesPite the

in radio durincl the 1950's and 1960

with Canada's PubIic

general changes taking PIace

's, the CBC continued to
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broadcast a significant amount of spoken word programming' In

fact, as late as 1955-56, 48.4 per cent of the CBC's programming

was spoken word programming'06 This can be contrasted with

private stations in that same year whose schedules consisted

primarily of music 4? (the figures rangle fron 61-70 per

cent ) .

And, in october of 1964, the Association of canadian

Tel-evision and Rad.io Artists (ACTRA) in its presentation before

the Fowler broadcasting committee, examined the schedules of six

Toronto private stations and determined thaL 77.68 per cent of

the total air time of those stations was devoted to music-most

of which was almost entirely recorded. Dramar variety, youth,

education and fisheries, political tal-ks and controversy, social

and human relations, nature and science together totalled only

1,18 per cent of their scheduled time.as At this time, the

amount of music scheduled. on the CBC had increased to 55.44 per

cent of its total sched,uled time, but even then, the amount of

spoken word programming on the CBC was stiII significantly

higher than on private radio stations.

The Board of Broadcast Governors gras cogni zant of the

changes that Ì"¡ere t,aking place in radio:

The Board is conscious of the fact that the
broadcasting media must adjust to the changing
conditions and that radio broadcasting is
going through a period of transition.
Television has captured a substantial part of
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the audience available to radio; but few
homes have more than one television eet, and
in the eveninÉls the family can gather around
the TV set. On the other hand, most homes
have more than one radio set, nost of the sets
are portable, and radios are found in many
cars. Consequently, the radio has become the
more constant companion of the individual
listener. Radio has the advantage that it can
serve a mobile audience often when the hands
and eyes are otherwise occupied; it has the
opportunity and capacity to contribute to the
varying needs among the total Iistening
audience. Older patterns of radio
broadcasting are no longer appropriate under
the new conditions, and radio broadcasters are
searching for effective means to meet the
competition of television and to exploit as
fully as possible the advantages which radio
offers. a e

In enacting its Arts, Letters and Science requirements ' the

BBG felt that it was taking advåntage of the opportunities which

the new FM band presented and it also felt that it was

redressing an imbalance in the programming practices of

broadcasters by reinforcing radio t s previous role as &

foreground nedium. At the very least, ít can be argued that

of the Arts, Letters and Science

a throw-back to the "Golden Age" of

time ¡ they were intended

sections I 1,

requ i rements

radio while

12 and 13

represented

at the same to support the

which calledprinciples of Section 10 of

for a "varied and comprehens

the Broadcasting Act

ive" service,

However, according to some like Frank Foster:

FM radio did not develop according to the
hopes of the BBG. By the end of 1966, most FM

radio stations were simultaneously
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broad'castingtheSameprogramsasastationin
the same area belonginÉ to the same ol^iner '
Stereo had not achieved the results the BBG

had expected...5o

John Beke basicafly agreed with this assessment:

Despite this regulation (Arts, Letters and
science requirements) FM stations continued to
plan their programs in response to audience
ratings and" the regulation deterred theur only
rninimally. There were nany ways in which the
spirit of the regulation was avoided' First,
the regulation d-id not specify how much of the
20 per cent had to be devoted to each of the
categories and subsequently the 20 per cent
time was primarily urade up fron cate$ory 10

whichwasrecordedmusic.Verylittletineon
any station F¡as devoted to programs in
category 11 (dramar poem, story) or category
LZ (critical evaluation of the Arts,
Literature and public affairs or category L3
(science). Second, the regu-Lation did not
prevent the FM stations from specializing '
Those stations with a niddle of the road
formula on their AM frequency provided very
similar music on the FM frequency with perhaps
only a slight extension towards the
semi-c-l-assical fieId. 5 r

The success or lack of success of the BBGts Arts, Letters

and. Science requirements notwithstanding, these requirements did

represent a new approach to broadcast regulation and they I^¡ere

they reflected the shift towards music

. In effect, the need for such regulations

reflected. the changing nature of radio '

significant in that

oriented programming

The changing nature of radio al-so

regulations. Had the Canadian content

the CBC in 1955 become a reality, such

likelihood., would have applied to both

affected Canadian content

regulations proposed bY

regulations in a1l

Canadian music and to
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Canadian programmin$ as radio at that point' $ras still a blend

of spoken word programming and music. However, when the CRTC

got around to content rules, the change to radio had been

completed. and. music was now more significant than programming on

radio and hence the CRTC's Canadian content regulaLions

pertained strictly (or solely) to canadian music and not to

Canad.ian prograrnrning (in televísion¡ oIì the other hand, Canadian

content regulations are applicable only for programming).

Therefore, the nature of Canadian content regulations

implemented by the CRTC al-so reflects the changing nature of

radio in the same manner that the BBG's Arts, Letters and

science requirements were a" reflection of the changing nature of

radio. The nature of the CRTC's Canadian content regulations

for AM radio and the need for the BBG's Arts, Letters and

scíence requirements both reflect the decrease of spoken word

programs on radj-o. Keeping this in mind, one will now undertake

an extensive analysis of the CRTC's AM Canadian content

regulations in Chapter Three of this study'
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The private broadcasts were unable to stop
Canadian content regulations from being
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to have tal-ked the BBG out of proceeding
with sirnilar regulations for radio. The
success of getting such regulations passed
in 1959 (Canadian content regulations for
tel-evision) stems in part from the statutory
requirement for a substantially Canadian
broadcasting system and fron the political
cfout of George Nowlan who had been quite
supportive of the idea.
In addition, a number of voluntary groups
were quite supportive of the idea of
Canadian content regulations in 1959 and
made it known during the formative period of
the new act. The CLC ' the Association of
Canadian Radio and Television Actors and the
Canad.ian Broadcasting League were prepared
to do battle on the need for increased
Canadian content in the Canadian
broadcasting system and they added
supportive opinion to the weight of
Nationalist elements within the Conservative
party.
Part of the failure of private broadeasters
to prevent Canadian content regulations from
being promulgated in 1959 can be attributed
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question of Canadian content as the
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over Canad.ian conbent in the 1959 period
onward was afso apparent in 1952-53 when
ind.ependent privabe radio staLions and the
CAB were the chief crusaders against such
proposed regulations while private
affiliates of the CBC took a more moderate
tone. Op. Cit. , Rickwoodr PP , 772-77 4,
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Chapter Three

Introduction

A 1981 Statistics Canada Report noted:

The CRTC's Canadian content regulations
havestirredupagreatdealofcontroversy.
Many people reãr that they ( the regulations )

were à toãio" factor in developing Canadian
production or at least exposing the public
to it by making it known' However' this is
by no means unanimous ' Some people are
concerned about associating art with
politics, that art should not be
l-egislated. The debate goes on' I

It is undeniable that since the initiation of the CRTC's 30 per

cent AM Canadian content requirements, the canadian music

industry has experienced impressive growth. But, despite such

growth and despite the regulations ' the canadian music industry

is still experiencing difficulties. However, before one can

und.ertake an extensive eval-uation of these eontroversial

regulations and the impact that they have had on the canadian

music industry' one must first examine the regulations

themsel-ves.

8*X8*8*XX*8tX*8**XX*X
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The CRTC established Canadian content regulations for radio

soon after its creation under the terms of the Broadcasting Act

of 1968. The regulations enacted in the summer of 1970 were as

follows:

1. The broadcast day was to be divided into
four segments each from 7 a.m. to 11 p.rn.
2. Effective October 7, 1970, 30 per cent of
alI musica.l- compositions in each four hour
period were to meet one of four criteria; the
instrumentation and/or lyrics were to be
principall-y performed by Canadians; the music
was to be composed by Canadians; the lyrics
were to be written by Canadians; or the
performance was to be recorded in Canada. 2

After October tg7 7 , a minimum of 30 per cent of the records

broadcast eiere to fulfill two of the four conditions. The

transitional period was designed to permit the development of

the then fledgling recording industry. s

Due to reactions from the broadcasting industry to the

proposals at a public hearing conducted by t,he CRTC and due to

the reaction of the press,4 the CRTC decided to revise the

regul-ations so that instead of calcul"ating the Canadian content

of records broadcast every four hours, the 30 per cent could be

spread out "in a reasonable manner" over the period from

6:00 a.m. to Midnieht. And, instead of October 1970, stations

were not obligated to meet one of the four Canadian content

criteria untiì- January 18, 1971; the two criteria were to be

met commencing January 18, I972.s
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on January 18, 1973¡ phase three of the canadian music

regulations came into effect. The Commission stipuÌated that

five per cent of all selections must be of music composed of

lyrics written bY a Canadian.6

Most recently in 1985, the CRTC expanded its canadían

content criteria to alIow instrumental versions of Canadian

compositions or canadian composed instrumental compoeitions to

qualify as canadian content.? (Prior to the revision'

instrumental compositions written by a canadian and recorded by

a non-Canadj-an outside of Canada did not qualify as Canadian

content while the same selections with a vocal arrangement would

qualify).

The ORTC also recently decided to add a separate seven per

cent Canadian content requirement for ethnic pro$rammin$. AM

stations which broadcast ethnic programmin$ must ensure that a

minimum of 7 per cent of the musical selections aíred during

such programs are Canadian and a minimum of 30 per cent Canadian

content at al] other times. I

In summary, as the rules stand todayr musical content is

defined. as Canadian by the CRTC if it meets any two of the

following criteria:

1. The music was composed by a Canadian'
2, The lyrics were written by a Canadian'
3. The instrumentation or lyrics were

principaÌ1y performed by a Canadian'
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4, The Iive performance ÌAIas wholly performed
in Canada and broadcast live in Canadar or
whollY recorded in Canada.

And, in addition, a musical composition shalt be considered to

be a Canadian comPosition if it

a) is performed on an instrument and the music
was composed by a Canadian and the lyrics
were written bY a Canadian; OR

b) is a performance of an instrumental piece
composed bY a Canadian."e

The main reason for these regulations l^¡as to improve the

access of canadian artists to the canadian airwaves. Prior to

19?0, Canadian recordings received minimal exposure. For

example, in 1968, estimates of the level of Canadian content on

Canadian private radio, using the criteria of the present day

regulations, ranged from a high of approximately seven per cent

to a l-ow of below four per cent of the musical selections used

on private radio. t o

In fact, Harvey Glatt, Station Manager of CHEZ-FM in Ottawa

explains that:

During the 60's, and I know from personal
experience of being involved in the music
business, it was next to impossible to get
Canadian music programmed' even though there
was some good Canadian music out there '
Program d.irectors and music directors would
rely on for the most part, what they saw in
the Bill-board charts frorn the U.S. and if it
was popular there, they would play it
here. " l l

And, Bobby curtola, Canada's first "teen idol" aglrees with

Glatt and notes that; "Canadian records didn't really have
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chance in Canad.a because radio stations proÉlrammed what they

would play by the American trade p&pers.'r r ? Given such

circumstances, the CRTC felt compelled to take some form of

action to rectifY this situation.

As Jean McNulty has noted "The major objection to content

requirements rel-ating to national origin is that inposing

program standards unrelated to the merit or popularity of the

programs is a "clumsy legislative device."r3 In effect'

McNulty is stating that imposing artificial quotas which do not

correl-ate to viewer or listener preferences is inherently

awkward. The Commission acknowledges this in a 19?6 report, but

al-so noted that:

It is not the responsibilitY of the
canadian Radio-Television commission under its
present mandate, to become involved in the
regutation and operation of the music
industry. However, because modern radio
depends so heavily upon recorded music as a'

means of attracting an audience ' the
Commission has executed certain regulatory
measures to ensure that a minimum degree of
Canadian talent recordings be utilized on
radio, thus having an indirect effect upon the
music industrY. r e

Therefore, the commission felt that it had no choice but to

initiate canadian content regulations because the economies of

scale of the North American music industry were such that a

canadian music ind.ustry would never have developed in the face

of the overwhelmingl American presence. r 5 Hence, the cRTc

utilized the only access point into the music industry that it
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could find - that of airplay, to ensure that canadian artists

would be given the opportunity to be heard in their ol^rn country'

The CRTC hrere cogni zanL of the fact that such regulations

Ì.Jere indeed a "clumsy legislative device. " Pierre Juneau (a

former chairman of the ORTC) conceded as much when he noted

that: "The ru-l-ings were not a terribly sophisticated approach

to the problem, but rather a blunt instrument - a monkey wrench

thrown into the smooth workings of Canadian radio. " r 6 The

CRTC, therefore felt that such regulations were a necessary

eviL, but there were those who questioned the necessity of such

regulations and not unexpectedly, it was the broadcasters who

were the most ad,amantly opposed to canadian content regulations.

The attitude of broadcasters was best summed up by John

Hughes, then Vice-President of western Broadcasting; "The

CRTC's regul-ations wiII encourage a return to the juke-box

approach in radio. The proposal advanced by the cRTc will force

stations to seek records to ptay from the limited canadian

output, which is larEiely rock n' ro11 and that would be

monotonous . Whi le his station wanted to play Canad'ian record's ,

Hughes did not want to see a change in the general radio "sound"

because of the 30 per cent rule. " He also added that "Canadians

will be quite unhappy with the sameness of the sound and

suggested that other segments of society should help canadian

music rather than just broadcasters. I ? Hughes' reaction was
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typical of most Canad.ian AM broadcasters who didn't want to be

told what to play.18

The initial reaction of canadian broadcasters to the

rulings was perhaps a bit more predictable than the initial

reaction of some Canadian musicians, whom one would think would

have been delighted by the regulations. But, Burton Cummings,

Iead singer of the now defunct Guess Iniho felt that the

regulations were "a joke" and Ian lyson added that; "f resent

the he}l out of guys like Juneau who take Nationalism too

far."Ie And., Terry Jacks whose "seasons in the sun" singlet

r^ras a huge international seller said; "The legislation was

lobbied. for by a bunch of crybabies who couldntt get their

records soId."2o

According to Susan Jacks (wife of Terry Jacks at the time)

the CRTC regulations were ruining her career; in I97 4 she

asserted that; "The rulings had served their purpose and should

have been phased out." "The industry", she felt, "can stand on

its own two feet now, but the CRTC obviously has no confi-dence

in Canadian artists." "If the Commission has to force radio

stations to play Canadian music, she asked," what sort of pride

d.o they have? when disc jockeys see my records, they

automatically plunk them in the "Beaver Pile" (the name Jacks

gave to the stack of Canadian records which stations must pfay) '

And. Jacks continued.; "I'd like radio stations to play my
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records because they like them, not because they are required to

do so. The 30 per cent Canadian ruling is a. joke' it makes

Canadian artists look tike amateurs."?r

Successfuf Canadian artists like Susan or Terry Jacks or

Burton Cummings of the Guess trdho could afford to denounce AM

Canadian content requirements with some degree of smuÉfness ¡ &s

they $rere successful without the benefit of such requirements

(which made them the exception rather than the rule) and

therefore felt that if THEY could prevail without the aid of

such requirements, then so should others. There is also the

matter of "artistic pride," the feeling that their artistic

integrity had somehow been tainted or compromised by the

existence of quotas. 2 2 Even current Canadian recording

artists Iike Loverboy and Ralph James ( former bassist with the

rock group Harlequin and now an employee with the Hungry I

TaIent agency) stil-I express doubts about an artificial quota.

rn fact, both Loverboy and James are of the opinion that

"regulations shouldntt be based on the country of origin."23

But on bhe other hand, many canadian artists support the

regiulations, artists like Laurence Evoy, Frank MiIls and the

FamiIy Brown who have all credited the ÇRTC's AM Canadian

content regulations with providíng a rnuch needed boost to their

careers. Joe Brown of The Family Brown described the

regu-Iations"as a Godsend"?4 and Mark Caporalr member of the
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Toronto based group Eye EYE ( and a representative of the

Perforrning Rights Organizat-ion of Canada) is also very

supportive of the 30 per cent AM Canadian content

requirenents.?5 Geddy Lee, bassist and vocalist with the

internationally acclained heavy metal trio Rush, notes that

because of AM Canadian content requirements; . . "The doors are

open in Canada now."26 And fínally' to show their

appreciation of Canadian content regulationsr KeIIy Jay, lead

singer of the band Crowbarr at one point in the summer of 1971,

presented then Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau with a surall plaque

inscribed with the following; "Thank you for making it possible

for Canadians to be heard in their own country."2?

According to Sjief Frenken, CRTC Director of the Broadcast

Programs Analysis division of the CRTC this is precisely what

the regulations did - they allowed Canadian performers and

songr^rriters the opportunity to be heard in their own country.

In fact, in his estimation, the airing of 30 per cent Canadian

content by AM stations is sufficient evidence of the success of

the policy.za Most AM broadcasters are in fact living up to

their 30 per cent AM Canadian content requirements 2 e and as

Denis Menard, Director General of radio programming for the

CRTC's maritime regiion notes; "It is quite rare that a station

is taken to task on the issue of Canadian content."30

It must be noted that this is an important criteria for the
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success of the regulations because airplay is a vital catalyst

for creating a music industry. It stimulates demand at the

retail 1eve1, encouraging record dealers to stock Canadian

releases, it stimulates record sales, it stimulates attendance

at dances, clubs and concerts featuring Iive Canadian talent

which in turn encouragles consumers to purchase the works of

Canadian artists and so it builds. 3 r

In addition, Earl Rosen, President of Marquis Records and

formerly Executive Vice President of the Canadian Independent

Record Producers Association explains why airplay is so

important to the Canadian music industry:

One of the facts of life that the record
industry has to live with is that our economic
future is totally dependant on radio air
play. Radio air play directs sales. Firstly'
it introduces music to the public. Secondly,
record retailers generally stock their stores
based on what is being played on the radio.
So, in order to get our product into the
stores so consumers can even have the
opportunity to purchase it, we must get radio
airplay. 3 2

ReaI Therrien, Vice-Chairman of the CRTC, further elaborates;

"The first criteria for a recording is that it has to be

played. If you say welÌ we don't play the record because its

not popuì-ar, and its not popular because its not played - well

the Canadian content regulations have broken this cj-rcle."33

The CRTC's I972-73 annual report was therefore accurate in

stating that; ... "Insofar as the principal aim of the
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cornmission to ensure greater access for canadian music to the

Canadian airwaves, the regulatíons have definitely

succeed.ed. " 3 ¿ The AM Canadian content regulations have done

much more, however, than merely enablíng Canadian artists to be

heard in their o}¡n country. According to Earl Rosen:

WithoutCanadiancontentregulationg'there
would. be virtually no Canadian music
industry. That does not mean that there would
not be artists who are successful because
there always will be in any country but I
don'tthinkyou,ddeveloptheinfrastructure.
And, its not because of the negligence of
b"oá¿"t"t""=, its iust that its so much easier
to do your programmin$ from the Billboard
charts and' io hire U'S' consultants' Its so
much easier not to have to take chances by
using other people's proven success' Its very
important to have consumer maglazines and
betievable charts, all of this is really
important. But, the only leverage point into
the system was the Canadian content
regulationsandlthinkitsabrilliantpiece
of legislation that didn't cost anybody
anYthing. a s

Harvey Glatt of cHEz FM Ottawa agreed: "I really do believe

that we might not have had. a Bryan Adams or Honeymoon suite, had

we not had AM Canadian content regulations. certainly, the

regulationscreatedawind.owofopportunityforCanadiansthat

didn'texistbefore."36MarkCaporaloftheWriter/
publisher Division of the Perforning Rights organization of

canada (pRO) and also a member of Juno nominees Eye Eye, echoes

the same sentiments when he states that.." the ordinary jaded

programdirectorcouldhavepotentialtyignoredthem(Canadian

artj-sts). For instance' a program director coul-d have

potentially ignored Bryan Adams had those regulations not been
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in Place."oz

Even Duff Boman Operations Manager of CHUM-FF1 Ltd. and

station manager of CHUM-FM in Toronto who has mixed feelings

about the success of Canadian content regulations for AM radio

adnits that; "Canadian content regulations did have the impact

of creating studios and putting some focus on Canadian talent

that T-rasn't there before."38 Most broadcasters appear to

share Mr. Ronan's ambivalence about the impact of Canadian

content regulations on the Canadian music industry as evidenced

by a survey conducted for this study,3e (For more

information about the survey see Appendix II ) which revealed

that 36 per cent of the broadcasters who responded felt that

Canadian content regulations had been responsible for the

creation of a viable Canadian music industryao and almost

half of those same broadeasters (45.5 per cent) felt that the

Canadian music industry would not have progressed as far as it

had without Canadian content regulations. 4 r These

statistics are revealing because they show that broadcasters

acknowledge that Canadian content regulations have contributed

to the devel-opment of the Canadian music industry. Although

many broadcasters opposed Canadian content regulations in

principle they Þ¡ere cognizant of the positive impact they have

had on the Canadian music industry.

Evidence of the success of AM Canadian content regulations
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is indisputable. Increases in the number and quality of

Canadian recording studios, the numbers of record companies,

increased royalty payments to Canadian musicians, the increase

in the numbers of Canadian music magazines, the appearence of

several music awards shows, and the creation of a domestic

market for Canadian records; all of these developmente can be

d.irectly or indirectly attributed to the existence of Canadian

content regulati.ons. Ïn short, it can be said that Canadian

content regulations have helped Ìay the groundwork for the

development of the Canadian music industry - they have helped to

build an infrastructure or as l"lartin Melhuish (author of Heart

of Gotd) correctly noted in 1976; "Canadian music is on the

airwaves and in order to supply the radio stations a Canadian

music industry has been coaxed into existence.rr4'

The most graphic evidence of the success of canadian

content regulations in helping to "coax" a Câna.dian musi.c

ind.ustry into existence is the very existence of a publication

catled the Canadian Music Directory. This directory (which was

first published in 1983 ) is a comprehensive 462 pages long and

is dedicated to chronicling the companies, individuals,

orglanizations and institutions which comprise the Canadian music

industry. The mere existence of such a publication prior to the

initiation of AM Canadian content regulations would have been

unwarranted as there was not enough of a Canadian music industry

to catafogue. In short, the existence of such a publication is
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syabolic of the growth and development of the Canadian nusic

industry as a whole.

Less symbolic and more tangible evidence of the success of

Canadian content regulations is the fact that in the early

1970's, the number of Canadian owned record companies had risen

to more than 40 fron fewer than 10 before the rulings Flere

introduced.43 As wel-I, multi-national recording companies

had all established Canadian talent developnent divisionsaed

(which as one shall see later on in the course of this study was

not as helpful as it seems ) and first rank studios blossomed all

over the country. By 1981, there were t?O recording studios in

Canada as opposed to 12 in 1971.

Another sign of the positive impact of the regulations are

the increased paynents to Canadian composers, publishers and

copyright olrners of songs. Gordon F. Henderson, President of

BMI Canada (Broadcast Music Incorporated) described the inpact

30 per cent ruling had on Canadian compositions and copyright

works:

The manifest intention of the policy is to
encouraEle the performance of copyright works
of Canadians, and thus give Canadian composers
and authors assistance in the forn of an
exposure of their works in Canada. Once this
exposure occurs, it is often found that
Canadian works are of the same caliber and
quality as the best in the world. These works
are now being performed elsewhere. The
success of the encouraÉlement to develop
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Canadian composers, authors and artists
through the policy developed by the CRTC has
been reflected in increased payments to
Canadian composers r artists and authors by
each of the two Canadian Performing Rights
Societies. 4 s

In fact, royalty payments made by CAPAC (The Composers, Authors

and Publishers Association of Canada' one of the two performing

rights associations in Canada)ao to song-writers quadrupled

from $364,000 in 1968 to $1,333,000 in L974. By 1977, pavments

had reached fi},256,000 which represented an increase of 519 per

cent from L97 L.47

As well, the net value of sales of domestic phonograph

records in Canada doubled over the period from 1973-1977.48

The growth in records containing Canadian content material shows

that in the eight year period from 1970 to 1978, the number of

canad.ian content albums had increased by I77 per cent.4e By

1979, the sale of Canadian content recordings produced net

revenues of $20.3 million which represented 8.5 per cent of the

industry,s total revenue from disc tapes. so (Although as

one shall see later on in the course of this chapter, there has

not been a significant increase in the amount of Canadian

content recordings sold from 1982 to the present date).

In addition, the profitability of major canadian record

companies increased. shortly after the fulI imposition of the

Canad.ian content reE;ulations. 5 r Canadian studio musicians

have also enioyed substantial income increases in the past few
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years. This along with bhe fact that rates for union musicians

in Canada are several times higher than those comparabfe unions

in the United. States, sugglests that an increased denand for

Canad.ian content material- has resulted in increasing incomes for

musicians and probably for other technical recording personnel

as weII. 5 2

Additional evidence of the positive impact of Canadian

content regulations is the success Canadian artists have enioyed

in the 1970's and 1980's. In fact, ât one point in 1967, prior

to the initiation of AM Canadian content regulations ' Burton

CumminCls, Iead singer of the Guess Who (who at the time were one

of the biggest groups in Canada) put their Canadian success in

perspective when he stated that; "You just gotta realize that

therets maybe seven acts in the entire country you can hear more

than once without throwing up. AII- you have to do is form a

band and you're automatically one of the top five groups in

Canada."53 Well, thanks to the 30 per cent Canadian content

regulations for AM radio, such was no longer the case in the

1g70's as Canadians had to start opening their ears to Canadian

artists like; Ginette Reno, April wine, Ian Thomas, The

Stamped-ers, Lighthouse, The Five Man Electrical Band and Edward

Bear along with already establ-ished acts like Gordon Lightfoot'

Anne Murray, Paul Anka and the Guess l{ho'

By lg82 the quality of canadian musicianship had irnproved
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totheextentthattheworldwast'alkingabout''TheCanadian

Ïnvasion.,, Thomas Hopkins best Sums up the ,.Canadian Invasion''

when he notes that:

After a year of head banging ' Canadian
musiciansarerídingawaveofpopsuccess
that has become the entertainment story of the
year. As welL as enioying surging safes at
home, Canadian rock has crossed the 4gth
parallel. Such groups as the Guess Who and
BTO have already stormed the U ' S ' ' but the
past year saw an unprecedented concentration
ofCanad.ianrockbandsnakingitathomeand
esPeciallY abroad'' s4'

ActslikeLoverboy,Rush,Chilliwak'BryanAdams'AldoNova'

Aprir wine and Bob and Doug Mackenzie helped Eiive canadian

musicians 1-1 of Billboard's top 50 albums aL one point in

1982. s 5

Atthispoint,itisnecessarytounderlinethefactthat

many of the acts involved. in the "canadian Invasion" of 1982

werenotnewcomers.Infact,mostoftheCanadianbandshad

alread.yd-emonstrated'thattheyhadwhatittakesbybarnstorming

theirwaythroughthousand.sofwhistlestopsonCanada'stough

rock-cl_ub circuit. Groups Iike ApriI \/üine, Prism and chilliwak

havehadtofightovertheyearstostayalive.Theywere

introduced as "ner.r" ac Ls in the u. s . but with f ive years behind

then,theydeveloped'intostrongperforming'touringand

recording acts.

And the key to this was the dornestic market that the cRTC's
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regulations helped. to create. In fact, this is one of the most

signif icant, if not the sinEile most irnportant contribution of

canad.ian content regulations - the fact that they permitted

Canadi-an artists to perform and succeed in their oI^/n country'

In fact, steve Propas of solid Gold Records (an independent

canadian record company that recently went bankrupt) correctly

stated that; "The cRTc created an ancillary business. An

industry could stay here and make a living. Our producerst our

engineers and. managers gained experience. Then came industry

lawyers and industry accountants. The bar scene became healthy'

As well, Propas ad.ds that . . . "Because of the length and breadth

of our country, bands had to work hard nationally and make

record-s for a broader d-emographics to survive.''56

The key to all this was that canadians, after gaining

exposure to Canadian musicr were willing to go out and support

canad.ian bands, whether it was by buying their records or by

going to see the bands }ive. This helped keep bands like April

wine afloat until they were able to achieve international

success and kept other bands working in canada. The fact is

that an indigenous Canad,ian music industry was created' one

which did. not exist prior to the implementation of canadian

content regulations. EarI Rosen of Marquis Records comments on

the inplications of such an achievement:

There is something to be said for an
indigenous musica.I cul-ture where one can go
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and hear a live band. Virtually no Canadians
in the last ten years ( only two or three ) have
left Canada to become successful, almost
everyone else who has been successful has been
able to continue to live and work in Canada
whether they have Canadian record deals or
international record deals, there t s enough of
a home base to work from and certainly from a
policy point of view, that should be
important, that you don't have to l-eave your
own country to work. 6 ?

And, as Tom Harri-son, music critic for the Vancouver

Province correctly asserts; "At last peopì-e in Canada really

want to see Canadian bands and buy Canadian records, not because

they r^rere Canadian but because there are enough artists in the

country contributing to the quality and quantity of work being

produced in the international context to be considered

sta,rs. " 5 8

The impact of the regulations is seen by the fact that

during the 1960's and even the early 1970's (when AM Canadian

content regulations were first implemented) there Flere only a

small constellation of recording stars whereas' today there

exists an extensive Canadian star system ranging from MOR and

Easy Listening artists Iike Peter Pringle, Frank MilIs and Andre

Gagnon, to jazz artists Iike Moe Kaufmann, Oscar Petersont

Maynard Ferguson, to folk artists Iike Murray Mclaughlin' Bruce

Cockburn and Gordon Lightfoot, se to children's artists like

Fred Penner and Raffi to country artists like Carole Baker or

K.D. Lange (although as one shall aee later, country is a.n area

which requires further development) to rock artists like Bryan
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Adams, Corey Hart, The Box, Jane Sirberry, Loverboy' Rush'

HoneymoonSuite,saga,GlassTiger,CatsCanFly'HelixandLee

Aaron to name but a few. In fact, it is in the rock genre that

AM Canadian content regulations have had their greatest impact

as the quality and. diversity of material being produced in this

area is equal to anything being produced internationally'

David. Bluestein, President of the Agency, canada's largest

international booking concern notes:

For the first time, Canada seems ready to
support its own acts, and I dontt mean just
the Rushts, Trooper's, Triumphts and Prism's'
Even moderately successful acts like the
Powder Blues, Red Ryder or Harlequin, bands
that have come along in the past two years and
properly developed have nowhere Lo go but up
and their example is constantly being
followed. oo

In addition, once again EarI Rosen of Marquis Records correctly

points out that:

There is now a strong domestic market for
Canadian artists. In 1970, it would be
phenornenal for an album to sell 25'000
ãopies. Now we've had two within a year
(Bryan Adams and Corey Hart) who have sold
over1,0O0,000and3-400,000isnotanunusual
number for a successful- Canadian al-bum' Even
without international sales, we,ve had groups
likeGowanandPlatinumBlondewhohavegone
multi-platinum without any international-
success whatsoever which shows that there is
noI^I a strong consumer willingness to purchase
Canadian music and that has to be based on
exposure. 6 I

others, Iike Duff Roman of OHUM-FM disaE;ree; "without u's

sales, You can't make a- living in the Canadian music
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industry."oe And it must be noted that several successful

Canadian groups like Toronto, Queen City Kids and Streetheart

( who soId. approximatel-y 800,000 1 , 000 
' 
000 records in Canada )

disbanded partially because a lack of U.S. success. In fact'

according to the I'Jinnip"g based group Orphan; (who just

recently disbanded themselves); "Streetheart was proof that it

doesn't matter how weII you do in Canada, the cost of marketing

and promoting an alburn is too great to stay alive."63 Even

the Parachute Club's 1984 Platinum selling album At the Feet of

the Moon (which in total sold 130'000 copies in Canada) barely

made enough money to cover its recording costs.64 Howevert

the Parachute Club spared no expense producing its records with

$100,000 considered to be the minimum to do it right. Also, the

group is fairly large with seven members. Billy Bryans' drummer

and. co-founder of the group acknowfedged the group's unique

stature; "The fact of the matter is you really can't sell

enough record.s in Canada, not when you t re as big as l^re are and

record the way we do,"65 Despite such circumstances, the

parachute Club has enjoyed four successful- years in the Canadian

music business.

So, therefore the success that groups like The Parachute

CIub have realized. in Canada alone have allowed them to continue

to record. and perforn in Canada or to further pursue their

careers in the United States (as the Parachute CIub have decided

to do ) . In fact, according to Ralph James of the Hungry I
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Talent agency in Winnipeg; "U.S. success is the ultimate goal

and the key to surviva] for most Canadian bands. " I 6

Nonetheless, the Canadian success experienced by groups

Iíke the Parachute CIub has enabled them to continue to record

and perform. Many other groups survive SOLELY on the merit of

their Canadian success something that was next to impossible for

Canadian artists prior to the implementation of Canadian content

regulations for AM radio.

There are, however, certain adiustments to be made as a

wholly Canadian star. Kirn Mitche.l-I, formerly of the group Max

Webster and who has recently embarked on à successful solo

career explained; "I have lived sort of below the poverty leve1

a1l my life. I have seven gold records and now three platinums

on the wall-, and I live in a high-rise with a brown van that I

just sold for $500 because it was too disgusting to drive

anymore, That's my lifestyle. I don't have a lot of money put

away either."6?

In summary, the Canadian content regulations have allowed

Canadian artists to be heard in their own country, to survive,

if not prosper, until such time as they real-ize American or

inLernational success (if that is indeed their ultimate

Éoa1 ) o e or to continue performing within Canada as Canadian

stars. In addition to creatinÉ a domestic market for Canadian
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artists, they are also responsible for helpin6 to create a

Canadian music industry that is stiIl maturing and growing.

Additional evidence of the positive impact of the content

regulations can be seen in the proliferation of Canadian music

ma.Éazines like Rock Express. The Canadian Musician. Grafitti'

RPM and the JçSqfd.8e the proliferation of Canadian music

award shows tike the Junos or the Casbys, z o and even in the

success of Much Music, ?1 Canadats music video station.

While these developments indicate the success of Canadian

content regulations as public policy, there is still controversy

and problems that remain. Some people in the industry still

object to the content rules for a variety of reasons ranging

from the philosophical to the economic, to the practical. Some

feel that such regulations do nothing to enhance Canadian

culture arguing that music is universal and therefore there is

no such thing as a "Canadian sound" to promote. Therefore, they

argue, regulations governing Canadian content are superfluous.

For example, when asked for his view of Canadian music, a

music director of a large radio station responded thusly;

"Canadian music is iust an imitation of American music."??

And, John Cochrane, Station manacier of CJOB in Winnipeg also

feels that; "Canadian and American music sound the

same. " ? 3 In 1976, Robert Weinstein wrote; "Having &

Canadian lineage is not something to flaunt ' " He went on to
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ask; "canadian music? where is it? Is there a body of rock

and roll music an intelligent rockophile could distinctly call

Canadian? Weinstein conclud.es by answering his own questions;

',Not much Itm afraid. The current list of books on rock music

bears this out. You have to be a master detective to isolate

five whole pages on canadian music. " ? 4 It is debatable

whether such a statement is in fact accurate, but it is true

that at that point in time, the canadian music industry was

stil1 in the embryonic staEle - it was still in the process of

developing (as it is even todaY)'

Accord.ing to canadian musician Gene Lees; "The ef f ort to

define canadian music fafters and then fails, precisely because

there is no such thing as the "canadian sound" any more than one

can find the great American novef. There are many great

American novels. There are many canadian sounds. " ? 5

And, Earl Rosen insists that there is a strong musical

heritage in Canad.a. He cites the chansonnier trend in Quebec'

Canada's folk music heritage and our indigenous chil-drents music

industry. He also notes that... "Hard rock is part of our

musical heritager so the music is a l-ittle different than the

U.S., there is less of an R and B or Soul influence in

canada. ,, ? 6 In ad.dition, Newf oundland also has a unique

musical- heritage. so, therefore there are some unique trends

that d.o help distinguish canadian music from American music
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althoughadrnittedly,atthispointintime'thereisnosingle

all-encompassing "canadian sound" and in some cases, canadian

musicisind.istinguishablefromAmericanmusic(especia}Iypop

music).ofcourselafiYcountry,smusicalheriLa.geinvolves

outside influences and a blendinÉ of d.iverse musical elements '

GeneLessarguesthat;''Thereisageneralunanalyzedbelief

that, American music sprang up spontaneously, completely

autonomous and without antecedents. American music evolved out

ofcombiningmusica]-elementsallofthemoriginatingelsewhere'

as ours is doing now'"7?

Earl Rosen of Marquis Records correctly notes that; "You

c}earlycan,tlistentotheradioand'sayahha,that'sCanadian

music, but on the other hand, if you look at the overall

direction that musicians are going t you can see a sense of

direction, a maturing process' f dontt think that you can

separatesupportingtheartistsorthecu}ture,thecultureis

what the artists are going to perfor¡¡.l'ze But' others like

Robert Laine, General Manager of Qg4/1290 Fox in winnipeg fails

toSeehowCanad.iancontentregulations(andthemusicwhich

qualifiesasCanad.iancontent)contributetothecontinued

devel-opment of canadian culture. According to Laine, "canadian

content is certainfy doing nothing to strengthen the canadian

fiber. When a Canadian signs a song about New York ftm

wondering what the hetl we're d'oing playing it' or when a

Canadianwhospendshisentire]-ifeintheU.S.,writesasong
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for another performer who is also American and we get credit for

it as Canadian, there's something Frrong with the

regulations. " ? e

John cochrane of cJoB is also criticaL of AM canadian

content regulations for failing to give credit to information

oríented stations (like CJOB or CFRB in Toronto) for helping to

d.evelop Canadian journalists who in Cochranets opinion, make a

greater contribution to the development of Canadian culture than

do Canadian musicians. He asks; "How does Canadian music

further Canadian cultural objectives if the music being played

is indistinguishable from American music? One would think that

news stories focusing on the community and on people and places

in the community would be more conducive to fostering and

promoting Canadian culture than Canadian music which is

virtually indistinguishable from American music. The CRTC

d.oesn't see it that way. Canadian artists promote Canadian

culture , Canad j-an journalists don't. " 8 0

It is true that Canadian content rul-es do not acknowledge

or give credit to information oriented. stations for their role

in aiding the development of Canadian journalistic talent, but

it is Canadian musicians and not Canadian journalists who were

experiencing difficulty in gaining access to the airwaves. The

30 per cent AM Canadian content requirement was meant to aid

Canadian MUSICAL talent and therefore any Canadian content
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eguation or formula which takes into account canadian

journalistic talent (for instance, if information oriented

stations were allowed to allocate or count 10 per cent of their

30 per cent Canadian content commitment for journalistic instead

of musical- talent) would come at the expenae of Canadian

musicians and. this would not make any sense because it is

Canadian musicians and not Canadian journalists who are not

receiving sufficient exPosure.

critics like cochrane and Laine do however make valid

points when they question the contribution of Canadian content

reÉulations and some of the music that qualifies as Canadian

content to the overall development of Canadian culture. They

would. not accept the 1973 assertions of Pierre Juneau' (then

Chairrnan of the CRTC) who stated that; "Our contemporary music

is something more than a marketable conmodity; the best of it

is a reflection of canadian cultural realities, " e t or the

statement made by former Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau who once

stated that; "Our contemporary music expresses in a uniQue I

enjoyable and often powerful way our ideas and emotions as a

people. Our music enables us and music lovers from other

countries to know Canadians better."82 Some of the rnusic

which qualifies as canadian is of dubious cultural

significance. s3 For example, when Frank SÍnatra sings My

Way (a Paul Anka composition) or r¿hen NeiI Young or Joni

Mitchell (both ex-patriate Canadians) release an album and it
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qual-ifies as Canadian contentr oI'when a song like a Theme from

a Summer Place by an artist like Percy Faith (who although was

born in Canada and retains his Canadian citizenship' spent most

of his career in Los Angeles as a landed immigrant) qualifies as

Canad.ian content then in such instances, questions about the

utility of such a regulation which a1low such íncongruities are

indeed. valid. But, it must also be noted that while a Paul Anka

song sung by Frank Sinatra which qualifies as Canadian content

does very little to help the Canadian music industry and

Canadian culture (Anka is another ex-patriate Canadian based in

the United States)aa by the same token, varíous Canadian

artists have benefitted from having their compositions performed

by American artists.

For instance, two compositions by Canadian artist Ian

Thomas (Chains and HoId On) were performed by two different

American bands (Chicago and Santana) who made both songs into

American hits and in the process, gave more exposure to Thomas

as a composer/songwriter (prior to that, Thomas had enjoyed a

relatively successful career in Canada as & singer/songwriter).

The same can be said of Eddie Schwartz, a Canadian whots

greatest success came as a result of the fact that an American

performer (Pat Benatar) recorded a version of one of hie songs

(Hit Me With Your Best Shot) and made it into a substantial U.S.

hit. As a result, Schwartz began to gain a reputation aa a

songwriter/eomposer and has since written songs for other
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American artists.

So, despite the apparent absurdity of a song that is

performed and recorded by an American band or artist qualifying

as Canadian content, in many cases Canadian composers/

songwriters are gaining much needed exposure and recognition for

their work.

In summary then, it can be said that AM Canadian content

reguJ-ations have offered Canadian performers, composers and

songwriters the opportunity to hone their talents, to develop

and mature in their chosen craft, in their chosen country and

have allowed them the freedom to develop their own musical

identit,y - whatever that may ber or whatever that may evolve

into. Canadian musicians can now perform their own music

without necessarily having to mock or j-mitate American music ( in

1968, Canadian musician Ian Thomas noted that;

play the San Francisco thing. )es

"Canadian kids

Therefore, in essence, Canadian content regulations have

made it possible for Canadian music to evolve as a true form of

genuine cultural expression instead of iust simply being an

irnitation of American music. At least now Canadian musicians

have a choice and no longer necessarily have to "play the San

Francisco thing" to succeed. They now have the OPPORTUNITY to

develop their own sound, their own musical identity and in the
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process t

run, thi

cuI tural

they can grow and. develop as artists and in the lonÉ

s cannot help but contribute to continued canadian

growth.

The use of quotas, irrespective of whether they contribute

to Canadian cultural development, worries other commentators'

Even John Meisel, former chairman of the ORTC expresses his

reservations about regulation in general when he says; "I am

not sure that regulations are always the most effective ways of

achieving certain social goals. Government subsidies, tax

adjustrnents, exhortation and the creation of special events may

be equally or even more ef f ective. " I6 Prof essor ÌtÌ ' N ' l{ulI

of Brock University agrees that Canadian content regulations

were necess&ry but is not sure about the desirabil-ity of such

reguì_ations; "I think that (the regulaLions) have been

necessary to Elive the record.ing industry a boost; at the

philosophical leveI I tend to d.islike government regulation and

feel that it should be kept to a minimum."8? Along the same

Iines, the recent caplan-SauvaEieau Report on Broadcasting ( 1987 )

suggests that rad.io and recording ind.ustry spokespersons can

live wiLh existing canadian content requirements but there is

still- onl-y grudging acceptance of the regulations '

And., 82 per cent of broad.casLers surveyed for this study

believe that canadian content requirements shoul-d be

d.iscontinued or at the very least reduced.ss Most
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broadcasters surveyed (55 per cent)eo for this study agree

with the assertions of Roy Hennessy, General Manager of

CKXL/CHFM Calgary (and formerly General Manager of KY-58/gZ CÍTI-

FM Winnipeg ) that a 20 per cent Canadian content quota is more

realistic. According to Hennessy, the 30 per cent regulation is

"motherhood and apple pie" and a 20 per cent Canadian content

requirement "would allow for patriotismr diversity' supporting

the arts r etc. " e o In other words, Hennessy feels that a 20

per cent Canadian content requirement is more appropriat,e

because in his opinion, it would allow for nationalism and the

support of Canadian culture whereas a 30 per cent Canadian

content regulation is in his esbination, overkill (or is taking

cultural nationalism too far or to its ridiculous extreme).

Hennessy is in reality opposed to the entire concept of AM

Canadian content regulations. He is in fact (as one shall see

later on in the course of this chapter) opposed to AM Canadian

content reeiul-ations on principle and he also doesn't believe

that there is 30 per cent Canadian content available (and hence

his suggestion for a 20 per cent Canadian content quota). But,

atl things being equaJ-, Hennessy would rather let market forces

decide how much Canadian content gets aired.

The basic attitudes of broadcasLers towards AM Canadian

content regulations have not significantl-y changed since the

regulations were first introduced. The call for a 20 per cent

Canadian content level- is evidence that broadcasters ' while
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resigned to the inevitability of such regulations do not accept

the principle involved and resent being told what to play.

This view is expressed by Peter Grant, General Manager of

CKIS l,Jinnipeg:

The whole rationale behind Cancon
regulations is flawed. They force us to play
Canadian content even if the Canadian content
isn't as good as the competition, its like
telling a theatre you can't do a play by
Shakespeare, you have to do a play by Joe
Shmoer so instead of rnaking people rise to the
standard of high quality, they really imposed
a mediocre level on us' so people woul-dntt
have to work å.s hard because they knew it was
going to get PlaYed anyway.

Stations should be allowed to do what they
think is best for their market, we're in the
radio business, we shouldn't have someone in
Ottawa telling us what to do.er

Robert Laine of 1290 FOX/CHIQ Winnipeg agrees with Grant and

notes; "Canadian content is a quantity and not a quality rule

and that doesn't heIP anYbodY."sa

probably echoes the sentiments of

states that; "I don't think the Canadian music industry should

be d.ed.icated to fulf illing our radio quotas, they should be

dedicated to pursuing excellence

Even those broadcas bers who support the

Canadian content requirements, still have a

difficulty with forcing Canadians to lisben

And Duff Roman of CHUM-FM

most broadcasters when he

intent of AM

ph i i-osoph ical

to certain kinds of

mus ic . e a
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Behind these philosophical obiections may lie some basic

economic concerns. Some broadcasters still insist that AM

Canadian content regulations have hurt them financially'

Eighteen per cent of broadcasters surveyed for this study

mainLained. that AM Canad,ian content regulations had had an

adverse economic inpact on their operations. while in fact'

revenues of AM staLions have d.ecreased in recent years, there is

no evidence to suggest that this was due to the content rules.

Broadcasters pay no more to play Canadian recordings than

foreign ones - in each case only relatively small copyright

payments.

Instead, the primary reasons for the decline is the

phenomenal growth of FM radio which now has a 40 per cent share

of national radio listening, and surpasses AM in some

citíes. e 5 Total radio Iistenership has increased by 2,0 per

cent over the past decade, but a substantial part of the FM

advantage has come at the expense of AM. In fact, between 1974

and 1984, the increase in overall índustry revenues was 32 per

cent, with FM's share of radio revenues rising from 7 t'o 25 per

cent while the real value of AM revenue in this same period was

only six per cent higher than in 1974.e6 Therefore, AM

radio has declined because of the growth experienced by FM and

not because of AM Canadian content regulations so any objections

Lo AM Canadian contenL regulations on the basis of economlcs are

un justi f iable .
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However, broadcasters do have a legitimate concern when

they contend that AM Canadian content regulations force them to

be the sole supporter of the Canadian recording industry' Fred

Sherat of CHUM rad.io in Toronto arglues that; "If we are to

d.eveì_op a legitimate Canadian recording industry, broadcasters

must not shoulder the burden alone. " e ? Peter Grant echoes

the same sentiments when he notes that; "The Canadian

government imposed Canadian content quotas on radio stations but

there are no regulations which force record companies to produce

30 per cent Canadian content."eB And finallyt Jin

Macdonald of Rogers broadcasting correctly notes that; "Radio

is not in itself an answer to all of the recording industry's

Problems. " e e

There are in fact, many problems with the canadian

recording ind.ustry that the Canadian'content rules simply cannot

address such as the scarcity of Canadian recordings in certain

field.s like easy listening and country music'

Jay Charland, Program Director of station CHQT in Edmonton

explains the d.ilemma faced by easy fistening stations; "We run

an easy listening format. There is plenty of rock and a semí

reasonable amount of country product. However, there is almost

no current prod,uct that f its our sound. Thereforer w€ are

forced to stretch our format to include canadian

COntent.rrloO
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Earl_ Rosen of Marquis Records admits that there is a

scarcity of materj-al- in easy listening and also notes that. . "In

easy listening, there doesn't seem to be a correlation between

airplay and sales.il1or. Rosen is alluding to the fact that

most of the recordings being sold today (66 per cent) are "rock"

or "rock oriented" while onJ-y 15 per cent of al-I rec<¡rds being

sol-d. in Canada are easy Iistening ¡s36¡ds. I 0 2 The reason

for this is that the listeners of rock and rock oriented records

tend to be younger and have more disposable income than those

who listen to easy listening music. There is a problem then,

for easy listening stations who lack â. Iarge quantity of

material to choose from to meet their Canadian content

requi rements .

In recognition of this fact, the CRTC in 1983' relaxed its

definition of canadian content to make it easier for

instrumental recordings ( recordings which feature no vocals ) to

qualify as Canadian content. Such recordings are a staple of

easy listening stations and hence the CRTC's revision will make

is easier for easy listening sLati-ons Lo comply with the 30 per

cent rul-e.

Country music stations like their easy listening

counterparts &re al-so experiencing difficufti-es in complying

with the 30 per cent Canadian content quota but for different

reasons. In country music, unlike easy listening, there is not
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a scarcity of recordings available but a scarcity of ENOUGH

quality records suit,able for airplay.

Craig Forten of the Perforning Rights Organization of

Canada, further outlines the problems besetting the country

music industry:

There is a problem in country - a problen
of repetition, a problem of quality of
material as well- as dístribution problems.
Country is in an embryonic stage, Iíke rock
was in the early 1970rs - its just
developing. There is only one major record
company which distributes country and that is
RCA and there are only 40 or 50 full time
country stations. There is not a problem with
the quantity of material but the quality of
naterial. The solution to this is perhaps the
establishment of smafl independent labels
However, there is a growing sense of optirnism
in country.ro3

This growing sense of optimisur is manifested by the fact that

the Canadian country music awards were televised nationally for

the first tine in Winnipeg during Country Musíc Week (which was

held from Septenber I - L4' 1986). And, as Forten correctly

points out, it appears that the country music sector is still in

the embryonic stage, but there ere many positive signs.

In fact, according to the CRTC, Canada has an estimated

6r000 country rnusicians, 1'500 clubsr TS full-time country

stations - up from about four in the nid-60's.104 And

according to Kevin McKenna' program director of CHAM-FM in

Hanilton: .,"Canadian country recordings are getting bettert
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particularly in the production end. We went country in '83 and

I think the production val-ue in Canadian country since then is

twice as good.r'1o5 And Charlie Camilleri of the country

division of CBS records notes that: "Wetve improved in country

sal-es over the past few years. About fíve years àEo t we were

sitting at three per cent of the U.S. country figures now

we're up to 9.5 per cent. That's healthy, we'II take that

anytime.ttlo6 In addition, Canadian country is also much

more visible on charts and playlists across Canade. l0? And

finally, according to some, like independent record producer

Michael Francis of Mississauga, Ontario: "Country music is at &

point where it is ready to explode, if somebody can just break

through on the world market. r08 But, it hasn't expJ-oded

yetr and despite the many developments in country, country

artists are still struggling. roe

It must be reiterated that many of the problems currently

experienced by Canadian country artists are similar to the

problems experienced by pop and rock artisbs in the early 1970's

when AM Canadian content regulations were just initiated. Given

time, a lot of the problems prevalent in countryr âs in the rock

genre witl work themselves out.

For example, the problem of overplayrr0 of established

Canadian country stars will eventually reach the same point as

it has in rock where as Real" Therrien correctly notes; ". . The
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repetition of a Canadian artist is no worse than the repetition

of an American or a British arti5f,.'rlll Therefore, the

problem of the overexposure of Canadian country artists ( like

Carofe Baker or Anne Murray for example) will eventually improve

as will- the technical quality of Canadian country recordings as

an infrastructure for country music devel-ops further.

And., although the problerns faced by the country music

sector are more acute than the problems faced by other sectors

of the Canad.ian music industry (with the possible exception of

the Quebec music industry) there are common problems faced by

ALL sectors of the Canadian music industry. These problems

include; foreign ownership of Canadian record companies, the

prohibitlve cost of touring for Canadian groups, the difficulty

Canadian bands have in acquiring risk capital, the continued

d-omination of the market by foreign imports and distribution

problems. The marketing of Canadian music, the managing and

development of canadian talent and the state of canadian

recording studies r I 2 are other areas which require further

d.evelopment. Most of the above problems like the difficulty

Canad.ian bands have in acquiring risk capital, the managing and

devel-opment of Canadian talent, the marketing of Canadian music

and even distributi-on problems can be traced back to the serious

problem of foreign ownership of Canadian record companies.

Foreign dominaLion of the Canadian music industry has
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prompted some observers, Iike Bernie Finklestein of True North

records to note that: "There are five or six multi-national

record companies at whose grace the industry exists. Canada is

not a free marketplace' Canada is basically a Third World

country by definition. We do not own distribution, we do not

own manufacturing - which is the definition at the U.N. of a

Third World countrY . . rr 113

The truth of the matter is that the Canadian recording

industry is characterízed by an exceptionally high level of

foreign ownership and control and a high l-evel of vertical

integration.lr{ It musL be noted though, that this is not

unique to the Canadian recording industry, because on a

world-wide basis, the same half-dozen companies dominate the

recording industry.rrs Having said thist one must also note

that the degree of dominance is rarely as high as it is in

Canada. The ten largest foreign-controll-ed firms in Canada had

average revenues of $29 million (in 1981) while the ten fargest

Canadian firms have averaEfe revenues of $4.6 nilll6¡. Ir6

This creates a situation in which branch companies ' with only

linited decision-making authority, dominate the Canadian

marketplace for records and discs which rnight be otherwise

available for Canadian production.

Therefore, this helps to partially explain the continued

domination of the market by foreign imports and it would also
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explain why the sale of Canadian content recordingls has not

significantly increased. since the implementation of AM Canadian

content regu]-ations (the levels have rangied from 8-20 per cent)'

This lack of production of Canadian content recordings has

been particularJ-y acute in the 1980s as there has been a steady

decrease in the production and sale of Canadian content

recordings. In fact, in 1982, Canadian content recordings

accounted. for 17 per cent of the recordings manufactured in

Canada, in 1983 this figure dropped to 14 per cent and by 1984

it had dropped even further to 11 per cent. As a share of the

total Canadian market, Canadian content recordings only

accounted. for I2 per cent in 1983 and a mere nine per cent in

1984.1r? In fact, the actual tonnage of Canadian content

recordings being produced in Canada today is less than it was

Len years ago. 1 1 I Denis Menard of the CRTC explains why

this is so:

There's been a pretty steady devel-opment of
Canadian artists especially up to 1984 and
then the depression set in and a lot of the
labels had to let go some of the talent on
their rosters and not because they perhaps
weren't good enough, but because they weren't
selling enough material to warrant the expense
of showing, recording and promoting an album'
Record companies have decided to focus their
efforts on a very few strong artists and have
tried to develop national stars into
international suPersta¡s. I re

EarI Rosen agrees with Menard and also notes; "There are fewer
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1nreleases of Canadian

1977, but the decline

artists since statistics have been kept

is sinilar to the one in the U.S' 'r 120

Therefore, the CURRENT problem of the decline in the

production and release of canadian material is part of a

world-wide trend (not just a North American trend) but the

present economic climate only explains why there has not been

significant increase in the production of Canadian content

recordings from 1984-1986. It does not explain why there has

not been a significant increase in the production of canadian

content in the years prior to 1984. Therefore the primary

reason why the production of canadian content has not risen

above the 8*12 per cent level is explained by steve Harris:

When the Canadian music AM radio regulations
were put into effect ' many felt that the

"."o"ã conpanies would conduct thorough
searches for Canadian tal-ent. This did not
happen. The Canadian artists who were then
pop"f"t supptied the first wa've of Canadian
reðorded music. When record companies
realized that they were not receiving a
sufficient profit on their investment in the
production ãf Canadian records, the initial
Loor in 19?1 subsided and remained steady
until it climbed in 7974 to the same l-evet it
held in 19?1. Since the initial period'
record companies have not conducted active
talent searches because producing records for
safe and- marketing in the domestic Canadian
market is rarely a profitable proposition'
OnIy those companies that have been willing to
invest sizeable amounts of money in expensive
production have a chance of attaining
international rel-ease of t.heir products and
earning a profit on their investment ' But 

'the risk of losing money is very high'
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Consequently' most of the record companies
operating outside of the province of Quebec
have not been attracted to a large quantity of
Canadian production. It is for these reasons
that there has been little increase in
Canadian talent available on record. r21

So, basically American record companies don't want to go out of

their way to take chances on unproven neI^/ Canadian talent or

Canadian talent in general as Bernie Finklestein of True North

Records points out; "The sad fact is that Canada has less acts

signed on a per capita basis than any other country in the world

that I know of.rrl22 In addition, American record companies

generaÌly dontt make the Canadian talent on their roster a

priority (as one shall- see later).

For those Canadian record companies who are actively

involved in the promoLion of Canadian talent on their roster,

the costs of touring (especially for new artists) is beyond

their resources as almost all of the smaller Canadian labels are

talent based and therefore invol-ved in all aspects of an

artist's career from management, to promotion to publishing and

record distribution (examples include Aprif Wine - Aquarius and

Kirn MitcheII - Alert).123 This makes it difficult for them

to allocate substantial funds for touring and promotion.

fn fact, Sam Sniderman, founder and president of the major

retail chain, Sam the Recordman (and a former member of the

Federal Cul-tural PoIicy Review Committee) correctly points out
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that; "There is nó canadian head office based record eompany

that is nearly large enough or financially able to compete

either within Canada or in the international marketpl¿ssr'1 2 4

(and the one Canadian based record company that may have had the

potential to do sor SoIid Gold recently went bankrupt,

apparently because of mismanaglement). The problems faced by

Canadian independent record companies, artists and producers in

the face of U.S. competition are outlined in a major L975 major

report on the Canadian music industry. The authors of the

report correctly note that multi-national record companies use

Canada as an after-market, that is they bring into Canada

record-s that have already been proven successful in the United

States, "records that have been produced and test-marketed in

the U. S . domestic market. "

In contrast, they note that the canadian artist, producer

an¿ independent record company must provide the initial capital

required. to record, produce and promote a Canadian recording

which can cost the record company, artist and producer anywhere

from $18,000 to $25,000 (this was 7975, so today that figure

woufd be much higher). Therefore, they continue' the

multi-national recording company, in many instances, has

acquired a recording that has already been proven successful in

the United States and most likely has al-ready covered its costs

of production and has cost the nulti-national recording company

in Canada virtual-Iy nothing to acquire while the Canadian album
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on the other hand, has cost the Canadian record companyt

producer and artist a sizeable amount of money to produce.

And in addition, they note that in most instances, the

quaJ-ity of the product produced by the American multi-nationaL

record company is superior to the product produced by the

Canadian record company, simply because the number of dollars

spent in production is greater - the American multi-national can

afford to spend more substantial sums of money producing records

than can their Canadian counterparts (although' once again this

is not as true today as it was then). Another factor that works

to the disadvantage of Lhe Canadian artist, producer and record

company is the fact that according to the authors of this

report, since the United States represents some 53 per cent of

the world market for records, the number of familiar, aì-ready

proven international artists coming into Canada far outnumber

recordings made by Canadian artists. Given such circumstances

the authors of this report conclude that "With these facts in

mind, it is not hard to see that the chances of success for the

Canadian independent Canadian artist, producer and record

company are very limited in such a highly unbalanced

sYstem.rrl2S

And, once again, Sam Sniderman also correctly notes that

the impetus provided by the CRTC's Canadian content reEiulations

were never capital ized on because the necessary domestic record
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production and distribution structures did not exist and this

allowed foreign based companies to move in and take advantage of

the situatie¡.r?6

Commenting on the consequences of the control of the

industry by branches of foreign recording companies, Sniderman

astutely notes that; "It is apparent that with their almost

total dominance that the exposure of Canadian talent and the

development of Canadian culture will be continually

handicapped." fn addition, Snidernan also correctly notes;

"..h/hile, the companies al-l claim they spend as much as is

justified on Canadian talentr Yoü coul-d hear this argued for

days on end, with many logical statements made that best suit

the economic structures of the companies that must show a profiL

to a foreign-based board of directors. 1 2 7 Mark Caporal of

the Writer/Publisher division of the Performing Rights

Organization of Canada and a musician himself' concurs lvith

Sniderman and also notes that; "someLimes it is very hard for

Canadian artists to get supporl from an Americ¿n label ' or

record company because that particular A&R (artist and

repertoire) department within thc American company has signed X

¡umber of groups that month and obviousJ-y they want to promoie

theilr cr'n, so its going to be a dif f icul-t thing to make your

Canadian group a priority for that American company when that

c:ompany has signed any number of artists that they've invested

their own money and that they want to break. rr128
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The situation is different for Canadian artists signed to

the smaller Canadian based labels (Iike Duke Street, Alert, True

North or Attic) because these labels are willing to support and

promote the talent on their r.osters. However, such labefs

usually don't have the resources required for effective

promotional campaigns for the artists on their l¿þs15. res

Promotion is crucial to success according to Sam Sniderman;

"given the potential artist, sufficient tine and money for

development and proper promotion and distribution' you can

create artists and recordings that wil-l be wanted by the public

and be internationally competitive. r30 The only problem is

that many Canadian artistsl3r who sign with American labels

are not given the promotion and exposure that they rnight

otherwise receive (particularly in the united states and

internationatly). This is duly noted by a former broadcaster

with CFRB radio, Lyman Potts "Multi-national companies have

the opportunity of putting out their records or Canadian records

and of course the people across the border are looking at the

prornotion given to the American record They have to make sure

they promote Lhose American records and therefore Canadian

records tend to get second place. " I 3 2

Despite such handicaps, Canadian tal-ent has benefitted from

the content rul-es. According to Denis Menard; . . "There has

still been à tremendous increase in the product de.l-ivered and

the visibiJ-ity of Canadian artists on the international-
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charts. " r 3 3 So d.espite the limited exposure ( Iirnited

meaninÉ mainly Canadian) that many Canadian artists receive from

their American based record companies, many of them have managed

to achieve international success which is a. testimony to the

kind. of talent that exists within canada's borders.

Mul-ti-national- companies also control the distribution of

Canadian records. The Iast Canadian owned distributor, Qual-ity

Records, recently merged. with another interest, R-Tech so at the

present time, there are no Canadj-an distributors and only six

multi-national distributors. 1 3 4 However, the real problem

lies not at the distributor level, but at the sub-distributor

level_ ( these sub-distributors are commonly known as

rack-jobbers). sixty to seventy percent of the records sold in

Canad.a are d.istributed through these sub-distributo¡5 ' t 3 5

The problem is that these sub-distributors purchase only the

"cream of the croP" records.

Earl Rosen of Marquis Records el-aborates on the problems

that rack-jobbers create for the Canadian recording industry'

First of aII, he notes that 60 per cent of the records sold in

Canada are through department stores (the remaining 40 per cent

are sold through the independent record store ' owner operator or

small chains or through large chains like A&A or Sam's which use

franchises). t And then Rosen explains that:

A rack-iobber is someone who buys from the
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distributor and services the store. They go
in and supply the stock for the store - in
effect its Iike a concession within the
store. Because the rack-jobber guarantees one
hundred sale to all his accounts (the record
companies do allow them a 20 per cent return
privifege) they will only carry products that
are a proven succcess ( i. e. Top Forty hits )

and that will realize a fast turnover. In
addition, rack-jobbers also limit the number
of titles that they carry. fn fact, the
largest rack-iobber in Canada carries only 400
album titles out of twenty-five thousand
albums which are currently available in
Canada... And, rack-iobbers use radio chart
positions as a guide for what they're going to
ãtock (while at the same time, radio stations
claim that chart positions are based on
sales).136

So in effect, the distribution system is inherently conservative

which only makes life more difficult for Canadian artists.

In fact,

coupled with

difficult for

the conservative nature of the distribution system

the conservative nature of radio makes it very

new Canadian artists to establish themselves '

A case in Point is a

who onì-y recently released

Canadian label calIed Roti

l-oca1 Winnipeg

an album on a

fer records.

minimal airplay on local-

a high quality product.

Winnipeg rádio

With no airplay and no chart position,

the al-bum has received limited distribution in Ìocal record

stores as rack-jobbers refuse to distribute a product that is

not on the charts. without airplay, the record has no

band called the Cheer

small independent

The album has received

stations, despite being

opportunity of attaining a position on the charts. This is
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familiar Catch 22 situation. New Canadian artists have to

contend with both a conservative distribution system and a

conservative radio environment.

The root cause of these continuing difficulties for

Canadian artists is the foreign control of the Canadian

recording industry, which involves multi-national companies

controlling the production and distribution of Canadian

material. Such companies are here to stayr so if it is deemed

desirable to assist Canadian artists, steps must be taken to

wrest control of the Canadian recording industry from their

hands and/or to give more support to Canadian recording

companies and Canadian artists.

At a minimum, the Federal Eovernment should not, except in

the most unusual circumst&nces, permit new foreign ownership in

either the record production industry or any part of the

distribution sector. Such a policy, if adopted by Cabinet,

would not only hetp prevent the further expansion of foreign

control of the production industry, but would also help to

curtail downstream purchases and increased vertical integration

by foreign controfl-ed recording companies already in

Canada. r3? And, although such action has not yet been

taken, the Federal Eiovernment HAS initiated a policy which will

d.irectly benefit the Canadian recording industry.
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In fact, the Federal government has promised to pump $25

rnillion into the industry over the next five years. About $16

rnillion will go to spur the production of p¡s¡¿þr38 and

English language recordings, $4 million to assist Canadian bands

that tour internationally, $2.5 million for the production of

videos and $2.5 million for narketing assisl¿¡ss.13s It is

hoped that this funding will reverse the decline in the

production of Canadian content recordinEs in addition to

providing much needed support for Canadian musicians and such

funding is also important because as the authors of the recently

released Caplan-Sauvageau Report on Broadcasting astutely note:

Content quotas are the foundation stone for
the development of Canadian musical
expression. In order that quotas be fulfilled
however, there must be a stronEi Canadian
musical production industry. Broadcast
content quotas al-one will be ineffective if
they are not accompanied by effective
government policies for the development of
Canadian sound recordings and the Canadian
sound recording historY. I 4 o

And. so the Federal government's decision to all-ocate funding for

the Canadian music industry is a welcome development, but it is

not only the Federal- government that is coming to the aid of the

industry as there are also private sector initiatives aimed at

aiding the struggling Canadian music industry.

These private sector j.nitiatives incl-ude Factor,

Musicaction and Videofact.
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Factor, the Foundation to Assist Canadian Talent on Record'

is a joint initiative by a group of broadcasters (CHUM' Moffat

Communications and Roger Communications ) that was established to

provide aid for Canadian musicians. This aid is provided in the

form of l-oans and grants for the production of Canadian

recordings. New Canadian artists are el-igible for awards of up

to $2,000 for the production of release quality demos. And,

interest free foans of rtp to $25'000 (or 50 per cent' of a

production budget) for the production of a master tape (to be

repaid through earningls from the record) are. also provided

through Factor. l4l Thus far, the foundation has spent

$800,000 to produce Canadian recordings and has &n annual budget

of $350,000.r4e

Factor is also responsible for the adninistration of the

Federal government money being alLocated for the Canadian music

industry. In addition to Factor, there is Musicaction which is

a homologue of Factor in Quebes. I 4 3

Besides Factor and Musicactíon, there is the video

equivalent of Factor appropriately called Videofact. Videofact

is a foundation that was established to assist Canadian talent

on video. The foundation is sponsored by Fluch Music, is

administered by CIRPA, and is intended to stimulate the

production of music videos by Canadian acts. Videofact will

finance 50 per cent of the production cost of a video up to a
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maximum of $10 ' 
000. r a ¿

In its first year, a total of $98,000 wås awarded to 23

applicants covering the musical spectrum and Videofact received

an increased budget in its secotrcl year, largel-y attributable to

Ifuch Music's donatiou of 2.4 per cent- of its atrnual gross

1'sysl1s¿. l4 5 The signif icance of videos ¿rrJ rnarketing tools

in the 1980's nragnif ies the lienef its of such a fun,l for Cauadiarr

musicians who can util-ize it to overcome some of the obstacles

they f ace in terms of gairrirrg exposure arrtl marketing . r a e

The combination of Videofact, FacLor , Þlusicaction atrd the

Federal government's aid for the Can¿rdian recording inclusl-r'y has

prornpted some observers like Duff Ronan (who besides serving as

Operations Manager of CHUM-FM Ltd. and general managÍer of

CHUIÍ-FM Toronto is also Presidenl of Factor) to note t,hat:

We now have a fightirrg chanr:e to not only
provide good recordings but to provide the
tour support, the video support ' the
nerchandising, marketitrg plans, the training
of marraEi ers, the establishrnent of
international offices for publicity trade and
expor't - I think we finally have gotten sone
real ruorìey to ¿dllress arrd help solve so¡ne of
l-he probleurs facecl by the Canadian recoldirrg
i¡{1¡5l¡¡¿. 1a 7

There at-e others who feel- that broadcasters could clo even rnor-e

Lo aid Lhe Canadiatr recordirrg industry.

The 1986 Federal- Task Fc.¡rce on Broadcasting suggests that
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radj-o stations be forced to join Factor and be required to help

finance the organi za|-ion 1 4 e ( for its part the CRTC has been

trying to encouragie stations to join Factor and allocate funds

to it as a condition of }icence). Such & requirement night

prove to be counter-producti-ve, as stations would resent being

forced to contribute to such a fp¡d. r+s Rather than a

requirement, some form of incentive should be given to radio

stations to become members of Factor. 1 5 0 Factor and other

such initiatives are welcome steps in the right direction, but

it nay be necessary to supplenent and reinforce them with

incentives and/or aid for recording companies that operaLe

within Canada.

In 1981, CIRPA proposed that a 100 per cent capital

aI-Iowance for money invested in Canadian recordings, similar to

the allowance once given for investors in Canadian

fiIms.r5l A more interesting and realistic proposal (given

the CFDC's abysrnal failure) is presented by communications

consultant PauI Audley who suggests that a major tax incentive

should be established for the Canadian recording industry

specifically a refundable tax credit which would be provided to

all companies which are 75 per cent owned and effectivefy

conLrolled by Canadians. Such a tax credit, would be set at a

minimum of 25 per cent and woul-d be based on a company's

expenditure on the development in Canadian studios of new

Canadian content masters. r s 2 Such a scheme woul-d indeed
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address the problem of production at its source and would have

the added benefit of aiding predoninantl-y Canadian record

companies which would in turn heJ-p offset the dominance of the

Canadian recording industry by nulti-nationals. Some action

should be taken Lo aid the independent Canadian labels whieh are

committed to the development of Canadian talent and AudIey's

proposal- at the very least, warrants closer examination or

scrutiny, but in the meantime, at least some concrete action has

been taken to address some of the many problems faced by the

Canadian recording industry.

After evaluating Canadian content regul-ations for AM radio,

it becomes apparent that such regulations are not the complete

remedy to all of the difficulties faced by the Canadian musj-c

industry,l53 difficulties which also include some minor

problems that are related to the manner in which some Canadian

radio stations present Canadian music.

For exampJ_e, Lhere is a. problem with the manner in which

some radio stations schedule their Canadi-an contenL. Earl Rosen

formerly at CIRPA, defines this problem:

We have noted a concern and we are
very pleased to have seen Lhe Commission act

on the fact that not alI programmers
program Canadian contenl- in a way that is
call-ed reasonably distributed. And there have
been very bad problems of ghettoi zrng, putting
it in off-peak hours, in such a way that while
the level- might be 30 per cent, Lhe actual
number of people who get a chance to hear it
might be as low as five or ten Per
cent. r s 4
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Peter FIemmi¡¡9, the CRTCts Director of Red.io Policy, Planning

and Analysis, acknoÞ¡ledges the existence of such a problem and

also notes that:

There are stiIl some problems (with
Canadian content) but the problems ¡{e've found
are more in the scheduling practices than in
the actuaf 30 per cent. We've 1ooked at radio
stations in Toronto and found that there might
be zeyo per cent Canadian content in the
morning drive, but 100 per cent after 10 p.m.
and both CHUM and CFTR got rapped on the
knuckles for that r but we do feel that most
stations, despite the scheduling problem are
meeting the 30 Per cent. t' 5 5

In fact r ân interesting paralle1 can be drawn between the

scheduling practices of radio and tel-evision broadcastersr ås

television broadcasters, in an attempt to rnitigate the effects

of 60 per cent Canadian content regulations for television would

schedule or relegate their Canadian content to the sumner months

when audiences were at their Iowest.158

Another problem is the continuing struggle for new Canadian

artists to obtain airplay. Access to the airwaves is not a

problem exclusive to Canadian artists, but one which most new

artists face regardless of their nationality (although the

problems would eppear to be more acute in the Canadian case).

Duff Roman of CHUM-FM explains why this is so; "Radio is

basically out to serve l-isteners. Breaking acts is a minor

function of radio. Successful radio stations are successful

because they play the music people want. Bvery new record you

break is a Éanble. I s z But, Mark Caporal contends that radio
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ultimately serves the interests of advertisers; "Unfortunately I

find the marriage between record companies and radio is a bad

one because they're not after the same goals. Radio wants to

sell advertising, and that has nothing to do with the promotion

of new artists . ,, l s I

In the pursuit of more advertising dollars ( specifically

the yuppie market) radio has become more and more conservative

and less receptive to anything that isn't a proven commercial-

success. This ever growing conservatism of radio has witnessed

radio stations in both the U.S. and Canada changing their

formats from Top 40 or album rock to "So.l-id Gold" formats or

what some call- "yuppie radio." Many AM stations, suffering from

declining profits found in their research that baby boomers were

not getting what they wanted from one radio station. The

sLations moved to fitl the gap by playing gold and soft rock

hits by performers Iike Lionel- Ritchie. rss

But according to Kim Zayac, Director of National Promotions

for CBS Records in Canada; "Its a very dangerous situation.

When many sLations play nothing but old records, there's no mass

avenue to expose new talent and new talent is the life blood of

the recording industry."roo Because of the current lrend,

record. companies wiIl sign fewer and fewer new Elroups '

especialty non-commercial bands, and many smaller labels may go

out of business. Indeed, CBS iLself which signed six new
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Canadian acts in 1985, only signed two new acts i-n 1986 ' a

decline attributable to the switch by radio stations. t 6 I

And, a number of smaller Canadian record labels like Ready

Records and Dalcourte have recently gone bankrupt. r e a In

addition, the "gold trend" wilI cause further declines in the

number of new records released each year. In 1985' 2'900

records were íssued compared with 4,2OO in 1982r63 (a

decline which can also be attributed to a general economic down

turn).

t{hile matters of concern, the scheduling of Canadian

content and the percentage of Canadian content that is devoted

to new Canadian artists are not serious problems. r 6 ô Even

CfRPA who at one time advocated that at least five per cent of

the 30 per cent Canadian content quota be devoted to the

playing of new Canadian artists, have reconsidered their

stance on this issue and no longer consider it, to be of great

importanss.l6s For the most part, 30 per cent of the music

heard on AM radio in Canada is Canadian whether or not it is

scheduled in peak listening hours and whether it is new or old

Canadian music. So, then, the manner in which Canadian music is

presented. on Canadian radio stations is not a serious problem

and like the problems prevalent in country music, will in al-l

likelihood, eventually work itself out. Therefore' the focus

should be on improving not the regulations themselves or the

relation of the regulations with radio' but the industry that
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the regul-ations helped to create and in effect, at this point in

time, it appears that appropriate measures are being taken to

improve the Canadian recording industry. But, despite this

fact, that does not mean that AM Canadian content regulations

have outlived their usefulness because Canadians still suffer

from an inferiority complex. To this effect, Canadian musician

Gene Lees correctly notes "The CRTC's ruling itself cannot

foster an ind,igenous music industry because if that is to be

achieved., myths of American superiority must be

demolished. rr 16 6

Lees is perhaps alluding to the fact that bigger is not

necessarily better and t,hat although it is true bhat the

American recording industry is one of the largest and most

sophisticated. in the world, not everything that the Americans

prod.uce is necessarily better than what is produced in Canada'

Canadians are slow]y coming to appreciate Lhat their

musicians can produce material that is equal or superior to

anything thaL Americans produce, but it is taking time and

Canadians are still not as fanatical in their support of their

own homegrown talent as they could be (especially when compared

with other countries, like the United States or Australia where

the charts are d.ominated by homegrown artists ) . Canadians still

do not Éive unequivocal support to Canadian tafent I 6 7 but

they are improving - bhey have progressed t,o the point where
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they are willing to accept and support Canadian talent. t68

The content rules, therefore must be conLinued. "We still-

need Canadian content regulations because we are sti1l coming

through a proving ground," according to Mark Caporal, "and until

r^¡e can break more artists international-Iy and get behind our own

people morer we still need that helping hand." He further

explains that access to the airr^raves is still important because

Canadian broadcasters and programmers are still- not entirely

convinced of the rnerits of Canadian talent and therefore he

feels that because of this, Canadian content regulations will

probably exist for at least "another ten or fifteen

Years.'r169

These sentiments are echoed by Canadian musician Garry

Fjeilgard. who enphatically notes that; "I know there are those

who would undermine our fledgting music industry by reducing

Canadian conLent or by increasing American content. The present

regulation must stand until such time as broadcasters are

wil1j-ng and proud Lo play Canadian music. At thal point, we can

abol_ish the 30 per cent.?'l?o As Mark caporal suggests that

could, be ten to fifteen years in the future, but whatever the

case may be, Canadian conLent regulaLions should relnain in place

as long as Lhey're required. This view is supported by many

observers who feel that the current 30 per cent Canadian content

regufations are adequate and should continue to exist.
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In fact, the authors of the Caplan-Sauvageau report

suggested that the current 30 per cent AM Canadian content

regulations be maintainedr ? r and Brian Robertson of the

Canadian Recording Industry Associabion states that; "We feel

the level-s are fair and reasonable enough to stimulate the

broadcasters to play Canadian music ,t'L7 2 Communications

consultant Paul Audley concurs "The general quota of 30 per

cent for Canadian content on radio should be maintained. The 30

per cent Canadian content shoul-d apply to aII radio services

whether broadcast by cable or transmitters or in any other

manner. As wel-1, Canadian content should. be in effect

throughout all periods of the day."rzs The CRTC's

experience with Canadian content regulations for tel-evision

suggests that enforcement of Canadian content throughout all

periods of the day would be difficult. l?4

And, EarI Rosen of Marquis Records further explains why AM

Canadian content regu-l-ations should be maintained at their

present level of 30 per cent and not lowered beyond that point

"By lowering Canadian content it is guaranteed to reduce the

number of Canadian recordings availabl-e. It puts you on a

permanent slide, because your performing rights go down and your

earnings from your current records go downr so when broadcasters

say t,hat Canadian content should be lowered - you can't because

you're taking away the earnings that generate the

records. 1 ? s The authors of the recent Task Force on
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Broadcastin€ concur with Rosen's observations and also add that:

Market surveys have shown that
consumers buy records first because of hearing
them on radio, not hearing & record therefore
reduces demand and ultimately dries up
production. It follows that every time the
quota is lowered, whether at the request of
the broadcasters or in practice by the
stations or with the approval of the
Commission there is a cause and effect
relationship; lower quotas serve to induce the
shortages that are used to justify them. rze

Jan Matejcek, President of the Performin6l Rights Organization of

Canada, further explains the implications of reducing Canadian

content leveIs; "41] other things being equal, a reduction in

Cancon from 30 per cent to 25 per cent means a L7 per cent

decrease in income from radio for our Canadian affiliates ' a

reduction in the 20 per cent level- means a 33 per cent

droP .tt L7 7

others of course have different views on the future of

Canadian content requirements.

For example, a majority of broadcasters surveyed for this

study (55 per cenL) feel t,hat the CRTC should be more flexible

in its regulations of both easy listening and country rnusic

statie¡5. l?8 And, some broadcasters, Iike Roy Hennessy

would stiIl IDEALLY prefer to "l-et the market decide" how much

Canadian content gets aired on Canadian radio stations. If the

market demands 30 per cent, then 30 per cent should be aired'
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John Parikhal, a Toronto based communications consultant also

subscribes to this notion and notes that "If the government

had provided more competition, the stations would have been

forced to examine their own marketplace instead of relying on

the American trade publications to find. out what they should.

pfay." To prove his point, Parikhal points out that "In the

U.S., stations often play more than 30 per cent Canadian even

though they are free to play what they want. rr 1 ? e Therefore,

according to Parikhal, a total free market approach to Canadian

content in addition to allowing more stations to compete would

real-ize similar resul-ts in Canada.

However, given the fact that Canada's music industry is

dominated by American rnulti-nationals, it is highly unlikeJ-y

that "letting the market decide" would have favourable

irnplications for Canadian musicians as evidenced by the

situation in Canad.a prior to the implementation of Canadian

content regulations.

And in fact, such a position also ignores the economic

realibies of Canadian radio as Professor Robert Babe of the

University of Ottawa correctly notes:

In Canada, the economic incenLives tend to
be so hostile to any form of indigenous
programming (be it radio or tel-evision) that
it isn't just à question of letting the market
decide, its the fact that Canadian programming
and Canadian talent is so disadvantaged
because of the srnalÌ market, that broadcasters
in pursuing their profit are going to give
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short shift to bhe domestic product.180

The most recent official study of broadcasting supports

this view, The Caplan-Sauvageau report notes that; "Almost none

of the radio broadcasters who appeared before us advocated a

pure market alternative to the present system. " And, goes on

to say that "Few broadcasters failed to approve of Canadian

content rules for Canadian music. r81 It is interesting to

note (as was previously pointed out in the course of this

chapter) that unlike the Caplan-Sauvageau report the majority of

broadcasters contacted for this study (either by mail or in

person ) indicated that they were not in favour of Canadian

content rules. The discrepancy between the findings of the

Cap1an Sauvageau report and the findings of this study can

perhaps be attributed to the fact that broadcasters feel that it

is futile to complain before an official body about a policy

which has been accepted for 16 years. Such an attitude is

reflected in the comment by Robert Laine of 1290 FOX/CHIQ

Winnipeg; "We are going to have bo l-ive with Cancon regs. If I

live to be an old man, there wil-l be Cancon regulatj-ons

they're here to stay forever and a day."tez Resigned bo the

inevitabitity of Canadian content regufations, broadcasters

choose to direct their advice towards making the regulations

l-ess burdensome and more acceptable.

In this vein, the Canadian Association of Broadcasters

(CAB) has recommended that the 30 per cent requirement be
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averaged over the full broadcast week as opposed to the

broadcast day. res Eighty-tü¡o per cent of broadcasters

surveyed for this study indicated that they feel a record that

fulfills all of the CRTC's Canadian content requirements (i.e.

that are four parts Canadian contenti lyrics, music, performance

and recorded in Canada) should counL as two plays instead of

g¡9. r84

In addition, Peter Shurman, President of the Radio Division

of Standard Broadcast News would l-ike to Bee Canadian content

made more responsive to the needs of individual stations

(sinilar to the manner in which Canadian content for FM stations

is cal-culated). He explains; "We don't have enough material to

fill 30 per cent wiLhout playing an awful lot of mediocre

stuff.. There should not be a blanket rule of 30 per cent for

all AM stations. The quota should be determined on an

individual basis depending on the kind of music that the station

plays. t'1 8 s So, according to some broadcasters, the blanket

rule of 30 per cent ensures that AM Canadian content regulations

are a quantity and not a quality regul-ation that is overly

concerned with fulfil]ing unrealistic quotas. They are of the

opinion that this emphasis on quantity rather than quality

mitigates against excellencer encourages and in fact rewards

medi ocri ty .

As well, some broadcasters still do not accept the
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principle of Canadian'content regulations &s t,hey feeL that they

shouldn't be told what to play. They argue that music t,hat

warrants or d.e=""rrås airplay wi l1 receive it . Theref ore, in

this context imposing an artificial quota which in effect linits

the freedom of broadcasters to play what they want is in their

view, unfair or unreasonable.

And finally, sone broadcasters still do not feel that it is

fair or reasonable that they be responsible for playing 30 per

cent Canadian content when record companies are not producing

30 per cent Canadian content. Hence, some broadcasters feel

that their industry is forced to be the principal supporter of

the Canadian music industry, which according to them, is not

very fair or reasonable.

But, the CRTC enacted Canadian content regulations because

:: it felt that this was the sinplest and most effective manner in
\ \ which to try and aid the Canadian music industry. It did not

enact Canadian content regulations to penalize Canadian

broadcasters but rather to aid Canadian musicians and

composers. Thus while some broadcasters arglue that Canadian

content regul-ations are not very fair or reasonable, by the same

token, it can be argued that they are fair or reasonable.

First of all, it can be argued that Canadian content

regulations heJ-p to fulfilL the requirenents of the Broadcasting
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Act which states that the Canadian broadcasting system utilize

"predominantly Canadian resources" (in factr one coul-d even

argue that a 30 per cent Canadian content requirement doesntt go

far enough to ensure that the Canadian broadcasting system

utilizes "predominantly Canadian resources). And as EarI Rosen

correctly points outi "They are part of the price broadcasters

have to pay for operating in a protected markettrls6 (as the

CRTC restricts the. number of licences available in any given

market, in effect limiting competition). Many broadcasters are

prepared to adnit (albeit off the record) that this is a" small

price to pay for operating in a protected market. Hudson,

Janisch, a law professor at the University of Toronto who has

written extensively about the CRTC, makes the same point in more

colorful language; "Canadian content regulations are basically

just state payola. In the United States, you bribe disc jockeys

to play your favourite record, whiJ-e in Canada, you have that on

a state scale, that is you use the state to distribute payola

and the payoÌa is that you can keep your licence if you play

these Canadian records, and in that sense, its the ul-timate

trade off,,.187

AM Canadian conl-ent requirements also help to ensure that

Lhe Canadian broadcasting system is more than a mere appendage

of the American broadcasting system. Therefore' il- can be

argued that the CRTC's 30 per cent AM Canadian content

requirements are reasonabfe regulations" (i.e. that they are not
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regulations enacted solely for regulations sake ' that, in

essence, they have a reasonable purpose). Particularly under

its current Chairman, the CRTC has sought in general terms to

rationalize its regul-ations to ensure they are all necessary and

are suited to their purpose.188 In particular, the CRTC

under Andre Bureau has sought to reduce the "paper burden" on

broadcasters. Mr. Bureau explained that efforts to be

reasonable does not entail a lessening of commitment to the

principles behind Canadian content:

The key to maintaining a distinctive
presence in broadcasting is through Canadian
content, both in programming and in the
ownership of the nation's broadcasting
system. The degree to which we are successful
in fostering Canadian content directly affects
the ability of the Canadian broadcasting
system to "safeguard, enrich and strengthen
the Canadian fabric. That is why we have
always placed so much ernphasis on Canadian
content in our policies and in our decisions

The Commission will cont,inue to seek ways
of enhancing a stronÊi Canadian component in
the broadcasting 5s3le¡. I I e

While the CRTC's commitment to AM content rules seems

clear, the inpact of those rules rnay be affected by developments

in other policy fields, such as pending revisions to the

Copyrieht Act, the new Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

and any possible future free trade agreement with the United

States .

Incredibly enough, the Copyright Act has not been revised

since L924 and therefore an all-party sub-committee recently
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released a document calIed the Charter of Rights for Creators

which calls for significant changes to be made to the current

Copyright Act. The report also makes some recommendations that

would indirectl-y affect Canadian content regulations.

For example, there is a suggestion that a tax be levied on

blank tapes and recording machinery as compensation for home

copying. In addition, the report also suggests the recognition

of performer's rights which would be paid to non-Canadians only

a reciprocaJ- basis. le0 Such revisions would put Canadian

musicians in a better financial position. They would also mean

a greater emphasis on airplay, as for the first time, performers

and not only composers would receive monetary compensation for

having their records played on the air. Therefore, this would

in effect¡ Elive Canadian musicians a much needed boost. Earl-

Rosen of CIRPA further explains the relationship between

Canadian content and the proposed revision of the Copyríght Act

and the manner in which it will increase the importance of AM

Canadian content. First of all , he comments on the expected

effects of the reciprocal agreement suggested in the Charter of

Rights for Creators:

The proposal that the government is making
is that it (the reciprocal agreement) be
restricted to countries with whom Canada has a
reciprocal agreement to recognize the rights
of Canadians which means that money uright stay
all in Canada or it would be compensated by
monies coming in from other countries - if
that comes through, then it could be a real
boost in the arm for forms of music that get a
lot of airplay but don't earn a lot of sales
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because there would be a much better return
for airplay and broadcasters are against it
because it would take money out of their
pockets and we're trying to convince them that
in the long run' its in their best interests
because it will also ensure a much healthier
music community which will in turn give them a
better supply. This relates very much to
Cancon levels because one of the major impacts
of the Cancon levels has been on the
performing rights organizations. I e I

Mark Caporal and Craig Forten of the Performing Rights

Organization of Canada both downplay the correlation between

Canadian content and the proposed revision of the Copyright Act,

but Forten does note that the inclusion of performer's rights in

addition to composer's rights is a significant developnent that

wíIl rnake 30 per cent AM Canadian content levels even more

important to Canadian musicians. I e I

Whatever the case may be ' 
r e 3 it is apparent that the

revision of the Copyright Act will have some effectr be it

direct or indirect r orl Canadian content and while the impact

cannot be properly assessed until the actual revisions are

¡¡¿dslea it is apparent that the revision to the Copyright

Act will attempt to place greater enphasis on the music being

performed and wiII increase the significance of access to the

airwaves as Canadian musicians will realize a fairer return for

airplay of their material. Therefore, the proposed revision of

the Copyright Act is a. positive development for Canadian

performers and composers that will complement the CRTC's 30 per

cent AM Canadian content requirements.
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There has also been some concern that Canadian content

regulations may be deemed unconstitutional r e 5 because they

may violate Section S (2b) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms

which guarantees freedom of thought, belief, opinion and

expression including freed.om of the press and other media of

communication. The likelihood of such an interpretation being

upheld is highty unlikelY.

Canadian society as reflected by its constitution and its

court system, places less ernphasis on the protection of freedom

of speech as an inalienabl-e right than other democratic nations,

parLicularly the United States. The best illustration of this

is a 1979 decision handed down by the Supreme Court of Canada

concerning an appeal of a condition of licence impsed on the CTV

network by the CRTC. This condition of licence required that

CTV schedule 26 hours of original drama in 1980-81 and 39 hours

in 1981-82. In the CTV appeal, the supreme court upheld the

CRTC's authority to impose such a condition of ficence. The

issue of free speech itself was dealt with in one

paragraph. leo Had such a case come before the U.S. Supreme

Court, the decision most likely would have been interpreted as

an undue infringement upon freedom of speech. rs?

The constitutionality of the Canadian content regul-ations

is further supported by the fact that the 7982 Charter

"guarantees that the rights and freedoms set out in it may be
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subject to only such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can

be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic

society. I e I

The content ruì-es seek to promote distinctive Canadian

val-ues and a separate Canadian identity. These are in effect,

public policy goals that have been approved by Parliament and

hence, the Supreme Court is not likely to overrule such a clear

declaration of public policy. Furthermore' as Brenda McPhail

notes; "Admittedly, the Canadian content regulations linit the

freedom guaranteed in Section S.2(b) of the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms. However, it has been acknowledged that no

liberal democracy perceives these freedoms to be absolute and

all governments have found jusbifications for restricting them

when they ínfringe on the rights and freedoms of

others. r' 1 e e And, she correctly concludes that:

"r.;;;"Ti: ;:ål;l:'l:::u:in;;"Ë"::"ff content
regulations may be justified in favour of
their continuation. The real issue here is
not freedom of expression but rather freedom
which allows Canadians to create and preserve
a distinctive broadcasting system which they
encourage and maintain as an expression of
their own nationaL identify. aoo

So therefore, Canadian content regulations should continue to

exist as positive general- statements of support for Canadian

culture for as long as the CRTC deems they are necessary or

until- such time as they're bargained away in a free-trade

agreement with the United States.
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During the free trade negotiations between Canada and the

United States, Canada's chief negotiator, Simon Reisman,

continually emphasized that "Canada's cultural sovereignty is

not at risk",2o r And in fact,, the recently conpleted trade

agreement between the United States and Canada does exempt

Canadian cultural industries from the deal-. However, despite

such an exempti.on, the United States clearly see Canadian

content requirements as a cultural trade barrier s 0 I and.

therefore there is still a possibility that they could be

bargained away in the future.a03 In addition, there is a

possibility that Canada's multi-miIlion dollar recording

industry could vanish overnight as a result of a free-trade

arrangiement with the United States.

At least that is t,he opinion of Brian Robertson, President

of the Canadian Becord.ing .fndustry Association (which represents

such big multi-nationals as CBS and. A&M) who úrarns that "An

open border would turn Canada into little more than another U.S.

market for recordings. " He feels that the free trade deal could

strike a devastating blow to a donestically based recording and

manufacturing industry ( as 90 per cent of the records and tapes

sold in Canada are actually pressed or manufactured in this

countrY).204

Despite such assertions and despite the free trade
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agreement itself, some CRTC officials express doubt that the

deal will have any effect on l-ongstanding policies Iike Canadian

content. 2 0 6 But, whatever the future holds for Canadian

content quotas (and the Canadian music industry) it is apparent

that up to this point in time, the regulations have served a

useful purpose.

Canadian content regulations for AM radio have enabled

Canadian artists to be heard in their olln country, have helped

to create a domestic market for Canadian artists and recordings

and have spurred the developrnent of the Canadian music industry"

But, despite such achievements, there are some problems

that Cancon regufations siurply cannot address and in addit,ion,

there are probl-ems with the regulations themselves 
"

The problems with the regulations themselves ( like the

scheduling of Canadian content, etc. ) are relatively minor

compared to the problems currently experienced by the industry

that the regulations helped to create. The most significant of

these problems is the continued domination of the Canadian

recording industry by American multi-nationals. Despite these

problems there is hope for the Canadian musi.e industry as both

the public and the private sector have initiated steps to

strengthen the industry. Hopefully, these steps will- allow the
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Canadian music industry to continue the progression and

developnent afforded it by 30 per cent AM Canadian content

requirements.

Having examined Canadian content requirements for AM redio,

the next chapter will- assess the CRTCts foreground regulations.
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Finally, a record company wifl sign this act
or person to a big international contract and
they are a star - it can happen, the best
example of this is K.D. Lange.

EarI Rosen, President, Marquis Records, interview by
author, tape recording, I April' 1986, Toronto, Ontario.

16. Martin Melhuish, "The 30% Solution: Still Music to a Lot
of .Ears, " Macl-ean's, 22 February 1976 r p. 53.

17 , "Juke-Box Approach Forecast is CRTC has Way, " Winnipeg
Tribune, 15 April 1970, P. 10.

18. See "Reactions to the CRTC Proposals," Broadcaster,
19 March 1970' p. 38.

19. Op. Cit., Melhuish, 30% Solution, p. 53.

20. Ibid., p. 53.

2L. "CRTC Ruining Singer's Career," Winnipeg Tribune, 27 }larch
I97 4, p, 2.

22. In fact, there are those who contend that Canadian content
regulations hurL the credibility of Canadian recordings in
the United States - that successful- Canadian artisLs are
seen as being successful in Canada PRIMARILY because of the
quotas and not because of their talent. According to Duff
Roman of CHUM-FM in Toronto; "You hear it often from
programmers in the states, from radio people in the United
States." Duff Roman, FM Operations Manager' CHUM-FM Ltd.
and General- Manager, CHUM-FM Toronto, interview by author,
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tape recording, 10 April 1986, Toronto' Ontario.
Some Canadian artists like Anne Murray, release theír
alburns in the united staLes before they release them in
Canada to ensure that it will be taken "seriously" by U.S.
radio programmers. It is also said that the "stigma" of
Canadian content regulations can hurt a Canadian artistts
chances of securinEi an American record deal.
And, according to Chuck Camroux, owner of Baton
Broadcasting:

f t ve heard the argument many times that a
Canadian station plays a Canadian record and
makes it a hit and then the U.S. will pick it
up and make it an international hit. That's
not true. The U.S. stations imnediately say
its a regulated record and therefore a false
hit and they don't play it. that's why
artists Iike Anne Murray and Gordon Lightfoot
rel-ease their records in the United States
first and not in Canada, because they think
its a quota thing and that hurts us.

" In Wind.roit, Its CKLLIT r not Wklw, Af tra, not Actra, "
Broadcaster (June, 1981) P. 27,
But, according to Mark Caporal of the Perforning Rights
Organi zaiuíon of Canada:

There are those people who feel that the
regulations are inhibiting potential - because
you are legislating hits, people feel they'll-
never get a deal in America because the
Americans wiII think, sure its top ten' you
have to play your own people, but artists like
Loverboy, Bryan Adams or Glass Tiger have
benefitted from Cancon and yet they've still
been able Lo break down the barriers and
become internationaÌ successes.

Mark Caporal, Writer/Publisher Division, Perforrning Rights
Organization of Canada, interview by author, tape
recording, 10 April 1986, ToronLo, Ontario.

If the potential of canadian artists was trul-y affected by
Canadian content, then arbisbs like Triumph, Rush, Corey
Hart and many others would nol have experienced the amount
of u.s. success that they have. It would appear that in
some instances (depending on the individual program
d.irector ) the stigma of being " a reguJ-ated hit" may work
against some Canadian records, but if the record is good
enough and if the artist is tafented enough, such obsLacl-es
can be overcome and indeed, in many instances such has been
the case.

Ralph James, TaIent ManaÊler, Hungry Eye AÉency, interview
by author, tape recording, 11 September 1986, Winnipeg'
Manitoba.
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24, "Joe Brown Guides Family Brown to Top of Canadian Country, "
The Music Scene (March/April , 1977') p. 10.

25, Mark Caporal, Writer,/Publisher Division, Perforning Rights
Organi zatían od Canada, interview by author, tape
recording, 10 ApriI 1986, Toronto, Ontario.

26 , Op. Cit . , Meì-huish, Heart of GoId, p. L64 ,

27 . Ibid. , p. 30 .

28, Sjief Frenken, Director, Broadcast Programs Analysis
Division, Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission, interview by author, tape recording' 2I April
1986, Ottawa, Ontario.

29, Recently though, the CRTC found that 39 radio stations in
Alberta, Quebec and B.C. were not complying with the AM
Canadian content requírement or were not naintaining proper
records. As a result, the stations will receive shorter
than usual licence renewals ranging from 18 months to three
years. "Edward Greenspan, "CRTC rebukes 39 stations for
content," Toronto Globe and MaiL, 25 Septeurber' 1987,
p. 87.
It is also interesting to note that Alberta AM radio
stations seem to be experiencing particular difficulties
fulfilling their Canadian content commitments. In facL, 21
of 31 Alberta AM stations which were rnonitored by the CRTC
from Septernber 1986 to June 1987 either did not meet
minimum Canadian content standards or did not supply clear
and audible logger tapes to the Commission. fn response to
the situation in Alberta, Andrea Bureau, Chairman of the
CRTC noted; "Canadian content is of the utmost importance
to the Commission and failure to meet the 30 per cent
Canadian content requirement will be handled without
comprornis€. " "CRTC Warns Stations on Canadian Content, "
Winnipeg Sun 11 June 1987, p. 31.

30. Denis Menard, Director Generalr Radío Policy Division,
Canadían Radio-television and Telecommunications
Com¡nission, Maritime Region, interview by author, tape
recording, 27 April 1986, Ottawa, Ontario"
This may be the case with Canadian content requirements for
AM radio but is certainly isn't the case with Canadian
content requirements for FM radio as the CRTC has
experienced compliance and enforcement problems with
Canadian content on FM stations.
In fact, as Jan Matejcek, President of the Performing
Rights Organization of Canada notes:

As always, Canada's AM stations are
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required Lo play 30 per cent Cancon no ifs,
ands or buts. But the problem is with FM

stations who unlike their AM counterparts'
program Canadi-an content depending on the type
of music they play. However, the CRTC has
recently allowed about half a dozen FM

stations to reduce bheir Canadian content
commi tments .

Kirk Lapointe, "Canadian Content Rule Being Bent," Winnipeg
Free Press, 12 October 1985, p. 30. For more information
about the CRTC's decision to relax its Canadian content
commitments for FÞ1 stations See an editorial Jan Matecjcek,
"Sounding the Al-arm for Canadian Content," The Music Scene
(September,/October, 1985) p. 2 And Mary Nemeth and Tom
Phillips, "Home Grown? So What? Alberta Report (December
23, 1985) p. 36 OR Kirk Lapointe, "Cancon Rule Being
Diluted, by FM Stations, 4" Calgarv Herald 30 October 1985t
p. 31 OR Henry Mietkiewicz, "Canadian Content Reductions
Protested," Toronto Star, 19 October 1985r p. D1.

Kit Morgan, "There's StilI Hope for the Canadian Sound,"
Caqadian Broadcaster (November, 1969) p. 93.

CRTC, Toronto Public Hearings Vol. 1

p. 13.
(20 December, 1985)

Real Therrien, Vice Chairman, Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission, interview by author, tape
recording, 21 ApriI 1986, Ottawa, Ontario.

32
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34 CRTC
and

. AnnuaI Report, 1972-73 (Ottawa: Minister of SuppIy
Services) p. 72,

35.

36.

37.

.'t tt .

Earl Rosen, Executive President, Marquis Records, interview
by author, tape recording, B April 1986, Toronto, Ontario.

Op Cit. , Harvey Glatt interview

Op. Cit., Mark CaPoral interview.

Duff Roman, Operations Manager, CHUM-FM Ltd. and Station
Manager, CHUM-FM Toronto, interview by author, tape
recording, 10 April 1986, Toronto, Ontario.
In fact, this focus on Canadian talent is graphically
illustrated by the results of a survey conducted by the
Canadian Musician of 30 radio stations across the country

"hi"l-r "h"*= lntt without exception, radio and music
directors listen to Canadian materj-al first. Roger Ashby
of CHUM-AM in Toronto explains why; "we're always anxious
to listen to a Canadian records because we have to play 30
per cent Canadian content. " So Canadian content
regul-ations have forced radio proglrammers and broadcasters
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to take heed of Canadian talent. They can no longer ignore
it as they did. prior to the initiation of Canadian content
regulations. This fact alone justifies the existence of AM

Canadían content regulations. For more information on
radio airplay and 30 per cent AM Canadian content
reguÌations see Mad stone, "Radio AirpIay" canadian
Musician ( July/August, 1980 ) pp. 40, 55 ' 56 '

A total 0f 37 radio stations were contacted for this
study. A two page questionnaire (addressed to either the
stat,ion manager or the program director) was sent out to
both AM and FM broadcasters. Of these 37 broadcasters, 27

returned the questionnaire and of those 27, five ventured
no opinion or refused to divulge what they felt was
clasãified information. Of those 22 broadcasters who did
venture an opinion, i1 were AM broadcasters and 11 were FM

broadcasters.

The exact quesLion posed to the 1 1 AM broadcasters was the
foll-owj-ng; "Have the CRTC's AM Canadian content regulations
been prinarily responsible for the creation of a viable
canad.ian music industry? Four broadcasters replied
affirmatively, while the remaining seven broadcasters are
not of the opinion that the 30 per cent AM Canadian content
requirements were primari-ly responsibte for the creation of
a viable Canadian music industrY.

The exact question posed to broadcasters $ras the following;
"Do you think the canadian music industry would have
progressed as far as it had had Canadian content
regulations not been in place? A botaÌ of five
broadcasters replied negativelyr 8ñ equal amount of
broad.casters replied affirmatively while one broadcaster
ventured no opinion on the matter.

Op. Cit., Melhuish, The 30% Solution, p' 52'
I; addition, there are those who contend that Ritchie
Yorke, the dean of Canadian rock writers, a broadcaster and
an author was also partially responsible for helping to
"coax" a canadian recording industry into existence.
According to David, Farrel, publisher of The Record,
canad.a's music indus bry trade ma'gâ"zirle; "The canadian
recording indusLry is a thousand light years from what it
was before Ritchie got here and he had had an incredibÌe
amount to do with it."
yorhe l0bbied in the 1960's for canadian content and
orEianized. the Þlaple Music iunket in 1972 which helped give
canadian artists international exposure. For more
information about Yorke and his contributions to the
Canad.ian music industry See, "Outback Beckons Outstanding
Cri t,ic, " t{innipeg Free Press, 25 October 1-985 ' p' 19 '
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There are now well over one hundred Canadian owned record
companies in Canada. For a complete listing of all of then
See Ted Burley (Editor) Music Directory Cang"da r86
(Toronto: CM Books, 1986) pp. 299-319 and for more
informatic¡n about the initial inpact that 30 per cent AM

Canadian content regulations had on the Canadian music
indusbry See l{alter Ivan Romanow, "The Canadian content
regulations in Canadian Broadcasting ' and Historical and
Critical Study," (Ph.D. diss., Wayne State Universityt
Detroit, 1974) pp, I90-ZL4 and Larry Leblanc, "Programmers
Find Record Companies Beginning to Produce Hit Materi&I, "
The Music Scene (July/August' 1974) pp. 8-9.

Paul- Audley, Canada's Cultural Industries (Toronto: James
Lorimer and Compâñy, 1983) pp. 130, I4l"

"BMIC's President Discusses Copyright with U.S. Experts,"
The MUSjp Eçe¡-e (May,/June 1977) p, I2.

The other performing rights association in Canada is P.R.O.
Canada, the Performing Rights Organization of Canada.
CAPAC collects on behalf of its members performing rights
fees for the performance of musical works assigned to it in
Canada; enters into bilateral contraets with performing
rights societies in other countries; licences every area of
public musical performance in Canada (radio' television,
night cIubs, cabarets, motion picture theatres ' background
music systems, planes, trains etc.); collects fees from
users of music and distributes income to copyright owners 

'institutes Iega1 proceedings to enforce its rights over the
public performance of music; represents interests of its
members before government bodies. Ted Burley (Editor)
Music Director Canada '86 (Toronto: CM Books' 1986)
p. 233.
Essentially, the Performing Rights Organization of Canada
is a non-profit music licensing society which collects
Iicence fees from the users of music and distributes
performance royalties to composersr lyricists and music
publishers. As of 1985' P.R.O. Canada represented 18'000
composersr lyricists and publishers. Mark Caporal of the
Performing Rights Organi zatíon of Canada further defines
the duties carried out by his organization:

Under the Copyright Act, the composer and
the copyright owner of a piece of music are
entitled to compensation for the public
performance of their work' so we are if you
will, the agent in the distribution of those
royalties. So for any public performance
which includes radio performancer live
concert, nightclubs, restaurants, hotels or
any public performance of music, Þ¡e licence,
collect and distribute fees for those uses and
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d.istribute them to the composers, publishers
and copyright owners of the songs.
Op. Cit., Mark CaPoral interview'

Op. Cit. , AudIeY, P. 1'47 ,

Steven Globerman, Cultural- Regulation in Canada (Montreal:
Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1983) p, 57.

Ibid. , p. 59 .
According to Duff Roman of CHUM-FM in Toronto, the
Statistics Canada figures for the definition of a Canadian
album are very misleading. Roman notes that in order for
an album to qualify as Canadian for the Statistics Canada
figures, it only has to contain one cut that is actually
Canad.ian. Such a calculation would take into account any
song written by PauI Anka or Eddy Schwartz and therefore he
ad.dã that; "I don,t think that an album that contains a
composition by a Canadian that matches the lyrics and music
q,¿iification of maple and comprising one of 11 or 12 cuts
nakes that a Canadian album." Therefore, CHUM has devised
its own criteria for calculating Canadian content al-bums.
Such an album must ansr^ler two of the four MapÌe
requirements and rnust be nationally distributed. In
aadi-tion, the album must contain either the maiority of
cuts or the majority of track time devoted to canadían
music. compilation al-bums (which are included in the
sbatistics canada figures) would not be taken into
consideration as only the original creative production is
calculated in the CHUM criberia.
Using such criteria, CHUM estimates that there has been a

decline in the release of Canadian albums, from 213 in 1979
to 78 in 1985. According to Roman, "How can you build in
industry on 78 albums. op. cit., Roman interview. see
also previous footnote #10 for more information about the
increase in canadian content albums from 1970-1976.

Op. Cit. ' Globerman, P. 59.

Op. Cit. ' AudleY, P. 160.
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54.
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Ibid. , p. 62.

Bruce Solomon and Míchael Ulsan 
'Years of Rock N' RoIl (New York:

p. 60.

Thomas Hopkins, "Canadian Rock Rol
i4 June 1982' P. 46.

Is South, " Macleans t s

Larry Lebl_anc, "canadian songs Hit u. s. charts as u. s .

Rad.io Changing," The Music Scene (July/August' 1982) p'

Dick Clark's First 25
Dell Publishi-ng, 1982 )
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For more information about the developnent of Canadian Rock
N' Roll from 1976 to 1982 See Keith Sharp, "We're a
canad.ian Band," Rock Express (Decenber/January 1987)
pp. 61-69.

56. Ibid., pp. 8, 9.

57, Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview.

58 . Op. Cit. , Leblanc, P. 8 .

59. For more information about the Canadian folk tradition See
Martin Melhuish's Heart of Gold pp. 42-59.

60. Op. Cit. ' Leblanc, P. 9.

61. Op. Cit., EarI Rosen interview.

62. Op. Cit., Duff Roman interview.

63. Mitch Potter, "Orphan Running," Music Express (September'
1985) p. 36.
streetheart is not the onl-y canadian group that has
experienced phenomenal success in Canada but Iimited or
minimaf success south of the border. For an insightful
examination of some of the problems experienced by Canadian
acts trying to achieve success in the united states See
Kerry Doole, "The Beaver They couldn't KiIl," Rock Express
(June/JuIy, 1987) PP. C3-C6.

64. Stephen Ostick, "Parachute club Pl-ans Jump into u.s.
Waters," Winnipeg Free Press, 23 November 1986r p. 14'

65. Ibid., p. i4.

66. Op. Cit. ' Ralph James interview.
If such is indeed the case, then it is going to be very
difficult for Canadian and other foreign musicians to
continue to perform and attempt to achieve success in the
united. states because in the lasL coupJ-e of years, the
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service has
been tight,ening restrictions on the issuance of visas and
recently published proposed guidelines that would be even
more restrictive, generally atlowing only well-known
artists with established repuLations to perform in the
unit,ed states. For more information on this issue see
Jocelyne Zablit, "Promoters, Artists oppose New u.s. visa
Restrictions on Artists, " I{innipeg Free Press, 4 August
1987, p. 32,

67, Keven Prokosh, "Mitchellts Focus on Canada," winnipeg Free
Press, 29 Augusb 1986, P. 17.
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68. There are artists like the Parachute Cl-ub or Corey Hart who
feel- that they have to succeed in the U.S. Corey Hart
admits as much when he says; "Being a star in Canada
woul-dn't be enough. My dream was to reach as many people
as possible. That meant being signed by an American record
company." Dennis Hunt, Winnipeg Free Press, 3 August 1985t
p. 14.
But, there are others like Fred Penner or Kim MitchelÌ who
are not overly concerned about U. S. success. In fact,
according to Penner, a children's sinÉer; "I've got enough
work now to last me the rest of my life." And therefore
Penner is not overly coneerned about making it big in the
United States. Mitch Potter, "Peg-Based Penner Hot as a
Pistol," Winnipeg Sun. 5 December 1986, p. 27. And,
according to Kim Mítchell, "Popping the big one in the U.S.
is to be honest, somethj-ng I don't think about anymore
I'm not even concerned about cracking it." Op. Cit. t

Prokosh ' p. 17 .

69. For a complete listing of aII the music publications in
Canada See Burley, Music DirecLory Canada '86r PP. 77I-183.

70, For a compJ-ete listing of all the rock award shows in
Canada, See Ibid. ' pp. 45-49,

77. fn fact, it is this author's contention that 30 per cent AM

Canadian content regulabions have created an environment
for MuchMusic to succeed. Canadians are now willing to
accept Canadian performers whether they are performing in
the audio or video medium. MuchMusic itself has been one
of the few successful pay-television stations.
And, I'luch Music is a Canadian music station. It rel-ies
heavily on independent and new Canadian artists it is a
strong supporter of the Canadian music scene. It is
required by the CRTC to ensure Lhat 30 per cent of its
videos are Canadian (bv i988/89 this will rise to 35%) but
it has turned such a requirement into an advantage and has
spotlighted Canadian artists in a positive manner and this
has worked to its advantage as Canadians for the most partt
are not complaining that they don't receive the American
music video ser\¡ice MTV¡ they are pleased wiLh their own
national service.
There is a lot of excefÌent Canadian talent that has
developed over the past 72 years, talent which is still
developing in part because of the opportunities presented
to Canadian artists because of the presence of AM Canadian
content requirements. Therefore, AM Canadian content
requirements are in a sense, indirectly responsible for the
success of MuchMusic. For more information on the
achievements of Much Music See Nj-ck Krewen, "MuchMusicts
First Anniversary, " Music Express (September, 1985 ) p. 33 

'Kerry Doo1e, "John MarLin," Music Express (October, 1985)
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p.34, Jeff Bateman, "MuchMusic - A Progress Report," The
Music Scene (March, 1985) pp. 9-10, PauI McGrath, "Makers

"f the Illustrated Hit Parade," Macleans's (September,
1985) pp, 52-53 OR "MuchMusic at Last," Broadcaster
(DecemÈer, 1gg4) pp. 30-31, JuIian Aynsley, "Canada Makes a
Pitch for Music Video," Broadcaster (January' 1984) pp'
6-8, Ian Pearson, "The Music Men," Canadian Business
(Apriì., i985) pp. 72-75 and pp. 119-I22, David Haves, "A
Luãrative Maverick on the Airwaves, " Macleans's , l4
september 1985, p. 56, "DaiIy Crowds Attest to the success
of the MuchMusic Network," Winnipeg Free Press 6 September
1985, p. 27.

Gene Lees, "what is Canadian Music, " Macl-ean's (March,
7972 ) p.64.

John Cochrane, General Manager CJOB Winnipeg, interview by
author, telephone i-nterview, 3 January, 1986, Winnipeg 

'Manitoba.

Op. Cit., Melhuish, Heart of Gold' p. i.

Op. Cit., Lees, P. 64.

Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview.
Rosen is correct in pointing out that the area of
chil-drents music is a legitimate and unique component of
Canadats musícal heritage.
Today in Canada, Lhere are over 50 childrents artists who
are consistently producing records and tapes either on
major or independent label-s. They include Winnipeg-based
Fred Penner who has sold over 250'000 copies of his records
in Canada alone, while Raffi and Sharon Louis and Bram have
sold over one miltion records in Canada. Mitch PoLter'
"The Sounds of }fusic for Kids, " Winnipeg Sun, 5 December
1986, p. 27.
In addition, as Rosen also correctl-y points out, f ol-k music
is another part of our musical herilage. In fact, Geddy
Lee, bassist and vocalist with the canadian heavy metaf
trio Rush explains that "In England, people are
surprised that we are Canadian because there is a feeling
there that if you're Canadian, then you must. be a' folk
singer. The country has quite a folk image ..." Op. Cit''
Melhui sh , Heart of Gol-d , P . 16 0 .

And, Rosen is also correct in noting that there is less of
an R&B or soul influence in canada than in the united
states. For more information on why there is less of an
R&B and soul influence in Canada see: "Is B]ack Music
rrnportant in canada, " RPM, 18 March 1986 r pP. 9-14 and Otis
Richmond, "Black Cancon Arbists Struggl-inÉ," RPI'I, I March
1986, p. 5.
It can also be argued that there is a distinct trend
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developing in Canadian music (particularly in Rock N' RoIl)
and that is the proliferation of British irnmigrants in
Canadian Ê; roups.
For exampj-e,.the Irish Rovers, Gowan, Rock N' Hyde,
Platinum BIonde and Brighton Rock all prominently feature
ex-residents of the British Isles. These groups (with the
excepti-on of the Irish Rovers) are not easily identifiable
as British or North American - they are in fact a hybrid of
both British and North American influences and they are
therefore heJ-ping Canadian music deveJ-op a unique character
of its own - a British North American sound if you wiII.

77, Op. Cit., Lees, p. 64.

78. Op. Cit., Rosen interview.

79. Robert Laine, General Manager 7290 FOX/Q-94 FY' interview
by author, tape recording, 9 January i986, l{innipeg'
Mani toba.

80. Op. Cit., John Cochrane interview.

81. CRTC, Annual Report, 1972-73 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply
and Services) p. 1.

82. Ibid., p. 19.

83. For an extensive listing of alÌ of the songs and albums
which qualified as Canadian content from 1965-1976 See
Brendan Lyttl-e, - A Chartol-ogy of Canadian Popular Music'
(Ottawa: Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Cornmission, Minister of Suppì-y and Services ' 1976 ) .

84. For more information about expatriate Canadian musicians
See Þfart,in Melhuish's Heart of Gold pp. 79-87 ,

85. Doug Leathering, "What is the Sound of a Maple Leaf
Flapping? " Macl-ean's (February, 1967 ) p. 2 .

86. From correspondence with John Meisel, Professor of Politcal
Science, Queen's University, 3 March 1986.

87. From correspondence with W.N. llul-l-, Professor, Department
of Pol-itics, Brock University, 2 April 1986.

BB. The question posed to broadcasters was the following;
Should Canadian content requirements be continued? Only
two broadcasters fel-t that they should be continued, while
the majority, a total of nine broadcasters, replied that
they felt thal Canadian content requirements should not be
continued.
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89. The question posed to broadcasters was the following; If
Canadian content level-s were to be reduced, to what leve]
should they be reduced? One broadcaster felt that five to
ten per cent would be a reasonabl-e level, six broadcasters
responded that i0 to 20 per cent is the optimum level for
Canadian content requirements while four broadcasters
ventured no opinion on the matter.

90. Roy Hennessy, General- Manager CKXLICHFM Calgary' interview
by author, tape recording, i0 January 1986, Winnipeg'
Mani toba.

91. Peter Grant, General Manager CKIS FM Winnipeg, interview by
author, tape recording, 23 December 1985, Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

92. Op. Cit., Robert Laine interview.

93. Op. Cit., Duff Roman interview.

94, In fact, according to Mel Cooper, President and General
ManaEler of C-Fax Victoria; "I{hile f am a strong supporter
of the need to maintain and develop a canadian culture, I
do not feel that it should be done by attempting to force
Canadians to read certain books and magazines, listen to
certain music or watch certain programs. " From
correspondence with Mel Cooper, President and General
Manager, C-FAX Victoria, 13 January 1986.

95. Canada, Report on the Royal- Task Force on Broadcasting
(Ottawa: Department of Communications, Minister of SuppIy
and Services' 1986) p. 720,

96. Ibid., p. 311.

97, Cotin Wright, "Cab PitchI Loosen up on Radio," Marketing
28 September 1981, p. 1.

98. Op. Cit., Peter Grant interview.

99 . Op. Cit. , Wright, p. 1 .

100. From correspondence with Jay Charl-and, Progran Director
CHQT Edmonton, 12 FebruarY 1986.

101. Op. Cit. ' Earl Rosen interview.

IOZ, Randy Scotland, "New Wave in Music Marketing," Marketing 15
August 1983' p. 9.

103. Craig Forten, Perforning Rights OrganizaLíon of Canada,
inLerview by author, telephone interview, 14 September
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1986, Winnipeg, Man

Bob Levin, "Bucking
Mac-lean's, 7 Apriì-

"Country on Upward
31 May 1986, p. 13.

Ibid., p. 13.

See, "More Exposure
12 April 1986, pp.

r42.

i toba .

for Stardom in Countryts Coral,"
1986, p. 52.

Swing Despite Station DecIine," RPM,

Given to Cancon Country ReIeases," RPM,
18-19.

108. Levin pp. 52-53. For more information on Canadian country
See "Golden Country can be Crucial, " Winnipeg Free Press,
6 Septernber 1986, p. 27 and Jeff Bateman, "Riding High with
Canadian Country, " The Music Scene ( November,/December,
1985) p. 17.

109. See Chris Wood, "Life in the Honky Tonks,
7 April- 1986, p. 56.

" Maclean's,

i10. Overplay is what occurs when a given selection is played
too frequently on the radio. Overplay results in a sense
of irritation on the part of the audience and usual-ly
creates a neEiative feeling towards the music being
presented. Op. Cit., Harris, p. 15.
In fact, some performers like Anne Murray and Gordon
Lightfoot, whose songs r^'ere played repeatedly in the early
1970's to fulfill the 30 per cent AM Canadian content
requirements ( in absence of other quaJ-ity Canadian
material ) feel that their careers have been darnaged by
overplay because they believe that the radio saturation
means that concert goers are less like1y to buy theír
records. But nonetheless, overplay is an inevitabÌe and
unavoidable side-effect of irnposing Canadian content
requirements on a fledgl-ing music industry that had not yet
maLured. Time is the best remedy for overpJ-ay as the
industry (or that particular music genre) progresses part
the point where overplay of the same Canadian artists is
necessary.

111. Op. Cit., Real Therrien interview.

7I2, According to Earl Rosen, "between Toronto and Vancouver,
there's not a single studio that you can be sure will
consistently meeL international st.andards, there's jusb not
the money floating through." But he also notes that; "Its
unreasonabl-e to think that Canada should have nine regional' centres - we have three, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver.
Tts rea1ly stretching it to expect that you can build an
industry in every city. Op, Cit., EarÌ Rosen interview.
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The113. Matt Zirnbel-, "Black Holes, Lemnings and Grumpy Radio, "
Music Scene (January/February, 1986) p' 9'

114. Op. Cit., AudIeY, P. 186.

115. Ibid., p. 166.

116. Ibid., p. 172.

777. Op. Cit., "culture Statistics," The Recording Industrv'
p. 35.

118. Op. Cit., Peter Fl-enming interview'

119. Op. Cit., Denís Menard interview'

720, Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview. Duff Roman of CHUM-FM also
.rót.= bhat the decline in the release of singl-es is only
part of a North American trend and points out that in 1973 

'
+Sl singles were released compared to only 236 in 1984.
op. cit., Duff Roman interview. And in addition, it is
iiteresting to note that in 19?8, American recording labels
released 4,780 lps (albuns). By November 1986, there were
just 17,000 album releases which caused the American music
industry to accuse the record labels of not signing enoug;h

American tal-ent. Op. Cit. , Zimbel, p ' 9 '

121 . Op. Cit. 
'

I22. op. Cit.,

I23 , op. Cit. ,

I24 , op. Cit. ,

125 , op. Cit. ,

126 . Op. Cit. ,

Harris, p.

Zimbel, p.

Earl Rosen

Audley, p.

Harris r pp.

AudIey, pp.

10.

9.

interview.

174.

28-29.

L7 2-77 4 .

I27 . Ibid. , p. 173.

128. Op. Cit. ' Mark Caporal interview'
A perfect example of this are the difficui-ties experiences
by the now d.efunct winnipeg based group streetheart.
After sell-ing close to one million albums in Canada and
receiving rninimal support and promotion in the united
StaLes from their U.S. based 1abeI, Streetheart signed with
another American based Iabet cal-1ed Pasha records. The
only problem was that Pasha records has a hot American
based band called. Quiet Riot also signed to their label and
as a consequence, the al-bum that Streetheart released with
Pasha "."oid" 

(calIed. Dancing with Danger) received only
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lirnited promotion in the United States and hence minirnal
sales in the United States but l-ike alI other Streetheart
records, sold extremely well in Canada (over 100'000
copies). Frustrated with their inability to crack the U.S.
market, the band eventually decided to disband. This is by
no means an isol-ated case as many other highly successfu]
Canadian recording acts (Toronto, Harlequin, Queen City
Kids, The PayoJ-as and Orphan to name but a few) received
minirnal support and promotion from their U.S. based labels
(especially in the lucrative U.S. market) which has
resulted in the eventual demise of some of these bands.
For more information on successful Canadian bands that $¡ere
unabl-e to crack the U.S. market See Kerry Doole, "The
Beaver They Couldn't Kilf," Rock Express (June/JuIy' 1987)
pp. C4 & C5.

I29. For more information on the state of the Canadian
independent music and recordj-ng scene See, "Revenge of the
Kilter Indiês," Rock Express (December,/January, 1987 ) pp.
C77 -CZO. OR for more information about the current state
of the Canadian music industry See Rod McQueen' "Rock N'
RoII Inc.," Canadian Business (October 1987) pp. 31-34 and
pp. 122-130,

130. Op. Cit., Audley, p. 174.

131. According to Duff Roman; "... You still need the multi-
nationals to achieve the kind of fame and monetary reward
that a Bryan Adams has achieved. You won't find Bryan
Adams or Corey Hart cornplaining about the multi-nationals
and managers like Bruce Allen have had no problems dealing
with the nufti-nationals." Op. Cit., Duff Roman interview.

I32. CRTC, Toronto PubLic Hearings Vo]. 1. 20 December, 1985
p. 55.

133. Op. Cit. ' Denis Menard interview.

134. Op. Cit., EarI Rosen interview. For a complete listing of
all the distributors in Canada See Music Direqlq¡ lQenada
'86 pp. 319-327,

135. Ibid. For a complete listing of aIl the rack-jobbers in
Canada See Mus!c DirecLory Canada pp. 243-247.

136. rbid.

137, Op. Cit., Aud1ey, p. 180.

138. The CRTC's 30 per cent AM Canadian content requirements
have not had a significant effect on the Quebec music
industry because prior Lo the implementation of bhe
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regulations, much of the music on Quebec radio stations was
already being produced and recorded in Quebec and
therefore, Quebec artists and musicians did not greatly
benefit from 30 per cent AM Canadian content regul-ations.
In fact, there was little increase in composer revenues
after the initiation of AM Canadian content regulations,
and in general, French Canadian talent has not benefitted
from the regulal-ions the way English Canadian talent has.
This is largely due to Quebec's cultural insulation to
English language culture, though as one shall see, this is
changing. For more information about the effects of 30 per
cent AM Canadian content regulations on the Quebec music
industry See Wal-ter Ivan Romanov, The Canadian content
Regulations in Canadian Broadcasting: An Historical and
Critical Study," pp. L98-2O2, For more information about
the distinctiveness of the Quebec music industry and the
French language broadcasting systen See Steven Harris, The
Mechanics of the Music-Recording Industry in Canadar pp.
20-25 and Martin Me1huish, Heart of Gold pp. 174-190 OR See
Chapter Eight of the Royal Task Force on Broadcasting, 1986
pp. 205-265 .

139 "Masse Promises Millions
Free Press, 10 May 1986,

Recording Industry, " Winnipeg
47.

to
p.

140. Op. Cit., Royal Task Force on Broadcasting - 1986, p. 408.

147 .

142.

143.

Op. Cit., Burley, p. 96.

"Radio, Recording Industries, United, t Winnipeg Free Press,
25 September 1986, p. 27.

The problems currently experienced by the Quebec music
industry are not so much a problem of fulfilling the 30 per
cent AM Canadian content quotas as they are a probJ-em of
the decline in the number of French- l-anguage recordings
being produced not only in Quebec, but in t.he entire
French-speaking worfd. This decline has led to the
reduction by the CRTC of the amount of French fanguage
lyrics required on Quebec radio, a reducLion from 65 per
cent to 55 per cent. Real Therrien of the CRTC explains
r";hy the l-evels were reduced:

On the French vocal music, for exampler we
started at 7 5 per cent because you had a
period from L972-75 where there were a lot of
recordings by the chansonniers. Thenr wê went
to 65 per cent, then through the public
hearing process, we heard some comments from
stations in lfontreal saying that on the rock
side, that many Francophone groups not only
from Quebec, but from other French speaking
countries Iike Belgium, France, etc., some of
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them are rrow singing in English to reach other
markets. So, things change, that is why we
reduced the requirements to 55 per cent. Op.
Cit., Real Therrien interview.

And., Earl Rosen commenls on the situation in Quebec:
Quebec stations are notorious for flaunting

the regulatíons and to a certain extent, the
CRTC acknowledged this bv allowing them to
reduce their content for French-language
lyrics by 10 per cent. I don't thi-nk that its
Boing to make a difference anyway, that's just
an acknowledgment of reality, they're not
playing 65 per cent French-Ianguage lyrics
anyway, the CRTC just ignored that for years'

To some extent, that's an insolvable
probJ-em, Rock N' Rolt is an English language
rnedium throughout the world. You hear more
French-language lyrics in Quebec than you do
in France where privabe radio is afmost
totally EngIish.

The French-language stations in Quebec are
Iimited as to how much English-language ]yrics
they can put on the air or else they get in
trouble and English-language radio is not
al-lowed to use any French on air announcements
or else they get into trouble because then the
French-Ìanguage stations would saYr ieez you
Engl ish-Ianguage s bations can pJ-ay aIl the
English-Ianguage lyrics you want, so if we're
trying to protect. our audience by having our
announcers speak in Frenchr if you start
speaking in French, then you'11 steal more of
our audience. Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview'

For more information on the CRTC's decision to relax its
French-IanÉuagie lyrics requirements for Quebec radio
stations see "CRTC Decision to Relax Rul-e on French-
language discs Upsets Record Firms, " Winnipeg Free Press t

22 March 1986, p. 27 and for more informaLion on the
French-language music quota problem See The Royal Task
Force on Broadcasting - 1986 pp. 235-2+2 OR for more
information about the problems besetting the Quebec music
ind.ustry, see the ORTCts Task Force on French-Language
PoÌrular Music, ORTC Pubtic Notice (ottawa: Minister of
Suppty and Services, March 1986).
rt is also interesting to note that the sagging Quebec
music indusLry has received a much needed boost with the
arrival of the Musique Plus Video Network, the brainchild
of Moses Znaimer, President of Toronto's city-TV and the
MuchMusic pay-television network. For more information on
the possible effects of MusiquePlus on the Quebec music
induÁtry See Anthony Wilson Smith, "Upbeat Sounds for
Francophone Blues, " Maclean's, 1 5 September 1986, pp' 6 1 &
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t45 .
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62 and "Video Network Revives French I'lusic Industry,"
Winnipeg Free Press, 6 September 1986' p. 24,

Kerry DooIe, "Videofact," Music Express (September, 1985)
p. 35.

Ibid., p. 35.
MuchMusic has done much more than just providing funding
for Videofact. It has provided a much needed boost for the
Canadian record and music industries just when they needed
it. MuchMusic has helped to revitaÌize the industry not
just through Videofact but by helping local acts become
nationa] acts - by giving them more exposure.
For example, the success of Toronto-based Platinum Blonde
as a highly successful national acts was aided
significantly by the airing of three slick videos on
MuchMusic. In addition, MuchMusic has helped the Canadian
independent record companies enormously and this is duly
noted by Earl Rosen; "Video has been fantastic for
independents, without video, the record industry would be
much worse off than it is right now. It is helping to fill
the gap left by radio. " "Revenge of the Kil-ler Indiês, "
Rock Express (December/January, 1987) p. C19.
And, the following statements by MuchMusic's Program
Director, John Martin, are typical of MuchMusic's
commitment to the promotion of Canadian talent; "We're
going to make regiònal bands national. The Canadian vid.eo
industry is going to explode, and there is no way the
Americans can ignore us now I've no apology for playing
Loverboy, Rush, Triumph, Bryan Adams . . " Gillian Mackay,
"Panoramic Screen Changes," Macl-ean's, 24 September 1984'
pp. 48 & 49. And, it is the CRTC's AM Canadian content
regulations which helped to foster such attitudes and an
environment in which Canadian artists could develop and
mature. Therefore, in essence, the CRTC's Canadian content
regufations have created an environment which has allowed a
Canadian music video network like MuchMusic Lo succeed on
its or{n terms (not as a pale comparison of the U.S. video
service, MTV). At the very leasL, 30 per cent AM Canadian
content regulations have complemented MuchMusic.

In fact, competentÌy made Canadian videos can give the
Canadian bands they promote an advantage over their U.S.
counterparts. American bands can rarely afford to make a
video without the backing of a rnajor U.S. record company
but Canadians, whose local labeIs have backed their first
video can use lheir tapes to generate U.S. interest. So
far, the giiant U.S. music channel MTV, has aired videos by
such Canadian groups as the Pukka Orchestra, BIue Peter,
Santers, Corey HarL and the Parachute Club, rapidly
broadening their exposure. And, according to Andy Crosbiet
former President of the now defunct Ready Records; "You
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have no idea how powerful a video can be in landing a U.S.
record deal . It rnight soon be the most irnportant factor
for a Canadian." Pau] McGrath, "Makers of the Tl-lustrated
Hit Parade, " Maclean's, 24 September 1984, p. 52.
Bruce Cockburn, veteran singer/songwriter serves as an
example of the effect videos can have on a performer's
record sales. In 1983, record sales for Cockburnts latest
release plummeted to 53 

' 
000 from a high of more than

100,000 in 1980. In 1984, he made two videos for the
bargain basement cost of $15'000 each to promote his
Stealing Fire al-bum. By mid-February, the album had sold
100,000 copies in Canada and 200,000 copies in the United
States, a market that has eluded Cockburn for five years.
According to Bernie FinkJ-estein, President of the True
North records; "By early January, through the Canadian TV
exposure for "If I had a Rocket Launcher" (the second video
released to promote Cockburn's Stealing Fire album) we sold
1?,000 to 18,000 more records.'r Ivan Pearson, "The Music
Men," Canadian Business (ApriI' 1985) p. 72

147. Op. Cit., Duff Roman interview. But despite all the aid
being given to the Canadian recording industry, the
Canadian Independent Record Producer t s Association
recommends that an additional $14 nillion in grants be
given to the Ontario Recording industry as welI as calling
for a long term loan program for Ontario record
distribution companies. "Ontario Record fndustry Seeks
$14 million in Grants," Winnipeg Free Pressr l-8 February
1987, p. 33.

148. Op. Cit., "Radio, Recording fndustries United," p. 27.

149. In the same manner that private television broadcasters
find numerous ways of "getting around" their Canadian
content commitments by producing cheap "fill-er" Canadian
programming Iike quiz shows or by showing repeats of
Canadian movies ad nauseam or by producing hybrid Canadian
productions which have little to do with Canada itself
(like CTV's Biza'rre for example). The point being made is
that the enforcement of policies that clash with the
profit-oriented goals of broadcasts is inherently a losing
proposition.

150. The CRTC revised its Canadian content regulations for
television in 1983, so that they would be more incentir.e
oriented and there has been a noticeable improvement in the
production of Canadian programming since that period. See
CRTC, CRTC Policy Staternent on Canadian Content in
Television (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services,
January 31, 1983).

151. At a recent conference, Earl- Rosen summed up his industry's



viewpoint on government assistance thusly:
We don t t want the government out there

selling our records or telling us what we
should record. We want to take some
responsibility and implement a structure ,,1

within which we can run a profitabl-e business.
Rosen wants the risks of backing music recognized (as is
the oil and mining industries) so that programs wiII be
adequately developed to "induce investment and adequately

149.

done in

reward
successful risk takers. " Op. Cit. , Zinbel, p. 9

152. Op. Cit., Audley, p. 194.

153. In fact, another problen faced by the domestic recording
industry according to Brian Robertson, President of the
Canadian Record fndustry Association is that "hundreds of
thousands of copies of illegal records are being shipped
into Canada by foreign bootleggers and counterfeiters and
this is costing the Canadian music industry as much as $50
rnillion a year." And in addition, according to Robertson;
"They ( the bootleggers ) form the grey area of the Canadian
record retail business. " For more informati-on about this
problern See "Import Laws HeIp Record Bootleggers," Winnipeg
Free Press, 25 November 1986' p. 30.

L54
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. Op.
1985

. Op.

cir.
) p.

, Toronto PubIic Hearings Vo1. L, (2 December,
T4,

Cit. , Peter Flemming interview

156. In fact, private television broadcasters, cognizanL of the
fact that during the summer months, the average viewing
tine per person is only 16 hours a week compared to
24 hours a week during the fal-I and winter months, would
schedufe an inordinate amount of their Canadian programming
in these summer months, thus conplying with Canadian
content quotas and minimizing audience l-oss. The same
principle is in effect when radio broadcasters schedule or
stockpile their Canadian content in hours when audiences
are aL their lowest. For the most part though, aside from
scheduling problems, one cannot draw many other parall-eIs
betrveen 30 per cent AM Canadian content requirements and
the 60 per cent Canadian content requirements for
televisionr äs the regulations for television are subject
to many acute problems that 30 per cenL AM Canadian content
regulations are not. For more information on these
problems See Robert Babe, Canadian Television Broadcasting
Structure, Performance and Regulation (Ottawa! Economic
Council of Canada, 1980 ) and Herschel Hardin, Cl-osed
Circuits: The Sellout of Canadian Television (Toronto:
MacMillan of Canada) 1985 OR Peter l{. Johansen, "The CRTC
and Canadian Content Regul-ation, " Journal of Broadcasting
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77 (1972-73) pp. 465-472.

I57, Op. Cit., Duff Roman interview.

158.

159.

163

164

Op. Cit. , Mark Caporal interv:-ew.

For the implication of this on the Winnipeg
See Kevin Prokosh, "The Big Radio Squeeze, "
Press , 1 1 April 1986 ' p. 29 .

radio market
WinnineE Free

160 Tim O'Connor, "Golden OIdies Riding High on the Radio
Airwaves in Canada," Winnipeg Free Press, 2O November 1986,
p. 52.

161 . Ib j.d. , p. 52 .
Rather than signing to an establ-ished labe1 ' a growing
number of artists are funding their own releases. EarI
Rosen sees this "as totally economic." The record labels
are cutting back on their rosters and the number of records
they release, so more and more artists are having to put
out their own records.
Such is the case with a Winnipeg-based band call-ed The
Cheer, whose debut album Swimming to Work was totally
self-produced and financed. Such an album and a recently
released single by the band, acts as their calling card for
the major recording labe1s or the large independent
recording labels.
According to Liz Janik, a broadcaster and journalist; "A
band proves itself by being abl-e to refease an independent
record, seÌling copies, getting airplay and establishing
itself as a possible winner to a major label. " And, as
Earl Rosen correctly points out; "In effect, those
home-made records are doing the A&R (artist and repertoire)
function of the majors." "Revenge of the Killer Indies,"
Rock Express (December,/January, i987 ) pp. C19-C20.

762, According to Mark Caporal, Dalcourte and Ready Records went
bankrupt because of nismanagement and Solid Gold Records
(anoLher independent Canadian record company) also recently
declared bankruptcy, again because of mismanagement. Op.
Cit. , Mark CaporaJ- interview.

Op. Cit., O'Connor, p. 52.

Despite the fact that there has been a decline in the
producLion of Canadian contenL recordingis, in 1984' 22 per
cent of al-I Canadian content releases nlere new Canadian
content rel-eases. This represented an increase of one per
cent from 1983. Op. Cit., "The Recording fndustry,"
Cu1lure S Latis tics ' p. 3 .

i65. Rosen maintains that this is not a priority with CIRPA
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167.

151.

its not a burning issue because CfRPA is striving to reduce
regulation. Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview.

Op. Cit. , Lees, p. 64 .

For example, Corey Hart,s first album First offence, wasn't
successful in Canada until AFTER the single Sunglasses at
Night was a hit on the American music video network' MTV'
so to a certain extent, it seems that Canadians are still
taking their cue from Americans but not nearly to the
exLent that, they once did prior to the implementation of 30
per cent AM Canadian content regulations. They now
appreciate the fact that while there is good American
talent, there is also good Canadian talent.

The evidence for this is overwhelrning and it ranges from
the million selling albums by both Cory Hart and Bryan
Adams, to the 45,000 people who attended a Bryan Adams
concert at Toronto's cNE stadium, to the 20,000 people who
mobbed Nathan Phitlips Square in Toronto to see Canadian
stars Platinum Blonde Perfr:rm.

Op. Cit., Mark CaPoraI interview.

Gary Fjeilgard, The Music scene (March/Apri1, 1986) Special
Supplemental, Probe, Letter to the Editor, "The Pros and
Cons of Cancon," p. 2.

Op. Cit., "Radio, Recording Industries, United, " p. 27.
And., for more information on some of the other
recommendations of the Caplan-sauvageau Task Force on
Broadcasting See María Cioni, "The Broadcasting Task Force
Report, " Broadcaster (October ' 1986 ) pp. 36-+2,

Ibid. , p. 27 .

168.

169.

170.

171

L72.

773, Op. Cit., Audley, P. 198.

l7 4 . In f ac b, f or tel-evision, the bulk of their Canad j-an content
requirements can be met between 6:00 PM and Midnight with
news and sports prograrnming. If â. station has an hour of
news between 6:00 PM and Midnight and half an hour at
11:00 PM, thaL alone accounts for half of their Canadian
content requirement.
And, in addition, many private television broadcasters
schetLule Canadian quiz shows in the early afternoons. At
one point, the CRTC was considering implementing a 35 per
cent d,ramatic programming quota for mid-programming viewing
hours to stinulate the production of quality dramatic
programming but backed away from this proposal when
broadcasters conplained about it.
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77 5 , Op. Cit. , Earl Rosen interview.

176, Op. Cit., Royal- Task Force on Broadcasting - 1986, p. 238.

177, Jan Matejcek, "Sounding the Alarm for Canadian Content,"
The Music Scene (September/October, 1985) p. 2,

178. The question posed to broadcasters was the following;
Should the CRTC be more flexible in its regulation of
stations which program country or easy Iistening music?
Six broadcasters (a majority) responded affirmatively, four
broadcasters replied negatively while one broadcaster
ventured no opinion on the matter.

179. John Parikhal, "FM and the CRTC Must Communicate,"
Broadcaster (July, 1980) p, 24.

180. Op. Cit., Robert Babe interview.

181. Op. Cit., Royal Task Force on Broadcasting - 1986, p. 400.

182. Op. Cit., Robert Laine interview.

183. Barbara Moes, "AM Regs: From the CAB with Candor,"
Broadcaster (September, 1980) p. 8.

184. The exact question posed to broadcasters was the following;
Should a record that fulfills all of the CRTC's AM Canadian
content requirements (performer, lyrics, instruments, etc. )

count as two plays instead of one? The najority of
broadcasters surveyed, nine in total, replied affirmatively
while onJ-y two broadcasters replied negatively to this
question.

185. Op. Cit., "Radio, Recording Industries United," p. 27,
Broadcasters, represented by Canadian Association of
Broadcasters have made several presentations to the CRTC
regarding a revision of Canadian content regulations to
make then more flexible.
In fact, when Pierre Juneau Has Chairman of the CRTC, the
CAB made a proposal to the effect that if a record in its
initial stages gets airplay, its worth so many points,
after three to síx months from the date of release ibs
worth two plays, afler six months from the date of its
rel-ease its worth two plays and after eight years, its only
worth half a play. The impetus behind the proposaÌ was to
encourage broadcasLers to play new Canadian maLerial. Op.
Cit. Robert Laine interview.
A recent proposal- by the CAB calls for a reduction in
Canadian content level-s for country AM stations, from their
current levels of 30 per cent to 15 or 20 per cent.
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186 . Op. Cit,. , EarI Rosen interview.

187, Hudson Janisch, Professor of Law, University of Toronto,
interview by author, tape recording' I ApriI, 1986,
Toronto, Ontarío.

188. The CRTC, under current Chairman Andre Bureau, are in the
process of streamlining many of its regulations. Among
other things, the CRTC has allowed pay-television stations
to reduce their Canadian content commitments, has proposed
dropping advertising linits for AM radio, has reduced
foreground programming requirements for FM broadcasters and
has also recently'allowed a reduction in the amount of
French-Ianguage lyrics on Quebec radio stations fron 55 per
cent to 65 per cent. This is all consistent with Bureau's
philosophy that the CRTC should adopt a. "supervisory" as
opposed to a regulatory role.

189. CRTC, AnnuaI Report, 1985-86 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply
and Services) p. 5.

190. As it stands now, only composers, publishers and copyright
or^/ners of songs are entitled to compensation for their
works - the revisions would allow performers to be
compensated as welI.

L91.Op. Cit., Earl Rosen interview.

192, Op. Cit., Craig Forten interview.

193. For more information about the imminent revision of the
Copyright Act See Canada, "A Charter of Rights for
Creators, " A report of the sub-committee on Communications
and Culture (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services,
October 1986 ) and "Charter of Rights for Creators, " The
Music Scene ( November,/December, 1985 ) p. 19 OR "Good News
in Copyright Revision," The Canadian Composer (September'
1985 ) pp , 18-22 OR Micheal Bergman, "A Charter of Rights
for Creators," Ci-nema Canada (January' 1986) pp.22-23 or
"songwriters Demand Rise ín Royalties," Winnipeg Free
Press, 12 March 1987, p. 35.

194. The Federal Government has promised to introduce a bill in
the House of Commons to revise the Copyright Act in early
1987. Tom Messer, "Feds Promise Changes to Copyright
Laws," Marketing, 18 November 1985' p. 18.

195. See Brenda M. McPhail, "Canadian Content and the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, " Canadian Journal of
Communications 12 ( 1986 ) ' pp. 4 1-53 .

196. Martin Mehr, "Canadian Content Still a Struggle," FinanciaÌ
Post (7 April, 1982) p. 7,
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L97, See Erwin G. Krasnow and Lawrence D. Longley. The Politics
of Broadcast Regulation ( New York: St, Martin's Press )

1973 and Richard Labonski, The First Anendment Under SieGie
(Greenwood Press: Westport, Connecticut) 1981 OR Stephen
J. Brayer, Administrator Law and Regulatory PoIicy
(Boston: Litt1e, Brown and Company) 1979 OR Bruce Doern
(Editor) The Regulatory Process in Canada (Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada) 19?8' Chapter Two.

198. Brenda McPhail, "Canadian Content Regulations and the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, " Canadian Journal
of Cosrnuniqelj-sne- 12 ( 1986 ) p. 42.

199 . Ibid. , p. 50.

200, Ibid., p. 50.

201. Steven Globerman and Aidan Vining, "Canadian Culture under
Free Trade," Canadian Business Review (Septemberr 1986) p.
18. For more information on cultural sovereignty and free
trade See an excellent article by Robert Fulford, "BIaming
the Yanks," Saturday Night (March' 1986) pp. 7-9 and
Micheal Bergman, "The Inpact of Free Trade on Canadian
Cultural fndustri€s," Cinema Canada (November, 1985) p. I
OR for a more in-depth analysis of cultural eovereignty as
it pertains to Canada's relations with the United States
See Goodwin, Cooke (Editor) Cultures in Collision (New
York: Praeger Publishers) 1984.

2A2, Ibid., pp. 19 & 22"

203. Ibid., pp. 19 & 22.

2A4. For more information about the inplications than any
possibte free trade agreement night have on the Canadian
recording industry See Janie Portman, "Record Industry
Warns Against Free Trade," Ottawa Citizen, 2t January,
1986.

2O5, Mike Burnside, Chief Programming Director, Prairie Region,
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Comrnission, interview by author, telephone interviewt
20 January, 1988.
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Chapter Four

Int roduction

Foreground is a unique type of programming t,hat was adopted

by the CRTC in September 1976 to replace the Board of Broadcaet,

Governor t s Arts, Letters and Science Requirements.

Foreground programming requirements were intended to

promote the principles of Section 3 of the Broadcasting Act

which calls for a "varied and comprehensive" broadcasting

system. Among other things, foreground programming was intended

to differentiate AM radio services from FM radio services and to

provide FM radio listeners with a distinctive alternative.

Opponents of foreground regulations contend that they are

unnecessary and cumbersome and serve no genuine purpose other

than to drain the resources of FM broadcasters. Before one can

examine the validity of such claims and before one can attempt

to determine the relative success or fail-ure of foreground, one

must first undertake a description of the regulations

themselves.

x***x8*x**
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The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications

Commissionts foreground regulations came into effect in 1976 and

revoked the requirement that station's program 20 per cent Arts,

Letters and Sciences.

Instead, FM stations were required to devote a certain

percentage of time between 6: AM and Midnight to "foregiround

programs," in the case of joint FM licensees (AM/FM operations)

20 per cent; for independent FM stations 12 per cent.

"Foreg;round format" demands the listener's attention,

presenting one part,icular theme, subject or personality for at

least 15 minutes. It excl-udes what the Commission terms

"gramaphone format" (rnusic with only title, composer and/or

performer) or rolling fornat (music with "surveillance

material," - tirne, weather, contests etc. - this is the format

most commonly found on AM). Any other kind of format is termed

mosaic.

The Commission discourages the use of rolling formats and

encouraEfes the use of foreground and mosaic formats on FM. I

In fact, Lhe Commission insists that anything l-ess than 15

minutes cannot be cfassified as foreground programming.

Programs shorter than 15 minutes are considered to be features

or packages and are the primary component of the mosaic format.

In other words, mosaic format is made up of shorter pieces or
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packages and is distinguishable from the foreground format in

structure and treatment.

Mosaic programming, nevertheless, fulfilIs a valuabÌe role

in radio. The Commission is particularly interested in

encouraging the use of mosaic packages in former content

categories two (backgrounding) and five (Spoken Word-Other)

since these embrace matters that substantially enrich the l-evel-

of normal radio programming? (a 30 second mosaic qualifies

as a whole 15 minute segment as operating in the mosaic

format). Therefore, the mosaic format is meant to complement

foreground in that programming that may not be long enough to

qualify as foreground may qualify as mosaic.

Returning to foreground, it is programming which must meet

al-I of the following criteria:

,' ' (a ) The intrinsic intel-lectual content of bhe
matter being broadcast is entirely related to

\: r: a particular theme or subject and matter from
content category 3 or 4 is included in the
presentat i on
(b) The duration of the presentation is at
Ieast 15 minutes
(c) The presentation is broadcast without

announcements. 3

Material in the foreground format is to be schedul-ed at

"reasonable" hours throughout the day and week, and may be

repeated. Active promotion will be needed to inform the

audience of its availability.r
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The CRTC further defined foreground programming in its 1975

policy statement on FM radio:

Foreground programming or the type of
programming that demands much closer attention
from its audiences, caters to the needs of
listeners who work unusual hours or who are at
home, students, people in retirement or
leisure, or those who seek a more involved
listening experi-ence. A program of this type
can be described as a significant period of
tirne reserved for the preparation of material
with essential unity of content or form.5

As examples of foreglround programs, which require that a subject

be treated at l-ength and with thorough preparation (enrichment

material in official CRTC jargon), the CRTC suggests the

followinB:

Musical Foreground - i.e. music magazines,
star or supersets focussing on one particular
artist or group and programs focussing on a
parbicular kind of music (tike jazz for
example ) .

Event Coverage - Meetings ' concerts or
sports events etc.

Stage Presentation - Concerts, dramas,
etc. This can incÌude syndicated spoken word
programs Iike the :Green Hornet" etc.

MaÉazine Pro9rams - Reviews, commentaries,
consumer information.

SLructuraf Programs - Documentaries,
profiles, etc. 6

And, in 1984, after reevaluating its poJ-icies for FM radio, the

CRTC decided to expand its definition of foreground to incl-ude

the foll-owing types of programs:

(a) à live or tape-delayed musical concert
produced by a Canadian prinarily for broadcast
use and is broadcast without interruption and
the duration of the presentation is at least
15 minutes
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(b) a. live or tape-delayed concert of &
Canadian artist produced primarily for
broadcast use that is broadcast without
interruption and the duration of the
presentation is aL .l-east 15 minutes or
(c) a public affairs magazine program Erhich
is broadcast in which 60 per cent of the
presentation is devoted to material from
content categlory 3 - enrichnent and the
duration of the presentation is at least 30
minutes;
(d) a magazine program in which 60 per cent
of the presentation is devoted to material
from content category 3 - enrichment which is
broadcast without interruption and the
duration of the presentation is at least
30 minutes. 7

In addition, in September of 1986, the CRTC decided to reduce

the amount of foreground programming that FM broadcasters must

produce. Joint AM and FM operators who previously had to

produce 20 per cent foreground are now allowed to produce 15 per

cent foreground and independent stations who previously had to

produce LZ per cent of their programs in the foreground format

are nol^l allowed to produce I per cent foreground. a

In summary then, it can be said that foreground programmingl

rnust be thematic (with the exception of public affairs or

magazine programs in which 60 per cent of the presentation is

devoted to material from content category 3 - Enrichment);o

must be least at 15 minutes in length; rnust contain material

from eíther content categories 3 or 4 (The Enrichment and Spoken

Idord Actuality categories - see Appendix fII for a more detailed

examination of these categories ) ; must not contain surveilLance

material ( time and weather checks, etc. ) should not be scheduled
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between the hours of LZ nidnight and 6 a.m., should be

"reasonably distributed" throu6hout the day and throughout the

week and should constitute 15 per cent of a joint licensees
schedure and nine per cent of an independent FM station,s
schedule.

The cRTc enacted foreground programming regulations to
ensure that FM no longer operated as a mere adjunct or appendage

of AM radio, "that the role of FM as an originar radio voíce in
the community must be established and deveroped."lo rhe

CRTC wanted to ensure that FM would not become merely "jukebox"
radio. Barry Grainger of the ORTC notes that AM radio can be

characterized by frequent time and r.reather checks, road reports
and advertising sandwiched in between musical selections. He

then explains that foreground regulations were enacted. so that
this same pattern would not be duplicated on FM so that FM

could deverop an identity of its own distinct from AM. r 1

And Peter F1emming, the CRTCTs Director of Radio PoIicy planning

and Analysis adds that; "The commission wanted a more diverse
program service available on Fl{ and foreground was also seen a.s

presenting an in-depth approach, as opposed to & trivial
approach, to thingsr So thatts how the idea evolved."rB

According to Real Therrien, vice-chairman of the cRTc; "The

main principal behínd foreground is the fact that we wanted to
build something different on FM than currentl-y existed. on AM and

so the question that was asked was this - is it possible to have
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creative programs on FM? Then we asked, is it possible to

create a thernatic program on FM, something that would have a

start and an end, and the answer we came up with was

foreground."l3 And finally, according to Sjief Frenken who

at one time was the Assistant Director of the Policy Development

Programs Branch of the CRTC (and who today is the Director of

the Broadcast Programs Analysis Division of the CRTC) and who

was partially responsibl-e for creating the new sound; "I think

the CRTC was slightly ahead of its time when it conceived the

regulations. Our FM policy presumes people would want to start

l-istening to radio for more than just a "juke-box" sound."l4

' In fact, the CRTC made it clear that the five minute rip

and read newscast, nonsensical- deejay chatter and a montage of

hit parade songs would not qualify as foreground content:

Present AM programminÉ answers in general
the need of the listening public to keep in
constant touch with developing conditions of
immediate interest and relevance. The formats
of AM which have been developed to meet this
need reflect the belief, which was prevalent
fo]lowing the advent of tel-evision, that radio
coul-d not compeLe for the audiences attention
with the enterl-ainment and information
programs of t,he visual nnedium. Thus, AM radio
tended increasingly to concentrate its
attention on its immediate community, seeking
through music and personalities to identify
with the basic and continuing needs of the
community for companionship and familiarity.

In this context, however, radio programming
cannot be permitted to remain in Iirnited
subject ghettos. An averaEie of seventy-five
per cent of radio programming is recorded
music, and yet only a fraction of the
recordingis avaíl-able is ever broadcast. t{hen
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compared to the diversity of material that is
avail-abIe in bookshops, record stores,
magazine racksr or in the events listed on
newspaper entertainment pages, radio is a
linited vehícle of expression. Radio must
expand its offering of content with new
opportunities for public discovery and
appreciation of a spectrum of music and the
spoken word.

fn fact, isolated examples in several
Canadian markets show that there are
possibilities that competitive and lively
programs can be developed which ful-fill a
completely different role in the community and
moreover which can attract considerable
audiences even when the competition from
televisíon is most severe.l5

This, according to the CRTC, can be accomplished through

programs in the foreground format-radio with a sense of form and

purpose:

The foreground fornat is meant to encouragle
the presentation of programs of sufficient
structure and duration that may be promoted in
program schedules and encouraEle new patterns
of l-istener loyalty.

This will not be accomplished through the
presentation of shorter packaged presentations
of five or seven or 10 minutes - which are
already a feature of najor market AM
stations. I 6

In addition, according to the CRTC' one of the other

purposes of the regulations r"ras to differentiaLe the AM from the

FM band. In fact, the Comrnission.." Considers it to be a basic

principle that there should be two demonstrably kinds of radio

one on Al'1 and the other on FM. . " l7 This can be accomplished

by (anong other things) featuring programming on FM Iike

foreground, programming that is inherent,ly different than the

programming found on AM. In fact, once again, according to
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Peter Flemrning of the CRTC; "In enacLing foreground programming

regulations, the Commission wanted FM to be different from AM

but not necessarily to be a wasteland that nobody listened to,

so one way of being different was to have more in-depth programs

and that's where the concept of foreground came from. The

Commission wanted progranming on FM to be different than

4M."18 And the Commission itself goes on to explain how

this programming should be different than the programming found

on AM; . . "The programming service available on FM stations can

be clearly distinguished from the AM programming service by

developing different approaches to the scheduling' pacing and

organi zaLíon of programming and by providing a choice of content

not available on AM stations. Listeners should be able to hear

on FM at various regularl-y promoted times' proÉlrams with a sense

of form and purpose. " I e The CRTC wanted to create

programming that would require "active listener involvement"

because according to the Commission:

With the advent of television, Canadian
radio with the exception of the CBC,
drastically reduced "foreground programming",
that is programming requiring active attention
on the part of the Iistener. It l^¡as assumed
that the vast majority of the radio audience
is "on the Éo, " and that people listen
sporadically, using radio as background for
other activities.

The Commission considers that this
assumption has prevented radio from developing
programming types and forms to meet other
kinds of listening needs. Tt is not convinced
that aI1 l-isteners are permanently unabJ-e to
devote longer periods of Lirne listening to
more engaging radio programs. The disavowal
of "foreground" programming has led to radio
programming which is imitative raLher than
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ínnovative. Radio schedules composed of
records, chatter and capsule nells do not meet
the rangle of interests, lifestyles and
cul-tural patterns of all Canadians in
different comrnunities and regions. I 0

rn addition to ehanging the ristening habits or patterns of

Canadians, the Commission also hoped that foreground regulations

woul-d stimulate the development of quality syndicated

programming which would result in the networking of programs on

a co-operative basis.

In summary' it can be concluded that foreground regulations

l¡ere enacted for a variety of reasons: to differentiate the AM

from the FM band, which would contribute in turn to diversity in

broadcasting and to uphord the principres of section 3 of the

Broadcasting Act which calls for a broadcasting system that is

"varied and comprehensive. "

fn addition' the CRTC sought to stinulate the production of
programming requirinEi more research, preparation, resources and

time than programming found on AM. Such programming, with a

"sense of form and purpoger" would reguire more "active

l-istener participation" and would make radío less of a

background nedium than it had become after the advent of

television. Finally, foreground prograrnming requirements, it

was hoped, would stimulate the development of a Canadian

syndicated programming network.
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The initial response of broadcasters to foreground

regulations Þ7ere mixed. WhiIe some broadcasters appJ-auded their

introduction, others reacted negatively. Dr. Pierre Camu,

President of the Canadian Associal-ion of Broadcasters in I974,

was one of those who spoke in favour of the new regulations:

Change induced by new CRTC guidelines and
regulations (including foreground) wil-1 set
the stage for the most chal-l-enging period in
FM's history.

FM programming will become more exciting
and increasingly diversified as FM programmers
apply their creative ability to this neÌ{
challenge. This year will bring entirely new
programming concepts, skillfully blended with
current techniques in refreshing and different
waYS'21

Gerard Rejskind of Broadcast Canada (an independent syndication

company) agreed: "fn particular we applaud the replacement of

Arts, Letter and Sciences" r,¡ith the "foreElround f ormat"

category. We think this kind of programming is most rewarding

to produce as well as to ]isten to. And we ag;ree that there
j-sn't enough of it around. " 2 2 David Char1es, Director of

programming of Radio Q-107, suggested that "If you understand

them and apply then properly, they can bring radio to the

foreground instead of having it only as background

sound."23 Nor did, Harvey Glatt of Chez-FM in Ottawa, find

the new regulations to be restrictive; "We entered the game

knowing what it was, I think many of the regul-ations are

Éood."zq Many staLions though, like CHEZ-FV| and Q-107

(which both went on the air in March 1977 ) were born under the
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new FM regulations because when the CRTC issued its new FM

regulations, it al-so lifted its freeze on commercial FM

licences, and licensed about two dozen new FM stations. New

stations Iike CHEZ*FM and Q-107 therefore may have found the

regulations easier to accept then already established stations

because they had nothing to compare them to.

Nob all reactions to the FM proposals were so positive.

Jerry Good, Prograrn Director of CKFM Toronto in i978 described

the regulaLions a "challenginÉ," but he wasn't convinced that

"its what the listeners want.: He felt that the CRTC might be

getting ahead of Iisteners.25 Peter Shurman, then

Vice-President of CJFM in MontreaI, summarized his mixed

feelings as follows:

At the begínning, like most broadcasters,
we were apprehensive about this new kind of FM
radio. And it took us about six months to
figure ouL whab the CRTC really wanted when it
call-ed for 20 per cent foreground programming.

But now, heII, if the CRTC took away the
reguJ-ations, we would still do foreground
programming. We like our sound. OnIy we
can't afford it. 2 6

The concern about costs was raised when the foreground

regulations were first introduced and stiIl remains a concern

for some broadcasters today.

Peter Shurman noted that one year after the irnplementation

of foreground programming requirements, his station was spending

30-50 per cent more money on programming, which amounted to
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$260,000 more than the previous year.3? And, according to

Jerry Good; "Doing our budgets this year was tough, foreground

programurirrg can be very expensive. " 28 It was not just the

expenditure of creating the programming itself that was a

concern for broadr:asters. Some stations like CHUM in ToronLo,

CFI'II in Vancouver and CJCA in Edmonton also had to make capital

expenditures for production facilities. Capital expenditures of

$50'000 were common throughout the industry and in some .:ases,

ranged as high as $200,000. eg fn addition, broadcasters

also initially experienced itrcreased personnel costs because of

foregrourrd. rn fact, a sulvey conducted by the Financial Post

in October 1976 ' 
just after the inplementation of foreground

regulations showed that almost every FM station surveyed had

added at J-east two full--time employees in the ner^¡s and pubJ-ic

affairs sectiorr, were employing freelancers, or were searching

out progr-ams to buy from other stations. AII were borrowing

personnel fron All sister statior¡s.3o

"Our costs are up, cornplained CJFM's Peter Shurma¡. Costs

of persorrnel atid freelance work have junped 30 to 40 per cerrt he

estimatedsr and once agai-n, according to the Financial Post,

broadcasLers irr both snal-I and large sLatiorrs cúrìcurred with liis

figures. g z

Some broadcasters

especiall-.y hurt niddle

t that foreground regulations would

the road arrd easy listening st,ations

fel

(JI
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like CHQM-FM in Vancouver, for example. Its Vice-President of

programming, Maurice Foisy noted that; "We program middle of

the road music, and that's the least fertile format for talk.

We were severely hurt by the FM requirements for extra talk. We

were adding words to a format that didn't need them." The same

individual suggested that; "The CRTC wants to push programming

down people's throats. Whether out of all of this will come

something, we'11 have to see. " 3 3

Broadcasters also expressed concern about the definition of

foreground and the flexibility of foreground regulations. Alden

Diehl, manaÊler of CKY-FM Winnipeg in I975, noted that:

"Specific clarification is required on what constitutes

foreground programming. We are now doing a number of things

which meet the criteria but there are other areas where we are

not sure."34 To illustrate the potential confusion, Gerard

Rejskind of Broadcast Canada, Montreal l-eafed through the CRTC

guide to the new regulations:

The phrase "foreground format" seems
particul-arly âpt. But, paradoxically it Ioses
some of its apparent clarity when we examine
its definition.

On page 14 of FM radio in Canada, the
Commission provides detailed examples of what
will qualify as foreground format under the
future regulations. A significant amount of
commentary or explanation would apparentJ-y
qualify a show as foreground format. So would
the presentation of fofkfore. All fair
enough.

But Ìeafing back to page 13, we see not
examples but a single rigid definition. "This
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foreground format is characterized by the
presentation of one particular theme, subject
or personality for at least 15 minutes without
interruption.

The Commission has affirrned its intent to
be flexible, and this kind of definition is
perhaps the Éround where flexibility is most
needed.

As a start, why the arbitrary 15 minute
cut-off? Does the CRTC suggest that a t4
minute program cannot be foreground
format? g s

In summary then, broadcasters initially had mixed feelings

about the implementation of foreground regulations. White some

fel-t that they woul-d help in the overall development of Canadian

radio by stirnulating the production of challenging and exci-ting

programming, others were skeptical about the necessity of such

regulations and complained about the costs. Other broadcasters

were baffled by the definition of foreground and were concerned

about the potential inflexibility of the regulations. Many of

the same claims or contentions about foreground reguJ-ations can

still- be heard today, ten years after their introduction.

Some broadcasters still support foreground regulations.

Robert Laine of WinnipeÉ's q94/ 1290 Fox statesl "The regs used

to be a hinderance, but I don't think they are anymore.36

In addition, Harvey Glatt of CHEz-FM stated: "I think to a

certain extent the regufations have seen radio benefit in

Canada. CHEZ has become a very successful radio staLion I think

partly trecause we have lived up to the spirit of the foreground

regufations and provided people with a balance of music and
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informaLion..!r3? And according to another Ottawa area

broadcaster; "The regs have provided the opportunity for Canada

' to deveÌop a unique radio that wiII produce some excel-Ient

communications in the long term. The regs seem to ernbody the

ingredients of successful radio.. especially when one considers

that FM could have become just stereo jukeboxes like their AM

counterparts."38 And finally, Barry Smith, Progiram Director

of CFPC-FM London notes that; "There a number of things I like

about the regul-ations the 20 per cent factor might be a bit high

for some but f like it and our listeners seem to like it."3e

And then there are those like Pierre Nadeau, Executive

Vice-President of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters

(Radio) who feel that foreground itself is a good theoretical

concept but one which does not necessarily work in practice:

From an intellectual point of view, it
makes a lot of sense to say that radio should
be that way. On the other hand, in practice
its a very different story because you don't
know what kind of appeal it wil-I have with the
public, you also don't know how it will go on
radio - it might be sui Lable for the written
media but not for the spoken media.40

Nadeau further explains why he opposes foreground regulations in

practice:

In the case of FM, the Commission sat rn
its ivory tower and decided that the essence
of radio woul-d be dif ferent from what existed
at the present time. So instead of using
reality as the basis, they developed an
" inte.llectual concept of radio" and the
"ideal" radio was the one that they conceived
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and therefore they proceeded to ask the world
to conform to that concept and Itm not saying
it this wa'y to try and put them down because
if you look at it strictly from an
intellectual, rational point of view, the FM
policy in a certaj-n sense, makes a' lot of
sense, but the CRTC's criticism of radio was
an intellectual criticism of radio or the
criticism of the elite of radio and the elite
found radio objectionable but radio was not
designed to cater to the elite. Foreground
real-ly fits well into the objectionabLe mouLd
of the CRTC's decision that radio shall be
this way and shall not be any other rday.4r

Duff Roman, Operations Manager of CHUM-FM Ltd. and General

Manager of CHUM-FM Toronto, agirees with Nadeau that the CRTC's

foreÉlround regulations are presumptive regulations:

I think that it (foreground) started out as
fairly presumptive regulation. I think there
have been variations of foreground programning
long before the regulations c&me into effect,
those regulations all come from idealized
notions about radio and some of it r.rere
examples of things that the regulator liked
about radio..6a

And once more, Nadeau notes that this idealized concept of radio

has manifested itself in the form of foreground and the attempt

by the CRTC to use the FM band as an educational medium:

The second aspect which I found
objectíonabl-e in the FM policy was that again
it relates to an el-itist concept of reaì-ity
and it was basically designed to use radio aa
an educational medium - they never used the
word educational and they Þrere smart in not
using it for two reasons.

First of all, they didn't want to come out
and say we want radio to be educational
because it would have been objectionable and
secondly because education is Provincial and
that's dangerous territory for the CRTC as
well as for the Federal Government. Remember
that r.ias introduced at a tíme when t,he
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Provinces were real1y up against the Federal
Governnrent for gett ing too involved in their
affairs. Now bhe word the CRTC has used
throughout the policy instead of educational-
is enriching, now whatever is enriching must
be educational, these two words are
interchangeable - its really basically the
same thing and two formats mosaic and
foreground are called the enriched formats or
the educational formats if you will-. 4 3

And, in addition, besides these philosophical objections to

foreground, there are still broadcasters who feel that the CRTC

"wants to push programming down people's throats."

In fact, according to Peter Grant, General- Manager of

CKIS-FM in Winnipeg:

I'm free a enterpriser' stations should be
allowed Lo do what bhey think is best for
their market, wetre in the radio business - we
shouldn't have someone in Ottawa telling us
what to do. We're not stupid, we're not going
to do things to turn off our audiences, but at
the same tirne, if we have a good foreground
programming show that people are Iistening to,
we'11 play it. On the other hand, if we find
that foreground programming serves no purpose
and people woul-d rather listen to music I,Ie
should be allowed the opportunit,y to play
music-.44

And, according to Grant, people would rather Iisten to music on

Fll than spoken rvord programming and bhat:

The CRTC compì-etel-y destroyed what the
whole premise of the peopJ-e's perceptiotr of Fll
is.

The people perceive AM radio to be the
information rnedium and FI{ Lo be the music
medium, but the CRTC didn't take that into
consideraLion when they made the regulations,
and they tried to force the FM stations to do
more spoken word prograrnming than people
wanted to hear. a 5
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But, Grant is apparently not the only broadcaster who believes

that FM should be primarily a music medium.

In factr &r extensive study conducted for the Ontario

Ministry of Transportation and Communications (OMTC) by the

Toronbo based Research-CommunicaLions Center revealed that of

100 Senior Canadian FM broadcasting executives interviewed

( station managers or program directors ) over two-thirds of those

executives cited good quality music as the primary reason people

l-isten to FM radio.46 And these beliefs are supported by

the resuJ-ts of the listener survey that was also conducted for

the OMTC study. Of 703 respondents interviewed in Northern

Ontario and the Sault Ste. Marie region a majority of Iisteners

(82 per cent) stated that music is the mosb important part of an

FM station's programming.4? When asked about the main

differences between AM and Fl"l radio, ni-ne out of ten listeners

(or 92 per cent of al-1 listeners surveyed) said that FM radio is

for music and over three-quarters of respondents felt that AM

radio is for t.alk and bhat, AM radio has more news.48

Therefore, i L appears Lhat broadcasters do have substantial

evidence 1-o back up their claim that listeners (at least in this

parLicular region) perceive FM as a music medium and AM as the

information or talk medium (partially because of the technicaÌ

superiority of FM and because of the influence of Anerican FM

stations in the region).
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According to Brian Gordon, Manager of the Cable Broadcast

office of the Ontario Ministry of Communications:

I think one of the things that we have
found in our work in Windsor last year and
have found subsequently in the study, is that
people turn to FM because it provides them
with a better quality of sound for the music
they want to hear. And it seems to me that
they are saying that they want to hear music,
and they want to hear the music they like more
ofLen than the regulations wil-I alÌow the
broadcasters to provide it. And the AM
broadcasters can do it but the quality of the
sound is not there on AM and people are
turning to their or,Jn programming, prerecorded
cassettes in increasing numbers as a result.
And I think overall that if the trend
continues, the FM broadcasters are going to
sLarb to experience some problems.

I think that one ought to take advantagie of
the technological advantage that FM has over
AM; as far as music is concerned, and allow
it to do what it can do best and bhat is
provide good quality music. ae

John Parikhal, a partner in Joint Communications Corporation (a

ToronLo communicaLions consul-ting firrn) concurs with Gordon and

adds that; "In the one radio medium designed perfectly for

music, the CRTC is trying bo make a talk radío format. It

doesn't make any sense. The CRTC is opposed to the very

direction of where FM in North America is going-toward more

music due to a demand from the marketplace. " 5 o

Earl- Rosen, President of Marquis Records agrees Lhat the FM

medium is better suited Lo music than the AM band:

There is a certain irony that peopJ-e l-isten
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to FM very much because of the quality of the
sound and yet we see the heavy emphasis on the
spoken word. f mearr, if we had our choice, I^¡e

would almost like to see the frequencies
reversed and a1l the AM rules given to FM and
the FM rules given to AM because then the
music would have a beLter shot Let AM be
used for talk and news formats and things like
that s I

Denis Menard, Director General of Radio programming for the

CRTC's Maribime regiion rebuts these arguments as follows:

: There are some who say that the FM nedium
is stereo and therefore its better suited to
music. You can't please everybody but it
seems that FM radio has developed a role for
itself and its a rol-e that the Canadian
ci bizen has adopted and learned to
appreciaLe. The talk is on FM radio and the
ratings are there, people are listening. The
music is also there but there is also some
talk - some good talk. 5 2

DespiLe the "so-cal-l-ed" unnecessary talk on FM and despite the

apparent perception of FM as a music medium, Canadian FM

stations have experienced phenomenal Browth in the past few

:: 
years which indicates that Canadians are getting used to the

talk on FM and are learning to appreciate the foreground

programming found on FM.

Once AM stereo achieves significant penetration of the

market (which admil-tedly will noL occur for a whil-e) then the

technical superiority of FM wil-1 no longer be a reality. But'

despit.e fuLure developrnents and despiLe the assertions of the

CRTC, many broadcasters and listeners in Southern Ontario feel

that FM is meant for music and nob for tal-'k. And, other
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broadcasters complain that foreground programming is simply too

costly to prr:duce.

A survey conducted for Lhis sLudy revealed that 27 per cent

of the broadcasters who responded believed that foregrourrd

regulations hurt their statiorr's financially, sr compared Lo

15 per cent of broadcasters participating in the previously

cited CMTC study who felt that foreground programmi-ng was too

costly to produce. 5 a

These relatively low figures can be partially explained by

the fact that capital costs to facilitate the production of

foreground programming (i.e. improving production facilities

etc.) were already incurred much earlier, during the initial

phase of foreground. Ser:ondly, the fact that the regulations

apply to all Canadian FM stations mearìs that no individual

Canadia¡r FM staLion gains a financial- advantagie over another

Canadian FM station simply because of the FM requirements - th.ey

al-f must produce a specified amount of foreground. Problens

arise (as we shall- see later) when Ca¡radian FM stations compete

directly wiLh unregulated American Fll statiorìs. WhiIe the Fll

rules du not favour some statiotis úver others, there is .rìo

derrying that. the rul-es impose additional- cosLs on br'oadcasters.

f n f act, according t o Peter GranL of CKIS-FÌ-Í \dinnipeg; " iL

costs a lot of motrey to prod.uce foregroutrrJ prìogramnring, " s s

and Roy Hennessey, Ge¡reral Manager of CKXLICHFM Calgary arÊiuÈs
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that; "We can't afford to produce quality programming like

foreground. " 5 6

In addition, 82 per cent of broadcasters surveyed for this

study noted that compliance with foreground reguJ-ations takes up

too much of their station's time and resources. s?

Therefore, according to some broadcasters like W.M. Hutton of

CFNY-FM in Toronto; "Most radio stations have taken advantage

of the regs and spend more time trying to figure out how to beat

them rather than how to produce good programming. " s e Peter

FIemming, Senior Radio Broadcasting PoIicy Analyst with the CRTC

does not agree with Hutton that most broadcasters spend ñore

time trying to beat the regulations rather than complying with

thern but he does note that; "it woufd be interesting to see

some broadcasters, some not all of them, put as much energy into

trying to meet the regulations as they do trying to get around

them."se Flemming is referring to the fact that some

broadcasters, in an attempt to minimize the effects of

foreground, produce foreground programming which meets the

letter of the law but not the spirit of it."

An exampì"e of compliance with the l-etLer, but not the

spirit of the foreground regufations are the so-called "star

sets" featured by many FM stations. These progranìs generally

focus on one artist or group and feature that artist's or

group's music and some background inforrnation about them and
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while such programs do in fact qualify as foregroundrøo

according to Barry Grainger of the CRTC: "These supersets are

the bread and butter of most stations but they only meet the

letter of the law. such themes r^/ear thin and we encourage

stations to go beyond that."6r In fact, the CRTC expecte

foreground programming to incl-ude a significant amount of

research and while it is not enthralled with "supersets" it does

encourage the production of music magazines ( like Discomentary

or The Rock Journal) and it also tries to encourage a balance

between "music oriented" foreground programming and talk

oriented foreground programming ( like public affairs programming

for exanple).

Barry Grainger points out that the FM policy does not

specify which kind of foreground programminEl is preferred by the

commission. He arso notes that, some stations produce 100 per

cent music oriented foreground while other stations produce 100

per cent talk oriented foreground and estimates that the average

station will present foreground programming that is

predominantly music oriented as opposed to talk oriented

foreground.6z But, despite the fact that the FM policy does

not indicate a preference for music or talk oriented foreground,

the CRTC itself has often stated in Iicence decisions that "high

quarity foreground or mosaic prograrnming generarry requires

substantial- spoken word content."63 And Grainger himserf

admits that in many instances, the commission would idearry
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prefer to see foreground as predominantly verbaf or spoken word

but for some FM stations r ârìy significant amount of spoken word

programming severely disrupts the stationsts musical flow'

According to the Canadian Association of Broadcasters:

Certain types of FM program content lend
themselves to block programming, into which
the foreground format naturally fits. Other
stations have developed a more homogienous flow
which is ideally suited to mosaic format
enrichrnent. Tn such casesr largie amounts of
foreground programming interferes with the
stationts sound and are inappropriate to the
listening pattern of its audience.6a

Stations which operate in the easy listening format still are

experiencing the greatest difficulty in meeting the foreground

requirements.

Gordon Atkinson, Station Manager of CFMO-FM in Ottawa

explains; .."Because we are an easy listening station, most of

our foreground, not all of it, but most of it is in a music

format. " Atkinson also noted that his station has taken steps

to incl-ude more spoken word foreeiround programminÉ but al-so

sLated that; "As an easy listening musical radio station, there

is only a certain degree of that type of programming that you

can do that a listenership like ours will accept. They tune us

in prinariJ-y for music.6s Gordon Ashworth, Vice-President

and Secretary of Russwood Broadcasting and acting General

Manager of CKLW and CKEZ-FM in Windsor, concurs with Atkinson:
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What we are dealing with here is an easy
Iistening format, and we feel very strongly
t,hat the mood of the format must be preserved
and maintained and that to move into
significant amounts of foregiround would
disrupt the mood of the station and would
present the listeners with a different kind of
treatment which would certainly not be in the
best interests of the future Eirowth and
stability of the station.66

And finally, according to Noel Hullah' co-manager of CHQM-AM and

FM in Vancouver; "It should be noted that the easy listening

format is one that succeeds primarily as a music oriented

source. This is what our listeners want from the

station."6? The difficulties that easy listening stations

have encountered with foreglround heJ-ps to il-l-ustrate one of the

fundamentaf problems wit,h foreground regulations and that is

their inflexibility. This inflexibility leads to many problems

tike; the recycfing of scripts, burnt out themes, scheduling

and compliance problems.

First of aJ-1, it must be noted that broadcasters

conLinuall-y experienced problems trying to meet the former

foreground programming levefs of 20 per cent for joint licensees

and 72 per cenL for independenbs. Duff Roman, Operations

Manager of CHUM-FM Ltd., and Station Manager of CHUM-FM Toronto

explains why:

What's wrong with foreground programming is
that 20 per cent or one-fifth of your
programming (for joint licensees) devoted to
Lhematic programming is too much, and hence
you get those burnt out themes - isn't it
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awful to hear people talk about rainy day
themes, Iove themes, songls with the word arts
in them and that is actually observing the
l-etter of the regulations, not the spirit of
them because your spirit gets defeated when
you have to do 20 per cent a week and so what
you do is recycle the scripts. . rotate
them, . 6 e

Gordon Atkinson of CFMO-FM in Ottawa agrees with Ronan and notes

that:

For over 10 years novl we have been dealing
with basically the same topics; artists,
composers, periods in time, geoglraphical
Ìocations and the like for our foreground
programs. We have to continually recycle
those subjects and it is extremely difficult
and frankly, Ert times it can be very boring to
keep having the same things about the same
people. Thankfully, we have a staff who are
very creative and who are very professional,
and they try to take those topics and those
subjects and give them a fresh slant and angle
whenever they come up.

But to give you a very good recent example.
f just not very ]ong ago did two one-hour
programs wit,h Anne Murray. I had done
extensive interviewing with her, both in Las
Vegas and here in Ottawa when she was at the
National Arts Centre. Both of those programs
went on the air and both of them were
repeated. Now everything that I think most
people ever want to know or be curious about
Anne Murray were in those two programs.
However, within a period of a week after the
second one, we had to go with another 15
minute lower case rrfrr foreground to have
enough subject material to meet our foreground
commitment and this has been going on for 10
years. 6 e

Therefore, in order to meet the 20 per cent and 12 per cent

spread out

they produce

decision to

level-s, in many ca.ses, broadcasters were f orced to

their resources and the foreground programming that

very thinly and hence this prompted the recent CRTC
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reduce the required foreground programming levele (which one

will exanine in greater detail later on in the course of this

chapter). rn addition, the former minimum l-ever of 20 per cent

and 72 per cent in combination with the requirement that

foreground be 15 minutes in duration and be thenatically Iinked,

according to the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) ". o

Ensures that foreground is quantity oriented and not quality

oriented."?0 (And in fact, as was previously noted in

Chapter Three, this is the sane argument used by broadcasters

against the imposition of 30 per cent AM Canadian content

regulations - that they are quantity and not quality oriented

regulations ) .

Therefore, the CAB notes that:

It must be reiterated that, in the
association's viewr &rr increase in the
quantity o{ programming, of no matter what
sort, is not directly linked to arr increase in
quality. In fact, the reverse may be true.
fn an attempt to meet their foreground quotas,
broadcasters are temptedr or even forced to
stretch a good seven-minute program into a
less appealing fifteen minute one, or to
spread their resources which would make one
good foreground segnent over two or
three...?l

Hence, the inflexibl-e nature of foreground wiIl not a1J-ow any

program under i5 minutes to qualify as foreground and this

presents difficulties for broadcasters and in fact in the past,

they have suggested that the time requirement be changed frour

15 minutes to 10 rninutes minimum and that foreground credit be
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given to identifiable hour or half hour programs, where at least

40 and 20 minutes respectively qualify as foreground. The

15 minute time linit and the need to mainLain one theme

accordinEi to many broadcasters is oftentimes

counterproductive. ? 2

But, the CRTC's official position on the 15 minute time

limit can be found in its original 1975 FM policy:

A number of broadcasters suggested reducing
the length of tirne required to constitute a
program in a foreground format from 15 minutes
to a smaller time period say 5 or 10 minutes
in order to a1low shorter programs of a
foreground nature to qualifY.

The Commission has not accepted this
approach and it has retained the 15 minute
requirement. The Commission is determined not
only to encoura€fe more thought and preparation
on FM stations but also to distinguish such
stations from AM stations. The foreground
format regulation is meant to encouraEie the
presentation of programs of sufficient
structure and duration that they may be
prouroted in program schedules and encouragi e
new patterns of .l"istener loya1ty. This will-
not be accornplished through the presentation
of shorter packaged presentations of five or
seven or even 10 minutes which are already a
common feature of major market AM
stations. ? 3

And in a 1978 report, the CRTC further expJ-ains n'h/ it uses the

15 minute minimum as a benchmark for foreground format

pro€lrams ; "lVhy the 15 minute duration f or a f oreground f ormat

segment? Because the traditionaf foreground format - the

network program had a length of rnultiples of 15 minutes. Even

today, the TV program is basically one and a half hours or one
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hour long."za So, in effect. the CRTC believes that the

15 minute time limit helps to differentiate foreground

programming from a. majority of the programning found on AM and

hence helps to differentiate the AM from the FM band. And in

addition, it appears that the CRTC is trying to pattern the

foreground format after the format of programs found in "The

Golden Age of Radio." In fact, some broadcasters argue that this

is precisely what the CRTC was trying to do when it enacted

foreground - to take FM radio back to the "Golden Age of Radio"

when spoken word programming in the foreground format was the

norm. Indeed programs from the "Golden Age of Radio", like "The

Shadow or the Green Hornet" do qualify as foreground.

Whatever justification the CRTC gives for the 15 minute

time J-imit, it stiIl creates problems for broadcasters

especially when a program in the foreground format falls short

of the 15 minute mark by a matter of seconds. fn such cases,

the broadcaster receives no credit at aIl- for the program as

foreground even though the program may have been produced in the

spirit of the regulations ( i .e. was substantially enriched and

thenatically finked). Terry Kielty, General Manager of CFRA and

CFI'IO-FM in Ottawa explains:

In a 15 minute foreground segment where we
do a very enterbaining piece with information
about an artist or some other subject that
runs for 14 minutes and 15 seconds, iL is
disqual-if ied you ge1- nothing. So when you
balance the books r you were not just
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45 seconds short, You F¡ere 15 minutes
short. ? s

Robert Laine, Generaf Manager of 7290 FOX/Q94-FM in Winnipeg

aÊirees with Kielty and notes that:

The problem with the 15 minute mark as a
benchmark for foreground programming is that
it emphasizes quantity instead of quality - it
doesn't take into account the hours of
research that a station might put into a
program that is shorter than 15 minutes.
Stations that put together a good show that
falls short of the 15 minutes receive no
credit and the problem is that you can't pad
programming without diluting quality.
Foreground regulations should be more flexible
to take into account quality, for example an
excellent theme show that is not quite
15 minutes should sti11 qualify as
foreground. 7 6

Broadcasters also argue that the requirement that

foreground material- be theuratically linked contributes to the

inflexibility of the rules and dilutes the quality of the

programming:

Any and every thematic thread however
slender is used to hang a foreground segment
on. This is especially true of music-oriented
programs presenLed with substantial-
backgrounding, that are much better suited to
treatment in t,he mosaic f ormat, but that
broadcasters are forced to transform into
foreground format, again simpJ-y to meet the
quotas. 7 7

The requirement that foreground programs "be entirely related to

a particular theme or subject" al-so creates compliance problems

since the CRTC will, often deem that, a program's therne is

insufficiently devel-oped. Programs which are in the "spirit" of

the regul-ations (i.e. that are substantially enriched and
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researched) but which do not meet the "Ietter of the laq/"

because the program is not tied together by a common theme,

should qualify as foreground, according to many broadcasters.

Another major inplementation problern faced by the CRTC with

respect to the FM regulations is the failure of some

broadcasters to "reasonably distribute" foreground material

throughout the program day or week. Instead, it is oftentimes

presented mainly in the early morning or late night hours and on

the weekends. ? I

Broadcasters defend this pattern as resul-ting from the

inflexibility of foreground regulations themselves. Robert

Laine explains that:

The reason why most foreeiround programming
is in non-peak hours is because we can't do
survei-l-l-ance material like weather forecasts
or time checks' so we just don't do foreground
where those elements are necessary. ? s

Duff Roman of CHUM-FM adds that:

Because of foreground radio, radio isn't
allowed to be radio, you can't do a tirne and
temperature check which means you can't do
foreground in lhe morning drive or in the
afLernoon. So where do you get foreground?
On weekends, in evenirtgs r in ghettos - you
can't put foreground in periods when radio is
allowed to do what it does best provide
inst-ant informati-on. . . 8o

Spokesmen for the CRTC respond thaL to al-l-ow surveillance

material in foregiround programminÊi would destroy the

distinctiveness of FM radio. The¡' al-so claim to recognize the
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needs of FM broadcasters to program such material during some

time periods:

We don't expect broadcasters to program
foreground in the morning hour tine slot. l{e
say "reasonably distributed" throughout the
broadcast so if its all on Saturday and Sunday
mornings and after 1 1 :00 aL night then we have
a concern but at the same time, we dontt
expect foreground programming during the
rnorning drive periods. However, after the
morning drive from 9:00 tilÌ noon, or in early
evening periods we do expect foreground
programming, but if its all at 10:30 or 11:00
on Saturday mornings, then you know they're
trying to bury it. I r

Jim Robson, a CRTC commissioner, aelrees and notes that: "The

idea of course is to have some continuity throughout not only

the broadcast day but throughout the broadcast week. " I 2

But, some broadcasters like Noel Hullah and Wayne Bryant of CHFM

Ca-Igary argue that they've experienced success with foreground

programs Iate at nigh¿e r while other broadcasters contend

that its difficult to program foreground during the day because

audiences just don't have the time to l-isten to it.

Such is lhe argfument of Wayne Bryant, Proglram Director of

CHFI'I Calgary: "Our experience in the past with f oreground

programs is that during the dry, people have.n't been abf e to

listen Lo the radio long enough to appreciate a foreground

program so we've put them on at those times when people are

available and are able to spend longer periods of tirne listening

to the radio. " I a And one of those times that people are

available to listen to the radio for longer periods of time are
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the weekends as J. Robert t{ood (a representative from a company

which submitted an application to carry on an English language

FM radio undertaking in Toronto) astutely noLes:

Basical-Iy our observations are that in a
Iarge metropoJ-itan cenbre like ToronLo, where
it is virtually drive Lime or busy time al1
day long, not jusb from 6:00 to 9:00 in the
morning and 4:00 to 6:00 but all day long,
people spend a great deal of tirne iust getting
from one end of the city to the other in
commuting to work, to shopping and so on and
as such they don't have the kind of time and I
say leisure bime, if you will Lo sib down and
Iisten to radio for extended periods of time
in the way they night have 20 years ago in
Toronto or in a smaller community today.es

Pat KieIy, General Manager of CJQR-FM in St. Catherines Ontario,

agirees with Wood and notes that: "I must point out that unlike

Toronto or Montreal or Vancouverr oD a bad day, Itm seven

minutes from my home and almost virtually everybody in my radio

station goes home for lunch and has the opportunity to enjoy a

magazine format show and actually listen to it. e6 But' once

again, as J. Robert lvood correctly points out, such is not

necessarily the case in larger markets where: "The only time

available Lo really sib down and lislen to the radio in the

foreground mode is on the weekend. And in addition' people tend

to be in à more relaxed and receptive .trame of nind on the

weekend " I 7

Two Ottawa area broadiasLers, Gordon Atkinson of CFIIO-FM

and Harvey Glabt of CHEZ-FM agree wit,Ìr Wood.
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First of all, Atkinson notes that:

On Sundays, r^Je carry considerably more
foreground than we do on other days of the
week because people are more predisposed on a
Sunday or even on a Saturday for that matter
to sit by their radio and l-isten to the radio
rather than just have ib on as
background. I I

And, according to Glatt: "On the weekends and on Sunday nights

particularly, people seem to be in a different headspace and

they seem willing to sit down and actually listen to the radio

rather than have radio as a background passive medium."se

This philosophy is also evident in the Winnipeg market as almost

all Winnipeg FM broadcasters program a substantial- amount of

foreground on weekends, particularly on Sunday nights from

7 - 10 p.m. Once again, according to Peter Flernming (when

questioned about the acceptabitity of such a situation)". Its

acceptable that foreground be scheduled at that time ( Sunday

nights) as long as all- of it isn't in that Lime slot. Its got

to be reasonabJ-y distributed - if all of the foreground is

scheduled in tirnes that are not accessible, then that's when it

becomes a matter of concern. " 9 o

Besides scheduÌing prob-lems, 1-he CRTC has also experienced

difficul-Lies in obLaining compliance by broadcasters with t.he

foreground levels outlined in their promise of performance.

Such compl-iance problems, according the CAB, illustrate the

inf lexibil-ity of the reeiulations:
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Foreground is a subject over which
broadcasters and regulators experience great
difficulty in reaching mutual understanding,
interpretation and agreement. Broadcasters
are honorabl-e people and Commission staff
members are reasonable people. Yet
consistenbly we find broadcasters reporting a
higher Ievel of foreground format performance
than that verified by the Commission in its
programming anaì-ysis. What this meansr quite
simply, is bhat broadcasters are expending
vast amounts of their human and financíal
resources in a vain abtempt Lo accomplish the
desired results. Such an exercise in futility
is frustrating to both parties, a disservice
to audiences and general-Iy counterproductive.

Foreground programning is difficul-t and
expensive to produce. Moreoverr it has just
been argued that the foreground format
requirement as presently constituted may not
be equitable to all broadcastersr Inây not be a
service to all listeners, and may not serve
the policy goals of eibher the Commission or
FM broadcasters. e 1

CRTC representatives agree that. there has been a problem in

enforci-ng foreground regulations:

ft has been a problem with some stations 
'we've given a number of short term renewals

over the past year ( four in total ) . I think
there's two things here. Over the early part
of the regulations I think there were stations
that simply j-gnored lhe requirement and didn't
e\¡en try to do the 20 per cent or tZ per cent
- there ís l-ess of that now but what we have
more of is thal- stations will try but they
don't. qualify on some kind of technical basis
or they do a sort of slap-dash iob of it
they still at least urake a sLab at it aud
we're trying to go along with the stations and
say "well look that's not acceptable, but this
is how you shoul-d do it and in the areas where
stations have a legi{-imaLe beef that our
regulations are preven{-ing them from doing
qual ity programminE; we've changefl. s z

Denis Llenard of the CRTC al-so notes that in areas where

broadcasters are having problems that the Commission:
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Wilt come in almost as consultants and will
te11 broadcasters here's how you can achieve
this and here's how you can amend this program
to make j-t into a foreground program or here's
where this program doesn't qualify and the
reasons are the following.

The Commission will do this up to two or
three times, then after that we feel we have
given the guy a fair chance and if they still
dontt meet their requirements, that's when the
difficulties arise - sometimes ficences are
taken away or a licence is granted for a short
term to allow the person to give it another
try before the licence is taken away. Some
licences have been taken away as a result of
non-compliance with this regulation. s3

But , d-espi te such measures , there sti IJ- appears to be

significant compliance probì-ems.

For example, âñ analysis of CRTC PubIic Hearings conducted

in 1985 revealed that of 2I stations that came before the

Commission to renew their Iicences, over hal-f of those stations

(52 per cent or a total of 11 broadcasters) did not meet the

foreground l-eveIs outlined in their promises of

performance. e 4

The reasons for non-compliance ranged from the technical

(or housekeeping problems) experienced by some stations Iike

CFIIO-FM Ottawa, CING-FM Burlington Ontario or CJYC-FM Saint, John

New Brunswick who either accidently included time or weather

cIecks i-n their foreground prograrnmin$ or ldhose foreground

programs were simply not long enough to those stations like

CJAY-FM Calgary, CKRA Edmonton or CHEZ-FM Ottawa whose

foreground programs çrere insufficiently enriched or were not
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thematicatly linked to the problerns of stations like CKTO-FM

Truro, Nova Scotia whose staff simply were not conversant with

foreground regulations (for whatever reason) and who thus had

problems implementing foreground to stations like CHEZ-Q FM

Srnith FalIs, Ontario who acquired programming which they

mistakenly thought was produced in the foreground format to the

problerns experienced by CFLG-FM Cornwall, Ontario or once a$ain,

CFMO-FM Ottawa who interpreted foreground differently than the

CRTC. It must be also noted that some stations experienced any

combination of the above problems.

Some of bhe above problems (like the technical or

housekeeping problems ) are in fact testimony to the

inflexibility of foreground regul-ations. As I^tas noted earJ-ier,

a foreground program ín which a- time or weather check is

accidently included or a foreground program that falls 30

seconds short of the 15 minute time limit for foreground is

compl-etely disqualifiéd as foreground - it is given no credit aL

all as foreground. So, therefore when a broadcaster

accidentally incl-udes a tine or weaLher check or accidentally

breaks the theme of a foreground program or stops the program

short of the 15 minute mark, then t.he program is auLomatically

disqualified as foreground. This helps to explain some of the

problems bhat broadcasLers experience in complying with their

foreground requirements. These may be just an "honest mistake"

or may result from the fact that the on air personality does not
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futly understand foreground. To this end, a representative from

CFAY-FM in Calgary explained that it encountered difficulties

meeting its foreground commitments because new personnel, who

were unfamiliar with foreground were inadvertentJ-y disqualifying

some program material by including time or weather checks or by

breaking the theme of the show.es CISN-FM radio in Edmonton

has encountered simil-ar problems. According to a representative

from that station; "In two successive analyses, there l4ere some

problems with announcers stopping at 13 minutes or breaking the

theme. " 9 6

Many broadcasters (especially station manaÊiers and pro$ram

directors ) may understand foreground regulations in theory but

may experience difficutties implementing them in practice for a

variety of reason ( some of which were touched upon in the

preceding paragraphs ) .

The frequent personnel turnover in the radio broadcasting

industry complicates the situation because in some cases ' new

personnel coming from AM stations or students fresh from

broadcasbing colleges (where they oftentimes receive technical

training but who have minimal knowl-edge of FM regu.l-ations like

foreground) must receive training in foreground and other FM

regulations from the station itself.

But, in some instances (as the previous examples
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illustrated) some stations are not ensuring that their personnel

are adequately faniliar with foreground and hence such stations

experience difficulties ful-fi1ling their foreground programming

commi tments .

Other problems experienced by broadcasters can be

attributed to the fact that some stations purchase syndicated

programming under the assumption that it was produced in the

foreground format, only to find out later that it does not meet

the CRTC's criteria. In fact stations which purchase syndicated

Canadian programs Iike Big Country and fts Your World

experienced this very problem. And some CBC-FM affil-iates like

CHEZ-Q FM of Smith FalIs, Ontario experienced similar problems

with programming acquired from CBC-AM, programming which they

wrongly assumed was foreground. This rnisjudgment caused them to

fall short of their foreground commitments. The CBC is the sole

broadcaster today who produces significant amounts of foreground

programming (including popular programs l-ike Sunday Morning,

Ilorningside, The entertainers and the Royal Canadian Air Farce)

but CBC affil-iates accept only a portion of the CBC network

service and hence, this makes it di-fficu1L at times, for them to

meet their foreground quotas.

Differences in interpretation between the Commission and

broadcasters over t,he precise definition of foreground can also

cause compliance problems. The CRTC rul-es from time to time
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that programs do not qualify because they did not contain enough

enrichment or that the themes contained within the programs r^rere

insufficiently developed. Gordon Atkinson of CFMO-FM in Ottawa

notes that this i-s one of the reasons why his station did not

meet its foreground commitments - in effect because of a.

difference of interpretation of some of the material that the

station bhought qualified as foreground. The probl-ems

experienced by CFMO are similar to the problems experienced by

another Ottawa area broadcaster, CHEZ-FM as Programming Director

Steve Colwill explains.."Quite frankl-y, I was surprised that

some of the things that I believed were foreground turned. out

not to be so."e7 Therefore, a difference in interpretation

of the reguì-ations also leads to compliance problems.

A cynical observer might suggest that broadcasters could us

definitional problems to "get around" foreground regulations"

reguÌations which impose extra costs on them. Such behaviour

has been observed in television where private broadcasters

produce cheap Canadian quiz shows and other such programming to

qualify as Canadian and schedul-e it in the non-peak viewing

times when audiences are at bheir l-owest.

And, during an earlier períod, when the BBG tried to

enforce a 20 per cent Arts, LetLers and Science rufe on FM, some

stations began categorizing music by Bill Haley and the Comets

as Arts. Letters and Science mater j-al-. e I Broadcasters, then
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carr find a varieLy of exüuses for ¡rot complying with regulations

that they f ind objectionable or urìreasonable a¡td this trray

account for some of Lhe all-eged complianr:e problems experienced

by broadcasters in Ì'egards to foreground. The motivation behind

conpliance difficulties however, is merely speculation and

cannot l¡e proven.

fn some cases the CRTCts analysÌ-s of programming (which is

called a RAP (Radio Alial-ysis Project which is a one day to one

week analysis of a stations' programming) may have been

cotrducted orì a day when the foreground progranming levels were

nt-rt tiecessarily irrdicative of Lhe station's f oreground levels

during the rest of the week as not all stations necessarily

progranì exar:tly the same amount of foreground every single day

(although as previously noted, the CRTC does expect stations "to

reasonably distritrute the-ir foreground programmingi throughout

the week). This may account for some of the discrepancies

between the CRTC's analysis of the station's foreground

programtning l-evel-s and the amount of foreground programming that

the station is actuaÌÌy producing, but in the f inal- analysis, iL

appears that marry of the problerns that broadcasters have

experienced in relation ttr complying with foregrourrd can be

attributed to the facL 1-lial- matry broadcasters stj-11 seen

corrfused or unsure of what the CRTC wants when it call-s for

foreground.
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In fact, the results of the survey conducted for thig study

revealed that 73 per cent of then still find foreground

regulations confusingoe while an identical percentage (73

per cent ) noted that one of the problems that they have in

complying with foreground is based on the fact that the CRTC has

not made it EXPLICITLY clear what qualifies as foreground and

what does ¡61. I 0 0

But, some broadcasters like Robert Laine, Harvey Glatt and

Peter Grant contend that foreground regulations are not

confusing. And, according to Real Therrien, Vice-chairman of

the CRTC; . . . "trde are finding more and more as time goes on that

when broadcasters find out what we mean by thematic programrning

they are not experiencingl the same problems.'lo1 Despite

such assertions and despite the long period that the policy has

been in place, broadcasters still appear to be confused by

foreground.

Two less significant and rel-ated problems with the FM rules

involve the difficulty of producing French-language foreground

programming and the failure of foreground regulations to create

a healthy and flourishing Canadian syndication industry.

Many radio stations in Quebec have experienced problems in

producing foreground programming as Real Therrien of the CRTC

explains:

On the French side, there is more of a
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probl-ern in producing foreground because you
don't buy already made American or Canadian
programming because of the Ianguage barriers
and as a result, most of their foregiround was
Canadian but they had a difficult time
building it up, so you had a situation where
there was a more deveJ-oped syndication network
than in the rest of Canada.

In fact, Telemedia, a Montreal based
syndicator ' was syndicating some of their
programming to the small independent stations
because they didn't have the resources to
produce foreground on their 6r^i¡.1o2

So a couple of factors come into play when discussing foreElround

programming in Quebec.

First, French-language broadcasters usually cannot buy

pre-produced programming from Canadian or American sources

because progrâms are produced in English. Therefore, many

French-Ianguage broadcasters must produce their own foreground

programming and this represents a" signíficant financial burden

for these stations many of which are small independent stations

(as Quebec has more independent radio stations than most other

Canadian provinces ) .

In order to examine this problem more closely, the ÇRTC, in

1985, launched a Task Force of the AssociaLion de la langue

Francaise (ACTRF) to conduct a study of the issues. A survey of

French and. English-language broadcasters operating in markets of

various sizes were undertaken. Broadcasters were asked various

questions regarding the types of foreground format their aired,

the costs and personnel invol-ved in their production and the
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revenues derived from such progirams. r 0 3 The questionnaire

placed special enphasis on the use of foreground format obtained

from outside sources. 1 0 4 The results of the survey are not

yet available, but once the CRTC has evaluated the findings it

will like1y issue a statement on how it will deal with the

probJ-em.

The difficulties experienced by French-language

broadcasters reveals the inability of foreground regulations to

stimulate the development of a strong Canadian syndication

indusLry. While the Canadian syndication industry has

experienced growth since the FM policy was adopted, according to

the CRTC, it has not grown enough. The Commission had hoped

that "Stations would find it in their interests to enter into

program exchanges or syndication arranglemenLs and that there

woul-d be a substantial- increase in syndication

activiLies.r'105 This has not happened to any great extent;

while there has been some additional growth' it has been

limiLed., as even the CRTC is forced Lo atlrnit

fn the FM policy, the Commission expressed
the hope that a Canadian independent radio
program production industry woul-d develop and
would encourage licensees to investigiate the
purchase of such programs. However, a.

syndication industry has not yet flourished i-n
Canada, although a few syndicators have proved
successful. Nor have radio stations
extensively exchanged or co-produced high
quality foreground and mosaic programs.106

Despibe such an admission, it is still true that the
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Canadian syndication industry, received a much needed boost when

foreground regulations were introduced. Prior to that time,

syndication was virtual-Iy non-existent in Canada. According to

Gerard Rejskind of Broadcast Canada, one of the leading

independent syndicaLors; "Back in 7g72, I ""*"*b"" explaining to

broadcasters what it was we did for a living. Once they did

figure out what syndication was, they swore they would never use

it . " 1 o ? But, after the ini tiation of foreground.

regulations r proÉram directors began looking for programming to

heJ-p fulfi11 their foreground programming requirements and in

some cases, also began syndicating some of their own programming

and a Canadian syndication industry began a slow process of

devel-opment.

fn fact, in I976, CHUM produced the 64-hour Evol"ution of

Rock, distributing it to alI the CHUM group stations and

syndicating it in the U.S.1o8

In that same year, CFMI Vancouver beÉan syndication of a

program called "Discumentary" which is now syndicated throughout

Western Canada and has achieved good ratings. r 0 s

In 1977, St.. Clair Productions (a division of Standard

Broadcasting Ltd. ) launched Big Country, a weekly two hour mix

of country music, interviews and features. fts been a big

success and is now heard on 60 stations and the CRTC has been
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encouragirrg St. CIair to take the program into coast to coast

synd.icatie¡. llo As yet it has been unable to do so because

of conflictinÉ AM-FM regulations. I r I

Telemedia junped into the syndication business the

following year. They began by distributing pop and rock

concerts in the U.S. and they've just recently begun syndicating

Canadian series both here and internationally. And Telemedia

now owns broadcasts rights to the Toronto Blue Jays (a

5O station national- network ) , Toronto Maple Leafs (a 20 station

Ontario grid) and the World Series Playoffs which involves

90 stations coast to coast in Engl-ish and Frençþ ' I I 2

Telemedia is al-so involved with l-ive satellite

transmissions. A half-dozen major advertisers including John

Labbatt Ltd.. of Londo¡r, Ontario and Pepsi-Col-a Canada Ltd. of

Toronto buy time on Rockline, a weekly hour and a half teen show

out of Los Angeles that features top musical- guest stars. 1 1 3

The next to enter the field in a big way was Rogers

Broadcast Services. They began by syndicating their innovative

current affairs series Sunday Sunday and Charlotte AdeIe's

Tapestry. r r a

And. then there is Micheal Mor$an and Associates in

Vancouver, an ind.epend.ent syndicator who produce and distribu le
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such successful syndicated programming as The Discovery Show

hosted by David suzuki and the celebrity sports Report, a 30

minute show sponsored by Labbatts. r I 5

In ad.d.ition to series, most syndicated production houses

also produce one shot sPecials.

On Christmas Eve, Drew Marketing runs an annual special

called Noel- Chez Tex, a 90 minute program heard on 48 stations

in Quebec. lls In November 1985, Telemedia aired a 3-hour

tribute to John Lennon entitled the Ballad of John and Yoko on

7O stations. rr? And. finally, David Pritchard's 30 hour

documentary on the Beatles has run in every major market in

canad.a, 150 stations in the u.s. plus Japan and other

countries. 1 1 8

The syndication busíness unfortunately is dominated by the

same three companies - Standard (through its subsidiary St'

Clair Productions) Telemedia and Rogers which have chains of

stations Lo guarantee distribution and through which they can

amortize costs. For the smal.l-er independent syndicators like

Hotloway Air Marketing of Guelph, Ontario, or Les Productions

Pro-Dis Ltee of Laval, Quebec, it is infinitely more difficult

Lo secure distribution of their programming'

And according to Prior Smith, a former radio announcer who
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manages St. CIair Productions; "On weekendsr r.r€ distribute three

hours of programming to 60 stationg. Down there ( in the united

states ) they send a whole weekend of programming to hundreds of

statio¡s.rrl r e Real- Therrien of the CRTC admits that the

Commission would like to see the same pattern develop in Canada;

"rn the u.s. there is a rot of syndication and of course some

canadian stations even on AM Þrere buyinÉ American syndicated

material' so if we can devel-op the same pattern in canada, this

would be great.rrr?0 But, as the CRTC itself admits it will

be diffieult to develop a sinilar pattern in Canada because of

the conpetition that Canadian syndicators must face from across

the border from American syndicators. The CRTC itself explains

the effects American syndicators have on their Canadían

counterparts:

Increasingly, licensees have acquired
syndicated programs produced in the United
States. The large American market allows the
amortization of costs over a large number of
domestic stations, thereby enabling the sale
of those programs to Canadian syndicators at
prices far below what Canadian syndicators can
demand. Canadian syndicators are therefore
severely economically disadvantaged even
though their programs rnay weIl equal or exceed
the quality of their foreign
comPetition. r 2 r

If such is indeed the case then Canadian syndi-cators face the

same problems that Canadian tel-evision broadcasters face when

trying to produce quality Canadian programming. fn both c&ses,

because of economies of sca1e, American productions are cheaper

to acquire than Canadian programming which leads broadcasters ín
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many instances to purchase the cheaper American programming. It

must be noted though that in regards to the use of American

syndicated programming on FM radio, the CRTC expects that

applicants "set out the nature of the foreign syndi-cated

programs they intend to use, the reasons for such use and the

applicants policies towards the j-ncreased use of Canadian

material .t'L2z

In fact, the CRTC had al-so hoped that a by-product of

creating a thriving Canadian syndication industry would in

effect mean an increased use of Canadian material or programming

which focussed on Canadian artists, performers and

personalities. The CRTC also felt that general non-syndicated

foreground programming would also give more exposure to Canadi-an

artists, performers and personal-ities and could indirectly aid

the Canadian recording industry.

Earl- Rosen of Marquis Records feels that such a policy is

positive and notes that:

...We agree with you that things like
concerts and specials that feature Canadian
artists or thematic programs is a tremendous
way to build the industry and we are very
pleased to see that you take that aspect of
programming very seriously also because we
know that exposure is very crucial and
descriptions and backgrounds become very
important so that the listening audience can
feel that the artist is one of them, someone
that theY know about. r 2 3

But, A1 Mair, President of Attic Records arglues that;
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"Foreground programming obviously tends to support the

established artist as opposed to the new artisf,.rr124 And

Mair also notes that foreground programs both syndicated and

otherwise do not provide sufficient exposure of Canadian

artists; "In my experience, I tend to hear a lot more foreign

artists featured that way as opposed to Canadian

artigf,g.rrtzs

The CRTC had such complaints in nind when it recently

enacted its new incentive scheme for foreground programs of this

type (as one shall see later on in the course of this chapter)

and although foreground programs have noL been utilized to

expose Canadian artists and personalities as much as the CRTC

woul-d have hoped Canadian artists and personalities (once again,

as one shall also see later on in the course of this chapter)

have nonetheless received increased exposure because of

foreground regul-ations. In the final analysis though, this is

an area which requires improvement.

Besides syndication probl-ems and the insufficient exposure

of Canadian artists through foreground programs, there are other

problems with foreElround regulations particularly in the

Detroit/Windsor area.

Andre Bureau, current Chairman of the CRTC, explains the

problems besetting Windsor broadcasters:
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Windsor is a. very particular case. Windsor
has always been a very special market because
of its proximity to Detroit, of course.
I{indsor has four private radio stations
besides the CBC. The four stations broadcast
in English, there are two AM and two FM
stations. Over a time the stations have seen
their audience decreasing at a very dangierous
rate especially during the last few years.
And because they are also losing audience,
they are also losing money as you can well
imagine. Those stations have been
accumulating yearly deficits. If they had not
belonged to very solid financiaÌ groups, they
would have cl-osed down thus depriving the
people of Windsor of a Canadian service. I am
sure that you know that there are over
25 radio stations in Detroit, that the Éreat
majority of the Windsor audience can pull
in. r e e

And, George Ferguson, General Manager of Radio Windsor Canada

Liurited and General Manager of '[^Iindsor stations CKWW and CJOM-FM

describes the uniqueness of the Windsor sítuation:

lrlindsor, Ontario Iives, works and plays a
mere stone's throw from the invisible boundary
that separates it from Detroit, the giiant
metropolis which lies a scant few hundred
meters beyond. As a comrnunity of two hundred
thousand we live in the encroaching and
literal shadow of the fifth largest city in
the United States; a city more than double the
size of Montreal, a city whose Metropolitan
population is afmost equal to the entire
province of Quebec. By size and proximity' by
industry and economics, by cul-ture and
recreation, Windsor is actualÌy more of a part
of Downtown Detroit than a satellite of
Toronto.

Each morning, thousands of Windsorites
commute to work in Detroit r passinÊl on their
way several thousand Detroiters coming to work
in l.Jindsor. A trip to Tiger Stadium, the Joe
Louis Arena or the Fisher Theatre is shorter
from Windsor than from 85 per cent of
MetropoJ-itan Detroit. The contiguous context
of bhe two cities achieves ultimate impact on
a summer's late afternoon, as the lengthening
shadow of DeLroitts Renaissance Center creeps
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across the gardens of Windsor's Dieppe Park.
That extraordinary sight underlines the
observation that the international boundary is
physically invisible, geographically
illogicaI, but yet emotionally
inescapable. I ? ?

Ferguson then goes on to explain the implications that the

proximity of Detroit has on Windsor radio:

If a shadow casts unimpeded across that
international demarcation, so will a broadcast
signal-. A trip up and down the Windsor radio
dial- will- find more than 50 high-quality
sígnals 95 per cent of which are unregulated
American stations.

To the Windsor listener, these are not
"distant American signals." They are local-
radio stations where the weather forecasts and
temperatures relate to a Windsor Iistener, and
the cultural and sporting events programmed
are mere minutes away from the Windsor
motorist. The latest research of the BBM puts
Windsor listening to Detroit radio, Monday
through Sunday at 75.4 per cent of available
Canadian audiences. Windsor listening to
Detroit radio peaks at an astounding 91 per
cent and 97 ,4 per cent of !,Jindsor Canadian
teenage tuning is captured by Detroit radio
stations. Windsor's adults of tomorrow are
growing up listening to radio with no Canadian
content r no Canadian neers r no Canadian
identity and Fahrenheit temperatures. 1 2 I

Given such exceptional circumstances, the CRTC felt compelled to

take some form of action as Andre Bureau explains:

The Commission went to Windsor and held a
hearing at the beginning of the year with all
of Lhe interested parties; the radio
broadcasters, the cable distributors, the
owners of the area's television stations'
groups which were representative of the
Windsor population, producers and aII other
kinds of people who l^¡ere nice enough to take
part in the discussion. We tried to find out
how it would be possible to adapt to the
Windsor market, the Canadian regulations on
broadcasting. We want to make it possì-bi-e for
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all those stations to be competitive,
efficiently and intelligently with Detroit
radio stati6¡s.12e

After these hearings, the CRTC issued a public notice

cal-}ed the "Windsor Radio Review" and stated in part that; "The

Windsor market has special features unparalleled in Canada which

warrants an extraordinary flexible regulatory approach. " And

the Commission further noted that; "It is willing to atternpt to

assist the Windsor licensees by taking further steps to

counterbalance the heavy Detroit presence in the

communi-ty."tso The CRTC then allowed a change of ownership

of all four private Windsor stations CKLW and CKEZ-FM (formerly

CFXX-FM) and CKWIT¡ and CJOM-FM and granted both FM stations (CKEZ

and CJOM) an experimental Iicence which essentially allowed them

to use AM formats on FM. Among other things, this allowed them

to substantially reduce their foreground commitments (to around

nine or ten percent) as one of the problems that Wíndsor FM

broadcasters encountered in trying to attract Windsor audiences

to listen to their stations was that compared to the Detroit FM

stations that many I^Jindsor listeners were tuning in to, Windsor

FM stations had à substantial amount of talk and because of this

fact, many broadcasters feel thqt the problems experienced by

Windsor FM broadcasLers is evidence of the ultimate faifure of

foreground regulations. To illustrate this one need onì-y cite

the facL that 82 per cent of the broadcasters surveyed for this

study indicated that they felt that the Detroit/Windsor area

serves to illustrate the failure of foreground
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regulatis¡s. I 3 I

fn fact, according to George Stirling of Radio Windsor

canada Límited; "This is not radio, this is bureaucratic radio

and people are not listening to it. You cannot force a Canadian

to do something he will not do. He stil-r has that freedom of

choice and it has been demonstrated very vividly in Detroit and

Windsor.r'132 And, Pierre Nadeau, Senior Executive Vice-

President of the Radio Division of the Canadian Association of

Broadcasters notes that:

Detroit gives the indication that Canadian
Iisteners want less talk on radio and more
music. Foreground is a form of programming
which requires considerabl-e research and which
militates against diversity. fn more ways
than one, people want diversi-ty and this is
the lesson to be learned from Detroit. r 3 3

But, according to Peter Flenming of the CRTC:

Windsor is a unique situation in Canada;
Windsor and Detroit are virtually the same
community in many senses - you have in l.{indsor
available to you some 30 statj-ons well
financed from a great metropolis versus four
Canadian stations from reasonably but not
particularly well-financed groups so f don't
think you can expect to have realty high
audiences in those areas because of all the
competition. If you do a rock format on FM in
I{indsorr you have six of them sitting across
the river in Detroit. 1 3 4

Robert Laine agrees with Flemming and notes that; "In Windsor,

you're sitting in a community of 200,000 and you have all that

Detroit radio coming in at you which is st,rictly out of
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economics, better quality than what can be afforded by the

frJindsor stations. rr l3 5 So therefore, sheer economies of

scale work against Windsor broadcasters.

trtlíndsor, Ontario, is Canada's 12Lþ. or 13th largest city

with just over 200,000 people, while Detroit, the fifth larÉest

market in the entire United States, has over four million people

or over 20 times the population of Windsor. Detroit has ovèb 60

radio stations altogether, 30 of which are coming into Windsor

and in addition, Detroit is one of the best FM markets in the

U.S. with 35 FM stations. r36 Windsor has six radio stations

in total (three of which are AM and three of which are FI"l).

Given such circumstances, it is not difficult to see why Windsor

area radio broadcasters were experiencinEl problems. r 3 z

In addition, in Detroit/Windsorr &n important element r¿hich

has made Canadian radio a' rel-ative success in other parts of

Canada and which has made radio à relative success in general

especially when one compares it with Canadian television - is

the fact that radio, unlike tel-evision is a local medium. And

according to Hudson Janisch, a Professor of Law at the

University of Toronto; "In radio Canadians can compete because

they don't lose out on the massive economies of scal-e that the

Arnericans have and radio is loca}. You do get an extreme

situation like Windsor, but essentially people are listening to

local radio.138 However, in the Detroit/t{indsor area that
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"local" aspect is neutralized because Detroit is in esgence

considered to be "1ocaI" by Windsor residents.

But, besides this probrem of the proxinity of windsor to

Detroit, Peter Fremming of the CRTC arso claims that; "Another

thing that happened in windsor was poor nanagement on the part

of the people that were running those stati.ons and so now we

have to two different owners and those stations are doing

better. rr I 3 e so therefore, according to some broadcasters

and the cRTc, the windsor/Detroit situation is an exceptional

case in that windsor broadcasters operate under conditions

unlike those in any other part of Canada. And some broad.casters

like Robert Laine and Duff Ronan (both part of the CHUM network

which currently runs two stations in Windsor CKWI¡J and CJOM-FM)

note that the tr{indsor/Detroit situation is also unique from

another perspective as well. Roman explains that; "windsor,/

Detroit is an example of the consultative process between the

cRTc and broadcasters. rr I å 0 Laine agrees with Roman that the

Detroit/windsor are& is an example of how the relationship

between the CRTC and broadcasters has improved and he also notes

that the Detroit/windsor area serves as an example of the

success of consultative process; "rts a recent phenomena, the

windsor broadcasters went in and said we have a unique problem,

you can't find. it anywhere el-se in canad.a and the commission

responded and reacted to their pleas. tr I 4 I But there are

those who argue that the Detroit/l,Jindsor situation is not unique
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and that is is only the tip of the iceberg in that Canadians are

becoming more aware of the attractiveness of American FM

stations and that dealing with Windsor as a unique situation

"would be akin to putting a thumb in a leaking dike,t'142

Indeed, such an argument is put forth by the Ontario

Ministry of Transportation and Communications (OMTC) who note

that the t'Jindsor/Detroit &rea ís not the only area of Canada

where substantial numbers of Canadians are listening to American

radio.

In fact, the OMTC notes that the results of the extensive

survey that it conducted revealed that of 353 listeners

contacted in the Sault Ste. Marie regj-on' fully 78 per cent of

those respondents listened to American FM radio during a typical

week and that in terms of hours of listening, respondents spent

50 per cent more hours per week listening to American FM

stations than Canadian FM stations. r 4 3 The OMTC further

notes that the infl-uence of American FM radio and its

competitive threat is a problem faced by 44 per cent of all

Ontario broadcasters and by almost one-third of broadcasters

throughout other parts of Canad¿. r 4 4

BuL, according to Peter Flemming of the CRTC:

The governrnent of Ontario l-ooked at Sault
Ste. Marie and the St. Catherines/Niagara
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region and they said that there was a lot of
FM l-isteners who were listening to American
stations but when we }ooked at the BBM's, what
they were J-istening to were formats that
weren't available in the Canadian
market. I 4 5

Independent research conducted by the Joint Communications

Corporation of Toronto confirms Flemming's assertions as it was

found that "contemporary" or "hit radio" (CHR) (commonly known

as top 40 radio) forrnats which are explicitly forbidden by the

CRTC on Canadian FM. are the most attractive formats for 18-34

year old FM listeners.146 In additionr the region Fùas not

served by a country FM station and hence many listeners in the

reglion were listening to an American country FM station.

And once again, according to Peter Flemrning; "If you look

at other markets where American stations are available as well-

as Canadian, letts say Toronto for example where you can pick

up a number of Buffal-o stations, the actual impact of those

stations ís minimal. rt l4 ? ( In fact, according to Real-

Therrien of the Commission, some Buffalo FM stations in an

attempt to compete with Toronto FM stations are experimenting

with foreground formats).148 Flemming asserts that the same

is true in Vancouver and Victoria:

If you look at Vancouver there's a lot of
out of market sLations available there but the
vast majority of the listeners are l-istening
to Vancouver AM and FM stations r so you have
to say to yourself maybe there's a little bit
of dribbling out but nonetheless the vast
majority of tuning is to Canadian stations.
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In fact, Victoria has a real problem wit,h
out of market tuning but most of the tuning
goes to Canadian not American stati6ns. I a e

The authors of the Caplan-Sauvageau Report on Broadcasting

confirm Flemmings contentions and assert that:

WhiIe Canadian viewing of television
stations in the United States is significant
Canadian listening to American radio stations
is not. Alt,hough many American stations c&n
be received in the Toronto and Vancouver
rnetropolitan areas for example, the American
stationts share c¡f audÍence in Toronto is only
4 per cent and in Vancouver only six per
cent. In the whole country, it is a little
under four per cent and has remained at that
Ievel for the past five years. I s o

But, they do also note that; "A few border communities however

have high listenership to stations in the U.S. - almost 60 per

cent in Windsor and just over 25 per cent in the St. Catherines

area.rrlsl So therefore in summation, it appears that the

only areas where there is significant out of market tuning to

American FM stations are in communities that are in close

proximity to the United States, like I{indsor or St. Catherines.

It is interesting to note that in both of these areas, the

residents of these regions do not view the American FM stations

t,hat they receive as "foreign distant signals." Those Anerican

stations broadcast information that is relevant to Canadian

listeners and are in many respects "l-ocal stations. " This is

especially true in the WindsorlDetroit area where Detroit

stations are considered to be "Iocal" in Windsor while even in

the St. Catherines/Niagara region, Buffalo stations are
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considered to be locaf by listeners in that s¡s¿.r52 So it

appears that out of market tuning to American FM stations (and

American radio in general ) is most J-ikely to occur in smaller

border communities where the "1ocal" element has been nullified

by the proximity of large American cities.

As previously mentioned though, this out of market tuning

does not occur in other Canadian cities Iike Victoria where a

lot of American FM stations are avail-abÌe because in such

locales as Peter Flemrning correctly notes; "The Canadian

slations have an automatic advantage in that they're giving

Iocal Canadian news that is more relevant to Canadians.'r 1 5 3

It appears that the "Iocal" factor works to the advantage of

many Canadian FM stations (particuJ-arIy in cities Iike Winnipeg,

Edmonton, Calgary or Regina in which if there are American FM

signals available, they are from cities hundred of miles away)

and as aforementioned, helps to partially explain why Canadian

radio has experienced less siphoning off of its audiences to

American broadcasters bhan Canadian television has, however, in

areas like Windsor and the St. Catherines/Niagara region where

American FM radio stations are perceived as "1ocal" stations,

significant out of market tuning has occurred.

This is not the only reason why Canadians in these regions

have tuned in to American FM stations. Listeners in these

regions, partial-ly because of the influence of American FM
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stations, perceive FM as primarily a music medium which is a

feature of American and not Canadian FM stations. The American

FM stations, according to the previously cited OMTC survey, are

listened to by Canadians because they feature less talk' more

music and a wider variety of music. Howeverr this perception is

not held by FM 1ísteners in all regions of Canada, otherwise

there would not have been the phenomenal growth that FM radio

has experienced in Canada during the past ten years.

The evidence for the growth of FM radio in Canada is

indisputable. The number of FM stations in this country has

almost doubled from a decade ago (when the CRTC's FM policy was

first implemented) from 62 to 120 or from 17 per cent to 27 per

cent of the total number of private radio stations while only a

handful of AM stations were added in that same period. Today,

there are approximately 325 AM stations in Canada which

represents 73 per cent of all radio stations in Canada and which

also represents a drop frorn 83 per cent in 1976. I s 4

In addition, FM revenue has grown an incredible 468 per

cent from $25 nillion in 1977 to $142 million in 1984. The

growth of AM revenue in this same period has been 69.5 per cent,

from fi246 million to fi417 mi1lion. r55 This growth in FM

revenue has occurred despite the fact the FM band offers

broadcasters less potential revenue than AM as FM band stations

are only all-owed a maximum of 150 minutes a day of commercial
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time (advertising ) cornpared with no Iimits f or advertising on Al"1

radio.156 This restriction on FM advertising is consistent

with the CRTC's attempts to differentiate the AM and the FM

bands and to create a broadcasting system that is varied and

comprehensive. r 5 ? Yet another indication of the growth of

FM besides revenue growth can be found in the changing listening

habits of Canadians over the past decade.

Surveys by both the CBC and the Bureau of Broadcast

Measurement (BBM) show an almost identical trend. The CBC

survey ind.icates that in 1968, FM listening was a mere six per

cent of the total radio audience. The growth of FM was sl-ow

over the next six years. By L974, FM listening had climbed to

16 per cent in small yearly increments. Between 1974 and 1978,

there was virtually no changle (fron 16 per cent to L8 per cent)

but in the next few years, FM listening underwent an explosion'

In 1979, J-istenership jurnped a full six per cent to 24 per cent

of all radio listening while AM stil} commanded 76 per cent of

the audience. rn 1981, FM had clinbed to 30 per cent of the

total aud.ience and in 1982 it reached 35 per cent. So according

to the CBC figures, from 1968 to 1982, FM listenership increased

nearly six fold with most of that increase in the latter four

years. r 5 I

The BBM figures which cover 1978 through 1983 are almost

id.entical. They show FM listenership in 1978 at 19 per cent
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date than the

Lo the BBM's,

per cent.l5s

per cent in 1982

CBC figures as i

the FM share of
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. The BBM survey is more up to

t also includes 1983. According

total radio Iistening rose to 38

The BBM survey contained another important indication of

Canadian listening trends. It rneasured the FM reach among the

population - the percentage of the population that tuned to FM

for even a. short period as opposed to a percentage of total

listening hours. Here the BBM found an even greater trend

towards FM listening in the years 1978 through to 1983. In

1978, the FM reach was 34 per cent, by 1983 it had clirnbed to 56

per cent.160 (Back in 1970, FM's reach was a mere 13 per

cent, in L977 it was 15 per cent, in 1972 it was 17 per cent and

only a mere 18 per cent in 1973. )

And in addition, in many markets across Canada' FM stations

are number one in their markets. The success of FM has been

greatest in urban markets partícularly in MontreaÌ (where FM has

captured 54 per cent of the audience), Ottawa (where FM has

captured 50 per cent of the audience) and Toronto (where FM has

captured 47 per cent of the radio audience). But having said

this, it must be al-so noted that the growth of FM appears to be,

at least up to this point in time, by and large regional-.

In fact, according to James Mcl,aughlin' Vice-President of
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Mof faL Communicat-ions LLd. of Winnipeg; "The growth of FM

remains regional. The penetration of FM in Regina is still very

small. rr 161 The same can be said of Winnipeg and the

Maritime Provinces where penetration of FM is al-so

limiLed.r62 Despite the lirnited penetration of FM in some

regions of Canada, overall FM radio in this country has

progressed tremendously in the pas L ten years. As the authors

of the Capì-an Sauvageau Report on broadcasting note; "The

substantial growth in Iistenership, revenues and profits that

has occurred in FM radio has been achieved in spite of the

heavier regul-atory expectations on FM.rr163 Andre Bureau,

Chairman of the CRTC finds this to be an intriguing development;

"Across Canada FM stations, despite the detailed regulations

are now number one in their markets which is a very interesLing

Precedent.'r164

In fact, the CRTC itself argues that part of the phenomenal

growLh of FM can be partiall-y atbributed to the detailed

regulations (like foreground) that they imposed on FM stations

and t-hat this phenomenal growth is in fact evidence of the

overall success of the Commission's FM policy.

Such an argument is put forbh by Jim Robson of t.he CRTC who

notes that; "I would expect that the FM policy had more than a
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Iittle bit to do with the dramatic growth of FM radio in this

country over the past ten years or ss.rrl 6 6 Robson feels

that the CRTC's FM regulations (including foreground) have been

a. "contributing factor" to FM'g success. But, Brian Gordon,

Manager of the Cabl-e Broadcast Office of t,he Ontario Ministry of

Transportation and Communications expresses the opposite view;

"It is our contention that the bulk of the success of FM's

growth in the last ten years has been in spite of the

reguì-ations and not because of them.rr166

And to prove its contention that FM in Canada has grown "in

spite of" regulations like foreground, the OMTC and others who

argue that the CRTC's FM regulations have proven to be a burden

or a hindrance for FM operators cite the growth of FM in the

United States to prove their point.

In the U.S., FM has grown at a much greater rate than in

Canada. FM radio in the U.S. has approximately 66 per cent of

total radio listening which represents a 47 per cent increase

since 1977.167 It must be noted that such a comparison is

misleading because while FM stations in the U.S, represent

49 per cent of all stations, in Canada, only 35 per cent of al-l

stations broadcast on the FM band.168 But, besides this

difference, Canadian and U,S. FM stations are different in many

other ways as weIl.
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For example, FM operators in the United States function in

a less restrictive regulatory environment than their Canadian

counterparts - in fact U.S., FM stations are currently operating

in a deregulated radio environment which is still undergioing

changss. r o s

In order for a. station to receive a licence in the United

States r ELn applicant has to prove it has investigated the

community through "ascertainment." Havíng adduced the needs of

the community, the applicant is expected to propose programming

that meets those needs and requirements. l?0 But, in reality

this commitment usually translates into news and public affairs

programming which is oftentimes buried at 3:00 in the morning as

the Federal- Communications Commission is rel-uctant to specify

when such material should be broadcast. I 7 r

And U.S. FM stations can change formats virtually overnight

- in fact a successful- radio station can find its format copied

overnighL by others in the same market. This cannot happen in

Canada where a change in format requi-res approval from the

CRTC. r72 In addition, U.S. FM broadcasters are not bound by

hit to non-hit requirements, advertising restrictions,

foreground or mosaic requirements or any type of content quota

like Canadian content.

fn fact, according to the Federal Communi-cations Commission
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(the U.S. broadcast regulatory which performs some of the same

functions that the CRTC does in Canada) regulations like

foreground would not be allowed in the United States because of

the non-censorship provision of The Communications Act. l?3

In other words, in the U.S. regulations like foreground could

not be allowed because they would in effect place "prior

constraint" upon broadcasters which could be interpreted as

censorship by U.S. courts and therefore this helps to explain

why broadcasters in the U.S. cannot be told when to schedule

their news and public affairs programming and why the FCC has

been relucLant Lo suggest that they schedule specific types of

programming l-est they be called a censorship board, something

which is explicitly forbidden in The Communications [sf,.1?a

Such a regulabory environment helps to explain the development

in the U.S. of what is commonly known as "raunch or Shock

radio. "

In dozens of cities across America today, morning radio is

rid.ing high on what has been call-ed "a wave of stupidity. "

Eager to be taunted and titil-Iated, millions of l-isteners are

Luning in rock deejays who specialize in stretching the

boundaries of bad taste and "shock radio" is the end

result. r ? 5

The critics dismiss "shock radio" as filthy and offensive,

foaded wj-th racial and sexual innuendo. In fact, the humour is
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so loaded wibh potentiall-y offensive material that only a small

percentage of the most widely quoted jokes coufd be printed in a

newspaper. However, in U.S. radio, anything Eloes whether the

laughs come from jokes about sexual misadventures, the Catholic

Church, eLhnic minorities or mass nu¡cls¡.176 In Canada,

unl-ike the United States, "shock radio" would never be allowed

to develop.

AnoLher major difference between Canadian and American

radio is that in the U.S., AM stations are shifting more and

more towards talk-news formats and awa-y from music. In Canada

(as one shall see in greater detail in the course of this

chapter) many AM stations, like CFTR Toronto or KY-58 Winnipeg,

are experiencing success with music formats and many other

Canadian AM stations are putting an increased emphasis on music

by featuring music sweeps - more rock, less talk formats.

On AM radio in the United SLates, orl the other hand,

according to Tony Viner of Rogers BroadcasLing; "WiLh a couple

of exceptions, there are virtualÌy no AM music based staLions in

the top five significant markets in the U.S."r77 And

according to Paul- Ski, General Manager of CFUN Vancouver; "There

is evidence that in a less reguJ-ated environment, such as in the

U.S., music programming on AM has difficulty competing with high

fidelity stereo on FM.!r178 And indeed the evidence speaks

for itself.
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For example, in New York City, three of the top ten

sLations are AM; aII three of those are news or news/taLk

formats. 1 ? e In fact, WABC-AM New York, once one of the most

important rock stations in the country itself recently switched

to an al-I-ta1k format. 1 I 0 And in other cities like

Baltimore, the only AM in the top ten is newstafk. lsr The

same is true in Miani where the onì-y AM among the bop ten is

news /taLk.. taz

In Houston, Texas, there are no AMs among the top

ten. r83 In New Orleans, the top eight stations are all FM.

The number nine station is an AM news/talk. re¿

In Cleveland, the top eight stations are FM and the ninth

and tenth highest rated stations in the city are AM stations

which are news/talk stations, who combined, account for only

72,8 per cent of the hours tuned among the top f,s¡.r8s

So, in oLher words, of the hours Luned to the top ten

stations in Cl-eveland, 87 per cent are tuned to FM stations.

In Dal1as, again eighL out of Lhe top ten statious are FM

and 81 per cent of the hours tuned to the top ten are to FM

sLations. r86

And in many other cities in the United States, there is no
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AM among the top stations. These include cities rike Tampa,

Sacramento, Norfolk, Rochester, Oklahona City, Birmingham,

Orlando and Jacksonvills" rez There is no AM among the top

five stations in any of these cities.

So, in an attempt to compete wit,h FM, AM stat,ions in many

cities throughout the United States are narrowcasting (i.e.

broadcasting to a specific, narrowly defined target audience).

There are big-talk stations, all news stations, all weather

stations, alr sports stations, all comedy stations, aII jazz

stations, aII classical stations, arl religious stations and

some beautiful music, rock and country stations. !aB There

is even an alr-gane show station, whire an AM station in Texas

recently decided to play waII to wall BeatLe's music. lBs

Sandy Sanderson, Vice-President of All programming and

programming director of CFTR Toronto explains why AM radio has

developed in this m&nner in the United States; "In the U.S., FM

was allowed to copy AM. And when that happens, especially in

music formats, therets no contest. The technical superiority of

FM is so pronounced that its impossible to compete on a record

for record basis.lso So, the end result was that in the

United States, in order to survive, many AM stations have

switched (are in the process of switching) to non-musical

formats or to formats in which music is not the primary

element. The other development that has occurred in the United

states as a result of allowing FM stations to copy AM stations
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is that AM stations in the United States have experienced a

severe decl j-ne in their Iistenership.

In fact, in the United States today, 4r754 AM stations

share 29 per cent of the listenership; 3'658 FMs command 7L per

cent of the listeners.ler So this in effect means that the

averagie FM station in the United States attracts more than three

times the listenership of the average AM. Such a development

has prornpted some observers like Roy Hennessy to note that

unl-ike the situation in Canada, "AM in the U.S. is absolutely

dead.,, 192

In fact, according to James McKinney' Chief of the Mass

Media Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission:

The Commission (the FCC) has assumed all
along that as FM Eirew and expanded it would
bring in new markets and that AM would
conLinue to be successfu-l-. That has not
happened. There arentt many more people
Iistening to radio than there I^¡ere ten years
ago. FM has expanded at the expense of
AM. rs3

So, in the United States, FM radio stations are in fact thriving

aL the expense of AM stations. In fact, they a¡e thriving to

such an extent. at the expense of AM that broadcasters and U.S.

government communications policy makers have been forced to

scramble to devel-op plans that will stop the decli¡s. rea

In Canada, aÌthough AM broadcasters have realízed a decline
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in audience and revenue because of the rise of FM as Pierre

Nadeau of the CAB correctly points out; "AM has lost audience

but not to the extent that it has in the United States.rrr e 5

And according to one FM broadcasters who appeared at public

hearings conducted for the recent task force on broadcasting !

The situation in Canada should be
contrasted with that in the United States
where FM and AM have been virtually
deregulated, with the results being that in
most major U.S. markets over 70 per cent of
the tuning is to FM stations and in some cases
as high as 80 per cent or more. This resul-ts
in a serious deterioration in the quality of
AM radio without contributing to diversity in
the marketplace. le6

And although Canadian AM operators like their U.S. counterparts,

have experienced a decline in listenership and revenues, in

Canada, unlike the U.S., Am still accounts for 75 per cent of

total radio revenues of $559 millie¡. re? And, according to

Alan Watters of CHUM FM LTD.; "AM radio is coming back quite

niceJ-y from its unhealthy state in recent years.rrles

So therefore, in effect as one FM broadcaster correctly

points outi "The benefit of current FM regulations is that they

have permitted AM radio in Canada to remain healthy' strong and

Lo provl-de tremendous service in al-l markets across

Canada.ttlee And once again, according to Paul Ski of

CFUN-AM Vancouver; "FM's development in Canada has prospered in

concert with AM partly because of the Commission's regulations

which have ensured the balanced growth of both radio
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services."2oo Robert Laine of Q-94/t290 FOX in Winnipeg

agrees that FM regulations like foreground have helped keep the

AM band healthy and also believes that the regufatíons have in

fact contributed to the diversity of the Canadian broadcasting

system. Laine comments on the implications for the Winnipeg

radio market if foreground regulations were not in place; "I

suggest to you that the top two stations would be FM. And it

would have happened a while ago and AM stations like CFRW or CKY

would be in serious trouble because a majority of their air time

is devoted to the playing of music.rr2 o I And even M j-lt

Hamerlink of the ontario Ministry of Transportation and

Communications is willing to acknowl-edge that; .. "The FM

regulations as they have been put in place have provided

somewhat of a softer l-anding, if you like - an easier transition

period for AM than would be the case without them,"2oz So

in summation, it can be said that one of the ancillary benefits

of FM regulations like foreground is that they have helped to

keep AM as a financially viabl-e entity as FM operators may have

increased their revenues even more than they already have had

they noL had to allocate funds to fulfill foreground

requirements. In fact, Hudson Hanisch of the University of

Toronto comments "That's where FM operators go bananas, its

foregone earnings that they could have had if they did not have

to adhere to regulations like foreground and if they'd been

allowed to use FM as a great big jukebox.."20e Indeedr in

the United. States, unlike Canada, FM is used as a "Eireatr big
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jukebox. " FM stations in the United States play wall to wall-

music with very little spoken word or public affairs

programming.

In fact, according to Harvey Glatt of CHEZ-FM Ottawa; "If

you go from market to market in the United States ' you hear the

same type of FM stations from market to market, they're almost

interchangeable, they don't say much, they avoid news and if

somebody wants news, they must switch to another

stati6¡.rr204 Therefore in the United States, because of the

fact that the FM band is used predominantly for music it is on

the AM band where most spoken word programming can be found.

And hence, in the United States, AM is the talk nediun while FM

is the nusic medíum but whereas the difference between AM and FM

in the U.S., can be characterized simply by music and talk, the

differentiation between AM and FM in Canada is more complex.

UnIike the U.S. where AM is primarily a talk medium, in

Canada there are stil-l many AM broadcasters who predominantly

feature music as part of their programming schedufes and who are

rel-ativeJ-y successf ul- . Stations like CKNW ' CFUN and CKLG

Vancouver (in 1984, CKNW was Vancouver's ratings leader) CFRN

and CHED Edmonton, KY-58 or CKRC Winnipeg (In 1986 KY-58 was the

ratings l-eader Winnipee) CHAM Hamilton, CFGO or CFRA Ottawa and

CHUM-AM or CFTR Toronto ( In 1986, CFTR was the ratings leader in

Toronto fol-l-owed by CHUM-AM). fn addition to these relativeJ.y
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successful- music oriented AM stations there are also successful

information oriented stations like CFRB Toronto, CJAD Montreal-

or CJOB Winnipeg. And, according to PauI Ski of CFUN Vancouver;

"Based on the current rules, AM radio in Canada continues on a

stable course, by adapting, researching and servicing a varíety

of programming niches; nostalgia formats such as "The Music of

Your Life", " oldies - based AduIt Contemporary, full-time gold

music formats, Top 40 and information personality

hybrids.r'205 And thus, AM radio in Canada is much different

from AM radio in the United States.

Another difference between Canadian and American radio, is

that in Canada, unlike the U.S., AM and FM stations can be

distinguished partialJ-y by their spoken word programming. This

is an important, distinction because as Peter Shurman, President

of the Radio Division of Standard Broadcasting correctly notes;

"We believe that the spoken word by and large in radio in

general, not only in Canada but in North America and the entire

world is the way. The spoken word is the differentj-ation

between any Lwo stations at this point because music is too

fluid right ¡6¡4.206 And because of regulations Iike

foreground this holds true in Canada much more so than in the

United States.

In fact, unlike the United States, in Canada, one of the

major distinctj-ons between Aù1 and FM radio is that on AM radio
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in general (excluding the CBC) the spoken v,¡ord is for the most

part, unstructured or free form spoken word in a rolling format

and hence can be characterized by open-Iine talk shows, D.J.

banter, contests, advertisements, frequent tirne, weather and

road checks and fast up to the date information which keeps the

l-istener inforned about Ioca1, national or international

developments. And in fact, the strength of AM radio is that it

is fast, flexible and generally very accurate and reliable.

FM radio in Canadar oD the other hand, has a less frantic,

more easygoing and more structured pace than AM does and it can

be characterized by its more informed and better prepared spoken

word programming. Whereas AM is sometimes likely to "chatter"

at the listener, FM is more likely to speak knowledgeably to the

listener with programming that is weII researched and

documented. The programning found on FM generally requires more

attention from its listeners than AM does primarily because of

foreground requirements.

In fact, this is one of the reasons why many foreground

programs are scheduled on Sunday nights. If one listens lo an

FM sLation in a.l-most any given market in Canada on a Sunday

night, one is more than likely to hear foreground programming

principally because this is a- time when listeners are willing or

are able to spend a" Ionger span of tirne listening to the radio.

In general, then FM radio presents more though provoking'
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stimulating and innovative prograrnming that AM radio and it also

generally presents more background information about issues,

peopl-e and places than AM radio does.

For example, if one wants to hear more detailed information

or a more in-depth analysis of certain issues or topics or if

one just wants to be presented with more information about one's

favourite group or artist, then one need only listen to FM radio

as Real Therrien, Vice-Chairman of the CRTC explains:

If you listen to AM and you hear a. singer,
you don't know whots singing, and what the
artist has done the song comes out of the
blue, its popularr its sung by so and so - you
don't get any background information about the
artist.

When we speak about sports r wÊ know where
the guy comes from and how many touchdowns or
goal-s he has the same thing should happen to
the artist, foreground programming helps to
Sive exposure that artists and performers do
not receive on AM radi6. 2 o ?

In fact, many programs produced to fuIfiIl foreground

programming requirements have provided information about

artists, performers and personalities, information which is

genera-I ly not heard on AM radio.

For example, CFMO Ottawa, features a program call-ed Insight

which consists of in-depth backgrounding and interviews with

various personalities.20s Q-94 in Winnipeg features a

similar program in its schedule cafled in Winnipeg and many

other stations across Canada feature sirnilar such programmi-ng.
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In addition, many stations across Canada feature "Musictorials"

or "Star-sets" which focus on one group, artist or even musical

genre.

For instance, CISN-FM Edmonton, has achieved success with

such programs not only in Edmonton but across I¡Jestern Canada as

many of its "nusictorials" have received exposure through the

facilities of Broadcast News and have been picked up for airplay

on other radio stations in areas such as Red Deerr Calgary and

Saskatoon. 2 0 g And according to Bruce Weaver, Program

Director of CJYC-FM in St. John's Newfoundland, his station has

received favourable responses to their fifteen minute foreground

feature called "Mini-concerts" which are a fifteen minute block

featuring a running theme or à single artist and Weaver also

notes that; "Through our BBM responses more and more people are

saying that one of the things that they enjoy about CJYC-FM are

the mini-concerts throughout the day. zro Other foreground

programs have helped give exposure to Canadian artists and to

the Canadian music scene in general. This is duly noted by

Douglas Rawl-inson of Rawlco Communications of Calgary;

"Foreground is especially good for featuring Canadian artists

and for promoting new artists. rr 2 I I And there is evidence to

support such a cÌaim.

For example, CING-FM Burlington has run hour l-ong

interviews with Lucille Star, PrisciIla Wright' Little Caesar
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and the Consols, Bobby Curtola, Burton Cummings, The BelIs and

others. In addition, the station has traced the history of

Canadian music and Canadian record companies. 2 I 2 An CJAX

Edmonton broadcast e program from one of the biggest country

cfubs in Edmonton called "live from Cook Country. " This program

usually features Canadian country entertainers and provides then

with valuable exposure. 2 I 3 Many other FM stations across

the country feature similar live simulcast programs or

tape-delayed programs (like CKRA Edmonton's Take One Program or

97 KIS-FM trJinnipeg's "Live at Night Moves". ) fn addition to

these kinds of programs, many FM stations produce highly

successful public affairs or maglazine proglrams to fulfill their

f oreElround commi tments .

Such stations include 92 CITI FM Winnipeg which produces

"CITI Life" mag;azine and CJAY-FM Edmonton whích produces the

highly rated public af fairs program "Stereotypes ,t'2Lq And

once again, CISN-FM Edmonton has achieved success with it public

affairs program called "Inside Story". fn fact, the station has

received excellent ratings for the program and has received

commendation for the proÉiram from such groups as the City of

Edmonton Fire Department, the City of Edmonton Police

Department, the Unitarian Service CommiLtee and various other

groups. 2 I s And finalfy, according to Peter Flemrning of the

CRTC:
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CHEZ-FM Ottawa features some good in-depth
programs like CHEZ Ottawa aL noon or their
afternoon program at 5 p.m. called- In the
City. Both are quite interesting, well
produced programs which provide the Iistener
with in-depth inforrnation. And there are lots
of other examples of that. Most major markets
have at noon hour or at one PM an hour l-ong
news program which are usually very
interesting. z r e

Of course, besides these kinds of proglrams, there are many other

programs which are produced to fulfill- foreEround requirements.

For example, there are innovative programs Like CING-FM's

Second Time Around in which two versions of the same song would

be played back to back and then the two versions would be

compared (for example Gl-en l"liÌler's version of Blueberry Hill-

and Fats Domino's version of that same song),2L1 And CKRA

Ed.monton has experienced success with an innovative daily two

hour program called Peop1e's Choice which takes approximately

three to four hours to prepare and which has received excellent

ratings. 2 I I

People t s Choice asks listeners to call the station and

suggest a theme. The station then picks out music that is

compatible with its format and that listeners have picked out

and try to develop themes out of it.2le For example, the

theme night be the Casby Music Awards and the program would then

focus on some of the musicians who played at the Casbys and

would then possibty also examine Lhe state of the Canadian
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alternative music scene.

In addition, besides these innovative kinds of foreground

programs, other foreground programs that have been produced by

Canadian FM stations include comedy programs like "The Comedy

Bowl: which is featured on CKRA Ed.monton and which is pure

spoken word comedyz2o or "The Comedy Show" which is featured

on CJAY-FM Edmonton. Other stations have experienced success by

running old radio programs from the "Golden Age of Radio" ( such

programs do qualify as foreground) to fulfill their foreground

programming requirements. To this effect, l{arren Cosford,

Special Projects Director the the CHUM group notes that:

In 7976, when I was programming CHUM-FM, I
was looking for some old radio dramas on
Sunday nights - "The Shadow" and shows like
that - and they turned out to be a terrific
success and we drew many new listeners from
all age groups and Theater of the Mind became
one of our highest rated time slots. 2 2 r

And today, many other stations across the country have realized

success in this manner.

And, finally, as was noted earlier in this chapter, many

stations schedule syndicated foreground programs in their

line-ups. Programs like: Opry North, Discomentary, The Rock

Journal Rock Talk, Sunday Sunday, Off the Record, BiB Country,

Countrymentary and Country Music, the Human Experience.

Therefore, in Iight of these and the previously cited examples,

Pel-er Fl-emming of the CRTC would appear to be correct in his
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observaLion that: . . "On balance t.here's enough good programming

that came about as a resul-t of foreground regulations that

probably woul-dn'L have occurred otherwi--¿.1'222 And it must

be reiterated that many of the foreground programs previously

mentioned have also achieved high ratings and in fact, some

Station Managers note that it is precisely because of foreground

that listeners are tuning in to their stations as Vince

Dernaggf io, General Manager of Edmonton sLation CJAY-FM points

out: "CJAY-FM with the highesL foregiround commitment and mosaic

commi bments in Canada has devefoped a large and loyal audience

arrd it was our foreground programs, programs such as

"SLereotypes" that aLtracted our largest audiences .tt 2z3

There is also some further evidence to suggest that many radio

Iisteners are attracted to FM radio because of the programming

and pace of FM, especially when compared with AM radio.

For example, ârì ancillary finding of a. recent study of 500

Winnipeg radio fisteners conduct,ed by Angus Reid and Associates

( for Rawlco Communications of Calgary to determine the

f easibili t,y of establishing another FM radio s Lation in Lhe Ci ty

of Winnipeg ) revealed that a large percentage of respondents

felt thaL the music and programming found on FIl is superior to

the music and programming found on AM radio,224

In facL, according Lo one respondent: "AM is too

commercial-ized. You only get one song and then you get a whofe
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bunch of t,alking and commercials and then a half an hour later

you get another song.ttz25 And according to another

respondent:

I'm an FM listener basically or I listen to
my own country music. I don't listen to AM at
all.

I think there are less commercials on FM.
FM definitely has much more quality music and
FM stations have a lot more information about
the entertainers that they are playing. z a e

In addition, Angus Reid hinself observes that in the last ten

years the audience for FM in Winnipeg has tripled because:

.."4s baby boomers âÉêr they're taking a preference for FM radio

with them,"227 So, there is in fact evidence to suggest

that the programming on FM and particularly foreground has been

at least partially responsible for the gradual shift of AM

listeners to FM, at least in the Winnipeg market. There is also

evidence that foreglround programs have attracted audiences,

especially quality foreground programs, but as it was previousì-y

pointed out in the course of this chapter, part of the problem

is that not enough good quality foreground programming has been

produced partially because of the time and resources that

broadcasters must expend to produce good quality foreÉround

programming.

fn fact, one can draw a parallel with the problems faced by

private television broadcasters in producing quality Canadian

programming and the problems FM broadcaster face in attempting

to produce quality foreground.
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Television broadcasters (particularly private broadcasters)

complain that producing quality Canadian content takes up too

much of their tirne and resources. Many private FM broadcasters

voice the same complaints about foreground programming. But, in

the case of television, it has been proven that when quality

Canadian programmíng is produced, Canadians will watch such

programs (i.e., programs like Charlie Grant's trrlar, Seeing

Things, Anne of Green Gables, Tramp at the Door etc.). The same

principle holds true for foreground programming - when quality

foreground programming is produced ( í. e. , prograrnming that

ful-fills the spirit and the letter of the law) then people will

Iisten to it. such an observation is made by a representative

of CKIK-FM CalÊary: "Quality foreground programs will always

attract listeners, as will quality radio overal-I."228 Peter

Flemming of the CRTC agrees with such an observation and also

notes that:

We've looked at some BBM numbers, we haven't
done a rigorous study, but we've taken a
number of stations and followed the BBMS and
charted the audiences and the share and then
marked in where foreground is - it really
depends on the program. If you have a Beatles
special on you're going to get a good audience
if you've got an underpaid jock who is talking
about his personal preferences, you're going
to turn off a lot of people. If you have à
good pubJ-ic affairs magazine program, you're
going to lose some of your audience that is
there for the music but you're going to gain
other audiences that comes for that public
affairs Program.22e

Harvey Glatt of CHEZ-FM Ottawa illustraLes Flemming's point when

he notes that:
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We have a program at rìoon, that runs for an
hour - its strictl-y a ma$a.zírte type progr-am
and our ratings don't suffer because of it
maybe some people who are i-n a music mood at
thaL par'ticula¡.. time will switch to another
station but a lot of other people tune in to
our station because its really a good quality
magazíne type proÉram. 2 3 o

And accordirrg to Danrry Kingsbury, Program Director of 92 CITI-Fl'l

Winnipeg commenting on his station's major foreground

undertaking a public af fairs pr-ogran¡ called CITI-LIFE nraÈ;az j-ne:

I catì go to the newsroon and spaì-e 3 staff
members plus a producer to work 4 hours a day
on otre l'ralf-hour of programming and it sounds
like Lhey're working 4 trour-s a day otì this or¡e
half-hour of programming or I could get on of
our staff to play 3 Supertramp solrËls, read a
card for 2 n¡inutes and get credit for it - you
get the safte t,hirrg out of it as far as
compJ"ying with the r.egulation - it doesn't
niat'cer' how you do it as long as it f its the
definition of foreground.

You have approximately 25 hours of
foreground to progÌ.am in a week r So you can do
25 hours a week of CITT-LIFE magazirre or 25
hours a week of Supertranrp starsets or
whatever you warrt - it doesrr'L matter how yuu
cornply just as Ìong as you fulf ill Lìrat 25
hours, buL we'd rather spend four hours on one
lialf hour program ber:ause we think its quality
broadcast-ing. z s r

This is the type of attitude that the CRTC woufd like t, see

f rom ALL Fll l-rroadcasters but unforl-ur¡ately, as previously

poirrted ouL, sörre broadcasters woul-d rather' try to find ways Lo

avoid f oregroutrd regul-ations, soìne broadcasLers genuirrely don't

u¡iderstarrd úr have niisiriterpleted the CRTC's def i¡iitioli ol

foreground wllil-e some broadcasters siurply don'L have the

resùulces to produce tlie aÍìuut¡t üf quality of fur-eglourrd

programming thal the CRTC would l-ike to see. And, L_recause of
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this broadcasters adnit that this results in a Ereat deal- of

idle talk or fill-in talk, which is scheduled simply to futfill

the CRTC's foreground requirements but which has no significant

value ( i.e. programming which fulfilÌs the letter and not the

spirit of the l-aw) .

In fact, according to the Ontario Ministry of

Transportation and Communications (OTMC) broadcasters believe

that it is the idle talk which causes listener dissatisfaction,

creates boredom, reduces the quality of FFl programmingi and

increases costs. 2 3 2 And once again, according to the OMTC 
'

broadcasters feel that FM radio would be more attractive to

listeners if they r.rere able to substantially reduce the amount

of airplay that is devoted to idle talk and broadcast only

meaningful- taIk, news and informatisn.233 But, regulations

like foreground are in fact meant to stimulate the production of

programs which feature "meaningful ta1k" and not iust "idle

chatter. "

And in fact, because of foreground program requirements,

there has been an increase in the amount of programs which

feature "meaningful tal-k" - in other words, Lhere has been an

increase in the amount of quality programming on FM radio

because of foreground regulations and this programming in turn

helps to distinguish the AM from the FM band. This is

especially apparent when one compares Canadian radio with U.S.
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radio as Robert Laine notes; " There is a lot of excellent

tal-ent in the United States, but as far as programming is

concerned, they can't hold a candle to what goes on in this

country. Far more innovative and interesting programming is

happening in Canada than anywhere else in the world.¡'234

And according to Gord Rar¡Iinson, President of Rawlco

Communications; "Radio in Canada is unquestionably superior to

radio in the United States. In Canadar w€ have diversity and

balance by having AM and FM sound different.'r235 And, one

of the major distinctions between American and Canadian radio

and between AM and Flvl radio in Canada itself is the existence of

foreground regulations.

In fact, it can be argued that because of foreground

regulations, FM radio in Canada has in effect evolved (or is in

the process of evolving) into "research radio" - radio that

emphasj-zes programming which has form and structure and which is

thoroughly prepared and documented. "Research radio" is indeed

foreground radio, radio which requires or demands a greater

degree of concentration and attention from the listener and

radio which is more in-depth and analytical than its AM

counterpart. Even Pierre Nadeau of the CAB is wilting to

concede as much; "One of the byproducts of Lhe FM policy is that

it helped develop a kind of radio that is substantially

different. We do have a more in-depth type of radio on

FM. rr 2 36 But Nadeau is not certain that this is such a
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positive development:

The regulations (foreground) really forced
surveillance stuff onto the AM band and the
entertainment aspect and high brow things on
FM. In a certain wâyr we're unconsciously
saying to the people that FM is high class
radio. The CRTC has done that and that
perception has been reinforced by the quality
of the sound on FM as compared to AM - I'm not
totally sure that its a good thing but we t re
Iocked into it. 2 3 ?

The CRTC counters such allegations by noting that there is

nothing elitist or "high brow" about public affairs programs or

music ma.Êazines. The Commission also notes that there is

nothi-ng elitist about trying to cater to minority tastes that

aren't being served on the radio, Peter Flemning of the CRTC

explains :

There's a significant minority that
don t t get served so what we wanted to see was
that those people who wanted a little bit more
would have the opportunity some time during
the programming week.

Don't forget, it wasn't 50 per cent or 100
per cent of the programming day, it was only
20 per cent (and now its even lower than that
and the argument that comes back from
broadcasters is that the CBC does that but the
CBC only does certain t.hings, for instance, if
you're a rock fan and you want to know a
Iittle more about what's going on in rock
music or what the transition is from bfues to
rock - you're going Lo hear largely classical
music and jazz and l-argely information
programming as you only have a certain amount
of local time. So, what f'm trying to say is
that f don't think that its elitist to ask
people to do their besL and I don't think its
elitist to say that there are significant
minorities who aren t t being served on
radio. 2 3 I
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But, whatever the case may be (its basicalLy a very subjective

judgement whether one believes foreground regulations are high

brow or not) what is certain is that slnce the implementation of

foreground regulations, the quality of FM radio programming has

improved and compared with FM radio in the United States,

Canadian FM is more diverse, more imformative, more stimulating

and more entertaining. Even Pierre Nadeau agrees that FM radio

in Canada is better than U.S. FM radio; "There is no question

that we have a better radio.using the FM criteria.rr2 3e And

part of the reason for this difference is the existence of

foreground regulations. But, besides spurring the development

of innovative, entertaining and quality programming, foreground.

regulations have helped contribute to the diversity of Canadian

broadcasting - they have helped to create a broadcasting system

that is "varied and comprehensive" by helping to differentiate

the AM and the FM band. But, it rnust be noted that this is not

the only means through which the CRTC has attempted to achieve

diversity in Canadian radio.

In fact, in order to attenpt to achieve diversity in

Canadian radio, besides initiating foreground regufations to

differentiate the AM and the FM band, the CRTC has restricted

entry into the FM market in Canada,z40 has initiated hit to

non-hit and maximum repeat factor regulations,24r has

lirnited the amount of advertising on FMz4z and has regulated

music formats on FM.243 Through these measures, the CRTC
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has attempted to create a. radio broadcasting system that is

"varied and comprehensive" by in effect, "regulating diversity."

The CRTC's approach can be contrasted with the approach

used by the Àmerican broadcast regulator, the Federal-

Communications Comnission which feels that diversity can be

attained through the marketplace - that one can bring about a

radio broadcasting system that is "varied and comprehensive" by

licensing a plethora of stations, as the FCC has done on the FM

band. The Americans believe that the more you divide the

spectrum, the more choice you will get. There are some

observers in Canada who argue that the CRTC's "regulated

diversity" approach should be replaced with the American

"marketpl-ace approach. "

fn fact, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and

Communications recommends that; "The regulated diversity

approach inherent in the FM policy and regulations be abandoned

in favour of a fl-exible approach to achieve diversity based on

market demands.rr244 The OMTC found that 66 per cent of 100

senior FM broadcasting executives that were interviewed in their

survey pref erred to operate in a deregulated envi¡e¡¡¡s¡¡t . 2 4 5

Concerníng its regulated diversity approach, the CRTC in

its 1975 FM policy outl-ines why it opted for such an approach

compared to the "free-market" approach adopted by the FCC:
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The free market model woul-d have the future
of FM programming shaped by the forces of the
rnarket place. In theory, given enouglh
frequencies and a sufficiently large
population base, there will be entrepreneurs
willing to serve even minorities. Regrettably
there are few places with both enough
frequencies and enough population for this to
happen. For it takes quite a nurnber of
stations for even a reasonable range of
diversity to occur, due to a clustering effect
around the most profitable formats.

Those North American centres that can be
said to have "enough service for everyone" are
New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Los
AnÉeles In each of these markets r more than
50 signals are available (and in fact
required) to force the rnarket to develop
minority services. Nowhere in Canada's
l-argest cities are 50 signals availabler ño
major Canadian market wiII "naturalJ-y" get a
ful-] varied and comprehensive service.

In short, one needs an extraordinary amount
of competition before one gets a truly
diversified service.

There is the other phenomenon that
competition especially in small markets, tends
to reduce diversit,y. Where a single station
could afford a certain amount of "tune-out"
for minority programming, the addition of a
competitor not only causes both to compete
with similar programming for the largest share
of the market, but causes the elimination of
minority programs for fear of "tune-out."

So, in summation it can be said that the
free market model was rejected because;

1. There was an insufficient number of
frequencies generalJ-y available' nor the
population to support them.
2, The addition of ner^/ stations in the
period from 1960-7973 had not generally,
naturally and of itself increased the amount
of relevant choice to the public.
3. With increasing audience 1evels, FM
sLations had become less distinct from AM
and were dupì-icating AM content and formats,
or else reducing their programming activity
more and more to a background music
function. 2 4 6

Thus the CRTC feels that the "regul-ated diversity" approach that
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it has adopted is more appropriate for Canada (given the

circumstances prevailing in this country

markets in Canada) than the "free-market" approach of the

Americans.

Concerning the CRTC's policy of differentiating the AM and

the FM bands r Jim Robson of the CRTC notes:

The whole point of the FM policy is that
there be a distinctive radio service that is
in many respects unlike AM. If al1 of a
sudden you take the wraps off all- of the FM
regulations, then you would just have a
complete rnishmash of radio stations, with the
labels being dropped. And f suggest that this
would create a very different environment than
is presently the case. The whole purpose of
the FM policy was to make it distinctively
different within the market. 2 4 ?

So therefore the CRTC feels that differentÍating AM and FM

through means like foreground, helps to provide a "varied and

comprehensive service. "

Concerning deregul-ation, once again, Jim Robson of the CRTC

notes:

Now caLling for deregulation is a
relatively easy thing to do. f wonder if we
were to dereguJ-ate completely, all the rules
off and all the proLection is gone, how long
it would be before the broadcasting fraternity
would come back to the Commission or some
other body and say "well you know we wanted
some relief, but this is ridiculous because so
and so has completeJ-y stolen my market and I
need some help. z e a

fn fact, to illustrate Robsonts point, one need only cite the
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fact that in the previously cited survey that was conducted for

the OMTC in which 66 per cent of broadcasters interviewed

indicated that they favoured deregulation, 47 per cent of those

same broadcasters indj-cated that they also felt that the

regulation Iimiting the number of stations permitted in each

market has had a positive effect on their abitity to compete and

helps to create diversity 24e So, it appears that in

reality Canadian FM broadcasters have a schizophrenic attitude

when it come to the issue of deregulation.

It must be noted though, that the CAB, the organizaLíon

that represents a majority of broadcasters, like the OMTC, also

rejects the CRTC's "regulated diversity" approach. In addition,

the CAB opposes the CRTC's interpretation as to what constitutes

a varied and comprehensive system and the means by which the

CRTC has attempted to achieve its version of diversity. Pierre

Nadeau of the CAB exPlains:

The Act states the broadcasting system
shoul-d be varied and comprehensive, they said
in the policy that radio should be vari-ed and
comprehensive, they said FPl, not radio and not
the system should be varied and comprehensive,
they said that in the policy, so already
they've stretched it to à second step and then
they've added that it nust be varied and
comprehensive in El eneral and in rel-ation to
one another. Now you're getting pretty far
away from the idea that the svslem should be
varied and comprehensive.

They also state that the Private FM

stations in each market should be varied and
comprehensive. Then they're saying that
programming on each station should be varied
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and comprehensive. You know hoç¡ they
inplement this By syndicated material, by
specific music requirements and by having
quotas for spoken word.

Then, they stretch it even further and say
that music and spoken word should be varied
and comprehensive, not just the progranming,
but the music and spoken word . . , In t,he f inal
analysis, they're a long way from their
statutorY requirement. 2 5 o

Nadeau further explains that this ínterpretation of "varied and

comprehensive" by the CRTC led to the formulation of

foreground; "Foreground is within the CRTCts mandate because of

the vague reference in the Broadcasting Act, to "varied and

comprehensive" but if you basically read the act, you would

never think that this is what was meant - its a long way fron

"varied and comprehensive" to foreground*.?6r Nadeau goes

on to also explain that he feels that foreground regulations

have contributed to a "varied and comprehensive" radio

broadcasting system by helping to distinguish the AM and FM

bands but he a.l-so notes that; "The only thing I disagree with

is the fact that the CRTC has said that the on.l-y way to

contribute to diversity is this way and all other ways are

excluded."25? So Nadeau and the CAB do not necessaril-y

disagree with the objective of trying to aehieve a "varied and

comprehensive" broadcasting system they just oppose the

"regulated diversity" approach that is favoured by the CRTC. It

is a-Iso interesting to note that in regards to deregulation,

Nadeau himself admits that the long term profitability of

Canadian radio broadcasting depends more on the Canadian economy
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than on deregulatis¡. ?53 But, despite the contentions of

Pierre Nadeau and the OMTC, there are many who support the

CRTC's "regulated dlversity" approach especially in comparison

with the "marketplace approach" employed by the Americans in an

aLternpt to achieve diversity in radio.

For example, Harvey Glatt of CHEZ-FM Ottawa notes that:

If you get into a large market like New
York or Chicagor you will find a great variety
of stations but we in Canada don't have
markets of that size and not as many stations
per market either. What ftve seen happen is
that the advertisers are mostly interested in
audiences 25 to 44 and as a result,
everybody's starting to play all the same
records and aII the same hits.

Sometimes in order for all the diverse
elements in a community to be served, you may
need regulations to do that. One of the
mandates of The Broadcasbing Act is to provide
diversity in the marketplace - if you just let
the market decide, a lot of people will
gravitate to the same point. ese

Hudson Janisch, a Law Professor at the University of Toronto who

has written extensively about the CRTC agrees with GIatt and

notes that:

One of the American arguments is that the
more you divide the spectrum, the more choice
you will Eet, that the more you divide the
spectrum increased choices become available
but Robert Babe notes that before you can have
a significant departure from a common
broadcasting targetted audience you have to
have something like 27 stations in any
particular market. fn oLher words, the
American idea of saying " l-et a thousand
fl-owers blossom" will not lead to variety and
diversity, it will only lead to more of the
same because broadcasters will not risk
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seeking separate ånd distinct audiences until
the market is absolutely saturated - in other
words, each new broadcaster wiIl try to steal
à little bit of the general audience and won't
in fact target specific audiences so that
therefore more doesn't necessarily mean more
varied, more just means more of the same.
Thatts the fundamental difference between our
belief and the American belief, that's why we
justify for example, not putting a huge number
of stations in each market because we wouìd
say what's the point of dividing the spectrum
even more narrowly to provide more statíons if
in fact a1l that happens is that those
sLations keep competing for a narrol^¡er and
narrower space on the spectrum. So the ¡naior
difference is that a Canadian policy maker
would say that more just means more of the
same while an American policy maker would say
that I believe that comprehensiveness and
diversity wiIl be attained through the
marketplace. 2 s 5

And the authors of the recently publ-ished Task Force on

Broadcasting also reject following the American example of

marketplace diversity :

To hold a radio licence in Canada is to
hotd a public trust. In return for the
privilege of holding a licence, private
broadcasters can be appropriately required by
public policy to contribute - as integral
parts of the systen to providing balance and
diversity to the listening audience. The
American experience tends lo demonstrate that
none of Lhese objectives would be achieved if
market forces were permitted free play. We

reject for Canadian private radio the ro.l-e of
private radio in the United States as Iittle
more than a marketing tool to sell l-arge
blocks of consumers to advertisers.2s6

In atldition, they also believe that the CRTC's policy of

distinguishing AM and FM should be continued: "We are satisfied

that regufation should continue to ensure the programming

distinction between AM and FM which Iimits direct competition
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beLween the two services. To abolish such a distinction would

mean a revol-ution in the present broadcastingi structure, the

consequences of which the Task Force,cannot foresee,"257

So, the authors of the Task Force support the CRTCts "regulated

diversity" approach as compared to the "marketpl-ace approach"

employed by the Americans and aL this point, it must be noted

that there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that American

attempts to achieve diversity through the rnarketplace have even

succeeded. In fact, there is some evidence to the contrary.

According t,o H. C. Jassem, R. J. Desmond and Theodore

Glasser:

WhiIe radio is America's most abundant
medium it.s content is characterized more by
sameness than by diversity. The regulatory
sysLem has been unsuccessful in creating
incentives to foster radio activity, so
sLations find it more profitable to duplicate
mass appeal programming than appeal to
minority l¿slss.258

And in a separate study, Theodore Glasser himself found that

format duplication among the most profitable radio stations in

the larger markets in the United States is often as high as 40

per cenL. Glasser also found that in some markets, there are

more duplicaLed formats than there are distincLive formats.

"FormaL diversiLy exisLs, notes GIasser, but only to the extent

that consumer preferences cluster into l-arge and profitable

audiences. 'r 2 5 s Glasser al-so astubely notes that:

Theoretically, the markeLplace for radio is
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structuraì-ty irnperf ecL f rom a l-isLenert s
perspec.ti-ve in Lhree ways. First, since
cour¡nercial ¡'adio is supported entirely through
advertisj-ng, broadcasters tend to be more
responsive bo advertisers bhan l-o l-isLeners.
fnevitabÌy, broadcasters are concerned more
with adverLiser welfare bhan .l-isLener welfare
because the advertiser, not the l-isLener is
bhe consumer. Since a broadcaster's goal is
to provide the most aLtractive producL
(audience) to the consumer (the advertiser)
radio programming is more likely to reflecl
Lhe adverLiser's inLeres bs in a parbicuÌar
kind c:f prograrnming. Al-though advertiser ¿rnd
lis bener interesl-s mày ab Limes converge and
perhaps even overlap considerably, to the
exLenb that atlvertiser saLisfaction and
listener saLisfaction do not actually
coincide, the markebplace for radio can be
said to be sLructurally deficis¡1..260

Such à conLention is graphically illustrabed by the currenL

movement or gravitation by many broadcasters to formats designed

to aLLracb Lhose who are seen bo have Lhe most disposabJ-e income

- Young Urban Professionals - and thus this helps to explain the

soft-rock, golden-oldie formats currently in voÉtue.26r

But perhaps Duff Roman of CHUM-FM Ltd. and CHUM FM Toronto

is correct in his assessment of the Toronto markeL: "This

markeL is so l-arge thab you can find a niche of your own...

"we've ofLen made the case thaL in a large market, Lhe diversiLy

cornes from the rnarkeL and bhab staLions should

specialiss.t'262 In Lhe Canadian context though this wouÌd

onÌy be applicable Lo cities like Toronlo or lçlontreal- and even

in Lhose ci Lies i L is no l- a certain by [hat Lhe "marketp]-ace

approach" would provide diversity and therefore applying the

American approach in Canada would have quest-ionable resulLs.
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rnterestingly enough though, as Hudson Janisch correctly points

out: "The ironic thing is that if you asked an American poricy

maker, he'd say that r agree with everything in section 3 of the

Broadcasting Act, its just that he would suggest that you get

there by the free market rather than through regurations - so

its a question of means and objectives. r' a 6 I Janisch is algo

of the opinion that because of the "regurated diversity"

approach and because of regulations like foreground that "rad.io

in Canada is infinitely better than radio in the U.S."864

Top executives from Canadats largest broadcasting organizations

agree with Janisch t s assertions that Canadian radi.o is better
than American radio. rn fact, Fred sherat, vice-president of
CHUM Ltd., one of the largest private radio broadcasting

organizations in North America, echoes the sentiments of many of
his colleaEluesl6s when he notes that.. "CHUM Ltd., berieves

that the canadian system of radio broadcasting is superior to

the highly centralized and state-controlled systems of Europe

and the vírtually unregulated radio industry found in the United

states . rr e 6 6 And Robert whyte, a Vancouver nedia consurtant

who founded KrK radio in calgary explains why he belíeves that

the canadian radio broadcasting service is superior to the

American system of radio broadcasting: "I¡tre produce some of the

best broadcasters in the world because we have to deal with

regul-ations. Top canadian broadcasters are able to nake the

regulations work for then and are creative enough to do

something within the constraints.ttz6T And one of the
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constraints that canadian broadca.sters have to deal s.¡ith is
foreground but is precisely because of regulations like
foreground that canadian radio is inherently different from

American radio.

rn fact, canadian radio is diverse especiarly when one

compares it with u.s. radio which can be characterized by

sinilar formats and programs and "raunch" or "shock radio."
Because of foreground regurations on canadian rad.io, AM and FM

radio can be more readiJ-y distinguished because the proElramming

on FM radio, unlike the united states, is more thought-provoking

and in-depth and does provide the listener with a distinctive
alternative to AM. so in effect, it can be said. that foreground
regulations have contributed to the diversity of the Canadian

broad.casting system in that they have helped to differentiate

the AM and the FM bands and have thus in combination with some

of the CRTC's other FM regulations, helped to establish a rad.io

broadcasting system that is truly "varied and comprehensive, "

And, according to the agency which was responsibl-e for the

creation of foreground programminEl requirements:

Many licensees have responded to these
requírements (foreground) by providing high
quality programs featuring Canadian musical,
journalistic and other artistic talent. Such
programs include public affairs and arts
magazine programs, original humour, discussion
of community issues, locaI sports commentary,
drama, documentaries and programs on Canadian
heritage and wel-I-researched examinations of
all genres of music. A number of broadcasters
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have purchased syndicated programs featuring
the highest quality Canadian creative and
artistic resources. These kinds of progirams
exhibit the research and preparation for which
bhe PoIicY caÌ1s. ? 6I

But bhe Commission also noLes that:

And in

itself,

The Commission realizes that such programs
are expensive to produce as they require bhe
extensive use of hurnan and other resources.
For this reason, some licensees have produced
programs that meet the letter rather than the
spirit of the regul-abion with foreground
format programs featuring several songs by an
artist with only a brief biography or comment,
or poorly researched musical programs. In
addition, some licensees have indicated that
the¡r have had to rely on the repetition of
foreground format programs in order Lo meet
their commitments.

The Commission is concerned that some of
its FM licensees do not have the financial or
human resources to meet its requirements. The
result is poor foreground programs that do not
fulfill the goal-s of The Broadcasting Act and
the FM PoI icY. e o e

addition to the problems outl-ined by Lhe Commission

as previousJ-y outlined in the course of t.his chapter,

foreground including amongthere are many other probì-ems with

other things, compliance probJ-ems

One of the major obstacl-es that broadcasLers must face in

aLLempbing Lo comply with foreground requiremenLs (besides the

problem of insufficient resources ) is the complexity and

inf lexibilit,y of the reBulat.ions themselves. The inf lexible

nature of the regulations often times leads to compliance

problems.
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So, in order to atteurpt, to sol-ve these and some of bhe

other problems already outl-ined in the course of this chapter

(like the problems bhat easy listening sLaLions have in trying

to cornply with foreground, French-language foreground problems

etc.) that are associated with foreground, the CRTC has

initiated a series of changes to foreground.

First of all, on December 2,1980, Lhe CRTC announced its

intention to examine certain aspects of its radio broadcasLing

regulations. This re-examination of some of the commissionts

policies was known as the "Revj-ew of Radio." The CRTC solicited

public comment on matbers specifically related to FM and in

response' received 723 written submissions from representatives

of bhe broadcasting and associated industries and from

interested individuals and oreiani zatí6¡s. ? ? 0 And,

subsequenLly, a public hearing was hel-d in HuIl, Quebec, March

16 to March 20, 7982,271

After reviewing the FM radio environment, in i984, the CRTC

reaffirmed that foreground format regulaLions are an essential

element in ensuring a diverse FM programming service .tt 27 z

But, in order to permit bhe incfusion of well-prepared public

affairs magazine programs as foreground format, the Commission

amended the foreground format to include public affairs magazine

programs of at least 30 minutes duration which are nol

thematically l-inked and which are 60 per cent enríched to
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qualify as foreground. In effect, the CRTC relaxed the thematic

requirement to allow for well*researched public affairs programs

to qualify as foreground as prior to this revision, only public

affairs progirams that were thematically Iinked qualified as

foreground.. Peter Flemming of the CRTC explains why bhe change

was made: "We changed the regulation to allow certain kinds of

magazine pro€trams to quaì-ify as foreground because they

certainly were within the spirit of what r.¡e wanted to do but not

the letter, so we changed bhe letter,t'27 s And besides this

change, another result of the "Review of Radio" was thab the

CRTC al-so decided to amend the foreground format to permit the

inclusion of l-ive and tape-delayed station produced broadcasts

of musical concerts, as wel-Ì as concerts of Canadian artists,

produced prirnarily for broadcast use, to qualify as foreground

(programs of "in-concert" records or simulated concerts of Iive

cuts from records do not qualify under this criteria).

According to the Commission: "This amendment is in keeping with

the FM policy's encouragemenb of bhe creation of maLerial- thab

differs from commercially available recorded music particularly

and especially local artisls.rr2 ? 4

According to Duff Roman of CHUM-FM Ltd., some of these

changes were l-ong overdue:

It took us several years to convince Lhose
regulators , f or ins Lance tha t, a l- ive concert
did not require commentary the same way the
BBC opera requires commenLary - if you're
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doing a rock concerL "live from bhe El
Mocambo" thatts all you say and then the
leader of Lhe band makes his commenLs, "that,
r^¡as ]ive from the EI Mocambo." It took us two
years bo make bhab point that there,s no way
to put significant commentary in programs like
bhat and that we shoul_dn't be penalized for
doing s6.2?5

In addition, Roman felt that the "Review of Radio" was a

positive development "in which the regulator discovered. bhat

they could go into the arena with us private market guys and not
get all beat up."2?6 Other broadcasters also feel thal. the

changles instituted as a. result of t,he "Review of Radio" were

positive.

rn fact, steve colwil1, Program Director of CHEZ-FM is of
bhe opinion that bhe CRTC's decision to allow magazine programs

of al- least 30 minutes duration with 60 per cent enrj-chment Lo

qualify as foreground is a positive developurenL:

It is sometimes difficult - in the case of
our "fn the City" program which runs from b to
6 every day - to pin a specific 1-heme on each
individual show. The show hotds togebher
because of the val_ue of each individuat
component t,hat, works over a 45 minuLe or an
hour long period. Yet each item does not
necessarily relate Lo the same specific
theme, We have material_ on entertainment r we
have material on music, arts within the region
and I think that the new regulations more
adequately address the val_ue of this type of a
proE;ram as being qualifiable as a foreground
sþsç. 2 ? ?

And accordinB to Jin Mcl,auÉhl-in, Vice-President of Radio Moffat

CommunicaLions:

Unfortunately under the old regulations,
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when you tried to use the concept of
backgrounding in news r You were stuck with
fifteen minutes per subject and that doesn't
make for a very good fast paced show, so the
commission bhrough the "Review of Radio" has
now all-owed us to do a magazine format where
we can cover a number of current
toPics'zze

And Robert Laine of L29O/q-94 Winnipeg feels that the changes

made by bhe CRTC ürere positive "and have made life a libtle bit

easier for us on FM." In fact, Laine also notes thaL: "The

changes made by the CRTC were substantial, they were a step in

the right direction. They were in fact, a breath of fresh

¿i¡.rt2?9

Other broadcasters were not as positive about the changes

initiated as a result of the "Review of Radio."

For example, according to Pierre Nadeau of the CAB: "In

1983, the CRTC made cosmetic changes in view of outside pressure

from all seElments to relax FM. The changes that were made were

in fact very minor. You must look at them carefully Lo

understand how little change was actual-ly made. After a" very

detaiÌed review of radi-o, the CRTC did not change what t,he

industry had suggested. 'r 2 I o Sandy Davis, former Program

Director of KY-58 Winnipeg agirees with Nadeau's contention that

the "Review of Radio" did not accompJ-ish much: "A lot of it was

a smokescreen, in other words, the people not in the business,

they went through the exercise but when it boiled down to it as
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Lhe FM stations of today, there r.ras

fire,,,281
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were and how t,hey affected

a lot of smoke but no

But in the final analysis, the chanÊies to foreground thal-

were ínitiated as a result of the "Review of Radio" have mad.e it
much easier for broad.casters to furfirr their foreground.

programming conmitments .

The changes initiated by the CRTC as a result of the

"Review of Radio" and the Robson commission, a consultative

committee on FM radio which L/as establ-ished after the "Review of
Radio" (and which was chaired by CRTC commissioner Jim Robson)

h¡ere both an indication of the changing emphasis of the ORTC.

Prior to these revisions, the CRTC had empJ-oyed a "reguratory
approach" but the changes it initiated after the "Review of

Radio" signalled a change of focus for the CRTC.

In fact, aL the time the Commission noted thaL:

The Commission has had the experience of
eighl- years of irnplementation of its poJ_icy
and regulabion to guide it in à review of its
regulatory practices, and it is now sa1-isfied
thab regulatory intervenLion is no l_onger
necessary in cerl-ain ¿¡s¿s. 2I2

And by 1986, in introducing even further changes to its FM

poJ-icy (inci-uding changes to f oreground) the commission s t,aLed

Lhat:
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The Commission is mandated to regulat,e and
supervise the Canadian broadcasting system so
as to implement the goals set out in the
Broadcasting Act. Because of the rapid
changes occurring in the system, the
Commission has decided to place a great,er
enphasis on the supervisory aspect of its
mandate under the Act. ? I 3

And, aceording to Jim Robson of the CRTC:

A new set of ground rules have been brought
about as a result of the Conmissionts "Review
of Radio" hearing three yeara ago and
subsequent to that process¡ the work of the FM
consultative committee which was composed of
industry and Commission representatives.

The net result of both the Radio Review and
the Consultative Committee process is a more
flexible and streamlined FM policy that allows
FM broadcasters more freedom to program to the
changing musical tastes and lifestyles of
Canadians. The new ground rules should also
enable the broadcaster to be more attentive to
the shifting sands of the narketplace because
he wilL be hopefully spending less time on
undue paperwork and other regulatory
complexities.

ï mention this not only in the context of
changes to the FM policy, which in itself is
an important step forward, but of even greater
significance is the fact that the whole
exercise illustrates that the consultat,ive
process works very well.

The Commission under its able Chairman,
.{ndre Bureau, has the interest and the wiII to
work hand in gJ.ove with the indust,ry in a
spirit of mutual respect and cooperation. We
also have the will when necessary to take
whatever measures are required against those
licensees who are not prepared to play the
same rules of the geme as the vast majority of
their peers do. The Cor¡¡nission in changing
its orientation from being the rigid regulator
to employing more of its supervísory powers is
sending I think a very clear message to the
industry, we want to create as favourabl_e an
environment for broadcasters to operate in as
possible, but in return we expect the very
best from our licensees in terms of their
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honouring their commitments of meeting their
conditions of licence and of being in
comPliance. 2 e 4

ReaI Therrien of the CRTC notes that this change in focus

requires that the Commission musL place greaber emphasis on the

consultative process in order to achieve the desired results:

". .Well we do have more communication now because if you wanb Lo

supervise you have to discuss not only with the broadcasters but

with the artist, producers etc., and get more out in the field

to get outside of the hearing process and gather some

ideas.r!285

And the CRTC justifies this increased emphasis on

"supervision" in Lwo ways, both related to the expansion of

broadcasting; increased competition among broadcasters and the

dramabic increase in its own workload. By emphasízínÉ

supervision, rather than regulation, which reduces the CRTC's

workload, Lhe Commission avoids a bureaucratic and inflexible

approach that would, according to CRTC Chairman Andre Bureau,

". .Require hordes of increasingly interfering

inspectors. .2 I 6 By remaining more flexible to deal with the

often abrupt and unforeseen requirements often imposed on

licensees by technological change, the economy and a fickle

public, the Commission in return expects licensees to comply

wilh regulations and conditions of ficence. zs?
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The CRTC's current emphasis on the "supervisory" approach

can also be partially attributed to the present day Chairman of
the CRTC, Andre Bureau who is no fan of red tape and who has

thus attempted to streamline the CRTC,s regulations.

rn fact, one former cRTc cornnissioner has no doubb about

Bureauts power to make his opinions stick. "The CRTCts

decisions are a direct function of the personality of the

chairman," he says. rf he wishes to be strongry centralized in
his decision naking, then he can impose his views.trzsB Al1

reporbs suggest that Bureau has a firm hold on bhe

he1m.r'28e And, besides the influence of its Chairman,

Pierre Nadeau of the cAB is of the berief that the CRTC has

adopted a supervisory approach for the forlowing additional_

reasons:

The CRTC T.{as compelled to revise the
regulabions and adopt a supervisory approach
based on a number of thinels. First, the CRTC
doesn't have the staff necessary to do the
monitoring that it should be doing now.
Secondly, the Caplan-Sauvagfeau committee was
getting itself involved in the CRTC's area.
And finally, the supervisory approach was
adopted because the Minister has Bill C-ZO
which will basically give hirn the power of
telling the CRTC what to do. And therefore,
the CRTC based on these three bhings, decid.ed
that before the world tetls us what to do,
we're goingl to acL - and so they did and they
used their authority to quickly change a
number of things.

In addil-ion, it must be noted that we went
bo Parliament and we told Parl-iarnent that in
case you don'1- know, your Act is being
lmplenented in this way and they almost fel_l
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out of their chairs and we said, we have about
35 checks and bal-ances every day, every hour,
every minute on radio, so that t s how we got
the process rolling. eoo

So, it appears that there were a variety of reasons why the CRTC

has decided to adopt a "supervisory" approach and this approach

is in fact reflected in the CRTC's recent decision to relax its

FM policy and to reduce its foreground programming requirements

al-though as Mike Burnside, Chief Prograrnming Director of Radio

Policy for bhe CRTC's Prairie region notesI "The new FM regs

must be viewed in context with other recent Commission decisions

lj-ke t,he new cable regul-ations, pay-belevision regulations'

etc.rrz e 1 Burnside also notes that these regulations to a

certain extent, "reflect a general trend towards deregulation by

the CRTC,n2ez Hudson Janisch views the new reElulaLions as

"in effect the Canadian version of deregulationrr2e3 while

Andre Bureau describes the new regulations as "part of bhe

Commission's long standing efforts to lighten Lhe regul-atory

burden."2e4 And indeed, the CRTC's recent revision of its

FM poJ-icy does in fact ref lect the Cornmission's ef forts to

"lighten the regulatory burden."

f n September 1986, the CRTC announced that it will af -low FM

operators Lo reduce their foreground programming quotas from 20

to 15 per cent for ioint licensees and from 72 per cent to 9 per

cent for independenb licensees. According Lo PeLer Fl-emming of
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the CRTC. " " In dropping the levels required for foreground what

we're telling stations is to drop the cheaply produced. material
without coming out and saying what it is because maybe someone

can do a superset that's good. But ¡+hat we're basically telling
stations is to drop the poorly produced progra,mso'se6 The

cRTc feers that in reducing the amount of foreEfround that FM

broadcasters must produce that perhaps they can concentrate
their efforts on producing onry high quality foreground ( in
whatever shape or form it takes). rn addition to announcing a

reduction i-n foreground programming levels, the Commission also
announced an incentive scheme whereby any commercial messegeg

contained in three special types of foreground. programs wirr not
be counted in a station's daily commercial linit of 150 minutes

for the purpose of ensuring conpliance with foreground.

requirements. These three foreground format programs &re to be

known as "Canadian feature segments" and. include the following:
a) Programs of journalistic and artistic
expression produced by Canadians using
primarily material from content category 3
enrichment.
b) ProÊlrams produced by Canadians whether
syndicators or licensees and broadcast by
than one station other than the producer.
c) Musical foreground programs devoted.
total-ly to a Canadian artist or a Canadiangroup who have not achieved gold certification
for an album during the five calendar years
preceding the broadcast. ? e 6

Enacting these regulations the Commission noted.:

The Commission is confident that the new
levels established for foreground format
programs will heJ_p to al_Ieviate the current
difficuJ-ty encountered by some FM stations,
particularly in smal_1er markets, in financing

by
more
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the high quality foreground progirams expected
of them.

The new incentive scheme for foreground
format progra.nming embodied in the regulations
should benefit broadcasters as it is designed
to increase the revenue potential of
broadcasters while providingl new sources and
opportunities for the production and
acquisition of high quality fore6round
programming. Canadian audiences will
consequently have access to higher quality
foreground programs. Independent producers
will have additional opportunities to seIl
their programs. New Canadian artists can
expect additional exposure of their works on
radiç.2e7

Whether such will actually be the case remains to be seen in the

future, but the CRTC's reduction of foreground programming

requirements, its new incentive scheme and the earlier revisions
to foreground are evidence of the CRTC's wirlingness to

significantly address the probrems pertaining to foreground.

In fact, according to Pierre Nadeau of the CAB, the new

revisions: .."Have addressed the issues that we've asked for.
rn fact, it Êloes further on some counts. rt does not correct
all of the problems but it does correct a lot of then.rtaes

But, cRTc commissioner, Monique copar does not agree that the

reduction of foreground is a positive step: .."tr{ith regard. to
the reduction in the level of foreground programming, the

Commission has already made considerable adjustnents to its FM

policy enabling licensees to meet their requirement without any

difficurty. A further reduction without any significant

contribution by the industry towards the objectives of the
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Broadcasting Act is unacceptable.r'aee But, the majority of

Commissioners are obviously of the opinion that the reduced

foreground leve1s will result in more quality foregiround

progranrning that will fulf ill the spirit and the l-etter of the

1aw and less foreground programming that is produced merely to

meet the letter of the law.

So, in summation it can be said that the CRTC is cognizanL

of the many probJ-ems pertaining to foreground and has taken

action to rectify these problems. The CRTC has relaxed its

thematic requirement for foreground for certain proÉlrams, has

relaxed its definition of foreground to al1ow for the inclusion

of more programs in the foreground format and has reduced the

quote for foreground. It has also introduced an incentive

scheme which it hopes will result in the production of more

"l-ocal live" programming and programming which features Canadian

performers and personalities. It remains to be seen whether

such initiatives prove to be successful- but the CRTC has

addressed mosL of the major concerns bhab broadcasLers have

about foreground and hopefully, the changes introduced by the

CRTC will resul-t in bhe production of more high quality

programming.

But even though the CRTC has relaxed its definition of

foreground and has reduced its foreground programming

requirements, it is stil-1 committed to the principle of
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foreground as a means of d.ifferentiating the AM and the FM

band' The CRTC still believes that foreground regulatione are
necessary to ensure a varied and comprehensive service. But,
there are future technoloÉical developments which ¡night affect
the ability of foreground to continue to fuÌfitl this function.

For example, the distinction or differences between the AM

and the FM bands are beconing brurred.. AM stereo is now a
rearity and future technoÌogical deveJ-opments courd
theoreticalry place AM and FM on the same band. However, such a

development is unlikely to occur in the near future but on the
other hand, many All stations are currentry broad.casting in
stereo. The onry problem is that up to this point in time, the
market penetration of AM stereo has been extremely limited.

rn fact, according to Ti¡n Forsythe, vice-president and

Generar Manager of cHoz-FM in st. Johnrs Newfoundland:

ï would say that it will be a good. tenyears before households are flooded with AMstereo. Even ten years may be calling it
short as the penetration of AM stereo sets isstill very low in the country, it hasnrt even
arrived in Newfoundl_and yet. AM stereo sets
are available but they are not in widespread
use yet - its like stereo-tv, its a" Iong way
down the road .,.300

And according to Pierre Nadeau of the CAB:

AM stereo has been a very important
technological development, but the problem is
that the sets a.re too expensive ànd. haven, t
been developed properly. It must be noted.
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though Lhat the developmenb of AM stereo could
contribute to a levelling off of the transfer
of lisbeners from AM to FM.30r

Besides this possibility, once AM stereo does achieve

significant market penetration it may have the effect of

increasing the significance of foreground as one of bhe major

distinguishing features of FM radio in addition to diffusing the

arglumenb that FM, because of its technical superiority, should

be used primarily as a music nedium and should not feature

programming like foreground which emphasizes the spoken word.

But, the effects of AM stereo will not be fully fel-t until it

achieves signif icant markeL penet-ration which may not be for a

number of years, but in the meantime, this is a development that

bears further watching. r o a

Another future development besides AM stereo that nay

effect foreground in the fuLure is bhe advent of stereo-

tefevision. This development could provide FM broadcasters with

increased competition.

There are in fact, at the present moment, two basically

different sysLems of gebting stereo sound with your television

picture .

One system requires the incoming cabl-e signal- to be split

between the TV and an FM radio set, allowing you to receive the

stereo sound of cable's specialty services on the FM band, like
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Much Music for example.3o3 In fact this is currently being

done in cities like Montreal where there is a high incidence of

people just tuning in the stereo sound porLion of Much Music

without the video and FM broadcasters in that city are

compJ-aining bhat their audiences are being fragmented by the

vid.eo service.304

The other system currently in use requires the more

expensive TV sets with builb-in sLereo (or with a stereo ready

jack). No hook-up with FM radio is needed with this system,

unless you want to get cable specialty stereo servisss. 3 0 s

The f irst sysLem hooking up with bhe Fl'l band is more

readily available and much cheaper, any TV set will do. The

second system, with built in stereo, is the wave of the future,

industry insiders insist.306 But, stereo-tv, like AM stereo

is another technol-ogical development that has achieved up Lo

bhis point in Line, only Iiurited market penetrati-on. In f ac L,

in 1985, sales of stereo-tv sets amounted to only two per cent

of 1 .3 miI]íon color seLs sold. 3 0 ? However, once stereo-tv

does achieve significanb market penetrabion the situaLion in

Montreal may be magnified tenfold which might force FM

broadcasLers to look for ways Lo cuL their cosLs which could ir-l

turn l-ead to a call- for a reduction or an el-inination of costly

foreground requiremenls. 308
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And finally, another technological development thab could

further threaten FM broadcasters and in turn foreground itself

is the ability of cable companies to offer their customers

access to U.S., FM stations.

According to CRTC reguJ-ations, cable companies can offer

cable TV subscribers access to U.S., FM stations on the reguì_ar

FM band.30e And in addition, the CRTC has granted all

stereo stations in Canada the privilege of going cable3l0

(which will provide Al'1 stereo stations with a much needed boosb

because AM stereo is now avail-able on the reÉular FM band as

cabl-e wiII al-low it to be converted onto FM). But, cable

companies which provide the FM radio service must offer a

balance between U.S. and Canadian stations. For every Canadian

station that a receiver can pick up, one American station is

allowed.3lr The rational-e behind such a policy is explained

by Jim Robson of the CRTC:

f guess the central issue from the
Commission's point of view is that while you
can receive an abundance of U.S. signals, we
wanL Lo ensure that there is a Canadian
elemenl- within that miÌieu, that Canadians
will have the option of buning into a local
station to get the Ìocal programming and focal
news as welÌ as the musical variety.3rz

At this point in time, most cable companies, like Videon

cable TV in Winnipeg for example, are offering mainly local

sLations as part of their package. Videon itself only offers a
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total of three Anerican FM stations3l3 but many broadcasLers

are worried thab increased competition from American FM stations

via new technological- developments like cable FM will create a

situation sinil-ar to the one in Detroi t/l¡/indsor and hence will

necessitate a further r:eduction in foreground programming

IeveIs.

In facL, 82 per cent of FM broadcasts surveyed for this

sbudy indicabed that they felt that more competibion via

stereo-tv or through the introduction of a. substantial amount of

distant U.S. FM signal-s on the FM band will mean bhat Canadian

FM stations will have to reduce their foreground levels 3 1 4

and an identical percentage (82 per cent) are of the bel-ief that

further technological advances will render regulations like

foreground obsolete. 3r s

It is true that future and even some current technol-ogical

developrnents have the pot.ential bo affect foreground either

directly or indirectly but at this poinL in time (even in the

case of cabl-e FM) it is difficult t,o predicb Lhe exLenb of their

impact on foreground or if they wj-11 even affect foreground at

al-l-. Perhaps by the t-ime that the full impacb of these

technol-ogical deveJ-opments are f elt, f oreground will have been

entrenched in the minds of Canadian broadcasLers and the

Canadian public as an indispensabJ-e element of FM radio in

Canada.
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served a genuine purpose.
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notwithstanding, it is cerLain

foreground regulations have

ïn fact, in summation it can be argued that the cRTCfs

foreground regurations have achieved most of their stated
obj ectives .

Foreground regulations have helped to differentiate the AM

and the FM bands and have helped bo creaLe a radio broad.casting

system that is truly diverse especiarly when one compares

Canadian radio with American radio.

Foreground regulations have also stimuLated the production

of many different types of qualily programs on FM, programs that
in all likelihood would never have been produced had foreground

regurabions not been in effect. fn fact, had foreground.

regulations not been in place, FM radio in canada woul_d in all
probabilily have developed in the same manner thab u.s. FM had

deveJ-oped as primarily a music medium with little news, pubJ-ic

affaírs or maErazine programming (or in other words, "a great big
jukebox. " ) .

rn addition, it must be noted that FM radio in canada has

prospered in bhe past five years, but not nearly to the extenL.

Lhat FM radio in the u.s. has prospered, partially because of
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the resources that Canadian FM broadcasters must commit to the

production of, foreglround programming.

fn the U.S., FM stations have been all_owed to copy AM

stations and the end result is that FM stations have prospered

at the expense of AM stations - AM is dying whil_e FM is

thriving.

fn Canada, because of regulations like foreground, besides

better programming diversity, t,here is al-so a betLer economic

balance between the AM and the FM bands. So, in effect r ârr

ancill-ary benefit of foreground regulaLions is thab they have

indirectly helped keep the AM band al-ive.

But, despite such achievements, foreground regul-ations have

not achieved all of their stated objectives and in addi{.ion,

there are probì-ens pertaining to foreground. regulations

themsel-ves.

Foreground regulations have been unabl-e to spur the

development of a hearthy canadian syndj-cat.ion industry. There

has been an increase in the amount of syndicated programming

available since the implementation of foreground, but nobhing

overwhelming or subsl-antiaL primarily due to strucl-uraI problems

inherent in the indusbry itself.
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similarly, foreground regurabions have been unable to

stimufate the production of a substantial amount of high quality
programming that qualifies as foreground because for one thing,
many broadcasters have produced programming which qualifies as

foreground - or programming which fulfilrs the "retter of the

law" but which does not meet the "spj-rit of the rar.¡" as many FM

radio broadcasters comprain that they do not have enough

resources to produce the type and amount of foreground that the

CRTC requires.

And besides this probrem, the CRTC has arso experienced.

probrems in trying to persuade FM broadcasters to "reasonably

distribute" their foreground programs throughout the day and

throughout the week. But, this is a rel-ativeì-y minor probrem

compared with the problems that the CRTC has encountered in
brying bo ensure that FM broadcasters live up Lo their

foreground commitments. Many of these compliance probJ-ens arise
as a resurL of a misunderstanding or misinberpretation of
foreground and some broadcasters complain that the problems that
bhey have in compJ-ying with foreground can be abtributed to the

inflexibility of the regulations-themselves. rn addition to
creaLing compJ-iance problems, according to some broadcasLers,

this inflexibility al-so forces then to stretch out a seven or a

ten minuLe program to fifteen minuLes just so it wirl qualify as

foreground as welI as forcing them to recycle scripts and themes

in an abtempt to comply with foreground - all of which mitigabes
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against the production of hieh quality foreground progr&Ðs 
"

Besides these problems, there are other problems pertaining
to foreground as well.

For instance, Easy Listening and French language

broadcasters have experienced particular difficulties in trying
to fulfirl their foreground programming requirements. so have

windsor broadcasters who in an attempt to compete with
unregulated u.s. FM stations Frere allowed to reduce their
foreground commitments. Some broadcasters and organizations
(like the OMTC and the CAB) feel that Detroit,/Wind.sor serves to
illustrate the ultimate failure of regulations Iike foreground.
But ' I¡trindsor broadcasters operate under exceptionaJ-ly dif f icult
circumstances. And, the CRTC has in fact acknowredged the
precarious sítuation that Windsor radio must face and has thus
granted then much warranted regulatory rerief. rn addition, the
CRTC has al-so acknowledged that there are in fact many problems

with foreground regulations themselves.

Therefore the conmission has introduced many changes to
foregfround in the past four years in an attempt to make it
easier for broadcasters to conply with the reglulations and to
stimurate the production of more high quarity foreground.

programming. It has al-so introduced incentives for broadcasters
to give canadian artists and performers more exposure through
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programs which qualify as foreground in addition to providing

incentives for stations to use more programming from Canadian

syndicators. And finally, the Commission recently conducted

study of the problems that French language broadcasters face

regards to producing foreground and afber evaluabing the

findinÉsr will make recommendations accordingly. So, although

there are problems with foreground regulaLions, the CRTC has

acknowledged the existence of such problems and has through a

variety of measures, attempted to address these probJ-ems.

And sor in the final analysis, despite the problems

pertaíning to foreground, overall they have benefitted Canadian

radio and the recent changes to foreground should make the

regulations nore flexible and effect and should resul-t in more

high quality programming on the FM band-programming with "sense

of form and purpose," which will help Lo further differenLiaLe

the AM and the FM band as well as heJ-ping to furLher conl,ribute

to the diversiLy of the Canadian radio broadcasting system.

a
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Chapber Five

Concl-us i- c¡n

In conclusion, this study has dernonstrated that AM Canadian

content regul-ations and FM foreground requirements have been

relat ively successful policies; 30 per cent of the music being

played on most Canadian AM stations is Canadian while FM radio

provides a distinctive alternative bo AM Iisbening and bhis is

due in part to the foregiround regulations adopted by the CRTC.

While t he Lwo sets of regulatory policies have achieved many of

their objectives, a closer examination reveals that the AM rules

have had a greater positive impacb than bhe foreground

regulations. fn fact the comparison presented in this st,udy

revealed bhab l-here is more tangible evidence of bhe success

AM Canadiarr content rules, than there are positive signs of

success of foreground requirements.

The growth and development of l-he Canadian music industry

since the implementation of AM Canadian content reguJ-ations,

including increased royalty payments to Canadian artist s, l-he

higher profiJ-e of Canadian musicians aL home and abroad, and bhe

creation of a domestic market for Canadian recordings and

arLisLs can all be in large parL aLLribul,ed Lo t.he Canadian

content rul-es for AM radio.

of

Lhe
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on bhe obher hand, there is less evidence available to

indisputably prove either the success or faifure of foreground.

Cl-early, foreground has posed greater problems for bhe CRTC Lhan

AM Canadian content regufal-ions. For example, the Comnission

has experienced difficulties enforcing foreground (particularly

in Windsor and Quebec) due to the inflexibility, contplexity and

expense of Lhe regulaLions. The CRTC has also had trouble

convincing broadcasters to produce trigh quality foregrourld on a

consistent basis, foreground which meets both l.he "spirit and

the Ìetter of the l-aw" (which ís also another problenr related 1-o

bhe costly nature of foreground). These difficulbies have

forced the CRTC to make several changes to foreground.

Despite these problems, foreground regulations have

facilitated some positive developments, The contirrued viability

of boLh bhe AM and bhe FM bands in canada (especially when

compared with American radio) Lhe increase in the number of

quality programs fou¡rl on Lhe FM band, and the growth of the

Canaclia¡ syndication indusLry (however minimal) since the

imþIernent,aLion of foreground: alI can be explairred in part by

Lhe presence of f oreÊiround regul-ations.

Having said this, it is difficull to say wheLher foreground

reguJ-ations are popular with the colìstituency they are supposed

to serve, i. e. , the Canadian public. There have been no

definitive audience surveys measuringi Canadian aLLiLudes towards
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foreground regulations and FM programming surveys cited in this
study do not provide conclusive evidence of the acceptance or
rejection of the rures by canadian audiences r some of the

individual BBM (Bureau of Broadcast Measurement) figures cited.
by Program Directors and Station Managers in the course of the

preceding chapter suggests that high quality foreground programs

like high quality canadian television programs, are capable of
attracting substantial audiences. rn addition, a. recent polI of
1,033 canadian radio risteners revealed that 88 per cent of
those surveyed were satisfied with radio programming in
canada, 2 one assumes that prograrnming includes foreground.

however, this r^¡as a poll about programming in a broad. sense and

not specificarrv about foreground. rn real-ity, it wourd. be

difficurt to conduct a survey specifically about foreground

because most listeners are not even ar^'are of the existence of
the regulations. They flâyr however, recognize the

characteristics of foreground prograns even if they are unable

to identify them as such. This is best illustrated by some of
the comments of Winnipeg radio listeners cited in the Angus Reid.

survey, "The Market for a contemporary country FM Rad.io station
in WinnipêÉ. . " Among other things, some Winnipeg radio
listeners noted that "FM features more information about the

artists they're playing.l' FM does indeed feature more

information about the artists they're pJ-aying. rn fact, this is
a major distinguishing characteristic of many foreground.

programs and therefore there appears to be some evidence
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available to suggest that even thouÉh FM radio listenere may not
be able to identify foreground as such (or by name) they may be

able to recognize some of the characteristics of foreground.

programs and they may also be conversant with foreground. as

individuar programs (rike the Rock Journal, off the Record,

Discomentary etc. ) without actually rearízínÉ that they're
foreground programs. so thenr ârry survey cond.ucted. about
foreÊiround would have to take these factors into account. But,
up to this point in tiner rro such study or survey has been

undertaken. Despite a lack of evidence in this area there is
stirl enough evidence in other areas to convincingly arEiue that
foreground regulations have been successful.

rn eval-uating the success or fail_ure of foreground. in
relation to Canadian content it must also be remembered that
foreElround regulations because of their intangibre nature,
cannot be judged in the same manner and with the same standards
as AM canadian content. one of the stated. aims of the
foreground policy was to create "programrning with a sense of
form and purpose" in order to "d.iversify" canadian radio. But,
"diversity" is a subjective notion involving what many would see

to be personal varue judgements and interpretations. The CRTC

has interpreted foreground according to its perception of
"diversity" and "high quarity, " a perception r¿hich is not
necessarily shared by others (l-ike the Canad.ian Association of
Broadcasters or the ontario Ministry of Transportation and.
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Communications for example). Therefore, because of t,he

inherently subjective nature of foreground quality, it is

difficult Lo provide as objective an assessment as the AM rules

where measureabl-e content (30 per cent) is invoLved and where

the effects of the regulaLions are more readily visible.

Foreground regulations on the other hand (with the possible

excepbion of the Canadian syndication industry) were not meant

to have overtly visible effects. t{hile AM canadian content

regulations were a relatively "clumsy legislative device" and a

"blunt instrumerrtr" "a monkey wrench thrown into the smooth

workings of Canadian radio," foreground regulaLions represented

a more subtle approach to broadcast regul-ation and thus their

impact has been Ìess easily debecbed.

A related comparison between the AM and the FM policies

reveal-s bhat l-he CRTC has experienced much less dif f iculty

enforcing Lhe AM rules for a variety of reasons.

First of aJ-l-, AM Canadian con tenb regulabions are

relatively straightforward and cl-early defined compared to the

FM requiremenLs. There is little confusion as bo what

constitutes a Canadian recording whereas there still tends to be

cor)siderable confusion over the definibion of foreground.

Secondly, AM canadian content regurations are inherenLry more

flexible bhan foreground.
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rn order for a song to qualify as canadian content, it need

only fulfiLl two of four criteria - it need not fulfill all four
criteria. In addition, it doesntt matter which two criteria are

met' as long as the song fulfitls two of the four cond.itions set

out by the CRTC. so, a live recording of a. canad.ian group

performing in canada can qualify as canadian content, while at
the same time, a song whose lyrics and music were written and.

composed by a Canadian but which l^/as performed and record.ed by a

foreign artist can al-so qualify as Canadian content. Therefore,

AM canadian content regurations are rerativery frexible.

On the other hand, in order for a program to qualify as

foreground, it must be 15 ¡ninutes in duration, it rnust contain

material from content categories three or four, it must be

thematicarly linked (with the exception of public affairs
programs that are sufficiently enriched) it must not contain

surveillance material (once again, with the exception of certain
public affairs proEirams ) and it must not be scheduled between

the hours of 12 midnight and 6 a.m. s (a stipulation whieh

also applies to the AM content rul-es ) . Therefore, foreground.

regulations are i-n essence more rigid and rnore compJ-ex than All

Canadian content regulations which makes it more difficult for

the CRTC to enforce them. The Commission's recent relaxati-on of

its foreground policy has made the regulations more flexibl-e and

responsive but foreground is still- inherentÌy more rigid and

complex than AM Canadian content.
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Another reason the CRTC has encountered less clifficulty

enforcing AM Canadian content is that unl-ike fc¡reground

requirements, the AM rules do not cost broadcasters anything.

As has been shown, it costs FM broadcasl-ers Lhousands of dollars

to procure and produce foreground (especially high quality

for.eground) which therefore sometimes results in the production

of foreground programming which meets the "spiriL" bub not bhe

"letter" of the faw or which simply results in the failure of FM

stations to fulfill their foregrounnd programming commiL,ments.

So therefore, because of these reasons (and the aforementioned

reasons) the CRTC has experienced much more difficulty enforing

foreground than AM Canadian content.

Anobher difference beLween AM Canadian conLent and

foreground is that foreground regulations have been unable to

spur the developmenl- of a viable Canadian syndication industry.

There has been an increase in the amount of syndicated programs

being produced as a. result of the foreground rules. This

peurallels the impact of the AM rules in stinulating the

development of a. viable Canadian music indusLry. However, the

overwhelming presence of American syndication companies has

effectively linited the growth and development of the Canadian

syndication industry. Another factor which has lirnited the

growth of the Canadian syndicaLion indusLry is the Lendency of

many FM broadcasters to produce their own in-house foreground

programming, in their qll1 production f acil-ities.
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rn fact, many FM broadcasters a.re able to meet their
foreground programming needs on their own, without sydicated
programming (although independent French-langua.ge radio stations
in Quebec have experienced particular difficulties in producing

their own fore8lround prograr¡ming). On the other hand, the
production of the majority of canadian content recordings in
this country is by nurtinationars (most of whom are American).

This presents a problem for Canadian AM broadcasters who often
times complain that the record companies sinply aren't producing

30 per cent Canadian content. So while FM broadcasters have the
option of producing their oÍ{n foreground, programming, AM

broadcasters must rely for the nost part on nultinationals for
their supply of Canadian content recordings.

Another major difference between AM Canadian content and

foreground is that future developments a,re more likel-y to affect
foregiround regulations than AM Canadian content regulations.
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedons, the revision of the
Copyright Act and the free-trade agreement between Canada and

the united states (d.epending on the nature of the eventual
outcome of such an agreement ) a are alr deveropments which

could theoretically affect AM Canadian content. But, recent and

future developments ( like the introd.uction of AM stereo and

stereo*tv) are potential-ly greater threats to foreground, than

any of the aforementioned deveropments ere to AM canad.ian

content partially because AM Canadian content
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regulatiotrs are more firmly eutrenched a¡rd established than

foreground reguJ-ations are.

ftr fact, the CRTC has stated that it considers AM Carradiarr

colitent as a vital component of the Canadian broadcasting systen

alrcl that it is committed to the maintenarrce and continuatiorr

ofthe policy in the future. The conmission is not as emphatic

about tlie future of foreground. IL ha.s stated tliat it úúÌtsiclers

AM Ca¡ladian content a more important priority than foregr.ou¡cl

atrd tlterefore it is rrot as comniitted to t.he future mairrteiiarrce

and cotttinuation of foregroutrd as it is to All Candian content

and this is reflecLed in tire CRTC's frequent revisions of

foreground - for'eground is sirnply not as f inite as All Canaclian

content.

So, there are in ef fect, many differeuces between Al'l

canadian content and foreground. But, despite these many

dif fererrces ' there are sorììe similarities between the ef f ects ancl.

irnplelnenLation of both policies.

For exanple, easy listenirrg stations encounter dif f icul-t ies

fulfill-itìg búth AFl Canadian cotitent r'equir'ernents and foregrou¡d

Irrogr-anrnìirlg r'equi renretrt s . They currrplairr that tliere is ljot

enough Canadian easy listenirrg rnusic avai lal-r1e (or- being

produced) to fulfill the 30 per cerrt requir-enerrt alrcl Lhey a.lscr

courplain that foregroutìd prugr'arnrning requirements åre
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particularly difficult for them to fulfill because t,he easy

listening format is not one which lends itself to "tal-k

oriented" programming like foreground. They feel that

foreground programminÉ affects the mood of the format. The CRTC

has rel-axed its def inition of Canadian content tc¡ make it easier

for easy l-istening stations to fulfill their Canadian content

requirements but have not similarly eased up on foreground

requirements for easy Iistening stations (although the

Comrnission did recently relax its foreground requiremenbs for

all FM st-aLions ) .

Some Canadian AM country broadcaster.s, Iike their easy

lisLening counterparts, complain that there aren't enough

quality Canadian country recordings being produced which in turn

makes it difficult for them to fulfitl their Canadian content

requirements. Meanwhile, the CRTC complains that FM

broadcasL.ers are not producing enough high qualiby foreground

programming.

Another similarity between foreground and AM Canadian

contenb is t.hat the CRTC has experienced problems ensuring that

AM Canadian content and foreground is "reasonably distributed"

t.Lrroughout the day and the week. In the case of AM Canadian

content, sone broadcasLers (parLicularly in Toronto ) Ìrave tr.ied

to "bury" it in non-peak lisbening hours (l-ate at night for

example). The CRTC has experienced simiJ-ar probl-ems with
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foreground in that some FM broadcasters will try to "bury" their
foreground programs in the earry mornings ( from 7:00 - g:00

a. m. ) or late at night ( f rom 10: 30 - 12 : 00 ¡nid.night ) .

one last sinÍlarity between foreground and A.Þl canadian

content is that broadcasters do not seem to rike either
regulation very much (or regulation in general for that natter)
although in the context of this study, there d.oes seem to be a

greater disrike of canadian content regulations then of
foreground. This perhaps can be exprained by the fact that in
the early stages of canadian content, the regulations proved to
be a great irritant for AM broadcasters who had to repeat
artists like Anne Murray and Gordon Lightfoot ad nauseum and.

therefore, residuar feerings of irritation nay stirl remain" rn
addition, it must be remembered that AM canadian content
regulations v¡ere inposed on an AM band that was already well-
establ,ished, while in contrast foreground regulations were

imposed on an FM band that was in the earry stages of its
devel-opment. some FM broadcasters appear to be gratefur to the
commission for herping to create an FM band that is truly unique
and distinctive, especially when compared. with u.s. FM radio,
overarl-, however, AM and FM broadcasters al_ike d.o not appreeiate
being told what to program or what to play on their radio
stations although as the study commissioned by the ontario
Ministry of Transportation and communication revears, msny

broadcasters are schizophrenic regarding regulation. They
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support regul-ating the amount of stations in a grarticular or
given market but do not support regulations rike AÞl canadian

content and foreground. off the record. though, Bany

broadcasters are wirling to adnit that AM canadian content
regurations and foreground programming requirements are part of
the price they have to pay for operating in a protected market.
And interestingly enough, many Canadian broad.casters believe
that the canadian radio broadcasting system is one of the
greatest in the worrd and certainly superior to the American

radio broadcasting system.

rn the finar analysis then, taken together, A}l canadian
content and foreground regurations do serve a valuable and

useful- purpose. AM canadian content regulations at the very
reast, ensure that there is a strong canadian presence on the
airwaves in Canada and foreground regulations ensure that the FM

band is not used nerery as a "juke box,' (as is the case in the
united states) or as a mere adjunct to AM. Foreground

regulations help to provide canad.ian radio listeners with
diversity and a quality alternative to AM.

so, both the cRTc's AM Canadian content regulations and its
foreground programming requirenents are worthwhire and

thoughtful poricies (which are not without their faults) that
uphold the principles of the Broadcasting Act and are iruportant
components of a radio broadcasting system that is perhaps one of
the finest in the world.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER FTVE

The survey conducted for the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation and communications did not specifiealty asklisteners about foreground. rt sinply cLasãified
foreground, mosaic and enrichment as "ta1k." This is
misl-eading because many foreground programs are musicallyoriented and some foreground programs feature live music astheir primary element ( local live broadcasts for example,qualify as foreground).

Foreground can be music or talk oriented it does not
necessariJ-y consist sorely of verbar or spoken word.
content. rt is therefore inaccurate to classify foregroundsímpry as "t,alk." For more information about foreground asit pertains to the OMTC study see "FM Radio Listenèr andBroadcaster Attitudesr" (Toronto: communications ResearchCenter) pp. 8, 10, 47, 50, Sb & 72-78,

Kirk Lapointe, "People h"ppy with what they hear, rad.io
poJ-I shows," Winnipeg Free press, IZ December 1gg5, p. 64.

stations are not prohibited from scheduring foreground
programming between the hours of 12 nidnight and 6 a.m. -they just won't receive any credit for such programming.

fn fact, while ottawa maintains that under the recently
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APPENDIX II

Resul Ls c¡f All arrcl FM Sur.vey QuesLiortnai¡.e



1.

AM QUESTIONNATRE

(check either yes or no in the space provided unless
otherwise indicated)

PERCENTAGE
ÐON, T

YES NO KNOW

1. Should 30 per cent Canadian content
requirements be continued? 1g gz

2. Should Canadian content levels for AM
radio be reduced? 82 18

3. If any conte
to what leve
(CIRCLE ONE
a) O-59Í
c) I0-2O%
e ) No opini

4, Should Canadian content be meaeured on a 55 45weekly basis?

5. Should 5 per cent of the current
30 per cent Canadian content quota be
devoted to the playing of new Canadian
artists 27 7g

6. Should a record that fulfills a1l of the
AM Canadian content requirements (per-
former, lyrics, instruments performed
by Canadians and performance recorded
in Canada) count as two plays instead
of one? gZ lg

7 " Is there a sufficient quantity of
Canadian material available to
warrant 30 per cent Canadian content
regulations? 27 7g

8. Is there a lack of sufficient material
in some areas of musíc? ( Iike easy
Iistening and country music) gZ 1g

9. Should the CRTC be more flexible in
íts regulation of country and easy
listening stations? S5 36 g

nt regulations should be reduced,
I should they be redueed to?

0%l b) 5-10% tg%l
551A1 d ) 20- 30% t 0% lon t 36%l



4.

AM QUESTIONNAIRE conl-d. .

PERCENTAGE
DON'T

YES NO KNOW

10. If Lhere were no Canadian conl-ent regul-
aLic-rns in place how much Canadian c<-rntent
do you t-hink your station would volun-
tarily program?
(CIRCLE ONE)
a) 10% or less t18%l ¡) 10-20% ti|%l
c) 15-25% L 9%l d) 20-s0% tl8%l

11. Do you t,hink the Canadian music industry
wc¡uld have progressed as far as it has if
Carradian c<.¡ntent regul-ations had noL t-reerr
in place? 4S.S 45,5 g

72, Have the CRTC's Canadian contenL r.egula-
tions been prirnarily responsible for 1-he
creatic-rn <¡f a viabl_e Canadian music
indus Lry? 36 64

13. Do you think thaL Canadia¡r <:onLenL
regulat ions have created an environ-
ment which has enab]ed Much Music Lo
succeed to the exLent that it has? g 73 1g

14. Could Much Music have Ì¡een a' success
had Canadian content regulations nob
been irr place? A4 g Zi

15. Does successfuI Canadian music conLi¡rue
L<-¡ suf f er Lhe stigura in the U. S . c¡f
being only "regulat,ed hits"? 45 Zi,S Z7,s

16. H¿rs yout'sLaL-lon suffe¡'ed financially
because of Carradiarr contenL regula-
Lic¡ns? iB 82 -

I7 . WouId yrJur. audiences pr.efer' l_ess
C¿rnadiarr conLerrL? S5 0 4b

18. Does .you.t' s LaLiorr r.eceive colr¡.rIairrLs
aÌtou1- Lhe âruounL c-¡f Canacl-Larl <:onLe¡rL
aireci orr .your s LaLiutr? 45 J5

19. Are l-echnc¡l-ogical advances blurr.irrg
the disLincLiorr l-reLweerr Al'l ¿¡rd FÌ{
¡'adio? 55 45



J.

AM SUESTIONNAIRE conLd. .

PERCENTAGE
DON'T

YES NO KNOW

20. Shc-rulcl AM and Fl'f radio be dif fere¡rL
f ro¡n each oLher? 36.5 36. b 27

27, Should Canaclian r.adio be deregulated
fike U.S. ¡.adio? 73 Zi

If you Lrave ally other opirrions or com¡uents Lhat, you would
Ìike tc¡ acld about AM Canadian cc¡rrl-ent regulatiorrs, please
do so on Lhe folf owing blarrk paÉe pr.ovicled.



&

FM QUESTIONNAIRE

(Check eiLher yes or. no in the space proviclecl urrless
otherwise i¡rclica Lecl )

PERCENTAGE
DON'T

YES NO KNOW

1. Should foreground progranrnring require-
rnents be (CIRCLE ONE)
a) El-iminated aILoÉlether 118%l
b) Reduced 146%l c ) Revised 127%l
d) Increased L 0%l
e ) Left as they are tj%l
t ) Don' t- kn<-¡w l9%l

2, Have foreground programming reguJ-ations
hurL your station financiatly? 27 55 18

3 . Do 1 i s terrers Lu¡re in to your s tat i on
SPEFICICALLY for its foreground
proÉiranrming? 18 Bz

4 , Has f oregrounti. progranming on yout.
s Lation ÊleneraLecl a positive or
nega{-ive response from your Iisbening
auclienc:e ( CIRCLE ONE ) Base of 14 clue Lo
lruÌ tiple responses
a ) Posi Live
c) Irrdiffe¡'enL
d ) Dor¡' l- know

42%l b ) Negat ive tZB%)
75%l
75%l

5. Dr¡ you beJ-ieve LiraL folground proglrann-
irrui lequi¡eruerrt-s have achieved tlie
t¡b j ec Li ves t-ha L the CRTC has set ou t
for Lheru? (of helping to creaLe radio
LhaL is varied and conprehensive) +5 55 -

6 . Dc¡ f oregrou¡rd prc;granrmingi reguÌa Liorrs
heJ-p ciisLinguish FÌul radio from All? 45 55

i, Do you belj-eve thaL FM SHOULD sc-rurrcl
differenL fr.ou AM? 55 36 g

8. Should Canadiarr radio be cleregulaLetl
Iike U. S. radio? 45 55

L Isn'L the producLiorr of qual- j-ty fore-
ground pl'oËi ranì¡uirrg ( like DisconrenLary,
The Rock Jou¡'nal , etc. ) evidence of Lhe
success of foregrc¡und programming
regulaLions? 2i 18 55



FM QUESTIONNAIRE conLd. .

Coul-d your s Lation f ulf ill i Ls f ore-
g¡'ound progt'arum j-rìg t.equir.eurerr Ls wi bhc¡u L
the use of syndicaLecl progir.anrning?

Do you beJ-ieve LhaL further techno*
logical advanues (like the ilrLroduction
of Al'l s Le¡'eo ) will r¡ake foregrouncl
prt.lgrarìÌrning regiulations ol¡soIe t-e?

Dc¡es rnore compel-ition for Canaclian FM
sLaLions (via sLereo-tv or. t-Ìre ir¡L¡'o*
ducLion of distarrt U. S. FM signals orr
the Canadian FM band) necessiLate that
Canaciian Fl'f s Lal-ions reduce their f ore-
ground progrannì j-ng l_evel_ s ? ( As wi tnessed
in Windsor.)

PERCENTAGE
DON'T

YES NO KNOI4I

10.

11.

IL.

18ó¿

18ÓL

18ö¿

13, Does Lhe Detrt¡iL/Wi¡rdso¡' area serve to
ill-usLral-e the failure of for.egr.ound
progranrrrring regulaLic¡ns ? Bz

14. Did the CRTC relax iLs foreground
progirantrning regufa{,j_olrs in 1983 as
conìpensatiorr to Fl'l s t-atir_¡¡rs f or
allowing AM sLereo?

15. Dt¡ you see the two poJ-icies ( intro-
ducLion r¡f AM sLer.ec¡ arrd Lhe r'eIaxa-
l-ion of foreglourrd pr.ogfranuuinÉf
reguJ-aLiorrs in 1983 ) as being
cornplime¡lLary?

We¡'e you saLisf ied wi Lh Lhe CRTC's
1983 decision Lo relax iLs foreground
proÊit'arnlning ¡'egul_a Lions ?

Was the reÌaxing of foregr.ound pt.o-
gramrning requirements ir¡ 1983 onJ-y a
cos¡rreLj-c or supeÌ.ficial cÌrarrgi e?

r7.

18. Do you feeÌ Lhat compliance wiLh fc¡r.e-
ground regulaLions Lakes up 1-oo lnuch
of your s LaLiorr's Litre and resc¡urces?

18

6436

64JO

55

(t

16

1¿1

36

fJ

t1 ¿ Iö



6.

FM QUESTIONNAfRE contd. .

PERCENTAGE
DON'T

YES NO KNOW

19 . Do you f eel thab cornpl_lance wi Lh f ore-
ground programming regulations
burdens your staLion with unnecessary
paper work? 7B 27 -

20, Are foreground regulations confusing? 73 27

21, Is one of the problems of c<.rnplying
with foregfround programrning regul-a-
Lions based on the fact LhaL Lhe
CRTC has not macle i t EXPLICITLY clear
wÌ¡aL qualifies a.s foreground pr.ogrannring
and what does nol-? 7 g Zi

22, Are foreground progranming regulations
necessary for. FM ¡.adio? t8 gz

rf you have any other opi-nions or. commerrLs LhaL you wr.¡ul_cl
rike bo add about FM foregr.ourrcl prograrnning regulaLions,
Lherr please do so in the spa,ce provider-l below.
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Subcategory 26:
Classlffed Adverclslng" Buy, sell or
@nd adverrfse-
uenËs on behalf of lndivfduals not
normally advertising fn Èhe course of
their business acËivitfes.

Subcategory 27:
Sports News, Results, Condltío4s.

tton
on sports evenEs with hfghlights,
results of games and team sËandfngs
as well as envfrormental conditions
with respecË to sportlng events and
acÈfvitles such as salling, skllng,
huntfng, fishing and glfding.

lqÞcaÈegory 282
Anecdotal News and Informatlon. Thts
subcategory includes nerùs and infor-
matLon of 1nÈerest prinarily because
of lts enËertal-nment or amusenenE
value, or whlch relate to unusual,
curf.ous or arousing evenËs, or to
people rr¡ho are famous for being
famous, quoÈaÈLons frou alma¡¿gs at
annlversary calendars, such as "On
thfs day 1n Ehe year...", and reports
of the results of. qu|zzes and con-
tesËs iniÈiated by the statlon.

CATEGORY 3

EnrLchment. Thls caEegory fncludes
research and documenËaÈion of currenÈ
and past eventa, lncludlng sporÈ8,
insÈructlon and lnfornaÈion
concerning lefsure lnËerest.s, human
lnEeresf lnformatfon and creatfve
uses of language and lncludes the
followlng subcategories :
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évaluatlon dee produfEs eE des ser-
vfces dlspontbles sur le march6 ccnnne
les comparalsone de prfx ou de qualité
entre dfverses EÞrques de produit6 eE
les études de marchês dans les diffé-
renËs secf eurs de 1 | éconmf.e .

Sous-catégorie 26:
Annonces classées. Ilarchés aux Duces
@s obJets perd.rs et-
Èrouvés pour 1e campÈe dtlndlvidus qul
nronÈ pas lthabitude de faire de la
publfclEé dans le cours norral de
leurs affafres.

Sous-catégorle 27:
Nouvelles du sport, rêsult.qls et con-

prend les infornatfons sur des êvêne-
ments sportifs, y cûnpris les faiEs
saillants, les résultats des matchs ec.
1e classemenE des êqulpes, afnsi que
les rapports sur les condltions métêo-
rol-ogfques relaÈfves aux activfËês
sportfves comne la voile, le skl, la
chasse, 1a pêche ou 1e vol à vofle.

Anecdotes et informatlons. Cette
sous-catégorle cmprend des nouvelles
et lnformatfons intêressantes en rai-
son surtout de leur caractère âmusanE
et divertissant, ou quf ont Eralt à
des êvênenents bfzarres, lnsolÍtes,
amusants ou concernant de6 personnes
connues parce qurelles sonE célèbres
et des cltatlons dralmanachs ou de
calendrfers drannfversalres du Ëype
"Ce jour, en . o." eÈ des coupÈes
rendus des rêsultats des jeux-
questfonnalres et concours 1ancês par
1a st.atlon.

CATEGORIE 3

Enrichissement. Cette caÈégorie ccm-
pre"d -ia reãhãrche er la prãpararion
de docunenÈs portanË sur des êvéne-
ments actuels et du passé, y couprfs
les sports, fnsEructlons et renseigne-
nenËs sur les lolslrs, informaÈlons
drlnt6rêt général, uttlisaElon cr6a-
trlce du langage, eE comprend les
sous-cat6gorf es sulvantes :

rnarkeEplace, euch
prlce or qualfty
of productso and
lating Ëo varfous
economy"

as comparfsone of
among varlous brands
market reporEs re-

secEors of the
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SUBCATEGORY 3A: SOUS.CATÉGORIE 3A:

åackgroundlng" InËerpreËatfon ofrnformatfon fn whlch explanatlon,
extrapoLatLon, opfnfon or c@nentaryis the prfmary element, íncludfng tíre1n-depth treatment of matters ofpubllc lnterest and concern, cofl¡men_tarles fnterpretlng the newé of theday, expressLor," oi oplnLon on poll_t1"-r1, eocfo-polltfcal or economLcaffairs, and explanatlona or LnËer_pretaElons of the cultural and sclen_Ëlffc fssues of human society ln thepast, present and future. For great_er particulariËy Èhis subcategory

contaíns 10 further subcategoif"",

SubcaÈegory 3Al:
Socfo-Polftlcal Issues and Concerns.

treatnents of conÈroverslal toplcs,
such as drugs or abortfon.

Subcategory 3A2z
ffiatton" Thts subcaÈe_
@ "".*i"ã.ror,"of the processes of governroenË andtheir effects upon the cLtizen,
interviews wtth publtc offtcfaís, anddetalled accounts of the outcome ofelections.

Subcategory 3A3:
FcoñEË-Tñ-is subcaËegory f ncludesfn-depth studles, analysãs ãr tnter_
preÈaEfons of the ft¡ncÈfonfngs of theeconomy, fncludfng dlscusslon" ru-latlng Ëo such naEters as Ëhe grossnational product, balance of pãy_
ments, tarlff agreenents, uneuploy-
ment, the cost of llving, stock
market movements, Lnvestment oppor_Èunities, labour dlsputes, and
developments w-Ithln the tábour
rnovement 

"

DocunentetLcn. Interpr6Eaclon deslntormatLons où Irexplfcation, Irex_trapolaEion, I'opfnfon eE Ie commen_tafre jouenË un rôle prfnordial etcøprend des précfsfons êtof féee surdes questlons qui prÉoccupent ou in_Ëéressent le publlã, des åmrnentairessur les oo,r..r"il"" d; j;;r-;lì." opr_nfons sur des euJets polftiques, ao_ciaux ou êconomfques àt ¿"" explfca_tions ou LnËerpréËatlons des qr:estlonsculturellea et scfentfffques de lasocfété d'hler, drauJourd-rhuL et dedenafn. pour plus dÀ prêctsfon, ceËtesous-caËÉgorie cøprend 10 autres
sous-caËégories:

Souq-cat6gorle 3AI:
preoccupatfons poli!fco_socfales eË

prend-T'-traitement approfondf d, unsuJet controvers6 comroår par àxenple,les narcotfques ou ltavórtenent.

Sous-catégorLe 3A2:

-

+dprnlgtratlon publfque. Cette aous_categorle comprend Irexamen approfondf
des n6canlsmes du gouverrr*"ni'"a
leurs effets sur les cltoyens, desinËervfews avec des fonctionná1ru"
publlcs eÈ des comptes rendus dé_tafl16s des résu1taÈs drélectfons.

Sous-catégorfe 3A3:
ffi sous-caËégorie con-prend dee études, analysu" oI fnËer_prétatlons déEafllées áu foncttonne-
ment de lréconomie, y compris desdiscussions relatives à dås uatfères
conne le prodult national brut, labalance des paleuents, les accórdstarlfalres, le chônage, le coût de lavfe, les fluctuatio.rs á" la boursenles occasions drÍnvestls""*errts, tesconflirs de trar¡all et lrévolution du
mouvemenË ouvrfer"
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Subcateaory 344:
Pure .and Applled Scfences; i{aEure and
Natural Hletory. Explanatlon of
scfentlflc developnents and impllca-
Èfone of sclenÈlflc dtscoverLes for
lndusEry, Èhe econotry, and Ehe fndf-
vldual "

Subcategory 345:
Arts and LiteraÈure. Dlscussfons and

@ and Llterature,
other than Muslc, lncluding reviews
and critlquea, fntewfer,¡s wIth per-
eons involved fn Èhe creation or pre-
sentaËfon of artlstlc or literary
¡¿orks lncludlng flln, Lelevlslon and
radlo producÈ1ons, ¡{here Lhe stress
1s on the artfstlc contrfbuËion, and
dlscuesLons rdhlch are an adJunct to
the presenË.ation of plays, poetry and
short storles.

Subcategory 346:
Musfc. Dlscusslons and analyses of
ûffi; as aû art forü, lncludlng the
relatfonshfp between varfous muslcal
genrea and Ehe fnfluences contrib-
utlng to Ëhe development of musfcal
sÈyles, and tncludfng bfographfcal
materlal on coûrpoeere and performers,
but not fncLudfng nracter fallfug
under eubcategoty 76 (IdentfftcaËfon
of Music).

Subcateg_ory.3l\7 :
Rellgfon, Phflosophy, Soclal and
Other Scfencee. ExamlnaË1on of the
Er¡nanionãitfon Èhrough Ëhe thoughts
and vrrltlnge of theologlaneu phllo-
sophers and soclal sclentlsEs, both
ancfent and modern.

Subcategory 348:
Lands, Cultures and llerltage. De-
scrlptlve talks or dlscusslons de-
slgned Lo Lmprove the audfencers
ardarenesa and underetandfng of the
cusEons, nannerg, peoples, and cul-
tural or geographical envlronments of
their os¡n and other lande.

Soue-catêgorle 344:
Sclences pures et eclencee applfquées;
scLences et hlstoire naËurelles.

fflques
et. des linpllcatfons des dÉcouvertes
sclentlffques sur lrlndustrie, lt6co-
nom{e eË lrindlvidu"

Sous-catêgorl-e 345:
Les artg eÊ la lfttérature. Discus-

térature eE
des arts (la muslque excepEêe), y cø-
prfs des ccmptes rendus et crftlques,
des fnterviews avec des personnes en-
gagêes dans la créaËfon ou la présen-
tatLon droeuvres artistfques ou lttté-
raLres (y cmpris dans la productfon
de f1funs, drénfssíons de télévlsion et
de radlo lorsqr:e lraccent esÈ mis sur
la crêatlvtté) et les êchanges de vue
qul accørpagnent la prêsentaÈlon de
pfèces, droeuvres poêtlques et de
nouvelles.

Sous-catégorle 346:
Muslque, Discusslons et analyses de
la muslque coüme forne drarL, y cqn-
prls lee relatlons ent,re lee dlvere
genres muslcaux, les fact,eurs conËrl-
buanË à la nalssance des dlvers eÈyles
de musique et les btographles de musf-
ciens et lnterprètes m¡is ne cmprend
pas la måtfère couverte par la sous-
catégorle 76 (Identfflcatlon de
lroeuvre nusÍcale).

Sous-catêgorie 347:
Rellglon, phllosophie, scl-ences
soclales et autres scfences, Etude de

tude de la
pensÉe et des êcrfts des théologfens,
philosophea et soelologues tant
ancLens qr:e modernes.

Sous-eatégorfe 3AB
Pays, cultures et patrfpofnes. Entre-
Elens ou dlscuseLons destlnés å arener
lrauditoire à prendre conscÍence eÈ
mleux comprendre les Eroeurs et cou-
tumes, les peuplee eE les nilleux
culÈurel-s ou géographfques ã la fois
de leur pays et d'allleurs.



SubcaËegory 349:
History and Blography. TreaËments of
persons and events fn 1ocal, reglon-
aI, natfonal or fnEernatfonal hfsÈo-
Ëy, tncludlng rebroadcaeÈs of hlsto-
rfc events.

Subcltegory 3410:
Sports Backgroundlng. Behfnd-the-
scenes fnformation on Ehe ¡øorld of
professLonaL or senl-professlonal
sports, lncludlng career statlstlcs,
tralnlng nethods, peychologlcal and
nedical factors, and the rules of the
game, and fncludlng lnterpretive
lntervier¿s ç/lth sport flgures,
round-table or hot-seat dfscuesfons,
and edftorlal comments.

SUBCATEGORY 38

Ilobbles, Games, Crafts, Skflle. Ins-
Ëructfon and fnformatfon eoncernlng
leLsure interests, other than profes-
slonal or semf-professfonaL sports,
and formal or academic lnetructlon,
lncludfng lnstructlonal or "how-Èo"
rnaterial dealfng wiÈh hobbles, crafts
and skflls, and non-proüotional games
¡shere luck or chance are noÈ the naln
factors; for greaEer partlcularlËy,
thfs subcaËegory lncludes the foLlor*-
ing four subeategorles:

Subcategory 381:
llobbles, Crafts and Skllls. Explana-
tlons of tools, techniques and re-
source naterÍals of specfal appeal to
those with a basic knowledge of, or
interest in, a lelsure tlme actlvlty,
Includes how-to lnfornatfon or advice
and suggestions on fmprovfng onefs
skfll at a hobby such as sewfng,
gardening, woodworklng, brfdge,
chess, saflfng, tennls and gol-f.
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Sous-catÉgorle 349:
Hlstolre et bfographfes. Analyse dee
p€raonnes et des évênenenfs de Lrhle-
tolre locale, réglonale, naEf.onale ou
lnÈernatlonale, y conprfs la ret.rans-
rnf sslon d I événøents hJ-storlques,

Sous-cacégorie 3410:
Documentatlo-jporljg. Reneel-
@dansledo-
maine du sport profeesionnel ou semi-
professlonnel, y conprle les statfe-
tfquee, lee néthodes d I entraln@ent,
lee facteurs psychologlques ou nÉdi-
caux, les règles du jeu, dee lnEer-
views avec des sporÈlfs, des tables
rondes ou enErevues sur la Sellette
eÈ des êdltorfaux.

SOUS-CATÉGORIE 38

Passe-temps, Jeux, artisanat et
ËechnLques. InsEructÍons et rensel-
gnements sur les lolslrs sauf les
sport6 professlonnels ou semi-
professlonnels et les uatières sco-
laires ou acadÉmLques et ccmprend Le
rnatérlel fournissant des fndlcatlons
sur la rnanfère de pratlquer certaLne
passe-tempa, certafnes fornes
drartfsanat et drarte applfquÉs et des
Jeux où le hasard ne représente pas le
facteur essenË1el. Pour plus de
prêcLslon, cetÈe sous-catêgorle
cmprend les quaEre sous-catégorlee
sulvanLes:

Sous-catégorie 3Bl
Passe-tenps, artisanat. et technfquee.
Les expllcatLons sur les outlls, les
noyens disponfbles ou Les technlques
sradressant partlculièrenenÈ à ceux
qul onË des connafssances de base ou
un lntérêt particuller dans une forme
de loisir, et cmprend La néthode à
suivre, des consells ou des sugges-
tlons sur la façon de se perfectlonner
dans un passe-temps co¡nme la couture,
le jardfnage, la menuiserie, le
bridge, les êchecs, la volIe, le
tennLs ou le golf.
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Subcategory 382:
Academic Instructlon. Fornal fne-
@ academic skftle,
lncludlng Èhe acqufsitfon of a lan-
guage.

Subcategory 383:
Gamee. Qufzzes or competltlons the
obJect of q¡hlch ls Eo tesË specf fic
acqufred knowledge such as hfstorlcal
or scLentfflc facte and word deríva-
tions, but not fncludfng natter fall-
lng under subcategory 3C6 (qulzzes
and conËests) or subcategory 82
( promotlonal contest) .

lqþca¡qeggry 3B4:
Phyefcal Instructlon. Advlce on how
to keep fit through exercise pro-
grams, euch as yoga or lsomeÈrLcs,
and fnformation on diet, hygiene and
care of the body.

SUBCATEGORY 3C

Human Interest. General fnfomatlon
or opfilon-ãËout siÈuatlons, events
or beLiefs of broâd general lnterest,
advfce of a general personal nature,
Lntervleçrs or conversatLons wlth or
abouE celebrlties fn areas unrelated
to Ëhelr expert. lse, ad fËms fea-
turLng a maaÈer of ceremonfee, euch
aÉt an lnEervlew, varfety or game
show, where the enphasfs ls on a
personallty rather than on Ëhe
extended Ëreatment of a subJect; for
greater partfcularity, t.hfs subcate-
gory lncludes Ëhe followlng subcaÈe-
gorLee:

Subcategory 3C1:
ûmbudenan and Causes. The presenta-
@ actfng fn Ehe
role of communfËy problen-so1ver,
respondi.ng Lo telephoned or written
requests for asslsËance wlth Èhe afm

Coure acadêmfques. Eneefgnæent for-
mel relaEf f aux apËltudes acadénfqtree,
y co¡ûprls 1r apprenËf se4ge d I une
langue.

Sous-catêgorle 383:
Jeux. Jeux-questlonnafres ou êpreuves
dont ltobJet est de mettre à 1répreuve
les connaLssances acqulses cmme des
falcs hfstorfques ou scÍenÈffiques et
comme des mots dérfvêa, excepté les
maEfères ccmprLses sous la sous-
catégorfe 3C6 (Questfonnafre et con-
cours) ou la sous-caEégorie 82 (Con-
cour6 promot.lonnels) .

Sous-catégorfe 384
Condltlonnement physl1ue: Conseils

r en forme à
ltafde drun programr[e drexercices
commer paE exemple, le yoga ou lflso-
néËrlque et des renseignements sur la
dtététiquê, I'hygiène et les sofns
personnels.

SOUS-CATÉGORIE 3C

Intêrêt génêral. Renseign@enEa ou
cornmenÈafres dtordre gênéral eur des
év€nsnents, des situatlons ou des
croyances drlntêrêt très génêral,
conseLls personnele, lnterviev¡s ou
conversatfons au suJet de, ou avec des
célébritéa sur des suJeta sans rapport
dlrect avec leur chanp dractfvfté
habituel; des ênlssions nettant en
vedette un ns,ltre de cérêmnie, cmme
une ênissfon drenÈrevues, de varféÈÉs
ou de Jeux où llaccent esÈ nls sur la
personnaltté plutôt que sur lranalyse
en profondeur drtrne quesËion. Pour
plus de pr6cislon, ceËte
sous-catégorfe comprend les
sous-cat6gorf es sufvantes ;

Sous-catégorfe 3C1:
Ombudsman et causes, Service fournÍ
par une personne JouanE le rôle drun
ombudsman, rêpondant, aux demandes
d'aide faiLes par êcrlt ou par têlê-
phone afln dtexposer les problènes de

Sous-catégorle 382



of airing communlty and consuuer pro-
bleros, or provfding a lfstenlng ear
for people fn Ërouble.

SubcaËegory 3C2:
Infornal Dlscourse or ConvereaEfon.

t
and casual repartee by or beËween
announcers, lncludlng Jokes and hurno-
rous asldes, where such rnatÈer ls of
a duratfon of more than 30 seconds.

SubcaEegory 3C3:
Casual Oplnlon. Comments or opinlons
expressed in telephone, studio or
ln-Ëhe-sÈreeÈ fnËen¡1ews, or by or to
announcers, where none of the partles
to the conversaÈ1on are recognfzed
experts deallng wlth subJects r,rlÈhln
their os¡n expertise,

SubcaEegory 3C4:
Celebrfty and Personallty. Inter-
views or conversatlons wlth or about
people 1n entertafrment, sports or
public l1fe, ln areas uûrelated to
thelr expertfse, auch as Ëhefr per-
sonal 11fe style or opinlons.

Subcategory 3C5:
Horoscope and Occult. Infomatlon
relating to Ehe slgns of the zodlac,
the tendencfes pertalnlng to these
signs, Ëheir appllcatfon to predfct
Èhe conduct or characüer of fndlvf-
dua1s, ad advlce based upon such
observatf.ons, lncludtng infornation
on Ëhe occult generally.

SubcaËegory 3C6:
Quizzes and Contests. ConEests rdhere
the wLnnfng contesÈant is deterrnlned
prlnarlly by luck or by chance raÈher
than on the basis of any partlcular
skill or knoi¿ledge, other than con-
tesÈs falllng under subcategory 82
( promot ional conteet,) .
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la collecrivftê ou de cons@rnaËeura o
af fn d tof frf r une orell le aËt.entfve
aux personnes dang le besoin"

Sous-catégorle 3C2:
EntreËfen fanfller ou convereatlon.
Propoe fanflfers et sponEan6e sur des
choses banales et répartles enËre
annonceurs, y comprls blagues et
plaisanterlee lorsque cette naEfère
dure plus de 30 secondes.

Soue-catégorle 3C3:
Opfnlons spontanées, Comroentafres ou
oplnfons exprlnês en studl_o, au courg
d t appels téléphonfques ou d I lnËervle¡¿s
sur la rue à des annonceurs ou par
ceux-cl, lorsquraucun des partlclpanËg
à lrentretfen nrest un exp€rt eË ne
dlscute df un sujet de sa cmpétence.

Sous-cat6gorle 3C4:
CéIêbrftés et personnallrês. InEer-
views ou enEretfens avec, ou au suJet
de personnalltée du monde du spec-
tacle, des sport.e ou des affaires
publiques, sur des suJets non reli€g
à leur compêtence, comne certalns as-
pects de leur personnallté ou de l_eur
mode de vle.

Sous-catêgorle 3C5:
Horoscope et occultísne, Renselgne-
menta relatifs ar¡x dfffêrents sfgnes
du zodfaque, les tendances propres à
chacun de ces sfgnes et leur applfca-
Efon pour prêdire la condufte ou le
caractère drun lndfvldu eË les avie
basés sur ce genre dtobservatfons, y
compris des renselgneænts gênêraux
eur lfocculËlsme"

Sous-catêgorfe 3Cq:
Questj.onnafres et concours. Les
concours où le vaLnqueur eet choisi
par 1e hasard pluËôt que Jugé sur ses
aptitudes ou se6 connafssances emcepté
les concours cmprfs dans la sous-
catégorle 82 (Concours promoÈlonnels).
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SubcaËegory 3C7:
DedlcaËfgne gnd Requests. Announce_
ruenrB aclcnordledglng dedfcat.fons to,or requesEs from rnembers of the au-
dlence.

Subcategory 3CB:
Gu{dance" Infornation on probleue ofeÈfquette, homemaklng o fanify lffe,
frequenÈly ln reeponse to general orspeciffc quesÈfons, lncludfng advfce
concernlng personal or sptrf.iual con_duct, such as short inspiratlonal
talks by clergyrnen, sernonettes and"Èhoughts-for-the-day'., where theseare not presented as part of a relf_gious servlce or rftual.

Soue-catégorle 3C7 t
nédtcãõãã-ffi,äidee, Menrtone
annonçanË les dédfcaces à dee audf-
,teurs ou réponCant à des demar¡des dela parË de ces derniers,,

Soqs-carégorle 3Cg:
Consells. Rensefgnements sur desproEI6es d,érfq;rre, d'rri-rénag.,et de vie fanfllale donnés habftuel-
l:Tgna en réponse à des questfons spé_clflques ou de nature plus gÉnãrate, ycøprís des consefls sur la vfe per_
sonnelle ou spirftuelle c@me de brefsentretfene spfrftuels avec des membresdu clergê, de courts sermons eÈ des"pensées du Jour.' loreque ces consei_Lsne sont pa.s présentês dans le cadredfun office rellgleux.

SOUS-CATÉGORIE 3D

-CTéat{ons orales, auEres. LruËflLsa_
Eton du ranguage dans des fornes fau_taisisËes, soit par improvfsaÈion,
soLt à partlr d'un Èexte prêparê, ycoupris de courtes hfstoiies ordi_nafres, des sketches hu¡noristfquea ousatfrfques, des-fmiËaËions et improvl_satlone prêsentés soft par le persoa_nel de la sEaËion soit par dta,rtres
personnes; des oeuvrea êcrlËee detoute époque aous leur fonne ortgi_nale ou adaptée, y conprls tous 1ee
modes littéraires Èraditlonnels conmeles fables ou contes, les lÉgenaes,
essais, nouvelles, poèmes et pièceÃ dethéâcre, exceptê les natfères cou_vertea par la sous-caÈêgorie 3C2(Entretlen fanllfe. o,, ãorr.rersation)
ou 1a- sous-catégorfe 73 (Contfnrités
verbales et rêpartfes); pour plus deprécls1on, cette so.r"-"rtÉgori" 

"*_prend les sfx sous-catégori""
sufvantes:

Sous-catêgorle 3Dl:

,,

SUBCATEGORY 3D

Spoken trdoq4 - Other, The use of

-

rangu¿rge fn irnagfnative conatruc_
tfons, ef.ther ln spontaneous improvf_
saElon or frø a prepared text, fn_cludfng efuple, fnforral storfås and
humoroue or satirlcal sketches; ex_
tended fmpersonatLons or fmprovlsa_
tLons, whether presenËed by station
personnel or othere; and the presen_
tatfon of planned, scrfpted cieatfve
worke of aLl prfods, wtrether fn orf_gÍnal or adapted for-m, fncludfng allthe tradftLonal lfterary nodes àf tn"folk tale or narratfve 1egend, essay,short story, poero and drana, úut noË
fneludfng EaÈÈer fallfng unáer sub_
caEegory 3C2 (Infornal Dlscourse or
Conversatlon) or subcategory 73 (Ver_
bal Brfdgee, Qufps); for greater par-Ëlcularfty, Ehfs subcategðry includes
Èhe followfng sfx subcatãgort"",

3D1:
Other gþleh. Improvised

Subcategory
HunorouÀ or
or ecrfpÈed comlc skit, fncluding



inpersonatlons of polfÊlcal or other
public figures.

Subcategory 3D2:
Story. Flctlonal prose narratfve,
fncluding readlngs of prose conposf-
tions fn r¿hfch Ëhe characters, if
any, are glven differenÈ volces.

SubcaEegory 3D3:
Irailçlonal, Reg_tonal, Folk Tales.
Famllfar rales rhaC rêTlecr-Elã cra-
dftlonal belfefs, saylngs and customs
of a people; sÈorles ofÈen wlth Ieg-
endary or EyËhical elements, handed
dor.¿n for generaElons and popularly
belfeved Èo have an hfsEorlcal basls;
and wholly fanclful accounts of
supernaÈural creâtures as in falry
Ëales.
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conprfs les frnlEatfons
t6e polltlques ou de la

CATÉGORIE 4

Soue-catégorfe 3DZ:

-

Récfts. R€clts dtfmagfnatfon enpr""", y conprfs Ia lecture de compo-
eltlons dont les personnages, srll y
en a, sont lnterprétÉs par dlfférenÈeg
volx.

Soue-caÈégorle 3D3

nelles, les dfres et les coutunes drunpeuple; histolres ËenanË de la légende
ou du nyËhe¡ transm{see de génêratlon
en gênératLon et Eenues, dans lee
croyances populafres, pour avofr des
fondenents historlques; et réciËs pu-
rement fanËaislstes sur des crêatures
surnaturelles cmme dans lee contes de
fêes.

9ous-eatégorle 3D4
Souvqnirs et eseãls ffcttfs. Brefe
recl-Ës d'une avenÈure de naÈure bfO_
graphique, y cmprls les réclts rela-
Ëtfs à une époque parrlculfère ou à
une s6rle dtévênæents, basês eur le
ténolgnage personnel de lrauteur
coüner pâr exenple, le r6cft de la
drave sur la rivlère des OuËaouaÍe ou
de la ruée vers lror au Klondfke.

Sous-catégorte 3D5
Poésfe. Lecture droeuvres poÉtfques,
ãlãFlques ou contemporaines.

Théâtre. prEsentatfon dfoeuvreg
dramatiques, classiques ou cont@po-
ralnes,

de personnall-
vfe publfgue.

Subcategory 3D4z
Recollections-and Fictlonal Essay.
short prepared ac@
soden frequently bfographlcal iñ
nature, fncluding records of a partl-
cular perfod of tfne or serfes of
events based on Ëhe authorts personal
observations and knowledge, such as a
recountLng of cuttfng timber on the
OËÈawa, or livfrÀg in the Klondfke.

Subcategory 3D5:
PoeLry. Readings of classfc or
conÈemporary poetlc creations.

Subcategory 3D6:
Drama. Performances
contemporary dramatlc

of classlc or
creaEfons 

"

CATEGORY 4

Spoken I,Iord - Actualfty. Dírect
coverage of events u¡hether news,
sports, religlous services or special
events. Thls category contalns four
subcaÈegorles:

Crêatlonq orales - Actqalltê, Repor-
tage en-d@qu¡fl
stagfsse de nouvelles, sports, offfces
relfgleux ou êvênements spéciaur<.
CeÈËe catégorle cøprend quaËre aous-
caÈêgoriee:

req+gnaux. Contes populafres quf-
reflètent les croyances traditiorr



SubcaËegorv 4l:
New_s ActualfËy. Where by chanceor by pre-arrangenent, Ëhe llsEener
hears a newardorthy event dfrectly,
or heare a lfve or delayed live
descrfptlon of such an âvenr.

SubcaÈeÂorv 42:

-

Relfglous Servlces and I{orshlp. Theexpr F
through a rfÈual or other fom ofpubltc worshfp fncludlng prayers,
recLtatfon of the rosary, hymns, orreadÍngs from sacred lrrftinge, and
che llve broadcast of reltgious
servlces, lncludlng music r¿hlch
occurs fn the course of a rftual,
service or other forn of publie wor_shlp, but not including .ãliglou"
musfc not so presenÈed, wtrlch falls
under subcaÈegory 66 (non-elassfc
religious), sermonettee or relatedmatter falling under subcaËegory 3Cg.
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Sous-caÈégorte 4l:
Actualft6. Lorsque¡ paË hasard ou pår
arrangement préalable, Iraudfteur eetle t6uoln dlrect drun êvénsaent impor_
Ëant ou entend en direct ou en d.Lf fêrêla deecrfptfon d'un Ëel évênqent.

Sous-cat6gorle 422
Otttces rellgfeux eÈ cultes. Lrex_

ieuses
selon le riËuel ou quelque auËre formede culte et comprerr¿ fej prlèree, larÉcitation du chapelet, lås psaunes oula lecture dfécrlts sacrés, de nêne
que la transnission en dlrect drof_
f fces relfgietx. Cette sous_
cat6gorie conprend la uusique entendue
au cours de ces rftes, offlces ouautres fornes de culte mals ne ccm_
prend pas la nusique religl_euse pré_
sentée dans un autre conËexte, eË cou_verte par la sous-catêgorfe 66 (Reli_
gieux non-classique), nÍ les courËs
sennons ou autres natlères senblables
couvertes par la sous-catégorte 3Cg.

sporÈ6 eventa, includfng
descriptfons.

Subcategory 43:
Sports AõtuaTrrv. Dlrect

Sous-catégorfe 43
ActualfÈé sportfve.
dlrecË des êvénements
prfs les descriptions
sportfves.

Sous-cat69orfe 44

-

ïyenenellg gpêcfaux. Reporrages endlrect d' êvê;ertrõ'lEã donr I' ocãurrence

coverage of
play-by-play Les report4ges en

sportffs, y cm-
de rencontres

SubcsÈegotv 44:
Specfal Evenrs e!ggu!I. Dfrecr
@ts, such as the santa
Claus parade, whlch are predfctable
as to occurence and outcome, and for
vrhlch broadcast tine is reserved,
oËher Èhan events fallfng under
categorles I (news) ot 2 (surveil-
lance).

et le dénouement sont prévislbles eËpour lesquels du tenps dfantenne estréservê, comme par exenple le défflé
du Père Noël, exceptê làs €vênemenËs
couverts par les caÈégories I (Nou_velles) ou 2 (Renselgnements d;ap_pofnt) ,

CATÉGORIE 5

Yugfque gélrérale. La nusfque popu_
r_ar-re en dlrect ou enregl_strée cou_
vra.nt la pérfode quf s'éÈend du d6buÈ
de 1a producEion massfve des dfsques
aux plus rêcents grands succès t.elsqu'lnscrfts aux palmarès des publi_
catfons spéclallsées reconnrluã,

CATEGORY 5

Musfc-General. Lfve or recorded
entertafnment muslcu exÈending fronthe advent of mass-produced rãcor¿_
ings Èo Èhe latest hlts as deftned incharts of recognized Ërade publlca-
Ëfons, fncludfng popular eongs andconposltfons whlch fa11 under the


